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NOTICE AND ERRATA SHEET

1. A limited number of copies of References 21 and " re available
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Aircraft Development Service,, DS-41
Federal Aviation Agency
Washington, D. C. 20553

2. In the columu heading on page C-41 for Columns I7-24, change the
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Three alternate forms of gust loads criterion based on power-spectral
concepts are developed. These include a mission analysis criterion,
a design envelope criterion, and a criterion ccnbining advantages of
each. The latter is reacmended for design use. Design levels are

"- determined based on the strength of three cxisting satisfactory air-
planes, the Lockheed Model 7T9 (Constellation) and Model 188 (Elecira)
and the Boeing model '20B. The determination of a design load level
involves dynamic gust analysis of the three airpl6aes, taking into
account the significant rigid body and elastic modes, for both verdi-

* I cal and lateral gust inputs, as well as detailed stress analysis to the
resulting loads. The appropriate limit design frequency of exceedanee-.

I (missi.on analysis criterion) is found to be 2 x 10-5 exceedances per
bour. The appropriate limit design value of OwI•d (rs true gust
velocity times ratio of design load to ras load, for use in a design
"envelope criterion) varies linearly fram 56 fps at sea level to 62 fps

S at TOOO ft., to 55 fps at 2TO0• ft., to IT fps at 80000 ft. For a
conservative level to be used =uer the "ccumbined" criterion in the
absence of *a mission analysis, these values increase to 1%1 fps at sea
level, varying linearJy to .10 fps at 7000 ft., to 117 flp at 27000 ft.,
to 37 fps at 80000 ft. Two techmiques have been developed for inte-
grating the statistical determination of loads with the detailed stress 4
analysis. One is the matching condition tecbnique, in which design
conditions are. generated to closely envelope the statistically defined
loads, with phase relationa of the varioun load or stress canponeats 4
properly accounted for. The other is the joint probability technique,,
in which the Soint probability density of axial and shear stresses is
determined at all potentially critical locations in the structure and -
related to the respective strength envelopes. The sensitivity ofJ results to variations in input data is investigated.

This volume o s all parts of the study except the analysi, of theI Model 720B airplane and the development and illustration of the joint
probability technique, which are covered in Report FAA-ADS-5, prepared
by The Boeing Company under subcontract.':
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7 During the past fifteen sears, great progress has been made in gust loads
I. theory. The iost fundamental advance has been the representation of

atmospheric turbulence as a stationery random process, to which power- !
spectral methods of analysis can be applied. A second important advance

J has been tqie widespread developuent of automatic computer techniques
for solving the equations of motion of the airplane in turbulente. It
is now practical to represent the dynamics of the airplane in sufficient
refinement to cover adequately not only the rigid-body motions but also
the airplane elasticity and, if necessary, the effects of artificial
stability auýnentation devices.

The motivation for these advances, of course, has been to secure a safer
and lighter structure fr= the standpoint of gust loads. Yet these ad-
vances in themselves do not result directly in achieving this objective.
"There are still two steps required. The first, and most important, is
"to modify or re-develop the structural criteria by which a required -
strength level is established for any given airplane. The second is to-J fit the newer methods into the routine by which design loads are obtained,
and stress analysis carried out, to assure a consistency in strength
throughout all the individual elements of the structure.

The first of these, namely the criteria step, is particularly difficult.
Gust severity, as affected by both magnitude and shape of the gust, is
inhe-ently a statistical phenomenon. Consequently, it is not possible to
define a "worst possible" gust and simply design for this gust. Past
gust criteria have consisted of a particular combination of gust inten-
sity, gust shape, airplane flight condition (speed and weight), method of

analysis, and factor of safety. This combination has resulted in a satis-
- A factory level of safety. Other combinations, however, such as a higher

gust intensity with a lower factor of safety, could equally well have
been selected with no significant change in the strength level achieved.
Similarly, with a change in the method of analysis, such as an improve- f.
ment to include flexible-irplane dynamics, or a change in the definition
of the gust structure, the remaining factors must be re-evaluated to as-
sure that an adequate yet not excessively high level of strength is
defined.

To establish criteria directly, starting with agreement as to an accept-
able loss rate, has generally been found not to be practical. Work along
this line, however, has usually indicated that past criteria have not
been overly severe. Consequently, in modifying existing criteria or de-
vising new criteria, a practical objective is the achievement of a level

of safety with respect to gust loads just equal to that of earlier satis-
factory airplanes. If this is accomplished, the level of strength is
certain to be adequate. It may be greater than actually necessary, but

!
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probably by a rather small margin. More specif tally, the new criteria
must be of a severity such that when these criteria are applied to the
older, satisfactory airplanes, these airplanea are found to be just
adequate. A criterion of any greater severity would then indicate
these airplanes to be inadequate, in contradiction to their satisfac-
tory service records. A criterion of any lower severity would have
permitted less strength; with the reduced strength the safety record
might not have been satisfactory. As applied to new design, the new
criteria, now incorporating the more realistic definition of the gust
structure and the more refined methods of analysis, will more reliably
predict the strength required than will the former criteria, estab- :
lished without the benefit of these recent advances.

Unrortunately, to re-write the gust criteria in a simple specific form
that is sure to attain the above goal is a complicated task that had
not been ,"complished prior to the initiation of the present study.
Some of the obstacles that had lelayed such an undertaking were the
following:

1. It had been questionable whether the state of the art of S-
gust loads analysis had advanced sufficiently to permit
clear definition of the variables that must be included
in the analysis, and in what degree of refinement, in order
to achieve results of the required engineering a-:curacy: As
a result, variations in the method of analysis had been
found to have a rather sizable effect on the restiting loads.

2. To be realistic, gust criteria should reflect the actual
operating usage of the vehicle, which may bear a quite
different relation to the design envelope for vas•-ious
vehicles. Furthermore, the operating usage cannot be -on-
trolled entirelý by placard without undue restri:!tion on
operating flexibility. Consideration of actual operating
asage inherently complicates the criterion.

3. To confirm that any proposed criterion defines a reasonable
level of strength, it should be applied to varicus existing
airplanes. Each such study, if performed with the requisite
thoroughness, would be quite costly; such cost ius justifi-
able to individual manufacturers only in connection with the
development of a new design, wherein only one or two earlier
airplanes built by the same manufacturer were given the

required detailed treatment.

Even though no s-imple, sp'--ific gust loads criterion utilizing the new U
developments was availaLe, practical design techniques were developed
that adequatelT. achieved the desired objective in the design of recent
aircraft.

S[~
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The first step in the development of those techniques was taken toward
the end of the era of piston engine transports. At that zime it became
apparent that the earlier airplanes had satisfactory service and safety
records, even though no provision hiA been mrde in their design loads
for dynamic effects that were known to be piresent. Thus it becamei -• evident that the design gust velocities had been set high enough so

that for these airplanes no increase Ln design loads for dynamic' i effects va•s needed. On the other hand, it was apparent that,. as air--'

planes become larger, f'aster, P-ad more flexible, the relative dynamic
effects might well increase; and, sooner or later, design to static
loads --lone could "ead to a structure of inadeouate strength.

Consequently, to prevent any deficiency in strength that might other-
wise have resulted from this trend, the CAA at that time adop-ed a
policy which was summarized as follows: a ti a e

"During the AIA-CAA Gust*Loads Meeting in Washington, it was
agreed that if a manufacturer shoved that for his new model the
percentage increase in load, due to transaent effects, was no It
greater than that of his previous models, it would not be
necessary to design for the increased load; however, if the
increase was greater than for the previous models, this increase
should be designed for."

This policy, reflecting what may be called the concept of "limited I
dynamic accountability", was applied, for example, in the design of
the Lockheed Model 1649 Constellation and the Electra. As was the

A practice at that time, primary emphasis was placed on a comparison of
dynamic magnification factors of wing bending moment. These were

.1 obtained utilizing both discrete-gust and power-spectral descriptions

. J of the atmosphere. Even in these analyses, however, it was recognized
that comparison of dynamic magnification factors alone would not assure
that the new airplane would have as great gust load capability as the
previous models. Consequently, consideration was also given to the
effect of the following: (a) differences in the margin between design
speed and normal operational speed; (b) differences in the static gust
loads criteria to which these airplanes had been designed; and (c)

I- positive margins of safety (indicative of strength greater than
required) in the reference airplane.

More recently, important potential inadeqizacies were found in this

simple treatment. As a result, more comprehensive and rational methods
were developed. In one particular application, the approach was two-
fold. First, a full dynamic analysis of the response of the flexible
airplane to discrete gsts of various gradient distances was made, for
both the new airplane and a reference airplane havint- a long and satis-
factory service record. Complete wing loads were obtained for both

t
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airplanes. A "dynamic accountability factor" was then employed to
adjust the loads for the new airplane to the level of gust severity
that would just take the reference airplane to limit strength. Second, -
to confirm the adequacy of the loads thus defined, a power-spectral I
analysis was performed on a "mission analysis" basis; in this analysis,
it was required to show that the new airplare would fly at least as
many miles before reaching limit rtrength as the reference airplane.

.1

The major obJection to a continuation of the type of approach described
above is that data on the various satisfactory existing airplanes are
available, in the necessary detail and scope, only to the manufacturers I
of those airplanes. Consequently, a manufacturer whose past airplanes
may not have been gust-critical, or for other reasons may have had more
than the required strength, must design his new aircraft to more severe
criteria than the manufacturer whose past aircraft happen to have less a
margin. Further, no criteria shcrt of "full dynamic accountnbillty"
are available to a manufacturer wha has no previous aircraft in oper-
ation •ith a lnn - satisfactory seinrice life.

For this reason, it has long been recognized that eventually it wouldd
be necessary to establish a gust criterion thvt could be employed
without reference to any specific reference airplane. With the exper-
ience that has now been accumulated, it appears that the time is ripe
for the developunent of such a criterion. The study described herein
sets forth the form of such a criterion, provides evidence that the
criterion will be practical to apply, and establishes tentative

___ ~design levels.1:

As noted earlier, a second problem in the application of the newer
advances in gust loads theory is to fit them into the routine by which
design loads are obtained and stress analysis is conducted. Normal
stress analysis praLtice utilizes design conditions each of which is
defined over the whole of some major structural component at a given
instant. Power-spectral methods, however, do not result in this sort i
of design condition. They lead, in*tead, to individual design-level
values of load of equal probability at various points in the structure,
or of various components of load such as wing shear, bending moment,

determined whether maximum up shear combines with maximum nose-up or

maximim nose-down torsion or with some intermediate value. This
difficulty car. be circumvented to some extent by determining design-
level values of internal icads or stresses, such as front and rear
beam shear flows. But this approach is likely to lead to the cumber-
some procedure of determining separate power-spectra for loads in every
minute element of the structure - literally thousands of elements in a --
typical modern airplane wing. in addition, there still remains a prob-
lem of handling combined stresses or stress redistribution after the
material begins to yield or buckle.

4



I] Consequently, it is clear that for any criterion involving the power-
spectral concept to be useable, there must be some assurance that
practical means are available to integrate the gust loads determination
into existing design procedures and organizational arrangements. Two
rather different techniques that accomplish this purpose have been
developed and are described herein.

SFinally,, it has been noted that variations in the methods of analysis

have sometimes been found to have a rather sizable effect on the loads
obtained. Consequently, for the envisioned criterion to be relied upon

to provide adequate structure, it is necessary to obtain a specific
A indication of the variations in the resulting design loads that might

be produced by variations in the input data used in the loads determi-
nation. Therefore, these effects have also been investigated.

In addition to the variations in method or input data that can be

studied utilizing a given mathematical model, there are also subtle
differences among various mathematical models, even though these models

J may all ",e of t-ie same general level of complexity. Since the present
study is conducted by two different manufacturers, an excellent oppor-
tunity his presented itself to compare the recults obtained by two
differen'; models using identical input data. Consequently, such a
comparison is made as part of the present study.

In sumDmery, the objectives of the program reported herein can be
listed as follows:

1. Provide a recommended form for a gust loads criterion based
on power-spectral concepts. q

S2. Establish design levels based on strength of satisfactory
.I existing airplanes, taking into account the significant rigid

body and elastic modes.

S3 Povdea practical technique usnSProvide apatcltcnqefor uigstatistically defined

loads in stress analysis, and illustrate by application to
an existing airplane.

4&. Investigate sensitivity of results to dsta and methods.

It should perhaps be emphasized that, in carrying out these objectives,

the intent has been to utilize the rresent state of the art of power-
spectral gust loads analysisj, rather than to advance the state of the
art. Accordingly, only a very minor effort has been devoted to improv-

ing currently available models of the atzosphere, .even though a need
for a subs4.antial effort in this direction has been generally recog-

I nized. Also, no attempt has been made. to account for the effect of

I:;g
El ~5 j
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spanwise variations of gust velocity. Various published papers have I
treated this subectj, and eventually it may be necessary to consider
the effects of a two-dimensional gust pattern. However,, these effects
are probably rather small for existing or proposed aircraft; and it is

believed to be more important at this stage to proceed to develop
criteria that exploit the simpler theory,, which is the one that has
been employed in most applications to date.

The general plan of this report is fairly evident from the Table of
Contents.

Sections 2 and 3 discuss the selection of the three reference airplanes
for analysis and the airplane components to be treated. Section 4
indicates the general forms that might be taken by a power-spectral gust
loads criterion and that will be used in the present study. Section 5
then discusses the establishment of the particular atmosphere model to
be used. A detailed comparison of this with the best-known previous
model is given in Appendix A.

The dynamic analysis of two of the three reference airplanes, the Lock-
heed Model 188 and Model 749, is described in Sections 6 through 9,
with detailed numerical results presented in Appendix B. The corres-3
ponding material for the Boeing Model 720B is contained in Reference 1.

The two design techniques developed as part of the present study are
K; •introduced in Section 10. The "matching condition!" technique Is

developed in Section 31 and the "Joint probabilhty" technique in
Reference 1. The two techniques are related and compared in Sect ion 12.

Limit-strength and ultimate-strength levels for the three reference
"airplanes, in terms of the power spectral criteria described in Section
Ui, are then sunmarized in Section 13. These are determined from the
results of the dynamic analysis, drawing upon the design techniques
described in Sections 10 through 12 and performing such stress analysis

P of the structure as found necessary. Detailva accounts of this deter-
mination are included in Appendix E and in Reference 1.

The effect of parameter variations on gust loas is reported in Section
14 and in Reference 1.

Utilizing the limit strength levels presented in Section 13, with the
~4I- ~information in Section 1I4 on the effect of parameter variations as

'W', further background, appropriate design levels for new airplanes are
considered in Section 15. Suggested formel requirments are provided.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6
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IA s*,nmry of the over-all procedure for dynamic gust loads, determination
for newr airplanes is then presented. in Section 16. Coments on mo~difi-
cat ions that mighit be required for application to advanced. configura-

I the relation ot the existing discrete-gust requirement. to the power-

~1 spectral criter~ia, proposed as a result of this study.
* Same prior familiarity of the reader of this report with the concept of

a stationary random process and the techniques of power-spectral anal-
ysis is assumed. Recommnded introductory discussions are contained in
References 2 and 3. References I4 through 6 provide additional material
that may also be helpful.

I *
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SX Ratio of root-mean-square value of load to root-mean-square

Sgust velocity

S•p,2 Intensity parameters in the expression for probability
density of Ow

Mean wing chord

CL Slope of curve of CL vs a , per radian

f Frequency, cycles per second

A 4

f Probability density

h Altitude

Gust allevation factor for one-minus-cosine discrete gust

(Reference 31)

K Dimensionless gust response factor for continuous turbulence I
(Equation 5-5)

"L Scale of turbulence, a parameter in Equations 5-i and 5-4

. y.,My,Mz Bending or torsional moment about axis indicatedII • 7 No Average number of zero crossings with positive slope, per
_,•:. un~it tiae,

N(y) Number of exceedances of the indicated value of y per un-it
time (ordinarily per hour)

P Probability that stress is in excess of limit load level, or
that stress condition is outside the limit-strength envelope

PF,P 2  Fractions of total flight time in non-storm and storm turta-
lence respectively - parameters in the expression for proo- .

- •ability density of w

q Dynamic pressure. Shear flow

S Reference wine area

Z-.•< Shear in direction indicated

""M
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R.~4 'W'

V Airsreed

VB Design rough-air speed

VC Design cruise speed

VD Design dive speed

Ve Equivalent airspeed

VT True airspeed

W Airplane gross weight

I iy Any acceleration, load, or stressI;• f ! •Ratio of actual damping coefficient to critical, or dead-

jJ beat, damping coefficient

Iii d Ratio of design load to root-mean-square load
*j2

"g Airplane mass parameter as used in Reference 31,
-~2W/CLa P p g S

plSame as oig but with CL taken as airplane instead of wing
lift curve slope a

, i P• Air density

Sw Root-mean-square value of true Ust velocity (vertical or

lateral component)

aOy Root-mean-square value of y

.. * (1) Power-spectral density function

"Reduced. frequency, radians per foot

Other quantities, used only in particular sections of the report, are
defined where used.

"I 9
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2 OF C AIRPLINES FOR ANALYSIS

In the selection of a "reference" airplane to use for setting the level
of severity of a new gust loads criterion, the most important considera-
tion is a long and successful service life. This is necessary in order
to provide a reasonable opportunity for any deficiency in strength to
have become evident.

A second important consideration is that, to avoid excessive conserva-
tism., the airplane should be as gust-critical as possible at normal
operatLng speeds. For if the reference airplanes are not gust-critical,
the strength put in for other than gust conditions, or perhaps for gust
conditions at an unreasonably high design speed, will be interpreted as
necessary to provide safety in turbulence. The new criteria would thus

t• require an equivalent, unnecessarily high, strength in the new aircraft.

Another consideration of great practical importance is that complete
and detailed data for the reference airplanes be available. These data
must include not only the "over-all" aerodynamic, mass, and elastic data
needed to solve the equations of motion, but also detailed data as to

4: external and internal load distribation and local structural strength.
Adequate data of this type can be obtained only as a result of exten-
sive wind-tunnel tests, flight load measurements, stress analysis of a
multitude of structural components, and panel tests to determine struc-
tural allowables.

/in important additional consideration, although not a vital one, is that
VGH data be available for the reference airplane to assist in defining
the mission profiles to be used for analysis.

Similarity of the reference airplanes to the new airplanes to which the
criterion will be applied, in such configuration characteristics as wing
sweep, type of propulsion, number of engines, etc., is not a pertinent
consideration in selecting the reference airplanes. The effect of dis-
similarity in configuration should be fully accounted for in the dynamic
analysis.

For the purpose of the present study, the Lockbeed Model 71:5 Constella-
tion, the Lockheed iLlectra (Model 188), and the Boeing Model 720B are

X t •selected as reference airplanes.

The Model 749 is regarded as particularly suitable as a reference air-
1v *plane. As of January, 1965, individual ships of this fleet averaged

about 43000 hours of service, -ith several as high as 55000 hours, all
with no evidence of structural inadequacy to carry the gust loads that
have been encountered.

10
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1 The Mode). 749 is gust critical under the current FAR 25 criLteri-*a
|Reference 7). Furthermore, in comparison with other airplanes of the
piston-powered transport era, the 749 appears to be relatively gust

--i critical at normal operational speeds. It has been found to be consid-
eratly more gust-critical than later Constellations, for example, pri-
marily as a result of an increase in the wing loading of the later a!r-
planes without any significant change in their typical operating speeds.
In ,:Idition, VGH data have been published for Model 749 operation
(Reference 8).

The particular version of the Model 749 for which the analyses are con-
ducted is the '4o-! 749A including modifications in accordance with
Service Bulletin 545. This airlane was designed for a take-off gross
weight of 107,000 lb. and a maximum zero-fuel weight of 86,464 lb. The
majority of the 145 airplanes in the Model 749 fleet - totaling at least
104 airplanes and probably about 140 - were either delivered in this
configuration or later converted to it.

"The Electra provides a second suitable reference airplane. Individual
- airplanes in the Electra fleet as of January 1, 1965, had acquired as

" • much as 18000 hours of service during their eight years of operation.
The Electra is gust critical over much of the wing, fuselage, and
empennage under FAR 25 criteria. And for it, too, extensive VGH data
are available (References 9 through U).

* The particular Electra airplane for which the analyses are conducted has
a design take-off weight of 116,000 lb. and maximum zero Pael weight of
86,000 lb. For the purpose of this study, airplane serial numbers

a i 1035 - 1148 and 2001 - 2022, totaling 136 airplanes, can be considered
to fall in this category. Actually, a considerable number of these air-

"a a planes are certificated for a take-off weight of only 113,000 lb.,
_ primarily because the increase in strength of the landing g'-ar support

structure required for the 116000 lb. gross weight was serialized some-
what later in the production program. However, the primary wing,

Sfuselage and tail strength is the same for all 136 airplanes, and the
I---! flight loads given by the power-spectral analysis are essentially

identical at both the 113,000 lb. and 116,000 rb. gross weights. (The
HI last six Electra airplanes also had a small increase in fuselage shell

strength to provide additional growth potential; this increase, how-
ever, would have no effect on the results of this study, and no further
explicit consideration is given to it.)

The Boeing Model 720B provides an additional reference airplane repre-
sentative of current subsonic jet transports. As of January 1, 1965,
the fleet of 720 and 720B airplanes had accumulated a total of nearly
1,300,000 fligh&t hours, with the high-time airplane in excess of 13000
hours. The 720B is selected in preference to other airplanes of the
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TOT and T20 series because it. is the most nearly gust-critical,, because
its use in medimn-range operations probably results in a somewhat more
severe gust exposure., and because better and more complete daý- are
wa~ilable for use in the analysis. Al1thou~h VGB data are not avrailable
for the T2CS explicitly., extensive VGH data have been obtained from T0T
operations and. are available in Reference 9.

The selection of an airplane to use for illustratting the design tech-
niques to be developed can be quite independent of the selection of the
reference airplane. The Lockheed Electra and the Boeing T2CcB are used
for this purpose. The basiW. principles involved can be adequately
demonostrated. utilizing these airplanes; possible modifizations that
might be required for other configurations such as arrow wing, variable
geometry,, or delta -canard are exp~lored without specific numerical
illustration.

122
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S 3 AIRPAN CMPORTSTMTED

I developing criteria that will utilize the more recent ý,.vances L-1
gust !oe~s theory, major emphasis has usually been placed zor determi- !•
nation of design wing loads. However) o+,thr airplane components, too,
are often designed by gust loads. in fact, one of the more significant

Sapplications of power-spectral theory to gvst loads has been in the -
Sinvestigation of vertical tail loads for the current subsonic jet j

transports where low damping in the Dutch roll mode has resulted in .. 3o
loads not adequately accounted for by the discrete-gust approach. In
addition, vertical gusts produce loads on the fuselage (primarily due
to inertia) and on the horizontal tail, that have been critical for I
desig'n.

Mwfetl i wud e esral for a single design criterion to be
applicable to all structural. components and to both vertical andlateral components of turbulence. In order to assure, however., that"°

S the c-•iterion developed in the present study does have the desired

gener'ality., each of these various areas is treated specifically. '.i
-• ~Primaary emphasis is given to the wing. The fuselage and horizontal !S tail are treated by fairly simple extensions of the mathematical models

developed originally to define wing loads. Side gust loads on the- 3 :!
vertical tail require a separate treatment, and a significant part of • *
the study is devoted to this aspect. Z.

No explicit consideration has been given to loads on engine nacelles.
In any -new design, however, especially of a propeller-powered airplane,the determination of nacelle design loads would have to be included in I

• the analysis.

-~4-4
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4 TYPES OF POER-SPECTRAL GUST LOADS CRITERIA CONSIDERED

In developing a gust loads criterion based on power-spectral analysis
that can be used without reference to any specific comparison airplane,
either of two general types of approach might be followed. The basic
features of each of these approaches are discussed in considerable
detail in the following paragraphs. A combined criterion, which in-
cludes use rf both appr ?aches, is then suggested. Finally two sub-
sidiary considerations are discussed - namely, the treatment of
stability augmentation systems and specification of structural fail-
safe conditions. Throughout the remainder of this report, data appli- j
cable to both of the basic types of criteria are developed.

4.1 Mission Analysis Criterion

The first approach utilizes the mission analysis concept. A standard
set of gast statistics is established, in the general form employed in
NIACA TN 4332 (Reference 12). This permits use of the equation

N(y) = No I exp (- - )+P 2 exp (-4) (4-i)0 blb A

to obtain cuires of frequency of exceedance vs load, for each mission
segment. In this equation, y can be any load quantity - for example,
bending moment at a particular wirg station. N(y) is the number of'
1exceedznces o' 5 per unit time or distance flown. .1 is the ratio of'
the rms value of y to the rms gust velocity, and 11 is a characteristic
frequency of y, obtained as the radius of gyration of the power-spectral
density of y about zero frequency. Both A and NO are evaluated by
appropr_.ate dy.namic analysis, utilizing all pertinent degrees of free-
dom. PI, P2 , bl, ?md b2 are parameters defining the gust environment;
plots of these are provided as f.unctions of altitude, as described in
the next section.

The exceedances determined for each mission segment by means of the
above equation are then added to give the exceedances for overall
operation of the airplane.

This type of criterion requires, for P new vehicle, establishment of'
tzpical =ission orofiles, which are then broken down into segments.
Certain grouend rules, or minimum requirements, may properly be speci-

- - ffied for acco.rplishing this step, to assure that sufficient detail is
provided to account for the more severe elements of the operational -j
soectr-r•. The mission analysis results in a curve of frequency of'

• ~, exceedauce vs load level for each oertinent load. The frequency of "

41
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exceedance corresponding to limit (or ultimate) load is specified;
. entering the frequency of exceedance curves for the various 1'.ad quan-

tities with this value then yields a design value of each load. The
design frequency of exceedance must be carefully chosen on the basis
of provi•,!ng strength in new vehicles consistent with that found
adequate in existing aircraft.

In the present study, the basic task in the development of the mission
"analysis type of criterion is the determination of the frequency of
exceedance of limit (or ultimate)sLrength, at the most critical point
in the structure for each of the three reference airplanes - the
Lockheed Model 749 and Model 188 and the Boeing Model 720B. A single
value is then to be selected to use in future design. On the basis
that each of the three airplanes has demonstrated structural adequacy
with respect to gust-induced loads, the rational selection would be
the highest of the three frequencies of exceedance - that is, such as
to define the lowest loads.

This frequency of exceedance can readily be expressed as a frequency
either per flight hour or per flight mile. For application to new i
design, however, a different load level will result depending upon
which way the frequency is stated. To illustrate, consider that a
new airplane is being designed, which will fly much faster than the
old reference airplane on which the design frequency of exceedance is .4

based. Suppose that this new airplane is designed to reach limit
strength, on the average, after the same number of f miles as the
old airplane - i.e., it is designed to the same frequency of exceedance
per mile. The new airplane then, as a result of its higher speed, will
reach limit load in fewer hours; and by the time it has flown the same
number of hours, it will have reached - on the average - some higher
"load level. Consequently, its design loads would be higher if based
on a given frequency of exceedance per hour rather than Der mile.
Accordingly, it is important to eatablish as logially as possible

!1 whether equivalent safety is properly achieved by design on a per- -
mile or a per-hour basis.

From the standpoint of a crew member, equivalent safety would appear to
require design to reach limit (or ultimate) load after a given number
of flight hours, since the crew member will expect to spend about the
same number of hours in the air regardless of whether flying in a fast

or slow airplane.

From the standpoint of a passenger, on the other hand, it might be
argued that equivalent safety would involve design to reach limit (or
ultimate) load after a given number of flight miles. A passenger,
having decided to take a given trip, would went the same high prob-
ability of reaching his destination without mishap regardless of

4.-..
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whether traveling on a fast or a slow airplane. However, there is un-
"doubte64y a tendency to travel more frequently and over greater dis-
tances as travel becomes faster and easier. Consequently, even from
the passenger standpoint, it 8.ppears about as reas-nable to design on a
per-hour as on a per-mile basis.

It therefore appears that a mission analyuis gust loads criterion for
civil aircraft should specify a rate of exceedance of limit (or ulti-

" j mate) load per hour. The results of the analyses conducted in the
present program are therefore expressed on this basis.

While it would be a mistake to confuse economics with safety, it might
also be noted that the desired fatigue life of a civil transport air-
"plane tends to be roughly a constant number of hours, regardless of the
flight speed. As a result, selection of a per-hour limit strength

criterion has the added advantage of tending to lead to consistency of
fatigue and limit strength and also to consistency in the calculation
proceduren for repeated loads spectra and design limit loads.

At this point it is pertinent to outline more specifically the steps in
the actual computation. of a frequency of exceedance curve for a given
quantity.

First, it is noted that y in Equation 1 is actually the increment due
to the gust - i.e., not including the one-g level flight value.
Letting y now denote the net load, including the one-g load, Equation
(4-1) becomes

N(y) -- N [P exp ] ...ne. P2 exp ]i- o-n,)

0I++

For any mission segment, N(y) is obtained as a function of y by select-
ing a series of values of y and calculating N(y) for each. The value
of N(y) thus obtained will be the average number of exceedances per
hour of flight (assuming No to have been converted to units of cycles
per hour) in the given mission iegment. To obtain the number of ex- -

ceedances within the given segment per hour of over-all flight, N(y)
is multiplied by the ratio of time in the given segment to total time.
Curves of N(y) vs y are obtained in this way for each mission segment.
At each of a series of values of y, the N(y) values for all the seg-
ments are then added, to give the over-all N(y) vs y relation.

.-. 16
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4.2 Design Envelope Criterion

The second approach disregards all considerations of the specific oper-
ational usage of various airplanes to which the criterion might be

applied; instead, it leads to a criterion in which design is to a
S- specified design envelope of speed, altitude, gross weight, fuel

weight and c.g. position. In this respect, the criterion is similar
to the past discrete gust criteria. The criterion resulting from this
approach specifies a shape of gust power-spectral density function and
a quantityawnd (following the notation of reference 13), in which
7 is an rms gust intensity and ld is a factor representing the ratio

L design load to rms load.. The breakdown between the two factors is I -

n-dinarily not of consequence, except as an aid in visualizing the
physical significance of the criterion; only the product is specified.
(in the joint probability treatment of combined stress, however, values
of Gw nd d must both be specified.) The quantity aw nd is closely
analogous to Ude in present criteria; it is specified as a function of
altitude, for each of one or more speeds (VB, VC and VD). The design
load at any point is then given by multiplying Uw ld by A, the ratio of
the rms value of load at the given point in the structure to the rms
gust velocity. The selection of the values to be specified for a. 'd
must be based on providing strength in the new vehicles consistent with
that found adequate in existing aircraft. (A refinement that might be
made would be to include in the expression for design loads an appro-
priate multiplying factor, ordinarily close to unity, given as a func-
tion of the characteristic frequency of the load response quantity,
NO; the effect of such a refinement would be small, however and the
"added complexity is therefore believed not to be justified. i -

In the rlevelopment of a design envelope type of criterion, a necessary

preliminary step is to establish a variation with altitude of aw 'd. 3
For this purpose, it is noted that

Ydesign = 7 _

Ydesinwhence G = w 17d '

or 0w qd =esign

It is reasonable to require that, as altitude va ies, the design value
of y/A, or of w 1d, should also vary, in such a way that the average

S1T
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frequency of exceedance of y is the same at a&U altitudes. Noting that
bl, b2, P1, and P2 are functions of altitude only, it is seen that

__Equation 411 defines N(y)/NO as a function y/K for constant altitude.
Also, therefore, it defines Y/X as a function of altitude for constant
N(y)7No. Curves of the latter type are developed in the next section,
"Model of the Atmosphere", and are shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-8. To the
extent that No is independent of altitude, a given value of N(y)/No
reflects a constant frequency of exceedance of load. Consequently, the
variation of %II& with altitude will be defined by some constant value
of 1(y)/No In Figure 5-6 or 5-8.

The basic task in the development of the design envelope type of cri-
terion is to establish the particular value of N(y)/No that will prop-
erly define a•d as a fu 2tion of altitude. This is accomplished as
follows. For each of the three "reference" airplanes, the limit-
strength (or ultimate strength) y/K va]lue (at the most critical point
in the structure) is determined at as many altitudes as are Likely to
be critical. The limit strength value of y/X is simple the limit-
strength value of the load quantity, y, less the one-g value, divided
by X for this load quantity as obtained by the dynamic analysis. The
flight conditions to be investigateli at each altitude will consist of
the critical combinations of gross weight, e.g. position, fuel load,
payload, and airspeed within the structural design envelopes. For each
of these limit strength (or ultimuite strength) values, N(y)/No will be
read from Fig. 5-8. The point cc.rresponding to the largest value of

ZA N(y)INo - i.e., defining a curve farthest to the left in Fig. 5-8-
will determine the 941d variatiom appropriate to that airplane. Three

- h Elisuch curves will thus be definf.d - one for each of the three reference
_ýt "•airplanes. A single curve will then be selected for use in future

design. On the basis that each of the three airplanes has denonstrated
structural adequacy with respect to gust induced loads, the rational
selection would be the curve representing the highest value of N(y)/No -
that is, such as to define the lowest loads.
In establishing design values of owrd, the investigation first is con-

fined to definition of •w'd for use at speed Vc. Consideration is then
given to establishing values for use at VB and VD.

Retention of a VD gust requirement is "undoubtedly appropriate. Although
the percent of time at speeds substantially in excess of VD is probably
very small, the highest speeds 3re likely to result from upsets in very
be-, - uuitv, = =pbility to withstand turbulence at

di :a speed shoUd. therefore be assured.

A co(ntinued need for iacreased gust intensities at VB is less obvious.
Opeisting instructions ncreasingly emphasize the need for maintaining
sufficient speed in reg.gh air to maintain good control, %and NASA anal-
ysis of their VGH data indicates that the tendency to slow down in

~U
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turbulence has been negligible. (Reference 15 does indicate that about
80% of storm turbulence is encountered at reduced speed; but the re-
mining 20% encountered at cruise speed still represents a substantial
exposure.) Consequently, it might be concluded that whatever turbulence
intensity is found to be adequate at speed VC should also be adequate at
VB. However, all three airplanes are found to be good for turbulence

.1intensities at VB considerably in excess of those at which they reach
limit strength at VC. In the absence of cumpelling evidence that this

capability is not necessary for safety, it is considered prudent to pro-
vide a comparable capability in future airplanes. Consequently, a design
turbulence intensity at VB, higher than that at VC, is also established.

*4.3 Combined Criteria

While the type of criterion finally formulated might be simply one or the

other of the two described above, it is believed that consideration should
also be given to a criterion that would combine both of these approaches. Y

It appears that only by means of a realisti,: mission analysis can it
be assured that the gust loads defined provide a strength level that is
safe yet not overly conservative. Only the mission analysis approach,
for example, will provile loads that are adequate for a new aircraft
that operates most of its time close to its design envelope, without
penalizing aircraft such as the current transports that operate gener-.
ally rather far within their design envelopes. Yet the mission anal-
ysis approach does suffer certain disadvantages. Considerable judgment
is required in setting up the design missions, and the design loads ob-
tained are affected to greater or less extent by the decisions made at
that stage. Also considerable care may be required to assure that a
sufficient variety of off-typical flight conditions are included - e.g.,
extremes of c.g. position, payload, speed, etc. 4

SConsequently, a combined criterion that would retain the advantages of
the mission analysis criterion while minimizing its disadvantages would
be attractive.

"For example, a combi.ned criterion might establish conservative design

values of Ow'id that could be used in lieu of a mission analysis, i
together with a provision that these need not be met if an acceptable
mission analysis is performed. Thus, for aa airplane that is rather !
far from being gust critical, the mission analysis could be eliminated
entirely. In addition, even when a mission vnalysis is performed, a

S• •d analysis might be required, but at some reduced w wd level.
This would then provide a floor below which tVe mission analysis loads
could not drop. It would thus provide a degree of insurance against
omitting pertinent operational elements in setting up the mission
profiles and breaking them into segments. Sin ilarly, iz would provide
insurance against a possible rapid increase ir. gust response as the
boundaries of the design envelope are approached.

19
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S4.4 Other Considerations

In any gust criterion, the treatment of automatic stability augmentation
devices must be covered. Ordinarily, such devices would be considered
operative. However, malfunction must also be provided for. In the
mission analysis type of criterion, a certain percentage of flight time
can be included with stability augmentation devices inoperative. This
percentage can either be stated explicitly or left to the manufacturer
to select and then justify by reliability considerations. In the

4 • "design envelope", or Ow1 1d, type of criterion, a percentage reduction
in w qd can be established for use with stability devices inoperative.
This percentage can be stated explicitly, or stated as a function of
the percent of time that the devices are expected to be inoperative,
this percent of time to be selected by the manufacturer ard justified!•.i• by reliability analyses. i

Fail safe loads, also, must be covered. In the mission analysis type
of criterion, fail safe conditions can be defined in terms of some

1 •different frequency of occurrence. In the design envelope type of
criterion, fail safe loads can be defined by some different value
of Vw 9d"

II t
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S5.1 Background

The model of the atmospnere adopted for use in the present program4
Sfollows the general. pattern set forth i1-n NACA TN 4332. The atmosphere

-• is first considered to be made up of discrete patches of continuous
turbulence of different root-mean-square intensities, Ow, each of which

i ~is "stationary" and "Gaussia~n." This discrete pa~tch model is then re-
i placed by a model which has a continuously varying distribution of
i root-megn-square gust veloc'jty, ow. This variation is considered to
: •be 4ýdadal enough in time.. however,, so that the various relations of
!• output to input developed for a stationary Gaussisan process still apply.

The shape of the power spectral density function of the gust velocity
is assumed to be the same for all turbulence encountered, and in TN 4332
it is assumed to be given by the Liepmann equation.,

(5-1)

I) I ):•w •C +0• •C-)

I ~ with L O000 ft.

The probability density of aw is defined in the mathematical form

• •• Cw) • l e C- )+ P2 V2( •-)°+

oIn this expression the two terms represent thi contributions of "non-i ~istorfr and "storm" turbulence remectively. Pu and P2 are the propor-c
Stbutions of total flight time in the two types of turbulence, and hi and

sb2 are constants indicative of the probable intensities. More pre- 41
- cisely, b, is the root-mean-square value of Tw cons onsid dly the

time spent in non-storm turbulence, and b2 is the root-mean-square

Thle shap orfo the power spectra densityr furblnctio of ther gustivelctity

i sdbetween storm and non-storm turbulence is not requred, as Equation 5-2

! 'can be regarded as an empirical equation covering all types of turbu-
S~lence collectively without regard to the motivation leading to itstexpression as a sum of two terms. The quantities Pn , P2, bl, and b2

2 22
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SA particular advantage of the mathematical form utilized in equaticn
5-2 is that it leads to a simple and convenient equation for load

Iljxp-YA)+Pex(~L~ (5-3)

:•. In this equation, y is sny load quantity, such as airplane center of
"••-:•gravity acceleration. A and N1. are auantities obtained by solution of

|- ~~the airplane equations of 'notion; A is the ratio O'yi~w, •.dF~

S~characteristic frequency given by the radius of gyration of the power-Ispectral density curve for y with respect to zero frequency. Equation -
: ~5-3 is derived by use of Equation.5-2 in conjunction with Rice's equa- •
€ ~ ~tion for exceedances at a given rms level (Equation 2 of Reference 5), •

4- I-4

44

Cy) = -

2(As indicated in Reference 5, Rice's equation is an exct e ression for

S•_•the number of positive-slope crossings per second. of given values of y;
" •- it is an approximate expression for the number of maximums - or peaks -

?::••,•per second. above a given value of y. The approximation is extremely
• •-close for a time history characterized. by a narrow-band. power spectral

.•,• •.density. For typical gust load time histories, which are relatively
-•-•• ivaue geaerthn .•-• •Iwide-bad., the approximation is still very good, especia.lly at y/O

vles gee atcer hn .

For any given altitude, PI, P2, b1, and bi in Equation 5-3 are available

as the parameters defining the probabnlity distribution of ow. A plot
iof (y)/No vs y/t , as defined by Equation 5-3, then provides a general-

pized exceedance curve for that altitudes An actual exceedance curveEut"

for a particular load quantit, on & given airplane then follows by

-f multiplying ordinates by NO, and abscissas by A.
It is seen that the. same four parameters, P1 , P2 , bl, and b2 , define

-'•'":;•• •.both the 0 w distributions and the generalized exceeasice curves. Thus
"the generalized exceedance curves provide an alternate to the prob-

-• ••.•-ability density as a means of describing the statistical distributionS(Aof idw. This alternate form of presentation is now generally preferred,or

thbecause of its close relation to the way in which the g distributions

::• % • are actually used in loads determination.

Inasmuch as Ta oi332 represented a rather preliminary effort to define

atmospheric turbulence in power-spectral form, it was considered
desirable to up-date the information given therein, for use in the pre-

Ssent study, to whatever extent this could be done without embarking on

Sp- oa majr v program.
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j
Accordingly, a meeting was held at the NASA langley Research Center in

March, 19641, for the purpose of determining what improvements in the
TN 4332 atmospheric model should be made. This meeting was attended by
representatives of NASA, FAA, Lockheed and Boeing.

5.2 Power-Spectral Density Function

As a result of information presented by NASA at this meeting and now
available in refeýen:es 13 and 14, it was the. consensus that the gust
power-spectral density function should be taken as described by the
"isotropic turbulence" equation,

1 + (1.339 L1)2

(1.339 LO) 1 /,[

with L = 2500 ft. This equation is plotted in Fig. 5-1. The quantity
11 is a reduced frequency with units of radians per foot. The constant
L is generally called the "scale of turbulence" and defines the fre-
quency at which the bend in the curve occurs (approximately, (IL = 1).
It is seen that at the higher frequencies b varies as 0-5/3.
Because of the generally isotropic nature of atmospheric tvrbulence,

S-J the above equation is considered to apply equally to the vertical and
lateral components. It should be remarked, however, that the power
spectrum of the component parallel to the flight path is inherently

J •somewhat different; it can be derived from the above equation, if
needed, by means of relations noted in Reference 1i4.

j i { For altitudes less than about 2500 ft. above the ground, the scale of

turbulence is probably somewhat smaller than the 2500 ft. value
selected. For convenience in performing loads analyses, however, the
2 500 ft. va7-,e will be retained for all altitudes. The effect of

i design load&. _s negligible for aircraft haviUg gu•t response character-
istics similar to those of current propeller driven aircraft. Some-
what conservative loads might result for a new vehicle spending large
amounts of time in this altitude range if it were to fly very substan-
tially faster than present airplanes or respond at a very much lower
frequency.

if I I
t
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5.3 Probability Distributions of 6,.

With respect to the aw Irobability distributions, NASA indicated that
they had done no specific work toward refining the bl, b2 , PD, and P2
values given in NASA TN 4332. They felt that such a study should in-
volve a complete redetermination, and it was agreed that this could not
be ur".; '1aken v-.d completed in time for use in the present program. -
Mac. id ! .phasivý the preliminary nature of the numbers presented in

a- d ndi: aked that if certain simple modifications clearly
"4j ared to represent an improvement in the distributions they could
zee no objection to stch modifications being made for the purpose of
the present program.

it might be remarked that, in the present program, any overall conserv-
atism or unconservati.;m in the aw distributions will be automatically

offset in the determi:ations of a design frequency of exceedance.
However, it is obvious.y important that the relative variation of
turbulencc severity with altitude be accurately represented. Also, it
is advar ,.geous for the over-all level of severity to be as realistic
as poss.ile - first, in order to avoid giving a misleading impression
of actual frequencies of exceedance of limit strength and, second, so
that the aw distributions can be used directly in fatigue calculations.

Accordingly, further consideration was given to simple means of im-
proving the ew distributions presented in TN 4332.

It was found that in ASD TR 61-235, "Optimum Fatigue Spectra" (Reference
15), an extensive re-analysis of available VGH data has already been
accomplished. This included not only a substantial sample of the air-
line data, but also data from military operations at the higher alti-
tudes. The analysis utilized the original an measurements from the
VGH records; these were immediately converted to y/X forzi and plotted
vs N(y)iNO.

Since PI. P2) bl, and b2 follow directly from the intercept and slope
"I :: of such curves, the determination of Ude's was bypassed; thus it was

unnecessary to assume average airplane characteristics in converting
the Ude exceedance data to ow form, as had been done in TN 4332.

The difference between the ASD TR 61-235 and the TN 4332 aw distribu-
71 tions was found not to be grf at. However, the ASD TR 61-235 distribu- .

tions do tend to be somewhat less severe. As indicated in Section 5.6,
this is in the direction necessary to achieve the best agreement
between analytically predicted and measured An exceedance for the three

airplanes considered in this study.

------ - u 1 V - momrI•
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rI view of these advantages, a decision was reached to base the ow
distributions to be used in the present study on those presented in
ASD TR 61-235.

Certain modifications, however, to the b and P values presented tberein
were considered necessary. As a minimum, the bl and b2 values quoted
required modification to account for the difference in spectrum shape.
In addition, it was considered desirable to make other simple changes,
in order to place the determxiation on a slightly more rational basisand to eliminate at least a part of the conservation believed still to
be present.

, &o The computation of the modified bI and b2 values from those given in
ASD TR 61-235 is shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. The comitations
"certain assumptions as to airplane characteristics, and for this pur-
pose the Table la and Table Ib airplanes of TR 4332 are assumed. These
two airplanes have quite similar gust response characteristics; for
consistency with TN 4332, however, the Table la airplane is used for
determining modified b, values and the Table lb airplane for the b2
values.

The modification of the b1 and b2 values is based on a consideration of
how these quantities are determined from the original An data. For a
g;iven mItitude band, frequency of exceedance of An would be plotted,
on a log scale, vs An. This plot would be made in the generalized
for• of N(y)/No vs y/A by dividing exceedasces by No and An's by A.O.n. the semi-log coordinates, the non-storm and storm contributions will
each plot as straight lines. 1h and P2 are given by the intercepts of ¶*}:• these lines with the vertical axis; and bI and b 2 are proportional to
the reciprocals of the slopes. Consequently, the numerical values ob-
tained for bI and b2 will be inversely proportional to the A value used
in obtaining the plot.

In both TN 4332 and ASD-TR-61-235, A is obtained by means of the
equation, C

P Ca SVT
TKL (5-5)

2Wa

The dimensionless coefficient K is evaluated using simple theory, on
the assumption that the airplane is rigid and free to plunge (move
vertically) but not pitch. The resulting K values may, however, be
adjusted by estimated factors to account for the effects of elastic
mode response and freedom in pitch.

Plots of K. as a function of a dimensionless mass parameter and of theratio of scale of turbulence to mean wing chord are given in Figure 7

26 ii:
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of NACA Report 1272 (Reference 5), based on theory developed by Fung in
Reference 16. Similar curves, utilizing more exact expressions for the
unsteady lift growth functions, are given in Figure 70 of ASD TR 61-235I and were usee/ therein. Both of these sets of curves assume the Liepmann

g shape of power-spectral density function. For use with the isotropic
turbulence spectral shape, a new set of curves has been obtained. These
are shown in Figure 5-2. The assumptionu regarding lift growth are the
same as for the curves in TR 1272. - i

The spectral shape affects A only through the coefficient Kay and it is
clear that bI and b2 vary inversely as K1. In Tables 5-1 and 5-2, the
Kocurves in NACA TR 1272 and in Figure 5-2 herein are used to determine
the K0 ratio. It should be remarked, incidentally, that in R 1272 the
mass parameter is defined in terms of an assumed lift curve slope of 2w; I

. in the computations in Tables 5-1 and 5-2, however, as well as in the
original evaluation of bl and b2 in ASD TR 61-235, the same value of lift
curve slope selected for use explicitly in Equation 5-5 was also used in
evaluating the mass narameter.

In the ASD TR 61-235 determination of bl and b2 values (as well as in the
TN 4332 determination), the lift curve slope, CL, was based upon an
approximate formula that gives an excellent appr6ximation to the wing
lift curve slope but underestimates the airplane lift curve slope by
some 15%. The airplane lift curve slope would appear to be the more
rational one to use. Also, it leads to lower values of bl and b2, which,
as noted above, are desirable. Consequently, the X ratio in Tables 5-1 a
and 5-2 includes also a 1.15 factor to account for the greater CL,
believed to be realistic. This increased CLa is, of course, also used
in evaluating the mass parameter.

No correction for pitch is included. Response calculations for the
Model 7k9 with and without a pitch freedom indicate roughly a 7% reduc-
tion in A due to pitch. This percentage is quite small, and the exact
value obtained will depend somewhat on the extent to which it is desired
to include, at the same time, differences in the unsteady lift growth
functions between those assumed in the simple 'Fung" analysis and those
applied on the various components in the more refined analyses. Further-
more, the pitch effect on the Model 749 undoubtedly differs somewhat
"from that bf other airplanes from which VUH results were obtained for use
in ASD TR 61-235. As a result of these considerations, it is believed

desirable to ignore the effect of pitch.

(It might be remarked that the correction necessary to account for pitch
effects can be minimized by appropriate selectioi. of lift curve slope in
the plunge-only analysis. If wing-alone lift curve slope had been used
instead of airplane lift curve slope, the indicatc! correction for pitch
would have been comparable in magnitude, although opposite in direction.

29
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Therefore,. _n this instance the criterion of a minimum correction for
pitch was not helpful in selecting the basis for lift curve slope.)
No correction for elastic mode response is included in Tables 5-1 and

9ý .- 2, as this is considered to have been adequately accounted for in theoriginal work. In the calculation of bl and b2 values in AS_ TR 61-235,
calculated dynamic factors were used for the DC-6 and DC-7 airplanes.For all other airplanes it was reasonably assumed either that the dynamic

A •" factor was negligible or that the dynamic factor, static flexibilityeffect on lift curve slope, and pitch effect were muttlly offsetting.

With the foregoing as background, the computations made in Tables 5-1
and 5-2 to obtain modified b values are self-explanatoz-r.

_Pi and P2 are also modified. The ASD TR 61-235 determination, like thatin TR 4332, utilized estimated No values of *7 for non-storm tuarbulence
and -5 for storm turbulence. On the other hand, calculated values fortypical airplanes (Lockheed Model 749 and Model 188 and also the Boeing
707/720 series) average about 1.1 cps., Consequently, the TN 4332 Pl
values are multiplied by .7/1.1 and the P2 values by .5/1.1.

r•? "The resulting Pj, P2, bl, and b2 values are plotted as functions of
"altitude in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. These curves, in conjunction with the
-ogiven shape o ower-spectral density function, constitute the required
model of the atmosphere.

Generalized exceedance curves reflecting these P and b values are shown
in Figure 5-5. It is suggested that these curves not be used for actual
computations, because of the non-linearity of the interpolation betweenadjacent curves. Instead, P and b values should be read from Figures
5-3 and 5-4.

As a matter of interest, comparisons of the TN 4332 and AS] TR 61-235
"aOw distributions are shown in Appendix A. These are in the form ofplot vs altitude of the respective P and b values, and also as com-
pariaons of the respective generalized exceedance curves at various
altitudes. The comparisons are shown first for the probability dis-tributions exactly as defined in these two documents. The comparisons
are then repeated based on the distributions with appropriate modifi-cations, comparable to those described above for the ASD TR 61-235
distributions. On either basis, it is found that the differences inthe b and P values appear rather great, but that the resulting general-
ized exceedance curves show much closer agreement. At frequencies ofexceedance in the vicinity of limit strength (N(y)/No = o10 to 1o-6),
and over the altit'de range of primary interest, the ASD TR 61-235
distributions are slightly lees severe than the TN 4332 distributions,
as desired.
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5o4 Lateral-Gust ey Distributions

Evidence to date is that atmospheric turbulence tends strongly to be
isotropic, except within a few hundred feet of the ground. (See, for
example, Reference 14.) As a result, aw distributions obtained from
vertical gust measurements are considered to upply equally to the lateral
compone.:+. of turbulence.

For convenience, the symbol ow is applied in this report to the lateral
as well as the vertical component of tuwbulence, despite the origin of
the subscript w as a velocity in the z direction.

5&5 Generalized Exceedance Curves for Use With Design Envelope Criterion

To assist in defining design values of fwuvd for use in the design en-
velope form of criterion, generalized exceedance curves are plotted in a
different form in Figure 5-6. Instead of plotting N(y)/No vs y/A for
various altitudes, as in Figure 5-5, yr/ is now plotted vs altitude for
various values of N(y)/1o. The resulting curves are shown by the dash
lines in Figure 5-6.

ý7_ These curves are thpa simplified for design use as indicated by the solid
lines. Beceuse of the complete abseace of data above 80000 ft. the
curves are conservatively defined for design use by constant y 4A values
alove this altitude. As an aid in evaluating the fairing of the curves,
the same curves are transformed from a true gust velocity basis to an
equivalent gust velocity basis in Fig. 5-7 (i.e., if 1 is defined as
""tIowtrue' in accordance with usual practice, use Fig. 5-6; if A is de-
fined asZ/uweouiv., which would correspond more closely to the usual
discrete pust treatment, use Fig. 5-7.) The waviness appearing in the
dash lines in Figures 5-6 and 5-7 does not necessarily indicate improper
fairing of the PI, P2, bl, and b2 data in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. It is
interesting to note, for example, that the particular bend in the curves
at 15000 ft. bears a similarity to the Ude data shown in Fig. 8 of NASA
TN D-29 (Reference 17). In TN D-29 the Ude's in the 15000 - 20000 ft.
band are rerkedly lower than the trend indicated by the other altitude
bands. In the determinaticn of b's and P's in TN 4332, however, the
departure from the general trend in the 15000 - 20000 ft. band was
faired out. Although the wavinezs shown by the dash lines is perhaps,
therefore, a true reflection of The atmosphere, a rather gross fairing
appears appropriate for use in a design ervelope criterion. The fact

* that the airplane must be designed for a range of altitudes tends tc"
compensate for the fact that Jn some narrow altitude bands less strength I
might actually be required than indicated by the criterion,

36
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The simplified curves in Figures 5-6 and 5-7 are used only in connection
with the design envelope criterion; in the mission analysis approach,
the data reflected by the dash lines in these figures are retained.

For use in later portions of this report, the solid lines of Figure 5-6
are repeated in Figure 5-8. Intermediate curves are added to facilitate I •
interpolating, and the range is extended to higher load levels. (This 4
extension is by linear extrapolation, which is valid because of the -

linearity of the N(y)/N., vs y/A curves in this region., as indicated in
Figure 5-5). As these curves are intended to be used to establish design V
"levels, the abscissas are relabeled Ow qd, the design load equivalent of

-• y/'_ (Section 4-2). I

5.6 VGH and VG Comparisons

A qualitative check of the atuospheric model derived above can be obtained
by comparing airplane c.g. exceedance curves calculated for the three
reference airplanes, using the model, with curves obtained from VG and
VGH measurements.

Such comparisons are shown in Figures 5-9, 5-10, and 5-fl. The "mission t
analysis" curves are based upon the results given in Section 9 and
Appendix B for the three reference airplanes. VG and VGH data were
taken fran the sources indicated (References 9, 17, and 18), but were
changed to the form of cunulative exceedances of positive load factor
per hour for this comparison. o

Inasmuch as neither VG nor VGH data are available for the Model 720B,

the VGH curve shown is for a Model 707-300. This curve is then adjusted• to reflect differences in operating usage between the 707-300 amd the

720B. The ratio by which the 707-300 exceedances were increased to cam-
"opare with the 72rB was obtained by recalculating the 720B exceedances
using weighbing fartors for the five flight profiles representative of

"-707-300 operations. Dividing the exceedances calculated using the
actual 720B weighting factors by the exceedances calculated using the "
707-300 weighting factors gives a ratio of 1.37; this was then applied
to the 707-300 exceedances obtained from the V(;H data.

It might be remarked that, for the Model 749, the descent speeds used in
* the analysis were sliktly lower than prevailed at the time the acceler-

ations were measured (see Section 6.2); if consistent descent speeds
had been used, the solid line in Figure 5-9 would have moved slightly
to the right.

In Figures 5-9 trough 5-11, it is saen that the agreement between pre-
dicted and measured data, although not perfect, is sufficiently close
to indicate that the choice cf atmospheric model is reasonable.
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Generally, the computed accelerations are somewhat greater than the
measured, indicating a somewhat conservative model. The various steps
taken tI ::educe the severity of the model, described earlier, thus
"appear to be .eeU justified.II
5.7 luture Improvements

It is generally recognized that further work to improve the atmospheric
models currently available would be highly desirable. The appropriate
shape for the power-spectral density function and value of the ccale of

* •.turbulence are still matters of conjecture; andmuch greater confidence
in the aw distributions would result if these were rederived from the
rast store of available VG andVGH data utilizing directly A and NO
values obtained from dynamic analyses of the respective airplanes.

However, it must be borne in mind that the design levels (N(y) and Vwld)
obtained as a result of the present study are based upon analysis of
existing satisfactory airplezies, using the particular model of the atmos-
phere defined herein. Changes in the atmospheric model would ordinarily
require changes in the design levels, and definition of the revised levels
would be likely to require extensive reanalysis of the reference eir-

A j n•y changes whatever in the shape of the power-spectral density function,

including a change in the value of the scale of tuarbulence, would clearly
21-;, •require such reanalysis.

Changes in the b and P values in the altitude range where the reference
airplanes operate would also require such reanalysis. However, the
"greatest uncertainty in the b and P values is at the higher altitudes,
say above 40,000 ft. Improvements in the b and P values in this altitude
range could be made freely, as the Jimit strength values of. N(y) and
U wld for the reference airplanes would not be affected. It is possible,

3 too, that, even at somewhat lower altLitudes, changes in the b and P
values could be shown not to affect the d-ign levels selected. Con-
sideration would have to be given, in any particular care, to the

•I magnitude of the proposed change, which of the reference airplanes was
I-- •-. critical, and at what altitude it was critical.
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S6 MISSION PROFILES FOR 1•ERENCEAIPME

,I 6.1 Model 188

The mission profiles for use in the Model 188 mission analysis are based
S | upon the following sources of data"

(i) NASA VGH statistical data given in References 9, 10, and U1;
i7 '

(2) Information gathered from contacts with the various airlines
operating Electra airplanes;

(3) Various published and unpublished Lockheed reports providing
weight and operating data on Electra airplanes.

For the purpose of selecting appropriate flight durations, the distri-
bution of flight durations given by Reference 9 is plotted in Figure 6-1.
The following three mission durations were selected to represent this

* distribution:

Duration % of Flights

4 0min. 63
100 min. 28
170 min. 9

The tendency of average cruise altitude to increase with flight duration
is depicted it Figure 6-2. which is prepared from data presented in
Reference 10. The cruise altitudes appropriate to the three mission
durations are read from the faired curve as foll(,ws: 4

Duration Cruise Altitude

10o min. 16,000 ft.'
1O min. 16,ooo ft.

" R e tv d 170 miin. 18,000 ft.

" Representative speeds in climb, cruise and descent, based on data in
I - Reference 9, are shown in Figures 6-3 - 6-5 as a function of altitude.

(In Reference 9, all speeds quoted are indicated airspeeds; these are
I Iassumed equal to equi-alent airspeeds.) For the purpose of establishing

mission profiles, average speeds are indicated. The average climb
speeds are simple averages taken directly from Refe-ence 9. I the
cases of cruise and deecent, however, the ranges of speed are so peat
that use of a simple average would be unrealistic. For example, con-
"•sider the effect on a frequency of exceedance cux ftfor gust loads if a

I.5
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- given speed distribution were to be divided into a high speed and a low
f speed band, with the average speed in each band used for analysis. The

low rseed band would contrib'tre negligibly to the exceedance curve. The
high :.peed band would contribute only half as many load cycles as the
totU distribution, but its average speed would be appreciably higher.
&r",: in;rease in load due to the higher speed would have a far greater
effect than the reduction in cycles. In order to approxlmate this
efff. -t, the "average" speeds shown for cruise and descent have teen in-

S~~creased somewhat over the simple averages stated in Reference 9.
The mission flight profiles thus established are shown in Figures 6-6a

thru 6-6e.

The airplane veighzs shown in Figure 6-6 were next determined.

Operating weight empty was determined by first examiring the weight data
available at the time of delivery of the airplanes to the various air-
lines. The average operating weight empty for the various airlines
ranged generally from 59400 lb. to 61800 lb., with one airline as
high as 64200 ro. (These weights include an adjustment to account for
the increase in weight empty due to the "LEAP" modifications made to all
airplan',s after delivery.) These values were then increased to account
for v-!ight growth after delivery by use of recent Eastern Air Lines in-
formation indicating a weight growth of 1100 lb. for their airplanes.
Based on the foregoing, a value of operating vei~gt empty of 62,000 lb.
was selected as representative of the fleet.

A representative payload was selected based on information obtained
from several Electra operators. Average passenger load factors and
other pertinent data are shown in the following table:

Airline Passenger Passenger Assumed Resulting A
Load Factor Capacity Weight Per Average

(Incl. Bagga~e)

AA 63% 711 200 9300
Mli ýO% 73 200 8800

N&L 6o-65% 7C 200 9800PSA 80%(estim.) 96 170 13100
VAL 80%(estim.) 96 200 15400

A representative value of 12000 lb. was selected based upon the above
figures. Although the Electra has provision for several thousand pounds
of cargo, express, and/or mail in addition to nL-xal passenger baggae,
this is seldom utilized; a nominal allowance at 500 lb. is included for
this, givi g a total average payload to use in analysis of 12500 lb.
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.- The corresponding zero-fuel weight is 74,.500 lb. This compares with a
design maximum zero-fuel weight of 86,000 lb.

S1Reserve fuel at landing is the most difficult weight item to estimate

reliably. Values used for analysis are based on the fcllowing
considerations.

. 1. A nominal value, based primarily upon aprplication of FAA
operating regulations, would be about 8000 lb. A

2. Based upon - known tendency to load fuel conservatively, average
values would be expected to be somewhat greate:* than this -

* perhaps on the order of 10,000 - 11,000 lb.

3. The Electra is often "fueled through" - that is, fuel is not
taken aboard between flights. Based on the design landing weight
of 95,650 lb., an operating weight empty of 62,000 lb., and a
"first-leg payload of 12,500 lb., the m~limum fuel at landing
would be about 21,100 lb. This would permit taking off without
"refueling and making rmuihly a 170 minute flight while retaining

• ~an 80G0 lb. reserve. It is clear that for short flights in

series there is a likelihood of a wide variation in reserve fuel.
-It is estimated that ro-ghly 30 to 35% of Electra individual

flights are made without refueling before take-off.

4&. Previous information provided "-, NASA and Lockheed by airlines
for the purpose of computing gast velocities frum airplane normal-
accelerations has indicated average Electra gross weights at the
midpoint of the flight of 92.,000 lb. to 101.000 lb. FP0" chese
weights - especially the latter, which is currentiy used by NASA

to be consistent with the operating weights empty, payloads,
-_j and flight durations indicated herein, considerably more than

8000 lb. reserve fuel is indicated. j

_ JAs a result of these considerations, it is assumed that 20% of all
flights will carry reserve fuel of 17,000 lb., reflecting the more ex-
treme fuel-through situations, and the remaining 80$ of ilghts will
carry reserve fuel of 11,000 lb.., reflecting non-fuel-through operations 3
together with the remainder of the fuel-through flights. The high-
reserve-fuel flights are assumed to be confined to the 10 minutq and
100 minute flights, divided 75% to the 4o minute flights and 25% to the XF
100 minute flights.
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The landing weights corresponding to the above assumptions are as

e ivefollows:

a-e r Operating W a. Empty 62000 libs. w 6200 ibs.S; •Payload 12500 12500
i- Reserve Fuel 11000 17000

•c:Landing Wt. 85500 ibs. 91500 ibs.

•'• Th e airplane weights for various points in the representative miss'ions
•-- are found by working backwards from the landing weights using fuel con-

sumption and performance data of reference 19.

M•e mission profiles thus established and shown in Fig. 6-6 are broken
F down into segments, or blocks, for analysis as indicated by the circled
V numbers in Figures 6-6a to 6-6e. These segments are tabulated in detail

•'. in Table 6-1."

The mission segments shown in Table 6-1 are then combined for analysis
in Table 6-2. Only very nearly identical segments are combined, except
in the case of the climb segments, which previous analyses had indicated
contribute negligibly to th-z gust load exposure. Airplane center of
gravity positions zaiovn in Table 6-2 are based on a center of gravity
midway between forward and aft limits without fuel, in accordance with
the best available estimates.

6.2 Model 749

The mission profiles for use in the Model 749 mission analysis are based

upon the same general sources of data as the Model 188 mission profiles.

e The distribution of flight durations given in Reference 9 is plotted in

Figure 6-7. •2he following three mission durations were selected as
representative:

Duration ,of Flights

60 min. 63
-120 min. 28

300 mn. 9

The flight duration for the intermediate range mission - 120 minutes -
was taken slightly lower than the actual average of 140 minutes in order
to partially reflect the trend toward shorter stage lengths experienced
by the Model 749 since the time the VGI data were obtained (1951 - 1953,
in eastern seaboard operations).
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The trend of average cruise altitude with flight duration is estimated
in Figure 6-8. Since actual statistlcal information was not available,
this trend was established by plotting the single over-all average

IV cruise altitude and flight duration obtained from Reference 9 and
fairing a curve through this point guided by the 188 trend. The cruise
altitudes appropriate to the three mission durations are read from the
resulting curve as follows:

Duration Cruise Altitude

60 min. 8,000 ft.
3120 min. 13,000 ft.
300 min. 18,000 ft.

Reasonable confirmation of this selection is indicated by Fig. 6-9, which
shows the number of cruise hours spent in each altitude band as indicated
by the data in Reference 9.

The distributions of speeds for climb, cruise and descent as given in
Reference 9 are shown in Figure 6-10. The breakdown of these distribu-
tions by altitude band is not available.
The representative climb speed is taken as a constant 157 knots equiva-

lent airspeed for all three missions.

Average cruise speeds as a function of altitude are estimated by means of
Figure 6-11. The average cruise speed obtained from Fig. 6-10 and the
average cruise altitude shown in Fig. 6-8 are plotted as a single point
in Fig. 6-11. The average cruise speeds at the three altitudes required *.

in the mission analysis are then estimated using the curve of speed at
maximum cruise power as a guide. The resulting average cruise speeds for
the •tree mission profiles are:

Cruisp Altitude Cruise Speed

8,000 ft. 210 knots EAS
13,000 ft. 205 knots EAS
18,000 ft. 190 knots EAS

The descent ipeed is taken as a constant 220 knots for each of the three
missions, based upon maintaiaing a reasonable spread - approximatily 15
knots - between the actual speed and VNO. The distribution shown in
Fizure 6-10 indicates typical descent speeds to be somewhat higher. How-
ever, this distribution is based or data obtained at a time when normal
practice was to descend, in smooth air, at close'to VNE. As a result
largely of the same data shown in Figure 6-10 (obtained in the period
1951 - 1953)A, the descent-speed policy was altered to prohibit descent
in excess of VNO shortly after the data were obtAined.
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"] ~The three representative i.nission profiles are show~n in Figure 05-12a
.| ~through 6-12d.

S~~The airplane weights shown in. Figure 6-12 we.re next determined..-@ '

SOperating weight empty for the 749 is taken as 686'40 ibDs. Calculations
based upon as-delivered weights indicated an average value of approxi-

! mately 63,000 I11bs. with a variation of several thousand pounds in thisi
• '•' weight due to different interior configurations. However., weight growth

due to configuration changes., conversions and structural modificationb •;
-•+ has taken place on t• , 749 fleet and a detailed weight summary is not
. • resdill available. A fleet of 749's presently operating report an

avert-e operating weight empty of 68640 ibs. contrasted to an estimated
-• ~as-delivered operating weight of 63200 lb. This-is taken as a represent-
] ative increase, and, because the orig-.inal -weight of this fleet was close

"" to the overall average., the operating weighlt of 68640 ibs. is used as
representative.

• '.An average 749 payload of 9500 ibs. is selected based upon information
obtained from the same major 749 operator. This estimate corresponds to
a lead factor of 70% applying to a rniminal maximum payload of 13590 ibs.
It corresponds to a passenger load factor of 77%., based -upon a passenger
capacity of 62 and a weight per passen~er of 200 1b. including baggage..
with no cargo carried. It corresponds to 53% of maximum payload as ,
controlled by the placard zero fuel weight of 86464 lb. in combination
with the operating weight empty of 686W0 lb. The zero-fuel weight cor- ,
resronding to the 9500 lb. payload Is 78140 lb. • ••

Representative reserve fuel quantities for the assumed operating weight '•
empty and payload range from the FAA required miniprwo of 4200 ibs. to a

; maximum of 11360 ibs. 7ae latter figure is the maximum that can be 41 ,
carried at the assumned operating weight empty and payload without ex- • °

•" ~ceeding the design landing weight of 89.,500 lb. It is estimated that • .
S~the 749 is operated such that approximately 25% of the missions are
i ~fueled through and thus require high landing fuels. As a result., it is .
i .I assumed that 15% of all flights will carry U,O000 lb. of reserve fuel.,
| ~~reflecting the more extreme fuel-through situations, while the remaining . .
I .. '" 85% of flights will carry 7000 l~b. of reserve fuel, reflecting non-fuel- o;

i ~through operations together with the remainder of the fuel-th::-ough :
flights. The fuel-through operation is limited to the 60 minute flights. -J,

!- :

The landing weights corresponding to the aboe assumptions are as follows:6-12,

OperaOperating Wt. Empty 68600 68600
Average Payload 9500 9500

b d pa vReseire Fuel o0p 1x000i
c Landing Wt. 85100 8eI0,

f o 9 p t e n o

""-Jeoertn egt mt f684 b.cntatdt a siae

as-dlivredopertin weght f 6200lb.This Istakn asa rpreent
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The airplane weights for various points in the representative missions
a' rae found by working backwards from the landing weights using fuel con- A

sumption and performance data available in unpublished form.

.1 "• The mission profiles thus established and shown in Figure 6-12 are
broken down into segments for analysis as indicated by circled numbers
in Figures 6-12a to 6-12d. These segments are tabulated in detail in
Table 6-3.

I
-! The mission segments shown in Table 6-3 are then combined for analysis

in Table 6-4. Only very nearly identical segments are combined, except
in the case of the climb segments, which previous analyses had indicated
contribute negligibly to the gust load exposure. Airplane center of
"gravity positions shown in Table 6-4 are based on a center of gravity
midway between forward and aft limits without fuel, in accordance with
the bes'G available estimate.
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7 SELECTION OF IESIGN ENVELOPE POINTS FOR ANALYSIS OF REFERENCE
AIRPLAWE

7.. Model 188

The design speed-altitude chart for the Model 188 is shown in Figure 7-1,
and the weight-c.&. envelope in Figure 7-2.

In Figure 7-1, the VC and VD lines reflect the values used for structural
design. The VNE speed, while not used directly in structural design, is

I shown for information. The VB speed of 180 knots is to a certain extent
arbitrary. In existing crIteria, VB is defirned as the speed at which a
66 fps gust line on the V-n diagram intersects the stall line. TheI actual speed depends upon gross weight, and is also subject to some

S I' variation depending upon the source of data used in determining the
stall speeds. For application in a power spectral criterion, the
definition would, of course, have to be recast into power-spectral form, II • and some difficulty might be encountered in arriving at a simple yet T

I rational definition. The 180 knots ",B speed used in the present anal-

ysis is the value indicated by existing criteria at v gross weight of
Sshaout 95000 1b.

The c.g. limits shown in Figure 7-2 are based upon operating placards T
and are slightly more restrictive than the limits actually used in the
structural design of the airplane.

In addition to the envelopes shown, there a.re, of course, further re-

stri cticns as to location of fuel and payload, which are taken into
account in the analyses conducted herein. In particular, it is noted
that the mirLnmum fuel for structurfl design is 3145 lb.

The design envelope cases for which vertical gust dynamic analysis was
conducted for the Model 188 are listed in Table 7-1.

In selecting these cases, an effort was made to reduce to a minimum the
number of cases for which a fAll dynamic analysis was required. Mani-
festly, it was necessary to include enough cases to assure that the
critical combinations of airplane speed, altitude, weight, and weight
distribution were covered. Moreover, the selection of critical condi-
tions was complicated by the variation of 9v 9d, or design y/A, with

altitude, as shown in Figure 5-8. The number of potentially critical
cases is, theretore, very large. In order to reduce the number re-
"quiring detailed dynamic analysis, the effect of altitude was
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TABLE 7- 1. ENVELOPE CASES FOR VERTICAL GUST

• ~ANALYSIS. MODEL 188 :

,Gross Fuel Fuel XB, VC V
Weight Wveight Weight C. G. Altitudz Or ve

Case Lb Lb Lb %-c Ft VD Knots

S401 65000 61855 3145 12.0 1-12000 Vc 324

I C

402 65000 61855 3145 33.0I 12000 VC 324

4 • 03 9734r 61855 35490 16.2 12C00 VC -24

"404O 97345 61855 354(90 33- 0 1:."0(0 Vc 324

4o h5 116000 80510 35490 20. 2 12000, vC 324
;'06 11600 805l A 35I90 33.0 12M D V 328

407 8914r, 86000 3145 14.5 12000 VC 324•'
(0- 89145 86000 3145 33.0 1200 - VC 32- .

409 95620 66000 9620 15.8 12000 v c 324

401 95620 86080 9623 33.0 12000 VC 324
411 101860 8600 158690 17.2 12000 VC 324

412 101860 86000 15 ,%0 33. o 12oC10 vC 324 •
413 1o~o01 86ooo 21000 18.3 12000 vc 324

404 189045 8600o 21005 33.0 12000 VC 324

415 113000 86000 27000 19.6 12000 VC 324

416 1-13000 86000 27000 33.0 12W0 v 324
417 956200 86000 30000 2032 12000 VC 324

411 u o 11 860 O oo 380 0 0 331.2 12000 Vc 324

4•. 19 39145 86ooo 314 5 14. 5 20000 VC 275 • -
412 0 89145 86000 1050 lb0 3. 1ooo V 209
4 213 89175 86r000 2105 18.35 7000 VC 324

4 . 22 8011,5 8o 314,5 1.5 oVC 324

41 1700 803 1000 33.0 12000 VC 340

4523 65000 61855 2100 19.6 1000 VD 32

414 65000 61855 312 5 33.0 7000 VD 405

4157 891 5 86000 3105 0-.5 712000 VD 405

48 6 8914,5 8600 3105 33. 0 7000 vC

! 192 39145 86000 3145 i1.5 20000 VC 2750
420 89145 86000o 3145 14.. 5 71000 vC 8

t218 89145 86000 3145 14.5 72000 v 183
22 816000 86000 31005 20.2 1.000 VC 32804

4230 1650 615 3115 120.0 72000 220

431 -6ox) 86oo 30000 20.2 -7000 220

* Csses found to be critical
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investigated first by examining center of gravity accelerations obtained
on a much simpler basis. For this purpose, the curves of Figure 5-2
were used, which are based on the assumption of a rigid airplane free to
plunge only. The c.g. accelerations thus obtained should indicate, to a

" good first-order approximation, the effect of altitude on wing loads Es
these would be obtained by the more complex dynamic analysis.

A values thus obtained are shown as a function of altitude, for three
gross weights, in Figure 7-3. These A values are then multiplied b>
values of y/l from the various curves of Figure 5-8, to yield Figures
7..7-4 and 7-5. These curves represent equal probability values of c.g.
load factor, based ou the simplified analysis. For any particular gross
weight and weight distribution the curves can also be interpreted, to a
reasonable approximation, as equal-probability curves for structural
loads. Actually, there is a tendency for the load per g to increase
with altitude due to reduced aerodynamic damping in the elastic modes;
as a result, the true equal-probability curves for most structural loads
would tend to shift slightly to the right with increasing altitude.

"t" Inasmuch as the limit design value of N(y)/No was expected to fall in
the range 10-6 to i0-8 it appeared quite certain that the critical

t' altitude would be either 7000 ft. or 12000 ft., with 12,000 ft. perhaps

the more likely. The 12,000 ft. altitude, it may be noted, corresponds
to the knuckle in the design speed-altitude V line, and the 7000 ft.
altitude to the knuckle in the curve of y/A V. altitude.

Accordingly, the first 18 cases in Table 7-1 were taken at an altitudac
of 12,000 ft. A wide range of gross weight3, payloads (as defined by
"zero-fuel weight), and fuel weights was covered; and for each of these
weight combinations, a case was included at both forward and aft -. g.
limits.

Using results obtained for the a 18 cases, preliminary limit-strength
values of y/A were then deternuned, based upon four load quantitiesonly - namely shear and bending moment at 1JS 83 and WS 275. Phasings, ..

including the probable effect of torsion. were estimated from the results
of earlier analyses (Reference 20) and limit strengths were based upon
available design load envelopes. The critical case was indicated to be

No. 407. Aa a result, cases 419 to 422 were then added, to assure that
the critical altitude had been selected. (More thoraugh analysis, dis-
cussed in Appendix E, indicated later that Case 417 was actually more*i critical than 407; however, the pattern of cases actually selected was
found to be sufficient to draw the necessary conclusionn.)

Four cases were next selected for analysis at design dive speed. These
include two weight cases - minimum fuel weight with maximum zero-fuel
weight, and minimm flying weight. The former had been found most
critical for VC conditions. but the latter was included to provide for
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the possibility that a negative gust in combination with level flight
loads modJ fled by high speed aeroelastic effects could be more critical
in down bending on the wing. The selection was based primarily on re-
suits of the earlier design analysis contained in Reference 20. The
choice of a critical altitude was not a problem. The knuckle in the
"speed-ultitude envelope shifts down to 8000 ft. at dive speed; this is
so close to the 7000 ft. altitude at which the knuckle in the Cr 1 d vs
altitude curve occurs that the loads are sensibly the same at bhthd

altitudes.

Inasmuch as reduction of speed from VC to VB was expected to have' little
effect on the critical weight condition, the VB case was taken for the
sae weight configuration and e.g. location expected to be critical at
VC . The altitude was reduced from 12000 ft. to 7000 ft. hcwv as a
result of preliminary evaluation of the results obtained in cases 419-422.

% Following detailed study of loads resulting from cases 401-427 (described
in Appendix E), it became evident tLat the critical VB condition would
occur at a gross weight of 116,000 ibs. rather than 89,145 lbs., and that
the critical altitude, too, might be higher than selected. Also, because
of the somewhat arbitrary selection of a VB speed, it appeared desirable
to di.etermine the effect of a range of potential VB speeds. Accordingly,
caýes 428-431 were aided.

The design envý,lope points for which lateral gust dynamic analysis was
made are shown in Table 7-2. The conditions listed cover a range of
weights from minimum flying weight to maximum take-off gross weight. The I
center oe gravity travel investigated, included both forward and aft design
limits, and both VC and VD variations with altitude are represented. No
VB cases are included. Preliminary runs, in which fewer load outputs
were available, indicated the critical VB loads to be appreciably lower
than 50/66 cf the VC loads and consequently not critical.

"The cases in Tables 7-1 and 7-2 later found to be critical (Appendix E)
are indicated by asterisks.

7.2 Model 749

The design speed-altitude chart for the Model 749 is shown in Figure 7-6,
and the weight-e.g. envelope in Figure 7-7.

In Figure 7-6, the VC and VT) constFnt equivalent airspeed lines at low
altitude are the values used for structural design. The knuckle at 16,000
ft. ii the VC line is in accordance with the flight placard. A constant
Mach line above this pnint is assumed for the purpose of the present study,
although the kctual flight placard is a straight line approximation to
this. The knuckle in the VD line is conasidered to occur at the same alti-
tude as the knuckle in the VNE line, which is shown at 13,000 ft. in
accordance with the flight placard. VD is assumed to follow a constant! Mach line above 13,000 ft. Although a constant Mach line is also shown
for VNE, the actual flight placard is a straight line approximation to
this line.
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TABLE 7-2. DESIGN ENVELOPE CASES FOR LATERAL GUSTANALYSIS, MODEL 188

Gross Zero FulVB VC
T euel Fe C.G. Altitude V v

Case wea ight e Weight 4 Ft or e
Wb ght L v KnotsSD D

601 116000 86000 30000 35.0 6000 vC 324

6o2* 116o00 86ooo 30000 35.0 7000 VC 32V

6c3 116ooo 86000 30000 35.0 120o0 v 2

6o4 1160o0 86000 30000 35.0 20000 V, 276

605 116000 86000 3C300 35.0 30000 VC 221

606 116000 86000 30000 35.0 4000 VD 405

607 116000 86000 30000 35. 0 7000 VD 405

•* 1• 160oo 000ow 30000 35.0 8000 vD

S609 U6000 86ooo 30000 35.0 20000 VD 328

61o 116000 36000 30000 35.0 30000 v 256

611 86500 86ooo 535 35.0 7000 Vc 3241

618 600,0 86ooo 500 j 35.0 7000 v 405

613 6500C 61855 31505 35.0 7000 V 32:

614 65000 61855 3145 35.0 700o vD 405.3

615 86500 86000 500 35.0 12000 V ~ 324

"" 616 116000 86000 30000 20.1 20000 vc 276

617* 116o00 860oo 30000 20.1 6o00 if,, 324

"618 116000 86o0o 300oo 20.1 300o0 vC"

"" 619 116000 86o0o 30000 20.1 20000 vc 328

620 164000 8600L) 30000 20.1 3C000 VD 256

622- 116000 86VAO 30000 20.1 8000 VD 405
I' L

• Cases found to be crltic•-I
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The maximum altitude shown, while not used in the original structural
design of the airplane, is a reasonable value based upon performance
limitati ,•ns.

As in the cas:. of the Mode] 188, the VB speed i-; somewhat arbitrary.
ThL 175 knot vJlue used herein is in agreement with present criteria at
a gross weigbt of about 99,000 lb.

The e.g. limits shown Jn Figure 7-7 are based upon operating placards.
Throughoait this study, the aft c.g. limit in flight was inadvertently
taken equal to the loading limit, at 32% MAC; inasmuch as the results
of this study have generally shown the c -g. position to have a very small
effect on loads - generally lese than 5%, and for the vertical guist
loads only 1 or 2%. for the full range btveen forward and aft limits -

no attempt has been wade to adjust the results for this discrepancy.

The miiimwm weight for structural Pesign, shown es 58140 lb., is an
early design number and is obvicusly low for the airplanes as currently
operated, with an average operating weight empty of 68640 lb. Cases at
minimum weight, however, are found not to be critical.

The design envelope cases for which vertical gust dynamic analysis was
conducted for the Model 749 are listed in Table 7-3.

The approximate effect of altitude on loads was determined by means of
a simplified analysis, as for the Electra, with the results shown in
Figures 7-8, 7-9p as": 7-10. It is clear that critical loads will occur
at either 7000 ft. or 16000 ft. altitude, with the 16,000 ft. altitude
slightly more likely.

Consequently, the first 14 cases in Table 7-3 represent a variety of
weight conditions at an altitude of 16,000 (ft.

Based on preliminary analysis of the results for these cases, it
appearea that Case 308 was critical. Accordingly, a range of altitudes
was next investigated for this weight condition; this investigation
comprises Cases 315-318.

Selection of four VD cases and a VB case was made in the same way as
for the Electra.

"&he design envelope points for which lateral gust dynamic analysis was
made for the Model 749 are listed in ',able 7-4. Results cf the Model
188 analysis were used to eliminate conditions that would clearly not
be critical. Critical forebody loads were found to occur in the weight
condition having maximum forebody weight combined with minimum fuel and
-iinimum aftbody weight. This result is reasonable; forebody loads are
primarily inertial, and maxinrum values should occur with high forebody
weights in combination with the greater accelerations associated 1+rith
"the highest natural frequencies. On the other hand, the aftbody is
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TABLE 7-3. DESIGN ENVELOPE CASES FOR VERTICAL GUST
ANALYSIS, MODEL 749

Gross Zero
"Gross Fuel Fuel B, VWeight Weight Weight C. G. Altitude Or eCase Lb Lb Lb %MAC Ft Vrn Knots

301 58480 55980 2500 15.0 16coo VC 235

"302 58480 55980 2500 32.0 16000 VC 235" 303 90900 55980 34920 15.2 16000 VC 235
303 90900 55980 34920 152. 16000 VC 235
304 90900 55980 34920 32.0 16000 Vc 235

305 107000 72080 34920 18.5 16000 VC 235

306 107000 72080 34920 32.0 16000 VC 235
307 88964 86464 2500 15.0 1600 VC 235

308 88964 86464 2500 " 32.0 16000 VC 235

309 95000 86464 8536 16.o 16ooo VC 235

310 95000 86464 8536 32.0 16000 VC 235

311 101000 86464 14536 17.1 16000 VC 235

3-2 1OOOO 86464 14536 32.0 16000 VC 235

313 107000 86464 20536 18.5 16000 VC 235

314 107000 86464 20536 32.0 16000 VC 235

315 88964 86464 2500 32.0 20000 VC 218
316 88964 86464 2500 32.0 12000 VC 235

317* 88964 86464 2500 32.0 7000 V 235

318 88964 86464 2500 32.0 16000 v V 235

319 58480 55980 2500 15.0 7000 VD 313

320 58480 55980 2500 32.0 7000 VD 313

321 88964 86464 2500 15.0 7000 VD 313

322* 88964 86464 2500 32.0 7000 VD 313
323* 88964 86464 2500 32.0 7000 V 175

* Cases found to be critical
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ANALYSIS MOE 749

Gro 3 s Zero Fue VBvc

Ler VD

Case GW0s0 8646 205e6 32. MtiW B'C 2Ve

WeightVD

501* 107000 864.64 20536 32.0 10000 2D35-

505) 107,000 864.64 20536 32.0 100313

50o6 1070C3 864.64 20536 32.0 10000 VC ?353

505 107000 864.64 20536 32.0 13000 313 pI

5068 070 864i64 20536 32.0 20000 V217

07 107000 86.6 2053 320k00V E
510 i07000 861464 20536 32.0 25000 VC195

511 107000 864.64 20536 32.0 30000 v ~ 174

512 1017000 864.64 20536 32.0 30000 217

*Cases found to be critical

H77
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loade4 primarily by the air load on the vertical tall and is, therefore,
critical f6r the high gross weight cases. However, the maximum tail
and aftbody loads are much more critical than the maximum fbrebody
"loads. Accordingly, in the Nbdel 7T9 analysis, only the high gross
weight, aft c.g. cases were included. Also, inasmuch as VBconditions
were clearly not critical for the Model 188, these also were excluded
from the mbdel 749 analysis.

The combinations of speed and altitude chosen represent both VC and VD
speeds over a range of altitudes. It should be noted that, for the pur-
poses of this study, several points outside the design operating envelope
were obtained - namely, the 25,000 ft. and 30,000 ft. altitude poilts.
These cases are listed in Table 7-4', but are not considered in estab-
lishing limit and ultimate strength values of N(y) and of Or, Id

The cases in Tables 7-3 and 7-4 later found to be critical (Appendix E)
are indicated by asterisks.
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8 M-ATBEMAT-ICAL MOLELS OF REFERENCE kiRPLANES

8.1 Vertical Gust. Models 188 and 749

8.1.1 Equations of Motion. In the mathematical model employed to
determine dynamic response of the Model 188 and Model 749 airplanes to
the vertical component of turbulence, the airplane is represented by
means of a riiid fuselage and horizontal tail, a wing represented elas-
tically by an elastic axis straight and normal to the plane of symmetry,
and two nacelles per side having flexibility relative to the wing.

Airplane motions are defined in terms of ten generalized coordinates -

fuselage plunge and pitch, two wihg bending modes, two wing torsion
modes, and plunee and pitch of each nacelle mass relative to the wing.
The firsc wing bending and torsion modes are uncoupled cantilever mode.
obtained by assuming a reasonable deflection shape and iterating once.
The second bendinE and torsion modes are obtained siL-ilarly; however.
with only the one iteration, these depart considerably more from the
true naturaj-mode shapes. Provision is also made for Cpecifjing both
mode shape and frequency for any or all of the four modes, with no
fur .her iteration to be. made.

Wing masses and aerodynamic forces are lumped at ten spanwise wing
stations. Spanwise flow effects are not accounted for, although any
desired spanwise variation of CLa can be uaed; in the present study,
panel CLa values were chosen to match static spanwise distributions
produced by a constant increment in angle of attack. Def-inition of the ' -mass of each panel includes the chordwise location of the center of

gravity and the pitching moment of inertia.

"Each nacelle (in addition to that portion considered rigidly attached
to the wing) is represented as a dumbbell mass with translational and.
rotational. inertia. Aerodynamic forces as felt by the propeller as j
well as the nacelle proper are applied.

The fuselage i s assumed to develop aerodynamic lift anid moment; lift

developed on t-e forward portion of the forebody is separated out An
"order to account for the time lag between nose and Wing penetration of
the gust.

Tail aerodynamic forces include the effect of wing downwash, and the

time lags of the gust and downwash proceeding from the wing to the tail'

are accounted for. Provision is included for aerodynamic force incre-
ments on the tail due to elevator float or elevator motions introduced
by a stability augmentation system. The elevator float motion is
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-04 Lintroduced actually as an eleventh generalized coo.rdinate, with elevator
31 .. mass (including moment of inertia about the hinge line) as well as aero-

dynamtc forces included. A simple static treatment could have been used,
and would have given essentially the same results; this would have elim-
inated the need to include appropriate external damping in the mode.

Unsteady lift growth functions for gust encounter (Kussner function) and
for airplane motions (Wagner function) are represented separately for
wing, tail, fuselage, nose, nacelles, and propellers. The customary
exponential approximations appropriate to low I-I.ch number and infinite
aspect ratio are used for the various wing panels and for the horizontal
tail. For the fuselage, na.celles, and propellers, the same exponential
expressions are used, but effective values of chord are estimated such
as to provide reasonable approximations to the lift growth on these
components.

Loads at various points in the airplane are obtained by superimposing
the loads produced by the direct effect of the gust and those resulting
from the motions in the ten generalized coordinates. Provision is in-
cluded for computation of the following load quantities as desired:
wing shears, bending moments, and torsions at ten spanwise locations;
up to 20 wing shear flows (or other internal loads that can be expressed- as linear combinations of the shears, bending moments, and torsions);
nacelle c.g. shears and pitching moments (two nacelles); and up to ten

fuselage loads (shears or bending moments) includiL. load on the hori-
zontal tail. For the wing. the load read-out locations are defined by
the initial lumping of mass and aerodynamic dat.. Loads are determined
for the individual panels and summed as appropriate to yield shears,
bending moments, and torsions at the panel boundaries. Since the fuse-
lage is considered rigid, its mass and aerodynamic properties need not
be broken into numerous panels for solution of the equations of motion.
For the purpose of fuselage load determination, however, the aeerody-iamic
forces are distributed to a number of panels. Fuselage shear or bending
moment at any given station s then obtained by summing terms consisting
of appropriate coefficientE multiplying the pitch and plunge accelIera-
tions and the airloads on the various panels.

The ten simultaneous differential equations of motion are solved for a
forcing function consisting of a steady sinusoidal variation of gust
velocity. Frequency-response, or transfer, functions relating both the
generalized coordinates and the various airplane load quantities to the
input gust velocity are thus evaluated, at up to 100 frequencies. The
modulus of each transfer function is tben squared and multiplied by the• input gust spectrum to-obtain an outp r, power spec2trum. These in turn
are integrated with respect to frequency o give A and No values. The

upper limit of integration was taken as 10.2 cps.
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Provision is also included in tne equations of motion for elevator
motion instead of Gust velocity as an inlut, in order to obtain transfer
functions of mvneuver loads for establishing the adequacy of the aero-

dynamic input data.

All of the calculations indicated above were carried out in a continu-
cus operation on an IBM 7"094 automatic digital computer.

A complete presentation of the equations of motion, Including their
deri-ation, is contained In 'Reference 21.

8.1.2 One-g Level FligLht Loads. Tae one-g level. flight loads to which
the incremental loads due to the t-Arbulence must be added were obtained
by appropriate static loads methoas.

For the Model 188, the distribution of air loads between the wing.,
fuselage, and horizontal tail was based upon wind twunel force data.
Wing spanwise lift distributions, for the rigid wing, were obtained by
means of theory. Wing and nacelle aerodynamic pitching m-.ments were
based on integrated use of published NACA documents, wind tunnel pitch
data for the Model 188 wing zith and w4 thout nacelles, calcu.lated pro-
peller normal forces, and flight-measured ,ing torsion; orer a wide
range of speed and load factor. Air Load increments due to the wing
twist resulting from the rigid airplane aerodynamic and inertia forces 9
were calculated and included. Arbitrary adjustments to the theoretical
airload distributions were made where necessary to bring the calculated
loads into close agreement with flight-measured loads.

For the Model 749, as for the Model 188, the distributlor. of air loads
between wing, fuselage, and horizontal tai- was based upon wind tunnel
force data. Wing airload distributions, too, were determined in a
generally similar manner, although flight-measured torsicns were not

-a available. Excellent agree-ent was found between wing bending moments
calculated using these distributions and bending moments obtained by

"*-f1&t measurements on a Model 1049B, which had a wing aerodynamically
Identical to that of the Model 749.

8.1.3 Input Data for Dynamic Analysis. The scheme for lz'iping of
input data and the locations of load read-out points ar• shown in
Figures 8-1 and 8-2 fox the Model 188 and Model 749 respectively.

For the wing, load read-out stations are determined by the panel
boundaries defined for lumping of input data. Conseqiently.. a fairly

* detailed ccverage of load outputs was Inberently provided. Shear.,
bending moment, and torsion were obtaiaed at each of the wing load
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stations indicated in the figures, and front and rear beam shear flows
were also obtained at the ýwo wing stations noted.

For the Model 188 fuselage, the selection of load output points was in-
fluenced by an examination of margins of safety for the design gust
conditions, with the critical locations selected. The Wdel 749 fuse-
lage was designed to extremely severe criteria and is much less critical
than the wing; consequently, only a limited number of load c-itputs were
obtained. In obtaining fuselage load outputs, nverlapping aseumptions
with respect to the distribution of payload were made, in the desiga
envelope cases, in order to simplify the preparation oe input data. For
a given total paylcad, the distribution of payload between the forebody
and aftbody depends upon whether the airplane c.g. is to be at the for-
ward or the ast limit. However, in determining the increments of fuselage
shear and bending moment due to turbulence, the panel weights by which
the local accelerations were multiplied in the dvnamic analysis were
alwayL taken as the higher of the forward limit and aft limit values,
regardlese of the actual c.g. position for the case being analyzed.
Horizontal tail loads were included as outputs for the particular cases
found to be potentially critical as a result of examining the fuselage
load results.

Mass and aerodynamic data used ii the dynamic analysis of the two air-
planes are generally consistent wita tLe data used for stat.- loads T
determination, as described in tho previous section.

Wirg E1 and GJ (flexural and torsional stiffnesseb) were obtained by
calculation- guidance as to appropriate assumptions regarding extent of
effective material vas obtained from the results of atatic load-
deflection measurements and ground vibration tests. Nacelle stiffnesses
were obtained similarly. with particular reliance on load-deflection
data for the individual engine mounts and on nzueUe mode natural fre-
quencies obtainea in ground vibration tests.

Wiug structural damping was assumed to be zero, inasmuch as the sub-
stantial aerodynamic damping present overshadows the structural damping.

Inclusi-n of structural dbmping in the nacelle modes, however, was
cqnsidered desirable. Comparison of Model 1W, calculated with flight

S measured power-spectral densities indicated that nacelle response above
about I cps could not be adequately represented by the ten-degree-of-
freedom analysis. Not only ia the mechanical representation of thenacelle vertical freedoms •oo c.ude, but also: 1) coupling with the yaw

motions is not included, 2)there is no way to. account for the effect of .
side gusts and their coupling with vertical motions. and 3) spanwise
variations of gust velocity-, not considered in the theory, invalidate --

the couplings assumed between nacelle and. wing motions. A9 a result,
power spectral densities of nacelle lcads calculated without the inclusion
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SJ of structural damping indicated considerably more power above about 4 cps

thanA was actually present. In earlier studies, to assure realistic
" nacelle load inprats to the wing., the integration of the power-spectral

S densities had beer limited to a maximum frequency of about 4-11/2 cps,
"" ~thereby eliminating the Li.creased response. This had little effect on

S~wing loads since most of their response is in the short period and first
bending-torsion modes. In the present study., as a more rational mesans of

'" ~preventing possible over estimation of nacelle response at the higher

• frequencies, structural damping was introduced into the spring ionnection
" of the nacelles to the wing. A structural damping coefficient of .20 was

.. ~assumed; this is the value of g in the expression (1 + ig) k and cor- •
responds., at the resonant frequency.. to a relative viscous damping of

°- ~.10. This damping value appears reasonable, and it sufficiently reduces
'be high frequency response to give substantially improved agreement with

flight measured power spectral densities.

In order to account adequately for the effect of static aeroelastic de-
flection on the spanwise load distribution and on the gust load factor of
the Model 188, It was found necessary to replace the second dynamic 'Wing
torsion mode by a static aeroelastic deflection shape. This was because
a signif~cant part of the static aeroelastic deformation occurs outboard•
of the outboard nacelle.e, whereas neither of the first two d,)namlc torsion
modes contains significant deformation in this region. While some loss
of detail in the dynamic relzesentation results., it appears thatj, over-all,,•
the static aeroelastic mode is more imp.ortant than the second dynamic
torsion mode. It is therefore included in the present Model 188 analysis. •

Considerable effort was put forth to assure that., on a static basis., the .,
ten-degree-of-freedom analysis duplicated lopas obtained by the ac~cepted •"
static loads methods. For this purpose., teen-degree-of-freedom loads were
obtained for both the Model 188 and 1kxdel 749 for a maneuvrer condition
obtained by introducing a low-frequency elevator oscillation. The result- ,

-, ing 'loads are not sensitive to the exact frequency chosen, as long as it
is well- below that of the airplane short-period mode. The effect of fre-

: "" quency is shown in Table 8-1. Based on the results shown therein., a fre-
S quency of .05 cps was selected for the 'Loads comparison. The comparison
S: of ten-degree-of-freedom loads with static analysis loads., per g of e.g.

.. ~acceleration, is shown in Tables 8-2 and 8-3. Torsional moments are
compaoxed on a difference rather than a ratio basis,, since torsional

-" momencs can easily be close to zero, depending on the location of the
arbitrary moment axis., and ratios have little meaning. For comparison.,
the approximate limit design torsions are noted in the tables. It is
seen that the ten-degree-of-freedom analysis reproduces the loads obtained
by the static loads analysis very well. The sml differences that do.
exist are not considered significant, especially since in some respects -•-

the ten-degree-of-freedom analysis may be more rational than the static
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TABLE 8-1. EFFECT OF FREQUENCY OF ELEVATOR MOTION ON
MAGNITUDE OF ROOT BENDING MOMENT

)&bdel 74.9 Model 1,83

Frequency *ws _____

Of K1.evator 106 103n 10 Mn@W. S. 83
CPS Ve205Kt Ve=235 Kt ve=290 Kt v e--64Kt v e314K lt v-e 364 Kt

0125to e.2 e.0 6.6je66379 .8

.0125 51.718 5.908 6.387 3.6L4 3.790 4.085

.050 5.713 5.904. 6.384. 3.637 3.785 4.082 4

.100 5.691 5.887 6.373 3.609 3.767 4.070
.200 5.6o6 5.6.22 6.330 3.50o4 3.700 4.027'

.1400 5.291 5.578 6.165 3.165 3.4.76 3.881.4
1.00 3.87 0 4.1.06 5.335 1.872 2. 6 40 3.4.46
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,• TABLE 8-2. COMPARISON OF LOADS COMPUTED BY THE DYNAMIC

S• ANALYSIS PROGRAM ATND BY STATIC

i -iANALYSIS METHOD~i, MODEL 188 ""Static 
Anal.ysis

Stto -'- -
Limit- - - -- - 3'ZI Dy~~c Am]•yss --• CoI rl~

a nz •Z Anz 's~tat. %tat. my ~n.

V A 264 knots, h = 13500 ft

167 8197 2.813 -.203 6177 2.833 -.109 .995 |1.003 .o014 -7.7 :

2o u635 2.3718 -.07 828 2.91- .04 I1° .o8 1.003 .034 -4.O0:
275 9512 1.682 -. 122 9692 1.70C -. 088 1 .018 1. .OOT 034 -3.3 •

34 6429 z.21 -.123 6599 1.131. -. o86 1 ,023 /1.oo00 .037 -2.6

380 9151 .831 -.09l 9384 .842 -. 114 1.021 1.0on -.023 -1.21)

516 218 .0o-1 -.o18 23o8 .0,6 0.25 1.050 BT .. 00 -'o -.35
ANLYI kMoEts, MD - 13518 8

83 1131 3. 811 .o56 LIM 3.T85 .023 .96 .99 -.033 -'7.9
119 10702C 3.L4., -. oci8 L0617 3.4Ol -.046 I.99h i.000 -. 037 -7.8

167 W•7 2.917 -. a*I 85)3 2.951 -. o66 |L o.loi 1.010 -. 042 -7.T

209 119r, 2.46•8 +.o*-T 125 2.494 -.o28 1 .o18 1.010 -.045 -4.0

2T 9W8 1.'7%9 -.C27 10139 1.774, -. 07Z1 L.OCO 1.010 -.044 -3.3 =-'

3L 6"7T. 1.161 -. 02L:7 T003 1.175 -. o68 ] .033 1.010 -. 041 -2.6 , •

380 9455 .861 -. 096 9T26 .8T5 -. 119 1 .026 1. 018 -. 023 -J.25II

48 5687 .3-!15] -. 057 [5824 .354 -. 070 1.023 1.023 -. 013 - T5 '

S516 22T5 .092 -019 A12 .079 -.027 l .o6o .859 -. 008 - .35

VSi 36n alis, h a 13500 kti

S83 11•81 4,.016 .247 11866 4.082 .o89 1.032 1.o16 -. 158 -7.9 :

119 10951 3.605 .179 UI384 3.6,"v- .018 1.038 1.017 -. 161 -7.8

167 8923 3-10 l 1.5z9 9452 3. 183 -. 004 1.0o55 1.0o23 -. 163 -7. 7
t209 125n35 ",.63 .117 13133 2.691 -. oo3 1.043 1.02- in1.Ot

7 5 1 o 0 10 1.913 -. 06 1.0 1.21 -. 11 -3-3

34,6 T4710 1.238 .071 TT73 -.256 -. O•Z l.o43 1.017 11L2 -2.6
380 J zooe'7 .917 -. n~o .036 2. .nots-,129 1.03 6 1.020 -. 09 -1.2t

298 116•59 .371 -. 065 6238 .398 -.076 1.031 1.022 o.03. - 1.5

516 2138 .098 -. o03 2390 .o85 -.029 1.060 .868 -. 006 - .35

- -

Torsio 3omnts knots ar ab35out
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TABLE 8-3. COMPARISON OF LOADS COMPUTED BY THE DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS PROGRAM AND BY STATIC

ANALYSIS METHODS, MODEL 188

-I

Static Analysis Dynamic Anal~ysis Comparison

S 10 m 10 S1b Dn N. Dy. (0Mmy

.0I& 12507 1.671 -1.250 12522 1.650 -1.261. 1.01 .986 .011 -1.,•o .
"1.&80 81.53 .883 - .887 8"69 .861 - .890 1.002 .975 -.003 -3.26

},•"588 3739 .226 -.1.17 3761 .219 - .120 1.000 .969 -. 003 -1.57 -•

" "I

199eV. v 235 knots, h - 3000 ft

11.5 13015 5.321 -1.661. 13017 5.280 -1.537 19.00 .91 .087 -7.91.

191 19251 14.49 -1.87 9288 1 4.537 -1.834 1.002 .083 .057 -7.28 1
263 13.17 3.371 -1.58 181329 3.325 -1.5o0 1.o15 .976 .031 -6.53
337 8950 2.522 -1.176 9280 2.420 -1.155 1.037 .971 .051 -5.661.01, 125T3 1.687 -1.257 1L2898 1.681 -1.361 1.0o0 .996 -. 01 -4.:.6

1.80 8532 .883 -. 893 8610 .863 -. 90 I 1.012 .986 -. 010 -3.26

588 37391 .226 -. 417 38%3 .212 -. •.20 1.017 .987 -.007 -1.57

668 41196 .031 -. 127 1176 .022 -. 136 1.016 .10 -.009 -

Ve - 239 knots, a13000 ft

103 18o99 6.011 -1.81. 19391 6.3904 -1.671 1.072 1.m .203 -8.12

115 13015 5.32o -1.677 131.37 5.672 -1. 570 1.093 1.09 .267 -7.9
191 29008 4.569 -1.930 1-928 8 4.53T -1.887 1.087 1.09 .040 -7.28

263 13366 3.332 -1. 5••6 160 -3.178 -1.50 I .108 1.01.1. .070 -6.53

337 8117 2.522 -1.176 9211 2.606 -1.1.5 1._ 0.0 .1. .01( -5.66
1.1 12865 i.68o -1.-28 12•98 1.681 -1.1.01 1.001 1.962 -. 19 -4.46

'.80 85.12 .881 - .882 901.0 .910 - .95 1075 12 .01.6 -. 019 -3.26

588 3671 .225 - .4170 391.6 .222 - .1.424 1.075 1.036 -.0317 -1. 57

S668 1122 .o03 -1.9 1213 .3% -L.61. 1.0I 81 .'82 -.o1& -

19 200B. 4.2 -193 212 .| 18T 10T iog. 72

37 Tors8on 2.496, -i, are 2bou o load ewl.a at .S1-58.8
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S Inasmuch as results of a. analysis including the pitch freedom can be
somewhat sensitive to the static stability in pitch, precautions were
taken to assure that the pitch stability is correctly reflected in the

I i •analysis. Since the pitch stability results from the sum (or difference)
of many different contributors - including each wing element, the nxcelles,

- the propellers, the fuselage, the tail, the control system, all of the
masses - the many sepasate contributions do not always add up to the best
value for the airplane as a whole, and adjustments were made as needed.

An option with respect to pilot technique is available in that flight can
be assumed to be either "sticlk-fixed' or "stick-free." In order to
account realistically for the strongly stabilizing effect of the Model 188
control column bob-weigeht, it was considered appropriate to assume a
stick-free technique. Moreover, recoiumendee techniques for flight through
turbulence have generally called for a very light touch on the control
column, which would appear to be more closely approximated by a stick-free :4
than a stick-fixed condition. Accordingly, both Model 188 and model 749
vertical gust analyses were conducted stick-free. A comparison of stick-
fixed with stick-free results, however indicated that the loads produced
were not sensitive to the choice between the two assumptions.

8.2 Lateral Gust, Models 188 and 749

8.2.1 Equations of Motion. 7he equations of motion employed to determine

Model. 1. and Model 749 loads due to the lateral component of turbulence

were derived following closely the derivation presented in NACA TN 3603
(Reference 22).

Vie equations of motion are written with respect to an Eulerian moving
axis system and utilize as generalized coordinates the three rigid-body
motions of sideslip, yaw, and roll. Provision is included for inertia
coupling between the generalized coordinates through the product of
inertia. Ixz; however, for the Model 188 and Model 749 this term is so
small as to have negligible effect and is assumed to be zero.

Elastic mode response is not included. For both the Model 188 and the
Model 749, the lowest fuselage-tail side bending natural mode is far
higher in frequency than the Dutch roll mode - roughly 6 to 8 cps vs .2
to .3 cps. Consequently, for these airplanes, the elastic modes were
expected to contribute negligibly to the loads produced by turbulence.

Provision is made to include the effects of rudder and aileron float, if
des-red, or of artificial stability augmentation systems.

For the purpose of accounting for the penetration of the various aero-
dynamic elements into the gust, aerodynamic forces are evaluated
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separately for the wing, fuselage, and vertical tail. Wing and fuselage
aerodynamic forces are lumped at the airplane c.g., and tail forces at
the vertical tail aerodynamic center.

Provision is made In the equations of motion for the effect on each aero-
dynamic element of the sidewash produced by the other elements; but the
best indications are that on the Model 188 and Model 749 the side-wash is
negligible, and it is assumed zero in the analysis.

Unsteady lift growth functions for gust encounter (Kussner function) and
for airplane motions (Wagner function) are represented separately for the
vertical tail, the fuselage body, and the wing. Suitable exponential
approximations are used; the effective chord for use in these expressions
is taken equal to the mean chord for the vertical tail and wing and zero
for the fuselage.

Fuselage loads at any desired fuselage station are obtained by super-
position of inertia loads due to lateral, rolling, and yawing accelera-
tions (including the lateral component of gravity) and aerodynamic loads
due to the net sideslip angle at the airplane c.g.

Xhe three simultaneous ,ifferential equations of motion are solved for a
forcing function consisting of a steady sinusoidal v&riation of lateral
gust velocity. F.:equency-response, or transfer, functions relating both
the generalized coordinates and the various airplane load quantities to
the input gust velocity are thus evaluated, at up to 40 frequencies.
The modulus of each transfer function is squared and multiplied by the
input gust spectrum to obtain an output power spectrum. These in turn
are integrated with respect to frequency to give A and No values. The
upper limit of integration was taken as 9 cps. The lower limit of in-
tegration was taken as .04 cps instead of 0, in order to exclude a
sizeable response associated with an unstable spiral mode which, in
practice, would be adequately controlled by the pilot.

All of the calculations indicated above were carried out in a continuous
operation on an IBM 7094 automatic digital computer.
A complete presentation of the equations of motion, including their

derivation, is contained in Referenci 23.

8.2.2 input Data for Dynamic Analysis. Airplane mass data for use in
the Model 188 and Model 749 lateral gust analyses were drawn from calcu-
lations made in the course of dF-sign loads determination.

The various stability derivatives were obtained from a careful evaluation -.

and integration of such sources as wind tunnel force measurements.,
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flight-measured stability and control characteristics, theoretical calcu-
L .. lations, and published NASA information.

The following quantities were selected for load determination:

Location Location
Quantity Model 188 Model 749

Fin side load Total for fin Total for three fins

Fin bending moment Fin root (Not obtained)

C.G. lateral acceleration Actual c.g. Actual c.g.

Pilot station lateral acceleration FS 132 FS 200

Vertical tail lateral acceleration Fs 1161 FS 1194

Aftbody side shear PS 694 FS 1057

Aftbody side bending FS 694 FS 1057

Aftbody torsion FS 694 FS 1057

Forebody side shear FS 571 FS 456

Forebody side bending FS 571 FS 456

The fin side loads were obtained ignoring the effect of relieving
inertia. Results for a representative case - Model 188 mission analysis
case 201 - indicated that inclusion of the relieving inertia reduced the
load by only about 3%.

In selecting specific values for the Kusoner and Wagner unsteady lift
"growth functions for use in the lateral gust analysis, it avppeared at
first that any reasonable approximation would be satisfactory. Loads
due to lateral gust occur predominantly at frequencies in the vicinity
of the Dutch roll natural frequency. As a result of the low frequency
of this mode, in combination with a vertical tail chord length consid- z

erably less than that of the wing, the unsteady lift growth functions
are very close to unity, and it appeared that it would be hard to be
very far in error in their determination. Accordingly, for the fin,
exponential approximations appropriate to an infinite Lspect ratio
surface at low Mach number were assumed initially.
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- Closer examination of the unsteady lift growth functions, however, indi-
cated this asswnp~ion to be inadequate. The absolute value and the real
part, or in-phase component, of both Kussner and Wagner lift growth func-
ticns were indeed close to unif•y, with values of about .97. The imaeinary
part, or 90-degree ou -o.'-phase component, of the Kussner funcrion is of
no concern, except for the extent to which it might be different for two
parts of the same airplane. The imaginary part of the Wagner function,
however, is quite significant. Based on the high aspect-ratio, low Mach
number assumption, its value is about, .07. This, acting upon the aero-
dynamic spring force - which is several times as great as the damping
force - produces a sizeable force in phase with, and in tke swme direction
as, the yaw velocity. Thus a negative damping force increm.eit is in-
troduced. This was found to reduce the daping coefficient, 4, for the
Dutch roll mode to about 2/3 of the value it would have with instantaneous
lift growth. Inasmuch as the various A values vary approximately inversely
as " , the corresponding increase in A values due tc the unsteady
lift growth is about 22%.

Because of this sizeable effect, it becane important to use the best avail-
able information for the Wagner lift growth function. Accordingly, the
assumed exponential approximation was replaced by one which accounts
approximately for the actual aspect ratio and Mach numnber.

The expression used was of the form

-bs1- ae

where s is the distance traveled in chord lengths. *he values selected
for the constants were a = .240 and b = .376. The original form of the
Kussner function was considered satisfactory and was retained,

The effect of the revised lift growth function was evaluated by compari--g
A and No values computed using the two different versions of the Wahgner
function for both the Model 188 and the Model 749. GenerLly the
values decreased by about 10% and the No values increased by about 8%.
Therefore, the improved lift growth representation shown above was used
throughout the lateral analysis.

I AF in the vertical gust analysis, options were available as to assumed
pilot technique. The effect of pilot technique on gust loads may be
substantial. It is undoubtedly complex, and a completely rational treat-
ment is well beyond the present state of the art. Several idealized
techniques, however, are readily aenable to analytical representation.

pj These include various combinations of the following: (a) Rudder held
• I fixed, or i-udder free to float, or rudder controlled so as to eliminate
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all yaw motion of the airplane; (b) ailerons held fixed, or ailerons
free to float, or ailerons controlled so as to eliminate all roll motion.

In order to determine how much the results of the analysis might be
affected by the choice of pilot technique, responses were obtained, for
Model 188 mission analysis case 202, for four of the nine available
techniques.

(1) "Rudder fixed" - rudder and ailerons fixed.

(2) "Rudder free" - rudder free, ailerons fixed.

(3) "No roll" - rudder fixed, ailerons controlled so as to
prevent all roll motion.

(4) "No roll, no yaV' - rudder and ailerons controlled so as to
prevent roll and yaw motion.

Major attention was directed to the first three of these techniques.
Although a still more restrictive control action could be ass-mined, as
represented by technique (4), it was considered unlikely that a pilot
would attempt much tighter control than repr,.,sented by techniques (1)
through (3).

Consideration was also given to inclusion of autopilot operation. Dis-
cussions with persons familiar with operating practices indicated that
autopilots are sometimes used in fairly light turbulence, up 'o peak
vertical gust load factors of about .25 to .30. At this point the auto-
pilot is almost certain to be disengaged. Consequently. autopilot action
was not further conuidered in the present study.

7he A values (ratios of rms response to rms gust velocity) for the four
pilot techniques investigated are as follows:

Pilot C.G. Lateral Pilot Station Sideload On
Techniqve Load Factor Lateral Load Factor Vertical Tail

(1) Rudder fixed .00564 .00233 270

(2) Rudder free .00715 .00286 304

(3) No roll .00568 .00236 275

(4) No roll, no yaw (.00504) (.00504) (249)

The corresponding power spectral densities are shown in Figures 8-3
through 8-5"
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The values shown in the above table for the no roll, no yaw case are of±
limited meaning. As noted earlier, tne range of integration had already
been set to start at .04 cps in order to exclude the spiral mode at the
very low frequencies. For the no roll, no yaw case, nowever, as can be
seen from the power-spectral density plots in Fi.-ures 8-3 throughi 8-5,
the frequencies below .04 cps contribute substantially to v2. Including
this contribution would increase the A_ values by some 15%. Furthermore,
at the very low frequencies where the greatest contribution occurs, it 4
is highly uncertain what the pilot would actudlly be coing. To eliminate
all yaw .7otion of these frequencies, it would appear necessary for the
pilot to devote continuous attention to a heading indicator, or for an
ttopilot to be used.

For the remaining three cases, which are considered more realistic, the
effect of pilot technique on the tail load is seen to be gratifyingly
small. The spread from the lowest to the high- st A value is only abcout
10%; and Case (4) would even fall within the same range if increased by
15% as would appear appropriate from the discussion above. The lateral
accelerations differ somewhat more, but critical stresses du- to lateral
gust depend far more on tail load than on accelerations.

The power-spectral densities are also quite similar for the three more
reasonable techniques. The chief difference is a decrease in the fre-
quency of the peak response for the rudder-free case relative to the
rudder-fixed cases, as a result of the decreased static stability. It
is interesting to note that locking out the roll motion hab a negligible
effect on the frequency for peak response as well as on the ragnltude of
the response. For this airplane, at least, the major characteristics of
the "Dutch roll" mode, from the gust load standpoint, seem to be preserved
even when roll motion is excluded. The reason may be that for a high
aspect ratio airplane tae damping in roll is so great as to effectively
eliminate the roll motion, without further action by the pilot. For Case
"(4), the power-spectral density function shapes differ markedly from those
shown for Cases (1) - (3), and the close agreement in A values must be
considered largely coincidental.

The lateral accelerations at the pilot station %second column in the
"above tasulation, and Figure 8-4) are, for all three cases, somewhat
lower than at the c.g., due to the relieving effect of the yaw accelera-
tion. The sharp resonant peak at about .3 cps happens to be almost
completely eliminated. "Ihe power spectral density remains fairly con-
stant, however, over the entire range fxom about .05 to 3.0 cps, so that
the percentage effect on A is not as great as would be inferred from the
power spectral density values at the Dutch roll frequency.

In summary, the critical stresses in the airframe due to lateral gusts
are essentially unaffected by the pilot technique assumed, withii the
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range of assumptions investigated herein and considered realistic. Con-
sequently, any of the first three pilot techniques could be selected,
without significant effect or. the frequency of exceedance of aw qd
values corresponding to limit strength. The rudder-fixed assumption is
perhaps as realistic as any. It is probably the one that has been used
most generally in the past, and it avoids the need for incorporating rud-
der float aerodynamic data in the analysis. The rudder-fixed, aileron-
fixed pilot technique was therefore assumed in the remainder of the
lateral gust Investigation.

The characteristics of the Models 188 and 749 are such that lateral gust
response had not, in the past, been the subject of extensive analysis.
Consequently, it appeared important to gain a better feel for the reason-
ableness and significance of the results obtained by comparing the results
for a particular case, at least qualitatively, with loads and accelera-
tions measured in flight.

Such measurements were available as a result of instrumented flights
through turbulenne of the Model 188. Although the principal purpose of
these flights was to measure the response to vertical gusts, time --

histories of c.g. lateral acceleration and fin root shear were also in-
cluded. Rms values, power-spectral densities, and peak counts were avail-
able for the c.g. lateral acceleration, but no reduction of the fin shear
data had been performed. Although cases corresponding exactly to the
flight test conditions were not included in the analysis, mission analysis J-
Case no. 202 did not differ greatly. And by making the comparison on the
basis of ratios of side to vertical acceleration, the effects of dif-
ferences in flight conditions were minimized. The results of the side
load factor comparison are shown in the following table.

Ve RMS Values

Test G.W. Altitude (Knots) Any Anz Any/ Anz

532 81,600 8,000 260 .0558 .135 .4

54, 108,400 1,500 268 .0465 .2.8 .36

552 85,6co 4,700 0268 .082 .217 .38

Average .39
Analysis 92,300 11,000 282 .0056 .02192 .26

(Ruddv e Fixed)

/-It is seen that the average measured value of tbp-! ratio An/ Anz is
>- ~greater than the analytical value in the ratio .39/.26=I..
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In searching for the reascn for this discrepancy, the flight-measured
power-spectral density curve was examin- This curve is shown in
Figure 8-6. Its most striking feature is a large contribution in the
4.5 - 8.5 cps range, due evidently to elastic mode response. Roughly
60% of the area under the curve occurs beyond 3 cps, indicating a dynamic

factor due to elastic mode response of about %il.00/.0J = 1.58. The
analytical model, on the other hand, makes no provision for elastic mode
effects. As indicated above, the lowest fuselage-tail side-bending
elastic mode, for both airplanes, is far higher in frequency than the
Dutch roll mode; consequently, it was expected that the elastic modes
vould not contribute significantly to the loads produced by turbulence
and could be omitted from the mathematical model. If the flight-measured
value of Any/ An., .39, is divided by the indicated dynamic factor of
1.58, the result is .25; this is in good agreement. with the analytical
value of .26.

Although the analytical and flight-measured lateral accelerations were
thus reconciled, the presenc6 of a significant elastic mode c.ontribution
in the flight-measured load factor did raise the question of the adequacy
of the analytical model for the purposes of the iresent study. In order
to obtain a more direct indication of the effect of the elastic mode
response on critical structural loads, the flight-measured fin root shear

time history from one test only was processed to obtain its power spectral
density. The resulting curve is shown in Figure 8-7. .1though the fre-
quency resolution is not adequate to define the curve in detail in the
vicinity of the Dutch roll frequency, it is clear that the elastic mode
effects are relatively small. Also, it is noted that the dynamic response

occurs not in the 4.5 - 8.5 cps range, as in Figure 8-6, but in the
vicinity of 12 cps. ...

Consequently, the existing mathematical model should yield quite realistic
vertical tail loads. Furthermore, the fuselage is critical for lateral
gust loads only in the aftbody. It would appear that airloads from the
vertical tail will contribute a good deal more to the critical aftbody
loads than will fuselage inertias. In this connection, inspection of
"Model 188 shake test results indicates a fuselage lateral bending-torsion
mode at about 8 cps, which was probably the major contributor to the
elastic mode peak in Figure 8-6. This mode has a node line running ap-
-proximately longitudinally at the fin :oot. Consequently, there will be

some tendency for the inertia forces acting on the fin to offset those
acting on the fuselage. In all, it appears that the existing mathematical
model should yield fairly realistic values of frequency of exceedance of
-lmit and ultimate strength, and of limit and ultimate strength values
ofOW7a
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V MODEL 188A SERIAL NO. 1001 TEST 532
" GW = 81730 LB

' ~CG = 21. 1% MAC"

Ve = 266 KTS
h =8400 FT

SAMPLING INTERVAL .002
NO. OF DATA POINTS 7501
NO. OF LAGS 100
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FIGURE 8-6. FLIGHT MEASURED POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF -
MODEL 188 CG LATERAL LOAD FACTOR
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9 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

A and No values obtained from the vertical gust and lateral gust dynamic
analyses of the Model 188 and Model 749, together with the associated
one-g level flight loads, are presented for reference in Appendix B.

3Sample power-spectral densities of c.g. load factor are shown for the
two airplanes in Figures 9-1 and 9-2. These are for a representative .

mission analysis segment in each case

Sample power-spectral densities of a number of wing and fuselage load
quantities, for the same mission segments, are shown in Figures 9-3 and
9-4 for tne Model 188 and in Figure 9-5 for the Model. 749.

Sa.ple power-spectral densities for fin root shear and c. g. lateral
"acceleration, obtained from the lateral gust analyses, are shown in
Figures 9-6 and 9-7 for the Model 188 and Model 749 respectively.

For use later in determining N(y) values corresponding to limit and
* •-" ultimate strength, exceedance curves were prepared for all load quanti-

ties. For the various wing load qua-tities, separate curves were ob-
tained for both positive and negative gust increments. The preparation
of these cuxrves followed the procedure outlined at the end of Section 4.1i,
using b and P values from Figures 5-3 and 5-4 and A and No values from
Tables B-l, B-3, B-5, and B-7.

4' Frequency of exceedance curves for Model 188 loads due to vertical gusts,
at representative wing and fuselage locations, are shown in Figures

k9-(a) through (d). The curves are plotted in these figures on a
compressed scale in order to show the full range from close to zero load
increment to loads in the region of &'t+•.C .... eugLh. One sa= quan-
tities are also plotted to expanded scales in Figures 9-9(a) through (d),
in order to show in more detail the region of limit strength, including
the contributions of the individual mission segments. It is in this
latter form that the complete set of exceedance curves referred to above
was obtained.

Similar curves are also shown for wing loads in the root region of the
Model 749. The compressed-scale curves are shown in Figure 9-1C, and

S. the expanded scale curves, showing the czontributions of the various
-' mission segments in the region of limit strength, in Figure 9-11.

Frequency of exceedance curves for airplane e.g. load factor, obtained
similarly, are shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10• together with the experi-
mentally determined curves based on airline VGH aad VG data for com-

I parison. This comparison was discussed in Section 5.6.
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Frequency of exceedance curves for fin root shear are shown in Figures 4
! 9-12 through 9-15. Both compressed-scale and expsnded-scale Plots are*

i "" shown, as in the corresponding vertical gust presentations.

" values of fin root shear for some of the Model 188 design envelope

"cases are plotted vs altitude in Figure 9-16. To provide a preliminary

indication of the critical altitude, A values from Fig. 9-16 are then

multiplied by y/' values given in Figure 5-6, for an N(y)/No value Of

10-6, and plotted in Figure 9-17. (The 10-6 level was selected

"arbitrarily, but corresponds roughly to the limit strength level.)

Similar curves for the Model 749 are shown in Figures 9-18 and 9-19. I

*!
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In the analysis of the reference airplanes, described in Sectionsth~g 6'Xad°vle ee°tie ~rlasa ag ubr° I

locations in the airpla~nes, and frequency of exceedance curves were ob-
tained fLor these loads. In the design of a new airplane, results would

be obtained in similar form. With the specification of a design level-
as discussed in Section 15 - design values of these same load quantities
would follow at once. These would be_ obtained - depending upon the form
of criterion - either by reading values from the exceedance curves at a

design frequency of' exceedance, or by multiplying the various A values
by tne design value of Ow 17d-•

At this point, it might be expected Ithat to apply these loads in design

and stress analysis would be quite straight forward. The loads defined

as described above would be plotted vs wing station., and stress analysis .
would proceed in the usual way. Unfortunately, however, in actual
flight through turbulence, these design-lev°el loads do not all occur
simultaneously. As a result, the conditions defined by the simple plots ;
just described can be quite meaningless as a basis for stress analysis.In what proportions the various desig:-level loads combine - or, as it W

might be put, how they are phased - remains tudetermined.

For example, design-level values of transverse shear and of torsional
moment at a given wing station are known. But theedane es sentially
root-mean-square values, without sign. Io is not known whether maximum
up obhear combines with maximum nose-up torsion., or with some inter- levl
medicate value. If maximum up shear combines with mae mum nose upa
torsionl the shear flows adc in the front bedn and subtract in the rear

betam; if maximum, up shear combines with maximum. nose down torsion,, on
the other hand, the shear flows add in the rear beam.

Similarly, it is not known whether design-level shears and bendingsmimencs occur simultaneously at all wiug stations. Nor is it kte vaue
Ahether thi e shears integrate to give the bending moments. If not d
existing stress analysis techniques may well be unu able. In the "lunitne

"besm" method for exampled the determination of shear flows does nots
utihize the ftmiliar "VQ/I" formula. Instead, flange axial loads atdl
"various wing stations are first determined, by means of the My/l plt

relation and differences in axial load at adjacent wing stations arenays
then used to establish the v anel shear flows. Clearom, this methor
cannot be used unless the shears and the bendie moments at adjacente

stations occur simultaneously. v urthera if the shears ao not inte-t i

grate to 6ve the bending moments, no single set of panee n loat can

be found that could be applied to duplicate the condition in a static
test. Here thens, is one of the major problems in applying power-
spectral methods to practical detailed stress a ualysis. Statisni-
bcall defined loads at a limited number of locations are

thn

* Siilary, t isnotknow whtherdesgn-lvelsheas ad bedin

moeKycu iutnosya llwn ttos o si nw
whether~~~~~~~ theA) shasitgaet ietebnigmnt. If not,

existing ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~5 srsaalistcnqemAy el euual.I h ui
beam"~~~~~~~~ mehd foMxmlthOOemntino ha fosde o



available. By what techniques can these loads now be utilized - or
what other statistic-ally defined quantities can be used in their place -

to establish margins of safety at the many required locations through-
out a wing or other major airplane component? The problem might be
referred to more briefly as th• integration of the power-spectral loads
determination with the routines of detailed stress analysis, or, in
still more abbrevieted form, as the determination of a design technique.

As indicated by the above discussion, the essence of the problem is the
establishment of the phasing of two or more load quantities. The term
"phasing", incidentally, is used in this context and, in fact, through-
out this report, not strictly in accordance with its usual exact defi-
nition. The terms "phase" and "phasing" are usually used to denote the
angle by which a pure sinusoid leads or lags another pure sinusoid of
the same frequency. The phase angle, however, also establishca pairs
of simultaneously occurring values of the two variables. For example,
if

Sx 3 sin wt

"and y = 2 sin (c&t-45*),

then simultaneously occurring combinations of x and y are given by the
ellipse shown on the "phase-plane" plot of Figure 10-1(a). It is seen
that, as a result of the 45-degree phase difference between the two I
variables, the maximum value of y occurs only in combination with a
reduced value of x, and the maximum value of x, only with a reduced
value of y.

If x and y are now random variables - such as airplane loads in turbu-
lence - the above definition of phase has no meaning, as the two
variables are no longer pure sinusoids. There will still be a tendency,
however, as illustrated in Figure 10-1(b) for the "maximum," or "equal
"probability," or "design level" values of the two variables not to
occur simultaneously. The term "phasing", as used herein, relateE to
this tendency. More specifically, it implies a set, or sets, of
factors that must be applied to design level values of two or more
loads to give statistically appropriate combinations of these loads.
Thus the term "unphased loads", would apply to the design level values
of shear, moment, and torsion individually. "Phased loads" would be
these values as modified by application of appropriate "phasing factors"
to provide a statistically appropriate combination.

In attacking the phasing problem, either of two routes might be
followed.

I z
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One involves specific analysis of local areas of the structure. To
obtain a correct shear flow, for example, the design-level values of

A shear and torsion are ignored, and the design-level value of the desired
shear flow is determined directly. The shear flow - at each point of
interest in the structure - is expressed as a linear combination o' the
she~r, torsion, and bending moment acting at the wing section:

q = aSz + bMx + cMy

• This relation is introduced into the dynamic analysis with phase rela-j tions preserved, to give a transfer function for q. This, like the
transfer functions for other load quantities, is multiplied by the gust
power spectral density, giving a power-spectral density of q, which is
then integrated to give the A and No values.

By this procedure, design-level values of stresses at all desired loca-
tions throughout the structure can be determined.

The phasing problem, however, h:.s only been deferred, rather than
solved. Many structural elements are stressed simultaneously by both
"shear and axial stress, with limit or ultimate strength defined by

* I"interaction curves" or "strength envelopes." The effect of phasing
of the shear and axial stresses must, therefore, still be accounted for.

SStatistical techniques are available for this purpose. These are T
developed and applied in Reference 1.

*1 !Under the design envelope form of critecion, when using these statis- T
I tical techniques, it is found necessary to replace a single quantity,

Owq d, with values of aw and qd individually. The joint probability
density of the axial and shear stresses is determined analytically for

W the specified ow; a typical result is illustrated in Figure 10-2. The
volume under the joint probability density surface outside the strength
envelope - the part not shown in Figure 10-2 - is then the probability
that the design strength is exceeded. A design value of this prob-
abil-ty is then specified, equal to that associated with the design
value of Rd-

Under the mission analysis form of criterion, N(y) is redefiaed as the
numbei of positive slope crossings of the strength envelope, rather
than of a given value of a single load quantity.

These two procedures, because of their intimate dependence upon the
1 joint probability functions, are referred to collectively, in this

report, as the "joint probability technique."
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An alternate route that might be followed in attacking the phasing
problem involves the generation of specific design conditions that
closely envelope the statistically defined loads. In order to properly
phase the shear, bending moment, and torsion at each wing station,
design level values of a limited number of internal stresses are also .o

obtained. To phase the shear and torsion, for example, front and rear
beam shear flows are included in the power-spectral analysis. Design -

combinations of shear and torsion are then established such that the
resulting front or rear beam shear flow is Just equal to its statis-
tically defined design-level value.

This technique will be designated, in this report. the 'matching
condition" technique.

Both the matching condition and joint probability techniques are be-
lieved to offer entirely acceptable approaches from the standpoint of
: worthiness requirements. There may be a rather sizeable analysis
`" e and cost advantage of one over the other; but which way this

g advantage woald lie, and by how much, cannot be concluded with assur-
ance at this time. The particular background and capabilities of the
engineering organization involved could have a sizeable effect on the
result of Wny such comparison. --

Consequently, both approaches are developed f.t some length in the
present study.

The matching coidition technique is developed in Section 11. It is
applied, for illustration, t: the Model 188 wing and fuselage in
Appendices C and D.

The joint probability technique is developed in Reference 1 and is
applied therein to the Model 720B wing, fuselage, and vertical tail.

Some of the practical considerations that might be involved in making
a choice between these two techniques are discussed in Section 12.1.

Each of the two techniques implies certain assumptions as to design
philosophy. To assure consistency in application of the two techniques,
these assumptions are explored in Section 12.2. How to obtain equiva-
lent design levels under the two techniques is then discussed more
explicitly in Section 12.', and, in Section 12.4, both teihniques are
applied, for comparison, to a given location in the Model 720B wing.

I
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11 THE MATCHING CONDITION TECHNIQUE

11.31 Basic Approach

A brief preview of the matching conditio, technique was given in the
preceding section. Before actual cases are carried through for illus-
tration, however, the concepts underlying the technique will be dis-
cussed more fully and the actual steps will be outlined in general
terms.

In outlining the steps to be followed, it will be assumed that wing
loads are to be determined for a straight-wing airplane with a single-
cell, two-spar wing structure. It vould appear, however, that the
method could be applied almost without change to a swept wing and to
multi-spar construction. It is believed that the same principles can be
applied also to a low aspect-ratio wing, although the details of the
procedure would diff-!r, as discussed in Section 16. The changes in-
volved in extending the technique to fuselage and empennage loads would
be primarily in the nature of simplifications, with the general approach
remaining quite comparable.

It will also be assumed that the loads determination is for a new air-
pl:•ne. Thus it is presumed that design values of frequency of eyceed-
ance or of Vw nd have already been established. For application to the
reference airplanes, where the purpose is to establish limit-strength
values of frequency of exceedance and oW nd,- the same procedure would
be followed. However, at least in principle, the analysis would have
to be carried -out at two different frequency of exceedance or 'w nd
values i:n order to intarpolate te the zero margin of safety level.
Also, in application to the reference airplanes, short cuts may be pos-
sible as a result of knowing which regions of the wing are likely to be
critical.

The procedure is then as follows:

1. By means of the power-spectral analysis, obtain design values
of shear (S), bending moment (M), and torsion (T), at from
"6 to 10 wing stations. Simflarly, obtain design values of
front and rear beam shear flows (qo and qr-) at some or all
of7 these wing stations. These "design valiles", if based on a
mission analysis, are values occurring at the design frequency
of exceedance. If based on a design envelope analysis, they
are values of A x Own d-

2. Establish several - say t.hree - "unit," or "elementary," span-
wise distributions of shear, bending moment, and torsion.
These might consist of the following:
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(1) Incremental loads due to a statically applied gust or a
maneuver.

(2) Loads due to inertia for:-es and displacement-dependent
aerodynamic forces in the first elastic mode. If natural
modes are used as generalized coordinates, these loads
can be obtained directly from the model data. If arbi-
trary deflection shapes are used as generalized coordi-
nates, the shape of the first elastic mode must be
determined from values )f the appropriate transfer
functions at the first elastic mode frequency.

(3) Loads due to inertia forces and displacement-dependent
aerodynamic forces in the second elastic mode. These can
be obtained in the same way as those for the first elastic
mode.

These three distributions, or sets of loads, can be at any
arbitrary level.

Designate these elementary distributions the El, E2 , aid E3
distributions, respectively. Designate the shears, moments,
and torsions in the E1 distribution SE1 , ME1, and TEl, where,
of course, each of these three loads will have different values
at the various wing stations. Designate the loads in the other
distributions similarly.

Compute for each distribution front and rear beam shear flows -

qfbft1* qrb~' qf-bE2  b "2., qfbE 3,. and q r1) These will be

obtained at the wing stations where statistically defined
values of the shear flows are obtained in Step 1.

3. By trial and error, using the El, E2, and E3 distributions as
building blocKs, generate several design conditions such as to
"match, or envelop- closely, the statistically defined loads,
including shear flows, obtained in Step 1.

Any siingle design condition will be defined by a certain
amount, al, of the E1 distribution, plus a certain amount, a2,
of the E2 distribution, plus a certain amount, a3 of the E3
distribution. Thus for this one design condition,

S al SE! + a2 SE2  + a3 SE]3

M alME, + a2 ME2  + a 3 ME3
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T = a1TEl + a2 T~E2  + a3 TE 3

Other conditions are defined by other sets of values of the
coefficients al, a2 , and a3.r

The superposition of elementary distributions to generate de-
sign conditions is exactly analogous to a procedure often used
in static wing loads determination, in which the net loads are

obtained by t superposition of v&-ious distributions such as an
"additional" lift distribution, a "basic" lift distribution,
an nz inertia distribution, a pitch inertia distribution,
various aeroelastic distributions, etc. Adopting the nomen-4
clature sometimes used in the static loads determination, SEI,
for example, would become (S/al), the E1 distribution would
be called simply the a1 distribution, and the above equations
would be written:

S. S SC-) al + + (3)a 3

M a) + (-i)a 2  + a3

T~ TT (T aT 1+ ~a

Ordinarily, no single condition can be obtained tlt will match
all of the statistically defined loads. Consequently, several
conditions will be required. One, for example, may match the
shears, bending moments, and shear flows but contain lower
torsions than the statistically defined design values; another
"may match the torsions and shear flows but contain lower shears
and bending moments than required. Together, however, the two
will envelope - closely - all of the statistically defined

- - values. Or one such pair of conditions may envelope closely
the loads in the inboard portion of the wing but be lower than
"required in the outer wing. This pair of conditions would then
be complemented by a second pair that match closely the loads
in the outer wing but are lower than required in the inboard
region.

To illustrate how such an approach leads tc realistic phasings of shear j
and torsion at a given wing station, reference is made to a typical
shear-torsion plot as shown in Figure 11-1. Only combinations of posi-
tive (up) shear and positive (nose up) torsion are shown, the same
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FIGURE 11-1. ILLUSTRATIVE SHEAR- TORSION PLOT
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reasoning, however, will also apply to the remaining three quadr'.uits. • "

, ~The design magnitudes of shear and torsion are shown by horizontal and•-
S~vertical. lines in the figure. The diagonal line represents the various .

combinations of shear and torsion that result in the aesign magnitude •;
S~(per Step 1) of front beam shear flow.

Ordinarily, a single design condition containing the design magnitudes
o2 both shear and torsion - that is, treating these as occurring simul-

taneously - will result in a front beam shear flow considerably in ex-
S• ~cess of the design value established in Step 1. Such a condition is" •
• -o represented by Point 1 in the figure. To avoid an overly conservative

design, it is clearly necessary to reduce either the shear or the

torsion or both. Any of Points 2, 3, or 4 will accomplish this purpose,
as each results in the correct value of shear flow. However, the front
beam shear web is only one element of a complex structure. Other

,ýments may be stressed predominantly as a result of shear or bending
-.nt alone (these 'vending, probably, to be closely in phasej, or

SQiibly by torsion alone, or perhaps by interaction of shear flow and o
1-'nding moment. Consequently, it appears appropriate that design con-
ditions be selected to include Points 2 and 3. The first condition then
matches shear (and, simultaneously bending moment) and shear flow., and
the second matches torsion and shear flow. Together, the two conditions o
envelope closely all three 'load quantities at the given wing station. .
Actually, even Point 2 may be slightly conservative. However, it is
far less conservative tbwl Point a , andtany remaining conservatins

probably has a rather negligible effect.

In establishing values of a,, ao, and a• to define each of the variousdesign conditions, the relative'amounts3of shear and torsion at variousnd

wing stations are controlled by the relative valutes of al, a2, and a,.•• .
For the Model 749 and Model 188, for example, it has been found that the
static distribution contains relatively little torsion, w thervarious
elastic mode distributions contain sizeable torsions. Point 2, there- einmantd
fore, would result from a condition in which the static distribution
predominates. Such a condition would be produced by an attempt to

bmatch shear, benditorson atd shear flow simultaneously. Point 3,-
sanolarly, would result from a condition in which one or more of thex-

elastic ode distributions predominates. Such a distribution would be

produced by an attempt to match torsions and shear flow simultaneously.

In matching design-envelope loads, it r eems quite likely that about 4
"three eleoentary distributions, as employed in the above discussion,
amight suffile. (Each point of the design envelope., however, right re-
quire a different set of distributions.a) In matching mission analysis
loads, on the other htend, more unit distributions are likely to be re-
quired. The one-g level flight loads are now included in the statis- the

tically defined loads, so that at least one one-g or zero-g condition

Actually, even Point 2m may be sightly conservatve. However, it15 is

far essconsrvaive hanPoin 1,and.anyremanin conervtis
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! will have to be included in the unit distributions to ccover the so-
' Called "basic" distributions due to built-in wing twist, Cmn, aero-
I elastic effects at zero-g etc. Also, the statistically defined 'Loads

Sreflect contributions from various mission sget tavreyo
Sspeeds, altitudes, and especlially fuel weights; consequently unit

. distributions based on more than one weight condition may be required.

I.It should be remarked that the El., E2, and E 3 distributions can be quite
i arbitrary; the only requirement is that the resulting design conditions
: match the statistically defined loads to the desired degree of accuracy.

S•If the El, E2, and E3 distributions do not provide an adequate match,,
SI they can be modified-as necessary, oi- the resulting conditions can be

F" mmodified arbitrarily. The latter is probably to be preferred, and can

•: be looked upon as adding in a small amount of some addi~tional, highly
S~simplified distribution.

ii At the same time, there is a . st-nct advantage in starting with fairly
S • ~reasonable distributions. In flying through turbulent air, an airplane -

.• responds statically to the low frequency components of the turbulence
• ~(long gradient gusts) and it responds dynamically in its various elastic"
S = ~modes to the higher frequency components of the turbulence. The two .
J types of response - the static and the dynamic - generally have quite
• ~different distributions of load throughout the structure. Moreover, .

• eacb elastic mode will have its own distinctive load distribution. In
S}flight t,-hrough typical turbulence there is wrandom interplay amongst
•- ithese various distributions. It would appear that use of the actual

Si distributions associated with motions in the various modes would lead
S~most readilyj to a match with the statistically defined loads. More

• i important, since the statistically defined loads are available at a
'• ~fairly limited number of locations, the use of rational unit distribu- -

tions tends to assure a realistic definition of stresses at the inter-
mediate locations.

Sl11.2 The Ficticious Structural Element Concept

5 In the previous section, proper phasing of torsion with shear or bending

• ~was dependent "upon matching shear flows in the front and rear beams, and
it was necessary to assume that the shear and bending moment would be in
phase. Fortunately, an additional tool is available that broadens

• immeasureably the technique for establishing, realistic phasings. This
tool is the concept of a ficticious structural element.

S~It will be recalled from the previous discussion that design combina-
tions of shear and torsion at a given wing station are established so

. ~that the resulting front be=m shear flow matches its statistically
defined value. This was illustrated by Figure 11-1. It w-as noted that
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Point 1 would obviously be conservative as a design point, since the re- -<

sulting front bear shear flow would be well in excess of the statis-
tically defined value. Point 2 on the other hand would be a realistic
design point, probably only very slightly conservative. This point
gives the right shear and bending moment (these being assumed in phase)
for whatever structural elements are not influenced by torsion, and also
the iight beam shear flow. Also, however, it gives about the right
combination of bending and torsion for design of the upper and lower
surfaces midway between front and rear beams. Thus the front beam is
seen to serve as an indication of phasing to be applied at another loca-
tion altogether.

This fact suggests that, for the purpose of establishing phasing, there
is no need that a real front beam be present at all. For example, sup-
pose it is desired to see how conservative Point 2 actually is. The
shear flow in the real front beam might have been given by

qo .o14 s + .00020 T

Now suppose we imagine a fictitious structural element such that its
stress is given by

ql = .014 S + .03010 T (11-2)

- i.e., one that is relatively less sensitive to torsion. The statis-
tically iefined load for this element is determined in the same way as
for the real front beam - that is, by including in the dynamic cinalysis
the determination of its transfer function, power-spectral density, A
and No. The dash line in Figure 11-1 represents combinations of S and
T that give a value of stress equal tc the statistically defined value
in this fictitious element. (The dash line is defined by substituting
the statistically defined value of ql in Equation 11-2 and plotting
S vs T.) In this case it is seen that Point 2 actually would be
slightly conservative; if the fictitious element were actually there,
its stress at Point 2 would be higher than defined statistically, pre-
cluding Point 2 as a valid design point.

Similarly, by defining a series of fictitious structural elements,
employing a series of ratios of the coefficients in the expression of
q, a complete design load envelope could be established.

Such an tnvelone has been computed for shear-torsion of the Model 188
wing at W.S. 83 and is shown in Figure 11-2(a). Only the increments
over and above the l-g load are shown; and the contribution of bending
moment to the stress in the fictitious element has been assumed to be 4

zero. The points labelled Condition I, Condition II, etc., on the
figure are design conditions generated in Appendix C and can be dis-
reg,-xded for 'he present.
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The solid lines in Figure 11-2(a) clearly circumscribe a figure of
roughly elliptical shape which can be regarded - at least intuitively
and without precisely defining the term - as a curve of equal
probability.

In obtaining this figure, as can be seen, it was necessary to utilize i0
fictitious structural elements, in addition to the two already inherently
available - i.e., those that sense shear only and torsion only. The
coefficients a, and a2 in the expression

q = a, S + a2 T

were selected so that

a2 A AS A
= 0.2 R, 0.-5~- 1.0- 2 S 5

a, AT, AT AT ATS AS "S WS "S

-0.2 -, -0.5 L-, -1.0 AS -2 A, -5
AT AT AT AT AT

respectively.

The same procedure can now be used to test the assumption that shear and
bending moment are in phase. The results for Wing Station 83 of the
Model 188 are shown in Figure 11-2(b). It is quite clear that the
assumption is an excellent one, as the "equal-probability" ellipse is in-
deed a very narrow one and its corner occurs virtually at the anter-
section of the maximum S. and maximum N lines.

The same procedure has also been applied to examine the phasing of the
remaining pair of quantities, bending and torsion. The result is shown
in Figure 11-2(c). This figure is approximately geometrically similar
to the shear torsion envelope, Figure 11-2(a), as expecced in view of the
shear bending phase relation depicted in Figure 11-2(b).

A similar set of figures applicable to Model 188 Wing Station 346, be-
tween the nacelles, is shown in Figures 11-2(d) - (f). Here the shear and
bending moment are seen to be less closely in phase, but stii closely
enough for the in-phase assumption to lead to fairly realistic design
loads.

Corresponding figures for the Model 749 are shown in Figures 11-3(a) -

(f). These are generally similar to those for the Model 188. The dash
lines on the figure are for the actual front and rear beam webs as
structural elements, with the contribution of bending moment to the
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shear flows included. In drawing the dash lines, the combinations of1
2 • shear and torsion necessary to give the statistically defined shear flow

are obtained on the assumption that bending moment is present equal to
SAM/AS)S.

Reviewing the entire set of figures, the resemblance to ellipses is
* i - striking. In fact, to within the accuracy to which a graphical check

can be relied upon, the figures are indeed ellipses. However, no analyt-
ical substantiation has been attempted. One might speculate that the
figures are indeed true ellipses when obtained on a ow Id basis, but
that differences in N0 for the various elements might create a slight-- • . : distortion when the figures, as here, are obtained on an N(y) basis.

It should be emphasized that this technique does not depend at all on the

presence of any actual structural component that might sense a linear
combination of the two load quantities involved. But for the reader who
might feel more comfortable if he could visualize such an element,
examples can usually be invented. in the case of combined shear and
bending, for example, cne might c¢nsider the shear in the web of a
sharply tapered I beam:

S S - 2 Y tanweb h
1.00 S 2 tan6 M__M

hh

Nor does the actual shape of the allowable stress interaction curve
* enter into consideration. We are dealing with applied loads only, and

introduce the fictitious structural element only to provide information
i "i about the applied loads.

It is of interest to note that the two-dimensional treatment illustrated
in Figures -1-2 and 11-3 could be immediately extended to three dimen-
sions. In this case, an ellipsoid would be defined by superscribing
planes. The three-dimensional treatment would appear to be too cumber-
some, however, for practical use.

It might also be noted, however, that the fictitious structural element - 4
approach can be applied to stresses at a point in the structure, as well
as to loads. Here the fictitious structural element would be one having
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variou3 relative sensitivities to axial and shear stresses at a point,
rather than to external shear moment and torsion. It would appear that
applying the approach in this way could be very useful in those situa-
tions where the shear and bending moment are found not to be closely in
phase. The technique might be used to test design conditions for proper
combination of shear, moment, and torsion. Or, if desired, it could be
"applied ia somewhat the same manner as the Joint probability approach,
with no attempt made to develop consistent conditions over the entire
wing. In this case, the advantage would lie in a possibly closer
theoreticel relationship to past design philosophy, as will be brought
our more fully in Section 12.

In the practical saplication of the ficticious structural element con-
cept, it may be found advantageous to-eliminate the actual definition
of ficticious elements and the calculation of X and No values for the
stresses in these eleme-ats. Instead, each "equal probability ellipse"
would be generated as an equal probability density contour utilizing
the correlation coefficient, p, between the two load or stress quantities
of interest. Computation of the correlation coefficient can readily be
included in the dynamic analysis, using Equation B-13 of Reference 1; the

S-ellipse is then defined by Equations B3a and B3b of Reference 1 at a
suitable constant value of the probability density. The value of prob-
ability density to be used is that which brings the ellipse tangent to
the straight line representing the design value of one of the load
quaatities of interest.

11.3 Illustration of the Matching-Condition Technique

The use of the matching -_ondition technique is illustrated in Appendices
C and D by applying the technique tc the generation of wing and fuselage --

loads for the Model 188.

In these illustrations, it is assumed that a very close match is desired,
in order to avoid unnecessary conservatism in the resulting design loads.
(In the case of the wing, since the resulting conditions are used in
"etablishing limit and ultimate strength values of N(y) and 4 71d for
the Model 188 as reference airplane, a close match is particularly
necessary.) As a result, considerable care was taken to obtain a good
match. The procedures followed are described and illustrated in some
detail, in order to provide a useful guide to the engineer actually
making such an application for the first time. The reader interested
only in an over-all view of the procedures will find parts of the
diseussion that need not be followed thoroughly on the first reading.
Section C.3, especially, would fall in this category.
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12 MATCHING CONDITION AND JOINT PROBkP.ILITY TECHNIQUES - DISCUSSION

12.1 Practical Considerations in Selecti.ng a Design Technique

Both the matching condition and joint probability techniques have been
applied in this study. The matching condition technique is illustrated
by application to the Model 188 in Appendices C and D, and the joint
probability technique by application to the Model 720B in Reference 1.
Each has been demonstrated to be practical for design use.

In the course of making these al!lications, vari ous considerations
pertinent to making a choice between the two techniques in any given
case have become evident. These are discussed in the following para-
graphs. The considerations noted are primarily of a practical nature.
From the standpoint of rationality, there is probably little to choose;
and numerical results, in the nature of structural sizes required to
maintain zero or positive ruargins of safety, will be very nearly the
same for both techniques. Differences in rationality between the two

techniques are important more for the purpose of assuring a consistency
in application between the two and are discussed more fully in Sections
12.2 through 12.4.

First, some practical consequences of selecting the joint probability
techniques will be noted.

First, this technique requires that, potentiallyy every minute Plement
of structure be carried through the pover-spectral analysis. Unless
simple and reliable meai:s can be devised to :stablish which elements are
critical prior to raking the analysis, the amount of computation can

- - become prohibitive. Consequently, this technique would probably find

S-- use only in the final stages of design and analysis, and even then, care
would be required to keep the amount of work w-ithin reasonable limits.
Certainly where the airplane can be shown by simpler means not to be
gust critical, the joint probability analysis would not be undertaken.
It might be noted, incidentally, that, if the joint probability technique
is to be used only in the final stages of design, a switch-over at some
ooint will be required from a one-dimensional, or matching condition,
point of view to a joint probability point of view. It would appear that

- - some increased chance for confusion would result.

* - Second, when the joint probability technique is used, "design condi-
tions", each consisting of an individual, consistent set of loads on an
airplane component, are no longer defined. The concept of a design con-
dition has long permeated the entire art of structural analysis. Inas-
mch as the various design loading conditions are relatively uninfluenced
by changes in the structure, it has been possible to keep the loads

!4 14
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determination function quite distinct from the structural design and stress
analysis function. Design and optimization of the structure are thus
facilitated. The usual refinements in the stress analysis nethods as
the design progresses are easily accommodated. And refinements in the
load determination can proceed independently -f those in the stress
analysis. Salvage may be eupedited. Thus the abandonme..t of the design
condition philosophy could well introduce complexities Tnto the design
procedure; some of these are apparent and there may be others that will
appear only as experience is gained with the new approacli.

Furthermore, regardless of which technique is used for design and atress
analysis, complete, consistent conditions will still be required for
static and fatigue testing. Since the static test conditions must be
generated eventually, it appears most expeditious to generate them in
advance of the stress analysis stage. In addition, complete consistent
conditions are needed for fatigue testing. While these would ordinarily
be generated independently of the static test loadings, there is believed -

to be an advantage in developing both the repeated loads and limit design
conditions according to the same general philosophy.

An interesting example of the difference in thix.king required in using
the joint probability technique is illustrated by Figure 12-1. This is
essentially the same as Figure 10-2, except that it "s redrawn in the
form of conto rs of equal probabi lity density. The heavy solid line
shows a possible strength envelope for the particulcr element under
ccnsideration. If it were necessary to define a "critical" condition,
one would have no hesitation in selecting, intuitively, point A. But
nov suppose that the structure were redesigned so as to reduce the com-r
prfssion allowable, resulting in the modified strength envelope shown by
the heavy ash line. Neither the loading nor the allowable at the
"cr-..tical" point are affected, yet the probability of exceeding the
limit strength has been increased.

Turn.*.ng next to the matching condition technique, it is apparent first
that the generation of the enveloping conditior.s - although simple in
concept - can easily grow to a rather sizeable task in practice, espe-
cially when a very close match to the statistically defined loads is
considered necessary. The potential complexity of this approach is
evident from the ex-a'ple presented in Appendi-. C.

Of more significance, application of the matching condition technique
requires a considerable degree of judoient and skill - perhaps even
inge-nuity. And there may also be difficulty in ascertaining., for sure,

when a adequate match has been achieved. A method that follows more
Srigorously and directly from basic principles would be more straight-
fo, ward to apply and hence more acceptable for use by less-experienced

personnel.
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-, -These difficulties become particularly evident when realistic phase
- relations rust be established considering simultaneously all three load

quantities - shear, bending moment, and torsion. When appropriate
simplifying assumptions can be made and substantiated - for example,

" -i-tet shear and bending mcment, are in phase - this problem does not
I arise. But otherwise, the approach can become extremely cumbersome. In

contrast, when attention is focused on stresses at a point in the struc-
ture, the three lcad quantities combine to give just two stresses, axial
(in the direction of the flenge material) and shear.

At the same time, the generation of consistent design conditions is not
be] ieved to be prohibitively difficult. Certainly some leeway entr be
allowed in the precision to which the statistically defined loads areI matched in the design conditions. Even without a perfect matcn, the
loadings will be much more realistic in both level and distribution
than provided by a static analysis, or even a discrete gust dynamic
analysis. In fact, a vast improvement over a static gust design condi-

• tion could be achieved quite handily, simply by comparing the staticI design condition with the statistically defined loads, adjusting the
level up or down by a constant factor as indicated, F.nd adding concen-
trated or distributed forces at a limited number of locations to intro-
duce the major effects of the dynamic response. Or consider the design
tecirnique described in the introduction (pases 3 and 4.), which was used suc-
cessfully in a recent design substantiation. Design loads were firstesteblished by means of a discrete gust dynamic analysis. But what would

have been done had the power-spectral analysis indicated a load increase
to be necessary? For example, suppose an increase had been indicated in
the wing torsion in the region between nacelles. 'nearly,, the design
condition would have been "doctored up" by introducing an arbitrary
pitching couple at the outboard nacelle and, if necessary, ma opposite
'ouple at the inboard nacelle. The result wolild have been a design con-
dition that matched excellently the statistically defined loads. As a
result, although there may remain some need for judgment in establishing
just how good the match has to be, there seems to be little doubt that a
sat-.sfactory match can be obtained.

Furthermore, if there is serious doubt as to whether the enveloping
conditi-ns adequately reflect the phasing of the three load components,
a limited number of fictitious structural elements can be introduced
that sense appropriate combinations of all three load components. Or the
fictitious elements can be introduced to define design combinations of
axial and shear stress at critical locations in the structure.
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12.2 Implications with Respect to Structural Design Philosophy;
Rationality

In attempting to comp-tre and evaluate the matching condition and Joint
probability techniques, it has been found that the two techniques will
ordinarily yield numerical results that differ by some small amount.
While this difference is not great enough to be significant from an air-
worthincss standpoint, it does give rise to the question of which tech-
nique is the more rational. In attempting to answer this question, it
has become evident that ýhe differences betweer the two techniques are
not so much matters of rationality as of the structural design philosophy
that each implies. In this section, emphasis Ls given first to identify- i
ing these differences in design philosophy. Some points concerning
rationality are then brought out as the discussion proceeds. Background
is thus provided for establishing the most consistent basis for use of
the two techniques, both in comparing limit-strength levels of the
Model T2B with the Model 188 and Model T49, and in new design.

12.2.1 Statistical Basis of Design Criteria. The objective of struc-
tural criteria can be regarded as the achievement of a satisfactorily
low probability of exceeding design strength, either limit or ultimate,
over some given period of time. This time might be an arbitrary period q

of operation such as one hour or 1000 hours, or one flight, or the life
of one or more airplanes. In the present study, the design probability
level, however it may be expressed, is to be established equal to that
which has led to satisfactory safety records for currently operating
transport aircraft.

It is inferred, of course, that the magnitude of structurall loads to
which an aircraft wll be exposed can be described statistically. It
is further inferred, moreover, that there is no absolute upper limit on I ,
the magnitude of loads th.at can be encountered. Some loads, to be sure,
are inherently limited to a fairly well defined level. Braking loads,
for example, are limited by the torque capacity of the brakes and by
txne tire-to-ground coefficient of friction. "Maneuver loads are limited,
at some level, by the wing or control surface forces aerodynamically

- - attainable. But gust intensities have no known upper limit; maximum
gust velocities continue to increase as more data are accunulated.
Like se, for modern transport aircraft at high speed, sany aerodynamic
limit on pull-up maneuver loads is at a level so far above the desired
"design strength as to be of no practizal consequence. Similarly, there
is no upper limit on the sinking speed that a pilot may inadvert'ently
permit in a landing impact.

The concept of a "probability of exceeding design strength" is, of
course, fundamental. Yet this expression is often used rather loosely,
and various ambiguities arise when it is desired to interpret it exa.ctly.
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These ambiguities become particularly evident in attempting to compare
the two design techniques developed herein. In the discussion that
follows, some of these ambiguities will be brought to lifght, and the
inference with respect to both design philosophy and validity of the --

methods will be examined.

12.2.2 The Concept of Independent Design Conditions. First, let us
identify one important factor of current structural design philosophy.
This is the concept that the many design conditions can be considered
independently.

The probability of loss of an airplane in a given period of time - say
1000 hours - is, of course, the sum of the probabilities of its loss due
to all causes.* Thus the probability of loss of the airplane is approxi-
mately the stum of its probabilities of loss due to gust, maneuver, land-
ing impact, etc. Certainly it is this overall probability of loss to
which, ideally and rationally, the airplane should be designed.

But for many years it has been universal practice to accept a rather
"gross approximation to this ideal; each type of loading is considered
"individually, and no explicit attempt is madz to consider the combined
probability of occurrence of several types of load. For example, without
assigning actual probability values, let us assume that gust and maneuver
loads criteria are based on equal probabilities of exceedance of desigm
load. If one airzlane - say Airplane A - just meets the gust require-
ment but has great excess strength to withstand all other types of load-
ing, then its overall prc'babillty of loss is approximately equal to its
probability of loss due to gust alone. But- now .onsider Airplane B.
It likewise just meets the gust requirement, but in addition is equally
critical for maneuver. Remote as the probability of loss may be in
either case, there can be no doubt that the probability is twice as great
for Airolane B as for Airolane A. To i..miut the probability of loss of

Airplane B to that of Airplane A would require that the gust criteria
be increased in severity whenever the maneuver loads are \lso critical.

Clearly, any attempt to adjust the level of design loads for a given
cor._,ion according to how critical other conditions may be would be
zi...-etely u,.anageable in practice. To date, therefore, no attempt

Actu:lly, this statement is trae only approximately. More precisely,
if the various probabilities are independent and are denoted Pl, p2,..-,*

then ";ae probability that the airplane is not lost is (1 - Pl) (1 - P2)

... , and that it is lost is 1 - (I - P1 )(12Th2 )... This, for small
values of the p's, is approximately p, + p2 + .....
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has been made to incorporate such a conc-rt into structural criteria.
Current criteria, however, can be regai, .' as approximating the objec- 4

tive of a fixed overall probability of exceedance; the degree of approxi-
mation depends upon how alike various airplanes are in the degree to
which various conditions are equally critical.

12.2.3 Power Spectral Considerations - Idealized Airplane. Now let us
consider whn.t ramifications with respect to design philosophy may result
from introducing power-spectral concep'-s into the gust loads
determination.

First, consider the idealized case of a rigid airplane, free to plunge
only, and short enough in uverall length relative to the predominant
gust wave length so that all points on the airplane can be assumed to
encounter any given gust simultaneously. This idealized airplane does
not necessarily represent any actual airplane, although it may be a
fairly close approximation to airplanes of the DC-3 generation. Also,
this idealization is essentially what has been assumed in determining
design gust loads for many years.

For this idealized airplane, all loads are "in phase" and can be meas-
ured by a single quantity, the c.g. acceleration. As a result, no new
problem of "design technique" enters. Once a design level of c.g.
acceleration is established for a given airplane, based on a design
probability of exceedance, a' I loads and stresses follow at once. The
c.g. acceleration defines a total airload that is distributed in a
particular way, and it also defines the inertia forces at all points
in the structure. Consequently, when the c g. acceleration reaches the
value that corresponds to ultimate strength at some point in the struc-
ture, failure occurs. Only the "weakest link in the chain" is of'
irterest. No matter how many other links may be equally weak, there
will be no reduction in the c.g. acceleration at which failure will
-ccur, nor will there be any increase in the probability that the de-
sign strength will be exceeded.

12.2.4 Potier Spectral Considerations - Large, Flexible Airplane. For a
large, flexible, dy-.mically responding airplane, however, the situation
is more complex. Because of the random input. and the partial independ-
"ence of the responses in the ".any rigid and elastic modes, the stresses
throughout the structure are not all in phase. The bending moment in
the outer wing, the bending moment at the wing root, the load on an
engine nacelle, and the loads in the fuselage forebody, for example,
may all reach their maximum values at quite different times. Likewise,
at any given wing station, the shear, bending moment, and torzion may
reach their maximum values at different times. And even at a single

mat



point within a given wing section, the shear and axial stresses mayj:.• - reach their maximum values at different times. Thus the many diverse
stresses throughout the airframe, rather than following i~n direct pro-
portion to the c.g. acceleration, tend to go their own individual. ways.
Now suppose that equal-probability design values are established for
each of these many loads or stresses. Then in any given patch of
tuarbulence - because of the random nature of the turbulence - one load,

! . say load "A", might exceed its design value, while all ozhers - B, C,

D, etc. - remain below theirs. If at each point in the structure the
strength is just equal to the design load, then the design load is
certain to have been exceeded - in this case at Point A. But if size-
able positive margins are available at all points but one, there is a
good chance that the one load to exceed its design level will be one
for -which a positive margin is available, and failure will not occur.
It appears, therefore, that in the case of the large, flexible airplane
the probability of loss is indeed increased as various "links in the
chain" are reduced in strength to that of the weakest link. Thus it can
be seen that if each point throughout tne structure is designed to the
same probability of exceedance of design load, the probability that
some point will exceed its design 'load is greater than the probability
that any one given point will exceed its design load.

Tn be sure, the various loads throughout the structure are not all
t nti:.?ly independent. The bending moment at wing station 105, for
examplt, would obviously be very closely correlated with that at wing
s-cation 100. Bu'; there is enough independence amongst the various loads

so that the proeability of exceeding design load somewhere in the air-
plane is clearly greater, by some undefined amount, for the large flex-
ible a rplane than for the simple idealized airplane for which -ll loads
are in phase.

To summarize, the safety of the airplane depends not only upon the
probabilities of exceeding design load at individual points, but also
on the degree of independence of the various loads and the extent of
the structure for which positive margins are available as a result of
other requirements.

If the pattern of existing criteria were to be followed, design would be
to a number of independent conditions - such as an inner wing bending
condition, a nacelle condition, perhaps a maximum axial stress condition
and a maximum shear stress condition, and so on. Each condition would
be established at a level corresponding to a design probability of
exceedance. This, essentially, is what is done in-the "matching con-
dition" technique for utilizing statistically defined loads in stress
analysis.
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Such an approach lacks rationality, of course, in that it gives no ex-
plicit consideration to the overall probability of exceeding design
strength. This lack of rationality, however, corresponds to the lack
of rationality in designing to independent gust and maneuver conditions,
which has been accepted as a practical necessity for many years.

It seems clear that no manageable way is about to be found to account
explicitly for the overall probability of exceeding design loaZL for such
completely different conditions as gust and maneuver. But with the
introduction of power-spectral methods, the treatment of gust loads has
now become quite explicitly statistical; and it might be homed that at
least all the gust conditions could be treated jointly.

The joint probability approach provides a step in this direction. But
this approach covers only two stresses at a point. To extend the tech-
nique to take account of loads and stresses at many points in the air-
plane would require a major advance in the state of the art which, even
if accomplished, would undoubtedly lead to a much more complicated
analysis.

12.2.5 Upbending vs Downbenciing Loads. Before proceeding further, it
will be worthwhile to look at one or two criteria problems that can
arise even with respect to the idealized rigid airplane.

The discussion to this point ihas been implicitly confined to loadings
due to vertical gust. Moreover, it has been implicitly assumed that
only loads in the positive direction - or, in discrete-gust parlance,
loads due to up gusts - are of concern. Now let us consider the problem
introduced by considering both up gusts and down gusts.

Figure 12-2 shows hypothetical probability densities of wing bending
moment due to turbulence. In accordance with the definition of a prob-

S- ability density, the total area under each curve is unity; and the area
beyond any particular value of bending moment - such as the shaded area
in Figure 12-2(a) - represents the probability that the bending moment
is in excess of this value. In both Figures 12-2(a) and 12-2(b) the
"short vertical lines denote the available strength.

Figure 12-2(a) applies to a structure which is critical in upbending but
S•" has substantial excess strength in downbending. The shaded area indi-

cates the probability that the load is in excess of design strength.

Figure 12-2(b) applies to a structure subjected to the same loading but
which has been redesigned so that the probability that design strength
is exceeded is as great in downbending as in upbending. The overall
probability that design strength is exceeded is clearly twice as great
for the Figure 12-2(b) structure as for the Figure 12-2(a) structure.
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Past structural philosophy has, of course, been to design for up and down
gusts independently, disregarding the increased probability of exceeding
design strength if the structure is equally critical for both conditions.
As will be more apparent later, the matching condition technique inher-
ently treats the upbending and downbending conditions independently.
Thus it is consistent with the past philosophy. The joint probability
technique, on the other hard, inherently treats the upbending and down-
bending conditions jointly, taking account of the combined probability
of exceeding limit strength due to both.

There is more involved, however, than design philosophy. The question i
also arises of .jhether the probability of exceeding the design strength
is really twice as great for the Figure 12-2(b) structure as for the
Figure 12-2(a) structure. What is actually in question is the statis-
tical independence of the upbending and downbending loadings. For only
if these loadings are statistically independent is the overall prob-
ability equal to the sum of the two individual probabilities.

There is fairly convincing evidence that the upbending and downbending
loadings, are, in fact, not independent. Consider, for example, the ex-
treme case of a random time history of bending moment confined to a very A
narrow frequenc- band, as will result when a mode is very lightly damped,.
An example of such a time history is shown in Figure 12-3. In effect,
eacih positive peak is paired with an adjacent negative peak of very
nearly the same value. In the limiting case, the structure of Figure 12-2(b)
is no more critical than that of Figure 12-2(a), since no point can occur
in the left-hand shaded area of Figure 12-2(b) unless there has already
been a point in the right-hand shaded area on the preceding half-cycle.

Furthermore, an airplane actually flies through many patches of turbu-
lence of varying} intensity. Even if in any given patch the upbending
and downbending loads were independent, there would appear to be a
degree of dependence introduced by the variation of intensity between
patches. It would appear that the difference in maximum loads resulting
from differences in turbulence intensity would be much greater than the
expected difference, within any one patch, between the maximum positive
and the maximum negative loads. Once the airplane encounters that most
"severe patch of turbulence that takes any load to its design value, it
is quite likely that both positive and negative loads would exceed de-
sign somewhere in the patch.

At this point, a word of clarification is pertinent with respect to the
exact meaning of a probability density plot such as shown in Figures

S12-2(a) and 12-2(b). 'What is indicated by such a plot - in particular,
by the shaded area of such a plot - is the probability that, at a
randomly selected instant, the load is in excess of a given value. This
is essentially the same as the expected fraction of time, over a long
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period, that the load is in excess of the given value. This probability
is not the probability that this load level will be exceeded at some
time during a given flight, or over a given number of flight hours, or U
even while flying through a g.ven constait iniensity patch of turbulence.
Consequently, it is not the kind of probability that has the most direct
significance from a structural criteria standpoint. However, it does
have an indirect significance. For a constant Ow, level, two airplanes
having the same Figure 12-2 type probability that a load is in excess
of design will also have the same design-strength values of N(y)/No.
Since No tends to be fairly constant for various airplanes, as well as
for various load nuantities for a single airplane, the two airplanes
will also have about the same frequency of exceedance of design load.
Consequently they will also have the same probability that design load
will be exceeded in a given number of flight hours.* Furthermore, very
roughly the same percentage change in load level would result from
doubling the Figure 12-2 probability and doubling N(y)/No, as can be
seen by study of Table 12-1.

In the abo-,e discussion of upbending vs downbending loads, the emphasis
was on the type of probability illustrated by Figure 12-2. Similar
observations would result, however, if the problem were approached on a
frequency of exceedance basis. Figure 12-4 shows hypothetical frequency
of exceedance curves for wing bending moment due to turbulence. Clearly,
if the downbending strength is exceeded as often as the upbending
strength, the overall frequency of exceedance of design strength is
twice as great as when a large margin of safety is present for down-
bending. But if downbending and upbending peaks occur in pairs, as
illustrated in Figure 12-3, the probability that design strength will be
exceeded is actually no greater, even though the frequency with which it
will be exceeded is twice as great.

Thus, from either the probability density or frequency of exceedance
point of view, it is observed that:

(1) The overalI probability that design strengt! .ij. be exceeded
is greater when upbending and downbending conditions are
equally critical than Vhen only one is critical, assuming that

* The probability that a load will be exceeded in a given number of

* flight hours, however, is not exactly equal to the average number of ex-
ceedances in the same number of hours. For an average number of exceed-
ances, n, in a given time, t, of less than about 0.1, the probability is
very nearly equal to n. But, clearly, the average number and the prob-
ability cannot be equal when the average number is greater than unity,
as the probability cannot exceed unity. The exact expression for the
probability is: P 1 - e-nt.
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TABLE 12--1. EFFECT ON LOAD MAGNITUDE OF A FACTOR OF 2
IN CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OR FREQUENCY OF

EXCEEDANCE FOR A STATIONARY GAUSSIAN PROCESS

./l ctinlat/ve Twice the linltinf Rhlative
Pzob"Illlty culatlve y/o rreg

- _ ___ ___ __ Probability _ _ _ _ __in y/iv

"2 .M .0o56 IT .3/2.oo - .15
3 .o003 .0006 2.8 .2/3.oo - .067
-- .00003 .00006 3.85 .15/.o00 .oN5

-9(y) 7/- Deecma
NO in 7/fl

2 .15 .30 1.55 .45/2.00o .2

3 .oAm .0222 2.45 .25/3.0o = .083
S.0003L3 .00066 3.s .8/14.0o . .o15
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each condition is established Independently to the same
probability level.

(2) If, as appears probab.le, kupbending and dovnbending loads are
not statisticaally !.zependent, the increased probability that
"design strength vill be exceeded is less than would be indi-
cated by the probability density or by the frequency of
exceedance curve.

It would appear, however, that in moat practicci cases, the actual prob-
ability of exceeding design strength may lie somewhat closer to that
given by the total of upbending and dovnben probabilities or exceed-
ances than by upbendng, or 1aberiing alone.

12.2.6 Vertical vs ILterai Gusts. A problem uimilar to the up vs dorwn
-ust problem, which likewise arises even with the idealized rigid air-

plane, involves the joint consideration of vertical and lateral gusts.

Ordinarily vertical gusts will load primarily the wing, while lateral
gusts will load the. vertical tail. Under existing criteria, each would
be considered independently.

Within any constant-intensity patch of turbulence, the vertical and
lateral components of the turbulence can be presumed to be uacorrelated.
Consequently, an airplane for which zero margins are present for both
lateral and vertical gust would have twice the probability of ioss of an
airplane critical for only one of the two conditions and having high
margins in the other.

As in the up vs down-gust situation, some degree of dependency may be
introduced, however, by the variation in turbulence intensity frcu one
patch of turbulence to anot;her.

12.2.7 Ccabined Stresses at a PA-nt. In order to explore more explicitly
the relation of the two tschniques, several special cases involving
different relx.tions of st.ength envelope to joint probability density
ccntours will now be coasidered.

The first is shown in Figure 12-5(a). The rectangular shape of the
envelope reflects the limiting case of no interaction, which would
actually be approached in a pure tension field structure with closely
spaced transverses, or in a truss structure with closely spaced
transverses.
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It is important to note, incidentally, '.bat, once the applied loadL-Ji is
described by probability denzity contours, and the strength character-
istics by a strength er.velope, it is ent:rely immaterial whether the

actual load-carrying mechanism involves interaction or not. Thus the

ctr,ýngth tnvelope in Figure 12-5(a) might be regarded as describing com-

bined stress in a tension field panel, or Individual stresses in the caps

a-nd cross braces of a truss. In the latter case, fa could be replaced
by cap load and fs by load in a cross brace

A second feature of the strength envelope of Figure 12-5(a) is that the

structure is critical in tension only, with large excess strergth avail-
able in compression and in both positive axr. negative shear. Clearly,
in this case -there was no need to consider combined stress. One could
have dealt with axial. stress only; and, in fac.., the same p.-obability of
exceeding; the design strength would have been indicated by either
treatment.

Now consider Figure 12-5(b). This is the same ar Figure 12-5(a), except
that the compression allowable has decreased to where compression is as
critical as tension. If the joint probability approach is used, the
probability nf exceeding design strength has doubll-d. (This is the same
situation illUstrated by Figure 12-2.) On the cther hand, in this
particular case, the influence of shear stress might be considered
negligible and the usual one-dlmensional treatment tupioyed. The calcu-
lated probability then does not double - it remains the s-me as in
Figure 12-5(a). Actually, because of the lack of inO!ependence of ppsi-
tive and aegative loadings, the true probability Lies somewhere between.
Bvt in any event, there can be a difference by a factor of two deperding
upon how the problem is treated - whether as a strictly one-dimensional.
s~tuation or as the limiting case of a two-dimensional situation. Conse-
q-,ently, it would appear highly desirable that, when the joint prob-
ability technique is used to handle combined stresses, it also be
retained for those parts of the structure subjected to -i single stress . -

only. Arbitrary decisions will thus be avoided as to 7Atich approach to ?

use at locations in the structure where either might be justified logi-
cally but different margins of safety would result.

Next consider Figure 12-5(c). Here instead of a reduc•d compression
allowable there is a reduced shear allowable, so that tension and shear

are equally critical. Here again, if the joint probability approach is
"used, the probability of exceeding design strength has nearly doubled. ,

I (it has not quite doubled, because the volume shown shaded is common to
both probabilities - that of exceeding design shear and that of exceed- J
ing design tension.)
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Again, there is a substantial difference in the probability of exceeding
design strength depending upon how one chooses to consider the problem

j whether as a limiting case of combined stress or as two independent one-
dimensional cases.

Here, too, there may well be a question of independence. Since positive
and negative stresses appear not to be independent, it seems rather
likely that axial and shear stresses may also not be independent. In
fact, the example of a lightly damped system illustrated in F. gure 12-3
would have a counterpart here in a situation involving a typihal bending-
torsion flutter mode. If such a mode wv ý only very lightly damped, as
would ordinarily occur at speeds just below the flutter speed, large
motions in the mode, relative to those that could be produced by the
exciting forces acting statice.lly, would develop. These motions would
involve bending and torsional motions - and stresses - differing in

4. i phase by some constant anglt. In Figure 12-5(c), for example, in any one
cycle the stresses would follow very close]- a single equal -probability- ..
density ellipse, traveling once arotud the ellipse per cycle. Ti-ansfer
from one ellipse to another would occur only gradually over a period of
several cycles. Thus each exceedance of the strength envelope in posi-
tive shear would tend to be preceded or followed (depending upon the
direction of travel around the ellipse) by an approximately equal exceed-
ance in tension.

Finally, Figure 12-5(d) shows an extreme case for which the probability 1
of exceeding design strength is very mwach greater under the joint prob-
ability than under the one-dimensional approach. The equal probability
contours shown a:e the same as for cases (a) through (c) in the same
figure. The strength envelope, however, is now assumed to coincide with
one of these contours. The strength envelope assumed in Figure 12-5(a)
is also shown; this is a single straight line and is denoted AA.

"Even though the strength of the structure to withstand tension, compres-
sion or shear alone is no less for this case than for the cases shown in
Figures 12-5(a) through (c), the probability of exceeding limit strength
is much greater here than for the other cases.

At this point, certain contrasting characteristics of the joint prob-
ability and matchi.g condition tecbniques, that may have been implied in

t ;the foregoing paragraphs, should be defined more clearly.

For the purpose of the present discussion, the important characteristic
of the matching conditioD technique is not that statistically defined
loads are matched by discrete design conditions - rather, it is that the
quantities =atched are single loads, in either actual or fictitious
"structural elements. The w•,atching condition technique right peihaps
better be designated - for the purpose of the present discussion - the
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"single parameter" technique. The term "single parameter" refers to the
fact that ir. determining the probability of exceeding limit strength,the applied lowl statistics are defined by a single parameter, ax$

rather than by three parameters, Ox', fy, and PXY. Analogously, the
"Joint probability" technique might be designated the "multi-parameter"
technique. Similarly, the two techniques might be referred to as the
"one-dimensional" and "two-dimensional" techniques, respectively. This

j| terminology would reflect the fact that in the matching condition
technique the probability density is a function of one load quantity
unly, whereas in the joint probability technique the probability density
is a function of two load quantities j'intly.

Neither of these pairs of terms, however, is completely descriptive. In
the single parameter., or matching condition technique, it is to be under-
stood that not only is the probability of oxceeding limit strength de-
fined for single load quantities only, but alse for the positive and

"- I - negative rirections individually. Thus, in Figure 12-5(b), even though 2
only a single lct.i u.antity and a single statistical parameter are in-
volved, the joint prabib.lity technique can still be used, and still

. indicates twice the probability of exceeding limit strength as the
matching condition technique.

To emphazize further that the single parameter philosophy does not
necessarily involve the generation of matchii; conditions, it might be
noted that it can actually be applied directly to atresses at individual ,
locations in the structure. Thus the generation of c -piete desig
conditions could be completely bypassed, if desired. In this armlica-
tion, the fictitious structural element concept would, of course, 'e
used, as illustrated in Figure 12-6. Instead of contours of equal prob-
ability density, there will now be a single applied stress envelope.
Each point on this envelope is considered independently in the stress
"analysis; clearly, most of the envelope can be disregarded as obviously -34

non-critical.

The quantitative differences resulting from use of the multi-parameter
and single parameter techniques can now be emphasized by returning toji Figure 12-5.

! Consider, for example, the case shown in Figure 12-5(d), and suppose
that a design probability of exceedance has been selected, equal to the
"volune outside the line AA. Under the single parameter approach, ficti-
tious structural elements would be utilized to generate an "equal prob-
ability" ellipse as described in Section 11.2. Line AA would be one of
the family of lines generating this ellipse. The ellipse thus generated

1,would presmmbly eoincidL with one of the contours of equal probability
•" density - in this case, the one indicated by the dash line,, which is also

the strength envelope. (That the ellipses obtained in these two ways
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do coincide appears intuitively quite certain, although no proof has
been made.) Design points would be defined at various points around
this ellipse. Each point, suclh as B in the figure, is associated with
a straight line tangent at that point (in tlis case cBc) representing
constant stress in a particular fictitious structural element. The
volumes outside all of these lines are clearly the same, as can be seen
by uniformly stretching or contracting the figure in a direction such as
to convert the ellipses into circles. This equality of the volumes, it
would appear, would also follow from the fact that the constant-stress
lines were each established initially at the same design probability of
exceedance.

Each point on the design load ellipse is also, in this example, on the
strength envelope. For every point, therefore, the margin of safety is
zero.

The probability of exceeding limit strength, as indicated by the single
parameter approach, is given by the volume outside any one of the
straight '.i'es circumscribing the ellipse.

Urder the joint probability approach, on the other hand, the probabilitY
of axceeding limit strength is indicated by the volume outside the dash-
line ellipse, which is veny much greater.

For this limiting case, as well -as for the intermediate case defined by
Figure 12-5(b), the relative probabilities of exceeding limit strength
given by the two approaches are indicated by the cumulative probability

curves of Figure 12-7. The probability of exceeding limit strength
according to the single parameter technique is given by the "Normal"
curve in the figure. This is simply a plot of the expression,

"where f(y) is the "normal. or "Gaussian" probability density for any
load quantity, y:

A

" f (y) = exp (- y2 /202 )

"(In these expressions, y is considered to be the gust increment only.)

"I IIf positive and negative loading directions are equally critical, the
"joint probability technique accounts for both the positive and the nega-

• I tive tails of the probability density function. Thus for the situation

iH 197S I]
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re'izcted by Figure 12-5(b) it results in a probability twice that given
by the "Normal" curve. This is shown by the "2 x Normal" curve in
Figure 12-7, which is the "Normal" curve shi'ted up by a factor of 2.
It is given by the expression p

y

"For the limiting case indicated by Figure 12-5(d), the "Circular Normal"
curve applies. This is based on a circular two dimensional normal dis-
tribution. It denotes the volur.e under the probability density surface
outside an equal probability density crcle of radius y, as given by
Equation 11.8.5 of Reference 24,

P = exp= - y/20

where a is the rms value of, for examcple, fa-

It can be seen from Figure 12-7 that, as the y/a level increases, the
ratio of the probbilities indicated by the "Circular Normal" and
"Normal" curves increases gradually. On tie other hand, the percentage
difference between the 'wo curves at a given probability level decreases.
At the 3a load level, the difference in load b-tween "Normal" and
"Circular Norr.al" -urves is seen to be roughly 2GI. The percentage 3
difference between tie "2 x Normal" and "Normal" curves also decreases
as the y/o level increases. At yiV = 3, it is seen to be roughly 7%.
Manifestly, the relation of strength envelope to applied stress indi-
cated by Figare 12-5(d) is extreme, and ordinarily it would not be even
closely approached. Consequently the difference in load level between
a single yarar. ter t.aniysis and a multi-parameter analysis at the same
probabilitj !a; cl is generally much mnmaller than it would be for this 4
extreme case.

Either technique can of course be applied to a reference airplane and a
probability level corresponding to limit strength established. It is
important to note, however, that application of the two techniques to a

- new airplane, each at its appropriate probability level as derived frcm T.
the reference airplane, wll in general lead to different required
the joint probability technique than for the matching condition technique.

Suppose, for example, that the strength envelopes for the reference --'r-

plane are generally like Figure 12-5(a) and for tbe new airplane like
Figure 12-5(d). The design probabilities derived f:-om the reference
airplane will then be the same for both techniques. But for the new
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airplane, the joint probability technique will tend to show a much higher
140 •probability of exceeding limit strength, requiring greater strength to

achieve the same indicated probability.

On the other hand, suppose the situation to be reversed, so that the
strength envelopes for the reference airplanes are generally like
Figure 12-5(d) and for the new airplane like Figure 12-5(a). The design
probability will now be greater as derived from - and for use with -
the joint probability technique. For the new airplane, the two te.h-
niques will tend to show equal probabilities of exceeding limit strength.
But the joint probability technique will have a higher allowable prob-
ability of exceeding limit strength, so that it will actually permit
less strength in the new airplane than will the matching condition
technique.

It is important to keep these differences in mind when comparing results
of joint probability and matching condition analyses. In particular,
care must be taken in determining limit strength aw ic1 values based upon
the joint probability treatment of the Model 720B, inasmuch as Ow 9d has
meaning, basically, only in terms of a single-parameter analysis. --

Fortunately, however, as noted earlier, the numerical differences are not
likely to be large. It is believed that in practical cases the strength
envelope will seldom be of such a shape, relative to the probability
density contours, as to more than double the probability of exceeding :
limit load, relative to the situation illustrated in Vijgre 12-5(a).
The difference in strength required for the two situatLions would be
indicated by the difference between the "Normal" and "2 x Normal" :
curves in Figure 12-7. At the 3a level, this is seen to be only 7%.

12.2.8 Suwmary. In attempting to evaluate and summarize the relative -
rationality of the two techniques, it is obvious that the single param-
eter technique fails tc account explicitly for the reduction in safety
produced by the presence of more than one "weak link in the chain." In
this respect, iu may provide a somewhat poorer measure of the relative
safety of two airplanes than the joint probability technique. On the
other hand, this deficiency is somewhat ameliorated by the following
considerations:

(a) No theory is currently available that does account explicitly
for the presence ot mare than one "weak link in the chain",
excerpt at a single point in the structure.

(b) This situation w4-iil continue to exist iwth respect to gust vs i
mane,,vcx lloads, Ahere the consequences are even greater be-
cause of Lhe unquestioned independence of the conditions. T
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(c) Because of the lack of complete independence of the variousstresses, and of positive and negative values of a single
stress, even at a single point in the structure, it is not

certain how much more realistic - if any - the joint prob- 41-

ability treatment is than a single-load treatment as used in
the matching condition technique.

(d) To whatever extent various airplanes are similar in thc degree
to which various conditions are equally critical, the effect
will be accounted for, at least in part, in establishing the
design levels based on pas!- satisfactcry airplanes.

The matching condition technique does maintain a very conven.ent consist-
ency within itself and v'ith current structural design phi"' ,hy. it is
consistent with the long standing philosophy of independent -.esign con-
ditions. Results are not subject to inconsistencies depending upon
structural arrangement or arbitrary choice of treatment. And the comon-
sense one-dimensional treatment of the idealized rigid airplane falls
out naturally as a special case.

The ouantitative differences between the results obtained by the twc
techniques are small, especially when establishment of the respective
design levels reflects an adequate understanding of the fundamental

differences between the two approaches.

12.3 Establishment of Equivalent Design Levels

With the discussion in the previous section as background, specific con- A I
sideration cvn now be given to how the joint probability results for
the Model 720B should be used to obtain a limit-strength value of aw ,"Sfor comparison with the values obtained for the Model 188 and Model 7ýý ••

"It is to be emphasized that no direct relation between the design levels
tc be used in joint probability and single parameter analyses can be
established except in terms of a given location in a given airplane.

i° -. What particularly characterizes a given location in a given airplane is • j
the relation of the strength envelope to the probability density contours. • V
Various particular relations were noted in the previous section and
shown in Figures 12-5(a) tbrounh (d).

In the presen- analysis, the airplanes for which the relation between
joint probability and single parameter design levels must be established-- is clearly the Model '720B, for a combination of the following reasons:

a. It is the only one for which the joint probability analysis
is available.

I -
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,::;"b. Based on examination of the relation of thc ~ .ngth envelope
z•:•to equai.-probability-dens:'ty contours 0on 8.n fa vs fs plot, it

should be possible to estimate how the 720B would come out on
IC a single-parameter basis.

c. There is no readily available way to estimate how the 188 or
"749 would come out on a joint probability basis.

d. To preserve a tie-in with currently used approaches, it is
"desirable tc express the final criterion on a ow)?d basis.
This means converting the 720B results to this form, rather
than converting the 188 or 749 results to a joint probability
form.

One procedure that might be used to establish a limit strength ow lid
value to associate with th- results of a ioint probability analysis can
be outlined as follows:

a.. Pick a aw value arbitrarily, guided by the location of the peak
of the curve of P(MS < O, aw) x N(uw) vs aw as show, for example,
in Figure 19 of Reference 1.

b. Obtain from the joint probability analysis the probability that
(NS< 0) corresponding to this vw. For the example shown in
Reference 1, this can be read from Figure 16 therein.

c. Enter the appropriate cumulative probability curve of Figure
12-7 and read y/a. Inasmuch as q is, by definition (Section
"4.2), the limit design value of y/• , the value of y/q ti'us
obtained is 9d-

d. The product of ow from Step (a) and 71d from Step (c) gives
t iw 'Jd-

This procedure is not exactly the same as used in Reference 1. It is
basically similar, however, and appears to give almost identical results.
It may be just as good a procedure, all-in-all, and, for the purpose of
understanding the relation of single parameter to multi parameter design
levels, it has the advantage of simplicity.

In using this procedure, the one operation that is not clearly defined is
the selection of the appropriate curve in Figure 12-7 to use in Step (c).

After an ld has been determined, its sole use will be in a single- ..

parameter analysis to give a design value of fa or of some cther single
stress, perhaps in a fictitious structural element. And positive and
negative values of the stress will inherently be treated independently.
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77 . . 4 ... zz dive the right limit-strength
"value of this stress. More specifically, when used in a single-parometer
analysis of the airplane from which it is derived, it must yield a value
of stress in the critical structural element equal to the actual limit
strength of that element.

"For example, suppose that a design ow has been selected (Step (a) above),
and that for the critical location in the structure the joint probabil-
ity analysis gives P (MS<0) .001.

Now suppose further that the structure for which the joint probability
"analysis was conducted has the characteritc indicated by Figure
12-5(a). In this case, the probability of exceeding limit strength is
governed by stress in a single member that feels only tensile stress,

fa The relation nf stress to probability for this member is given by
the "Normal" curve in Figure 12-7; and this curve duplicates exactly
"the probability that would be given by a joint probability analysis for
various limit-strength values of fa- Consequently, ld is the Y/b valueI
read from this particular curve at P = .001. With this value of 71d,
and a value of aw as assumed in the joint probability analy.sis, the
strength is indeed such that the joint probability analysis gives
P -- .001.

If, instead, the structure has the characteristic indicated by Figure -
12-5(b), then to give the same P(MS<O) the strength-envelope value of
stress must have been higher, since the total area under the fa prob- 3
ability density curve beyond the limit strength value must be no greater
now for both positive and negative tails then for the positive tail only •
in the Figure 12-5(a) case. In cther words, the horizontal dash lines
in Figure 12-5(b) must be slightly farther apart than shown, to keep
P(MS< 0) equval to .001. Use of the "2 x Normal" curve in Figure 12-7
results in the higher qid value required to give this higher stress.
It is clearly this higher stress that would have had to be designed to
in the single parametcr approach in order to provide the strength that

.1 was actually present and resulted in P = .001 in the joint probability
analysis.

"If the structure has the characteristic indicated by Figure 12-5(d),.

then the stress fa must have been higher still, for the same reason.
Tbe "Circular Normal" curve would give the correct single-parameter
allowable stress in this case. j

Thus it is seen thal for Ghe purpose of obtaining limit strength ow wld
values for the Model t20B airplane. the cho .ce of an appropriate curve
in Figure 12-7 'depends only on the r,lation of applied stresses (as
described by equal probability density contours) to the strength envelupe
for the critical elements of that airplane.
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The same concept and even the same specific conclusions apply if the
determination of limit-strength aw "d is based not on a single aw but
instead, as in Reference 1, on what might be thought of as a weighted
average •dw, with the weighting in accordance with f (ow).

The jacýelure used ib Reference 1 is an approximation to a more funda-{ mental one tha4 can be outlined as follows:

(a• Considering the fractions of flight time at various &W levels
(as defined by the b and P values established in Section 5),
obtain an over-all, or weighted-average, probability that the
margin of safety is less than zero, based on the joint prob-
ability analysis:

P(MS<O) = rI <OG f9,0w dwf
--here the expression in brackets is to be read "probability
that 1S< 0 for a given aw'" That this equation gives the
over-all probability is evident if P (14S< 0) is thought of as
a fraction of time that MS <0. This fractioa of time is the
sum of the fractions of total time that MS< 0 within the
-'ariousW aw bands. For each band, the fraction of the total
time spent in the band is f (aw) d Uw" The fraction of t tal I
time for which MS< 0 in the band is then P (MS< O, Ow) x

d aw. The total probability that NS < 0, for 'Ul bands, is r
obtained by summing over Ow.

(b) Similarly, obtain the over-a&l probability that a .ingle
generalized load quantity, y/A, exceedq each of o series of
values of (y/A)i, which might be considered as potential
limit-streagth values:

P [l>C/) = f P [ylR> (yl)i, x ] x (Ow) d aw

(c) Plot P [3/A>(Y/l)i] vs (y/l)i, as give,. by Step (b).

(u, From the curve thus obtained, enter with the probability ob-
tained in Step (a) and read (y/A)i". his is aw d-"

In Step (b) above, the quantity P [y/A > (y/A)i, 9w] is evaluated in
Reference 1 by means of Equation 12 therein, which can be written in
generalized form as:

2D4
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Once the integration indicated on the right hand side of this equation
has been carried out, various values are assigned to ow; P [Y!A>yY/i, !
04] can then be plotted vs (y/A)i for various values of ow; or, as in
Figure 17 of Reference 1, vs Ow for various (Y/A)i values.

The integrand in Equation 13-1 is simply the normal probability density,
and the factor 2 accounts for both positive and negative tails of the

* probability density in the cumulative yrobability. Thus it is seen that,
in Reference 1, the "2 x Normal" curve in Figure 12-7 was, in effect,
assumed. The selection of the appropriate cumulative probability curve a
"in Figure 12-7 is thus required in this step; the same type of choice
n"ust be made as in Step (c) of the first r-ocedure, with the three curves
of Figure 12-7 providing examples that can b: used.

The selection of the "2 x Normal" curve in Reference 1 implicitly assumes
a relationship between the strength envelope and the probability density
contours equivalent to that of Figure 12-5(b). An "equivalent" relation,
in this context, would be any for which the volume outside the strength
envelope is the same as that in Figure 12-5(b); Figure 12-5(c), forr iexample, would be very nearly equivalent.

If the "Aiormal" curve had been used instead, values of 'd, and hence of
al. 17@' d, would have been about 5% lower. This percentage fol~lows from a

comparison of y/v values from the "Vormal" and "2 x Normal" curves at a
-" Y/ level of 3-5.

It is of interest to note the range of 'id values inferred from the
results given in Reference 1. For each case in Table 12 therein, the
a value corresponding to the peak of the curve in Figures 75 through

was read. This divided inco the Ow qd value listed in the Table • A
gave the corresponding qd" The values ranged generally fozr ý.8 to
4.2, with the majority falling in the range 3.0 to 3.7.

Limit strength values of Ow 'Id listed in Reference 1, for the critical
locations in the Model 720B, are as follows:

"" Wing w 'Id = ill at 22000 ft. f
Pody and Tail, Vertical Gust Ow 7d = 175 at 22000 ft.

(aftbody critical)
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I
Body and Tail, Lateral Gust

(tail critical)

Yaw damper off w = 99 at 23000 ft.

11• Yaw damper on =w1•d - 137 at 23000 ft.

Care must also be taken in relating limit strength N(y) values as giver.
by joint probdollity and single-parameter analyses. Clearly there will
be more crossings per hour of a two dimensional strength envelope than
of limit strength in any single member. Consequ2ently, for any given air-
plane, the limit strength N(y) on a joint probability basi s will. be
higher than on a single-parameter basis. It would appear that if the
"2 x Normal" curve in Figure 12-7 is considered appropriate in er'tab-
lishing 0w ) values to associate with the joint probability a-naljsis,
"then the equivalent single-parameter N(y) values should be approxi-
mately 1/2 the joint probability values. Consequently N(y) values ob-
tained for the Model 720B by mean. of the joint probability analysis
should be multiplied by 1/2 for comparison with Model 188 and Model 749.
Critical liw.-Lt strength values for tie Model 720B, on a single parameter
basis, are therefore as follows:

Wing N(v) = 1/2 (23 x 5)

= 1.1 x io-5 cycles per hour

Body and tail, vertical gust N(y) = 1/2 (2.0 x 10-9)
(aftbody critical) = 1.0 x 10-9 cycles per hour

Body and tail, lateral gust

Yaw damper off N(y) = I/2 (8 x 10-6)
%tail critical) = 4 x 10-6 cycles per hotr

"Yaw damper on N(y) = 1/2 (2.4 x 10-8)
S(aftbocv c'itical) = 1.2 x 10-8 cycles per hour

12.4 Comparative Application of the Two Techniques to the Model 720B

To provide a further numerical check of the effect of the choice of de-
sign technique on numerical. resalts, the matching ocndition technique
was applied to the Model 720B at one locat~.on, namely wing eta station
".33. This analysis was for design envelope Case 27; this case was
selected and the work perforr.ed before it was found that Case 24 c was
somewhat more critical.
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1 1
"Equal probability" ellipses relating torsion and shear. shear and ij-
bending moment, and torsion and bending moment vere obtained Msing 4

.ithe fictitious structural element concept as described in Section
S11.2. These are shown in Figure 12-8. Inaumch as the analysis
vas for a design envelope case, all of the constant 6tress lines

. - wvere for a given value of a1 This value vas taken as 108-.s
the limit-strength value obtainedi for this case based upon consid-
eration of bending moments alone.

The Joint probability analysis Indicated that Element No. 9 (See Figure
68 of Reference 1) was critical for this case. The torsion-bending
interaction (Figure 12-8(v)) vas considered most indicative of the ving
strength. A3 a result, a torsion-bending limit-strength envelope was
determined; this was based upon stresses in Element No. 9, assuming
sheaz to be in phase vith bending .- oeni.

"It is acen from Figure 12-8(c) that the limit-strength value of Gwv nd is
somevhat greater than the assumed value of 108•.3. The value that brings
"the ellipse tangent to the strength envelope is found to be 3.14.

Limit strength values of awi'd based on Case 27 at wing eta station .33
can be suuwrized as follows:

-Basis wv 1 d

Bending moment alone (typical shearand torsion included) 108.3

Single-parater treatment using
ficticious structural elements,

Joint probability treatment, Table 12
"of Reference 1, "2 x Normal" curve
"of Figure 12-7 assumed ll8.4

Joiat probability treatment. adjusted
* to basis of "Normal" curve of

Figure 12-7 112

The last value is obtained by ratioing according to the y/u values
" given by the "Normal" and "2 x Normal" curves of Figure 12-7 at P a .0005.

""It is seen that the Joint probability value of u18.4 differs from the
single-parameter (i.e., matching condition) value of l18.4& by less than
4%. 1v the Joint probability value had been based upon the "Normal
""curve" in Figure 12-7 it is seen that the difference would have been
Sless than 2%.
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To determine whether these relative values are what might be exPected
based upon the discussion in Section 12.3, the stress picture at Element
No. 9 is examined in Figure 12-9(a). It is seen that the relat-on of
the equal probability density contour to the strength envelope is quite
close to that of Figure 12-5(a). The additional probability of exceeding
limit strength due to the finite - as contrasted to infinite - strength
"in the compression and positive and negative shear regions of the
strength envelope can be evaluated roughly by adding probabilities from
the "Normal" curve in Figure 12-7 at the higher y/o levels appropriate
to these regions. The Intrement is found to be negligible. Consequently,
in this case, the O Ild corresponding to the joint probability results
should more prnperly have been obtained using a curve much closer to the
"Normal" curve than to the "2 x Normal" curve in Figure 12-7. Thus the
single-pa.ameter value of ow nd of 114 is seen to bear a quite reasonable
relation to the values of 112 and 318.4 obtained from the joint pro-
bability results.

It is also of interest to examine in the same way the stresses for the
critical case, No. 24c, at its critical element, No. 122. The equal
probability density contours and the strength envelope for this case are
shown it Figure 12-9(b). Here, too, it would appear that a curve some-
"where between the "Normal" and "2 x Normal" curves in Figure 12-7 should
be used., but probably not quite as close to the "Normal" curve as for
Case 27 and Element 9.
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13 ESTUBLISWMlT OF LIMIT-STREITH AND ULTIMATE-STREMTH LEVELS OF N(y)
SVw'7d

Limit atrength and ultimate-strength values of N(y) and OW17d are ob-
tained for the Model 188 and Model 749 in Appendix E. For the wing,
this deterzuination generally involved estimatiag a design level (N(y) or
SOwJd), debermining properly phased loads at tbhi level at the potentially
critical regions of the wing, performing stress analysis tc obtain margins

" * of safety, and adjusting the level ai required to give a zero margin.
Inasmuch as only the critical region of the structure is of interest,

• • complete matching conditions generally did not have to be generated, and
the matching condition concepts were applied on a more local basis.
Fuselage loads were found to be less critical than wing loads so that a
less exact analysis was permissible and phasing could generally be
disregarded.

For the Model 720B, limit strength levels were obtained in Reference 1.
These follow directly from the joint probability analysis. The limit
strength values of Uwqd were obtained based upon assumptions discussed

• more fully in Section 12.3 herein, where the critical values are sum-
marized. The limit-strength values of N(y) given in Reference 1 were
divided by 2 to provide a reasonable estimate, consistent with the
Vw11d determination, of the exceedances that would occur on a single
parameter basis. This adjustment is sho'in in Section 12.3 for the cri-
tical locations in the s ructure.

Limit strength values cf N(y) for all three airplanes, and ultimate
strength values for the Model 188 and Model 749, are summarized in
Table 13-1 and plotted in Figure 13-1.

Lateral gust values for the Model 720B are shown both for yaw damper off
and fcr yaw damper on. Although use of the yaw damper is not required
by the flight manual, its use is recc-.mended; and apparently it has been
the practine to utilize the yaw damper virtually 100% of the time. If
it were assumed, for example, that the damper were in use 09% of the
time, the limit-strength value of NVy) would be about (1/100)(4 x 10-6)
+ (99/100) (1.2 x 10-0) = 5.2 x lO0  exceedances per hour.

In order to give a quantitative indication of the effect of frequency of
exceedance on load level, several typical exceedance curves are shown in -

Figure 13-2. Each of these is multiplied by a factor, in the horizontal
direction, such to give a load value of unity at 10-5 exceedances per
hour. The vertical scale is selected to line up with that of Figure 13-1.
Differences amongst the various curves are due largely to different
ratios of one-g to incremental load.
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TABLE .13-I. SUMMARY OF MISSION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Frequency of ExceedancL, b(y),

Component and Airplane Per Average Flight Hour

Limit Strength Ultimate Strength

Wing

188 2.1 x 10-5 1.4 x 1.-8

7T9 1.8 x 10-5 4.2 x lo69

720B 1.1 x 1o0

Body and Tail-Vertical Gust

188 (Forebody) 6.0 x 16-6 1.0 x 10-9

7T9 (Tail) 4.5 x 30-9 1.7 x ,1_ 1 4

720b (Aftbody) 1.0 x 10-9

Body and Tail-lateral Gust

188 (Aftbody) 6.0 x 1o05 5.0 x 1o-T

-14 5.xl
T,1" (Tail) 2.5 x 10 5.0 1-6

72(B, Yav Dmper Off (Tail) 4.o0 x i0o6

T208, Yaw Demper On (Body) 1.2 x 10 I
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••% Limit and ultimate strength values of awl~d are simma ized in Table 13-2

S '•and plotted in Figures 13-3 and 13-4. Only the critical condition for

• ~columns of0 Table 13-2 and in Figure 13-4 are adjusted to a comnon alti-
tude of T000 ft. by moving along lines of constant N(y)/No in Figure 5-8.

| •Lateral gust values for the Model T20B are agan shown both for yaw
• ~damper off and for yaw damper on. It shoutld be noted that the T20B
•I" lateral gust cames were generally confined to the VC boundary of the
•T•-speed-altitude envelope. It appears that the yaw-damper-off loads would
•/•- be higher at somewhat-redueed speeds because of the lower Dutch roll
,• " damping. However, it is believed that the pilot would be aware of the

•"reducedc damping,, would not like it., an wou~ld either put the damper on, -
i_•,":, •if possible, or improve the damping himself by suitable control action.

• • Limit strength values of Crw Ild axe shown for the VC condition only. From.
14. , the discussions in Appendix E and the data shown in Reference 1,. it

Ii " appears the'. all three airplanes can wit:nstand a aw I•d at VD of at least -
S • • R5/50 the VC value. (The factor 25/50 ;iE1 be recognized as the ratio
•F;•.of current•y specified Ude gust velocities at the respective speeds. )

For the Model 188 wing, the VD value is just 25/50 of the VC value. For ,
!- the model .,49 wing the'VD value is slightly greater than 25/50 of the Vc
•_.._value. For the model T20B, based on wing bending moment alone, it appears

that the limit strength crw lid is even greater at VD than for the critical
spee& within the VC boundary. It also appears that all three airplanes

Scan withstand a somewbt higher CrwtdatVB than at VC., but not, in all
S 5, cases, in the full 66/50 = 1.32 ratio of current Ude values. The- ratio
S • ~for the Mole! 188 wing is well in excess of 66/50. For the Model T49 -
-•:wing., the ratio is only about 1.25. How-ver., a more pertinent ratio., in

this case., is that of limit-strength Crw Ild at VB for t-he Model T49 to "
limit-strength aw Id at Vc for the critical airplane (the Model 188); .
this ratio is (1.25-x 88V7(62) = 1.77. (The num~er 62 is the limit-
strength aw t•d for the Model 188 at VC, adjusted to an altitude of T000
ft. ) This ratio., too., is well in excess of 66150. For the Model 720B.,

Sthe ratio of VB to VC limit strength Crv Ild's is roughly 1.15, as indi-
cated by Figure 42 of Reference 1. For this airplane, too, the more
pertinent ratio of limit-strengths4, 17A at VB to limit strength Vw Ild

-: ~at vC for the model 188, is well in e;xcess of 66/5o.

Generally, it is believed that the stress analysis methods used in estab-
' •:.lishing these results were realistic and reasonably consistent with the

methods that would be used on new designs today.

S• k minor exception might be the Model T7s) wing, where possibly some load"
-_ - redistribution from the critical element to less critical elements• not
• :• •" accounted for in the stress analysis, might occur. The critical elements "
S '- are indicated in Appendix E to be the beam web and beam web splice; bow-
• ever, the critical stress was produce predominantly by wing bending
S~mment rather than shear and torsion, and some slip in the web splice
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TABLE 13-2. SUMMARY OF DESIGN ENVELOPE RESULTS

CY 7?dFP G11 ?•, Fps

Component and. Airplne At Altitude Indicated Alt Ult a Ft

Limit Strength Ultimate Strength Limit UltimateStrength Strength

Wing

188 6o0 @ l2oo P 101 y3•2000 Ft 62 100

7T9 88 @ 7000 Ft 155 @ 16000 Ft 88 147

7200 1 @ 22000 Ft 107 -

Body and Tail-Vertical Gust

188 (Forebody) 6T @ 12000 Ft 120 @ i20001Ft 69 118

T419 (Forebody) no@10*l600Fr, 1868 16oooFt 108 1714

T20B (Aftbody) 175 022000 Ft -158-

Body and Tail-Lateral Gust

188 (A'tbody) 61 @70Too t 120 @ 70o0 Ft 61 120
-4T4"97 (Tai) 65 0 Tooo• Pt 9 7@ ooo P 65 9T

72BYaw Damper Orr 99 023000 Pt - 7

7T20, Y", Damper On 137 @ 23000 Ft 128 -

(Tail)___________ _-
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would permit the bcam caps and surface material to carry additional load.
Thc. increase in .imit-strength load due to this mechanism is probably no
more than about 5%, however. Previous dynamic gwut analysis of the
Model 749 indicated an allowable bending moment nearer the wing root,
governed by combined tension and shear in the lower surface, that would
be reached at less than a 5% increase in the loads found to give a zero
margin of safety in the present study.

It should also be borne in mind that, as noted earlier, fuselage loads
and fuselage strength were both treated conservatively in the vertical
gust analy5-is of the Model 188 and Model 749. Consequently, for these
cases, the actual limit ard utlimate strength w Ild's are somewhat higher
than indicated, and the actual frequencies of exceedance of limit and
"ultimate strength are somewhat lower.
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4i EFFEC• 0F PARAMmr VAnpIATIONS

4% 14.1 Vertical Gust, Model 188

The effect on loada of changes in airplane and mission profile descrip-
tions has been investigated by variation of a number of the analysis
parameters. Tbe parameters selected for variation mere those for which
precise values might be difficult to obtain during the design stage and
which might be expected to have a significant effect on loads. These
parameters fall naturally into two categories - first. those descriptive

* of the airplane itself, and second, those descriptive of the airplane
usage in the mission analysis.

4:.: A and No values and one-g loads for the various parameter variation cases
1, " investigated are listed in detail in Appendix B, Table B-9. Select

values are taken from this table for further anzlysis, comparison, and
discussion in Sections 14.1.1 and 14.1.2 following.

14.1.1 Effect of Airplan Description Parameters. In determining the ..

effect on loads of variation in the airplane description parameters, a
*-.- single airplane co.dition is used as a reference. Mission analysis case

202, as defined in Table 6-2, was selected for this purpose. As indi-
cated by Figures 9-9 (a) through (d), -this leg generally contributed the
major part of the total load exceedances. Results based upon this mis-
sion segment alone will therefore be applicable. to a close approximation,
to the mission analysis as a whole. They should also approximate fairly .-

closely the effect of parameter variations relative to the critical Vc
design envelope condition.

Airplane loads for which the effect of parameter changes are studied are
wing loads at wing stations 119 and 346, fuselage loads at fuselage
stations 571 and 1000, and accelerations at the center of gravity. The
wing torsions are taken about the elastic axis. The bending moent at
fuselage station 1000 is also a fairly good measure of tail load, inas-
much as the relieving inertia is only about 30% of the contribution from
the tail airload. Where the direction of loading is pertinent, only
wing upbending and fuselage downbending loads are- considered. lne wing
and forebody loads are therefore "up gust" loads, and the aftbody loads
are "down gust" loads. Except at desigz. dive speed, these are the critical
loading directions.

The results of the variations in the airplane description parameters are
listed in Tables 14-1, 14-2, and 14-3. -

Table 14-1 indicates the proportionate changes in A; these are simply
percentage changes divided by 100. For wing torsions, a percentage
expressed in the usual way is relatively meaningless because of the
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TABLE 14- 1. EFFECT OF PARAMETER VARIATIONS ON VALUESO
S, 7 MODEL 188 VERTICAL GUST ANALYSIS

AA
.1

Description of 02kf

Variation C.0.Case From Reference Accel 9 • • FSWS 9 is!h F 5 100D
Case -- -

S,_IVSs___ S

2 20 .00W i.01g .009 .00, -. 00M O003 .0.0 -. 012
Decrease 2

S202-2 Wing w .w0 .a6 .0i9 .0ol .014 .00m 0 .oo9 .00T -. 03T
Decreased 20%

"20e-3 Wing I and 0 .0G. .0n .021 .0e .oe8 .030 -. 003 .012 .on1 -. Ohl
Decreased 20f

202-4, :g FA Shift.ed -. 008 -. 017 -. 017 -. 017 -On -. 01k -. 015 -. 01. -. 009 .031

202-5 Mod6e -. 006 -. 0e0 -.01T -. 040 -. 09 -. 006 -. o2 -. oo8 -. cOO -. oWo

5 - .03

2o2-6 Airplane C .0oI, -. 'A8 -. 006 -. 032 -. 0W .B -.006 .069 .085 .2M

Shdtted .9 Aft

2o2-6 Rigid-iu CG .03.0 .00.6 .006 -. 032 .019 .039 -.022 .08T .103 IT7

202-T Fuselage Aer* -. o00 -. 008 -. 006 -. 007 -. 00o -. 006 -.013 -.0C0 -. 004 .002
Pemetretion, E"f1
To Vi.n

202-T Rigia - Fa_,Wage -. 009 -. 005 -. 006 .001. -. 00 .-.00 .00 -. 008 .003 .091
Rigid Asro Paietrat~ion

Iqial to Wing

"2W.-9 Approxate Lift. .012 -.0, .'6 -. 0 -. 018 .W0 -. 089 .01". .02x -. o02lag Function -

202-9 Rigid - Apoxim.uate .0T .0T .023 -. 011 .008 .009 -. 006 .018 .02 .050
Rigid lift-lag FTmct1*Q

2e-30 Nacele e .6 .1.o .2 6 .166 .161 .055 .170 .01, .107 .003
Increased 30%

k2W0-10 R!iid - Nacelle PAro .02T .082 Ohl. .253. .096 -.0M .233i .030 M03 .003.
Rigid Increased 30%

200-11 Increase Speed Frz .219 .272 .27i4 .16T k219 .260 .183 .218 .225 W10
282 to 3214 KnosI

20-3 Ifcrease ZFl From -.066 .265 .275 .138 .159 .142 .120 .13.5 .185 -. 033

I
202S Stick Flint- 30 .059 .085 .060 .003 .038 .111s -. 012 .153 .2ft -. 365

Elevator Notice- -J-

*br W~ 43 treatment of V1i1g sy, e tart.
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TABLE 14-2. EFFECT OF PARAMETER VARIATIONS ON No VALUES,

MODEL 188 VERTICAL GUST ANALYSIS

Descriptioa of IoA f earence
Variation .s

ca rom ftleremce Amml S11 S36 !51 FCaev gv W5 lowo-

202-1 win I, 1.03 L02 .93 .99 .94 1.0T .96 1.03 1.02 .94
Decreased 20%

202-2 Vig LD00 Lm0 .96 .96 .95 .98 .96 1L00 .99 .83
Decreaed. 200

" "I--3 U1ngwa 0 1.0n 1.03 .90 .94 .90 1.05 .91 1.03 1.02 .80

20-h 1ing U Stifte4 1.01 1.0k 1.03 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.o2 1.o5 1.o6 113
Porward % C

2-5 mode .97 .9 M .97 .y8 .98 .98 .99 .98 .99 .9r1
D~nqia. Added
£ - .03

202-6 Airplane CG .97 1.00 .98 J.0. 1.00 .9T 1.03 .98 .99 .95
Sb.ft.4 .09W Art -,

2o2-6 Etpia-A Cl~mG .96 .94 .94 LOT1 .95 .95 1.07 .96 .97 .92
f a OUbftad.09" Aft
20•-7 selage Aeo 1.01 .99 Lo 1.00 1.00 1.01 .99 1.O0 L01 1.OT

PemUAtzltou Equalto wing
202- T i. - Fuselg.e ?04 .9 .98 .96 .98 1LO .96 1.01 .02 O1 7

pdg Ri•d Aeo Penetration
Equal to Vi.0 9.

202-9 ppromaL Lift- .97 .92 .95 1.O0 .96 .89 .98 1.oo 1.02 1.O0

2W2-9 Rigid- A•roximat•. .9T .91 .88 1311 .88 .87 1.14 .97 1.01 1.20
R1g1 Lift-rag Function

202-10 Iaco.n. Aro .99 .99 .99 .83 .98 L03 .91 1.03 1.02 1.04

202-10 1.0-1.0 - Umoi• Az• Lae L02 1.02 .84 L0 1.01 .TT 1.02 10210

Rii ncrestad 30%

202-11 Increa. Sped From L06 L01 .98 .97 .9" 1OG .s6 1.o6 1.05 .88
282 to 324 Knots

202-13 IncreaO ZFW Pma .95 .90 .946 .89 .93 .93 Elk .91, .92 9
74500 to 86000 1b

SStick-• lo-dio .86 .96 .92 1.08 .97 .88 1.04 .97 .98 .53
ESYmtor Noti.•

N___ _ -- - - -. - -

•-Ai
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TABLE 14-3. EFFECT OF PARAMETER VARIATIONS ON EFFECTIVE
XVALUES, MODEL 188 VERTICAL GUST ANALYSIS

A L'fective Reference

se Variation C.G.
From Reference Accel us i1 3%6F 571 Ff

7. x.y,2MY AnM

202-L Wicg 1 .0o1 .016 -. 009 -. 01o -.004 .021 -.017 .09 .09 6 -. a2
Decreased 20%

202-2 Via,, OP .00 MWb .iM Wl0 .002 .021 -. OM9 .009 .00h. -. v15
Decreased 20%

202-3 Wing El and W .019 .035 .002 -. 010 .005 .0o2 -. 023 .020 '015 -. oe6
Decreased 20%

202-4 Wing FA Shifted -. o06 -. oo9 -. on -. o17 -.0't5 -.0o3 -. o0n 0 .0o0 .08
For.ward 5% C

202-5 mode -. M.3 -. W26 -. 023 -.044 -. 033 -. 010 -. 0". -.01. -. 008 -. 0m6
-ping Added

9 - .03

202-6 Airplane C.O. .018 -. 317 -. 011 -. 0216 -. on .mo -.000 .06 .oft .194
Shifted .09t Aft

2M-6 Rigid - Airplane CG .030 -. 003 .0h -. 019 .008 .028 -. 00W .053 .099 .362
Rigid Shifted .09W Aft.

2M-7 Fuselage Amr -. 005 -. 010 -. 006 -. 007 -. 009 -. 003 -. 015 -. 005 -. 001 .016
Penetration Equal $TO Wing

202-T Rigid - FsUlae 0 -. 012 -. 009 -. "JO. -. 012 -. 008 -. 005 -. 004. 0 .031

SigidA e 7r metratlon
Equal to Wing

"202-9 -pgrox'-'e Lift- .001 -. 023 .003 -C.& -. 02M .00e -. 093 .0116 .018 -. 024

202-9 IM d - A•.roximt.e .010 -. 00e -. 003 .009 -.009 .002 .020 .013 .002 .080
igid Lift-lag Function

202.10 Nacelle Aero .05T .138 .114 .123 .15k. .062 .216T7 .O .0m .4m.
increased "%

2W2-10 Rigid - Nacelle Acr .033 .085 .015 .210 .103 -.0o3 .266 .033 .o3 .010o
Rligid Increaseed 30%

202-21 Increase Speed From .21.8 .. Z76 .2!69 .16A Z270 . 261 .1TS .235 m23 Aft
22to 324. Xnats

242-13 Increase zV Frou -. o68 .235 .157 .131. .140 .083 .06 .11 .161 -. 0441.

-_ .0 TI 0 9 .030 Aft -. 001 .11.,

fror special t-retment of Wing m see" text.

A:2
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possibility of a value close to zero for the reference case. Instead,
the proportionate change in the torsion 1 is obtained by dividing the
actual change by an appropri.xte measure of the allowable strength in
torsion. This measure is obt6ained by multiplying the reference case
shear A at the given wing station by the ratio of maximum design torsion
to maximum design shear at that station. The ratios of maximum design
torsion to maximum design shear used for this purpose are 100 inches at
ing station 119 and 91 inches at wing station 346.

Table 1i-1 is p1rmarily of interest with respect to the design envelope
oriterion, as A is A direct measure of the gust increment of load in
this application.

In Table 14-2j the effect of the parameter variations on No is indicated
by ratios of No to reference case No. It should be emphasized that large
percentage changes in No have a far smaller percentage effect on loads.
For example, Figure 13-2 indicates that a change in No by a factor of 2
results in only about a 5% change in load at a given frequency of
exceedence.

To indicate the combined effect of changes in A and No on mission
analysis gust incremental loads, "effective" A changes are shown in
Table 14-3. These "effective" A changes include not only the effect of
the A change itself but also the effect of the No change on the incre-
mental load at a given frequency of exceedance. The_No contribution was
obtained by calculating the increase or decrease in A required to exactly
offset the increase or decrease in Noat a load exceedence level of 10-5
exceedences per hour. The effective A change thus calculated was then
divided by the reference case A to indicate the proportionate change.
Reference case wing torsion A's were defined in the same special way in
preparing Table 14-3 as in preparing Table 14-1. Generally the effective
A changes indicated by Table 14-3 are very nearly the same as the actual
A changes iadicated by Table 14-1. It should be remarked that the effect
of parameter changes on the one-g loads is not included in the informa-
tion provided in many of the three tables. It was felt that the relative
effects of a parumeter change on the guat increment an4 on the one-g loads
could well be peculiar to a given configuration and that in the present
study emphasis should be placed on the effect on the gust increment.

The magnitudes of the parameter variations for which load changes aare
indicated in Tables 14-1 through 14-3 are rather arbitrary. They do not
necesearily bear any particular relation to the expected uncertainty in T -

establishing values for use in the analysis, and in all cases a sufficient
variaeion was selected to assure that the differences indicated would not
be clouded by possible inaccuracies in the solutions.

In cases 201-1, 202-2, and 202-3, the wing stiffness was decreased by !
20 percent, first In bending, then in torsion, and finally in both
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bending and torsion. These stiffness changes are fairly sizeable, and -'

design-stage calculations would probably give stiffnesses closer to
actual values, in most instances, than reflected by the differences
considered here. As can be seen from Table 14-1, the A's are affected
very little by these changes The average change is approximately
2-1/2 percent, with a decrease in stiffness giving an increase in load.
Table 14-3 shows comparable small changes in the effective W values.

In case 202-4, the position of the wiih. elastic axis was shifted forward
5 percent of the local chord Thir amounts to U1 inches at the root and
5 inches at the tip. Design-stage calculations would be expected to
locate the elastic axis to within 2 or 3 percent chord. Torsions are
compared using the reference case elastic axis as the load axis in bothcases. The effects of this variation are also seen to be small,

averaging 2 percent on either an A or effective A basis.

Case 20Y2-5 indicates the effect of adding structural damping in the wing
bendin%, and torsion modes. A structural damping coefficient of .03 was
used; this is the value of g in the expression (1 + ig)k and corresponds,
at the resonant frequency, to a relative viscous damping of .015. This
value is probably close to what is actually present. It also probably
represents about the expected degree of uncertainty in establishing a
value for design use. The effect is seen to be about a 2 percent reduc-
tion in incremental loads.

In case 202-6, the airplane center of gravity is moved aft 9 percent of
the mean aerodynamic chord. This is 15 inches and is roughly half the -
available range of travel between forward and aft limits. This case
serves two purposes. Besides giving an indication of the effect of a
"change in airplane center of gravity, it also indicates the effect of a
change in the static stability of the airplane. In interpreting the
results of this change, it should be noted that fuselage panel weights

--, were not changed. Thus the fuselage load changes reflect the effect of
the stability change, or of a change in wing center of gravity, but do
not realistically reflect the effect of varying the c.g. position by
moving payload.

In a design envelope analysis, the c.g. position can be regarded as known
precisely. In a mission analysis, it can probably be estimated to within
at most 5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord and perhaps usually some- J
what closer. The static stability would probably be known to within about
3 to 5 percent of mean aerodynamic chord.

The rather large change investigated results in only about a 2 percent
change in the incremental wing loads. This change is an increase and
results from the lower natural frequency of the short-period mode due to
the decreased static stability. If this change results from an actual
center of gravity shift, it will tend to be offset by a decrease in the
one-g flight loads due to a shift of load from the wing to the tail.
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The change in loads on the forebody is srmewhat greater, amounting to
about 8 percent. This may be due primarily to a first order effect noted
in determining design discrete-gust loads. If the wing and tail are
assumed to encounter the gust simultaneously, a sizeable pitch acceleration
is produced by the offset between the airplane aerodynamic center and
the center of gravity. As the center of gravity moves aft (or the aero-
dynamic center forward), there is an increase in nose-up pit--hiig accel-
eration on the forebody (or a decrease in nose-down pitching acceleration),
resulting in an increase in the down inertia forces. It is quite inter-
esting to note that the fuselage bending moment at station 1000, which
is also a measure of the tail load, increases much more markedly still,
by about 19 percent. This may be due to the lower short-period frequency,
which delays and/or reduces the development of pitch velocity which would -

alleviate the tail angle of attack produced by the gust. This parmeter
change was investigated on both a flexible-airplane and a rigid-airplane
basis; the effects are seen to be comparable. As in all cases where a
rigid airplane as well as a flexible airplane comparison is shown, the
reference loads for the rigid-airplane comparison are obtained for the
rigid-airplane.

Case 202-7 indicates the changes in wing and aftbody loads that might
result from inability to properly distribute the fuselage airloads and
account for the earlier penetration of the nose into the gust. In the
reference analysis, what is believed to be a realistic representation I
was used. Case 202-7 indicates the effect of shifting the forebody lift
back to the region of the wing, wbile retaining the same static stability.
It is seen that the effect on the loads is very small, averaging less
than 1 percent.

Case 202-9 shows the effect of changes in the unsteady lift growth func-
tions used in the analysis. A comparison of the lift growth functions
used in the reference case and in case 202-9 is shown, on an indicial
basis, in Figure 14-1. The functions used in the reference case are
two and three term exponential approximations to the Wagner and Kussner
functions respectively, matching the theoretical functions for the low
Mach number, high aspect ratio case. The functions used in case 202-9
are one-term approximations selected to better reflect the actual Mach
number and aspect ratio of the Model 188 (M = .53 at case 202 speed and
altitude, AR = 7.5). The results shown in Tables 14-1 and 14-3 indicate
that this particular set of changes has a quite negligible effect on
loads. It might be remarked, however, that at substantially higher Mach
numbers and lower aspect ratiosj the lift growth functions may depart
substantially from those shown in Figure 11.-i, and considerably more
variation in load could result from use of unrealistic data.

Case 202-10 indicates the effect of a 30 percent increase in the aero-
dynamic forces on the propellers and the forward portions of the nacelles.
The airplane static stability was unchanged. This variation was
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introduced as a result of difficulty encountered in the design of the
Model 188 in securing sufficiently reliable data on pitching moment
inputs to the wing due to the nacelles and propellers. With proper
recognition of the problem, it would appear that nacelle and propeller
aerodynamic forces should be predictable in the design stage to within
15 or 20 percent. It might be noted, too, that in the design of the!
Model 188, it was the pitching moments, rather than the forces, that
were difficult to evaluate, whereas in case 202-10 both were increased
in the same proportion.

Fairly substantial load increases are seen to result from this change.
On a rigid airplane basis, the torsions and shears both increased
significantly, due to the direct effect of the additional airload input
at the nacelles. It mig,. be noted, incidentally, that the percentage
increases in forebody loz and in c g. acceleration are roughly the same
as the 3.1% increase in airplane Ci due to the additional nacelle air-
load. For the flexible airplane, although the increase in the torsions
is somewhat less, the other loads generally increase by about twice as
much as for the rigid airplane. Examination of the power-spectral
density curves for c.g. acceleration and wing station 119 bending moment
indicates that about half this increase is Aue to static aeroelastic
effects and half due to first elastic modc response. To place these
rather large increases in perspective, it should be noted that the Model
188, as a very highly powered propjet airplane, develops nacelle aero-
d3namic forces that are unusually large in comparison with other air-
planes, especially the pure jets.

Cases 202-U2 and 202-13 were calculated primarily for the investigation --

of the effects of speed and payload assumptions on the mission analysis
rese ts, as described in the next section. They are included in
Tables 14-1 through 1i4-3 as a matter of interest and convenience.

The 15% speed increase reflected by Case 202-U1 is seen to produce
sizeable load increases. The c .g. acceleration increase of 22% is
closely in accordance with the 15% increase in speed and the 6% increase
in CL, due to the higher Mach number. The various wing icads generally
increase by somewhat larger percentages. It is interesting to note, and
will become evident in the next section, that the increase in gust in-
cremental wing loads is substantially offset by a reduction in the one-g
flight loads due to a greater aeroelastic nose-down wing twist at the

j higher speed.

The increase in payload to the placard amount, reflected by case 202-13,
is also seen to result ir. fairly sizeable wing load increases; the effect
on one-g loads is actually by a somewhat larger percent.

Case 202-SF indicates the effect of a "stick-fixed," relative to a
_ "stick-free," pilot techniqTue. It is seen that, with the stick fixed,
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the effective A's for wing loads increase by from roughly 3 to 8%. This
results primarily from the reduction in static stability due to the loss
of the effect of the control column bob weight. An even greater increase
is indicated for the forebody loads, which is consistent with the effect
of a static stability change as shown by Case 202-6.

14.1.2 Effect of Y-4seion Description Parameters. The effect on loads
of changes to the mission profile description is investigated by changing
a number of the pertinent mission profile characteristics in turn.
Several of the changes considered could be investigated without analysis
of additiolial flight conditions Three additional flight conditions,
however, required analysis. Two of these cases, 202-11 and 202-13, are
listed in Tables 14-1 through !4-3. The third, case 202-12, consists of
case 202 with altitude increased to 16,500 ft. and equivalent air speed
decreased to 258 knots.

The effect of these changes on loads is measured by comparing net loads
calculated with and without the mission change, at a frequency at
exceedence of 10-5 exceedences per hour. Loads are compared at the same
locations as in the preceding section. The results of the changes in
mission description are given in Table 14-4 as ratios of load after the
change to load before the change. For wing torsions, because of the
possibility of a reference value close to zero, increments instead of
ratios are given. To place these increments in perspective, it is noted
that the limit design wing torsions are approximately -5.0 x 106 in. lb.
at wing station 119 and -2.9 x io6 in. lb. at wing station 346.

As in Section 14.1.1, the magnitudes of thU parameter changes selected
for investigation are rather arbitrary and the significance of each
must be considered individually.

The first modification made was to consider the airplane to be used 100%
of the time in the short-range, non-fuel-through mission defined in
Table 6-1. Although this mission accounts for only 28% of the total
flight hours, it was found tc be the major contributor to the load
exceedences. A surprisingly small increase in. load resulted, averaging
only about 3%. It should be pointed out, however, *hat a converse! .•change, nazaely operation 100% of the time In a long-range-mission., might :

be expected to have a slightly greater effect, as indicated by the next! -' case considered.

In case 2, usirg the case 1 mission as a r ,ference, the cruise altitude
was increased from 11000 to 16500 ft. The cruise speed was also
modified, in accordance with Figure 6-4. The climb and descent times
were increased realistically. Load calculations were carried out
assuming all flight time to be in this short mission. It is seen that
the increase in cruise altitude results in a load reduction of about 9%.
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In case 3, the cruise speed was increased to the VC placard. Again,
the case 1 mission was used as a reference: No change was made in
descent speed, as the descent segment contributed rather negligibly to
the load exposure. It is believed that average cruise speeds can
probably be estimated to within about 5% in the design stage, which is
only one-third of the variation reflected by the case 3 figures. Table
14-4 indicates that wing loads increased only 6 to 12% due to the i54
speed increase in comparison -with the 16 to 28% increase shown for case
202-11 in Table 14-3. The smaller increase here is due to the offsetting
changes in the cne-g flight loads. The forebody loads, on the other hand,
do not benefit from a reduction in the one-g flight contribution, and
still show nizeable increases.

Cane 4 considers the effect of increasing the payload to a value as
limited by the placard zero fuel weight. The zero fuel weight thus in-
creases from 74500 lbs. to 86000 lb., or by 16%. The payload increases
from 12500 lb. to 24000 lb. or by 92%. The gross weight at the midpoint
of cruise increases from 87500 lb. to 99000 lb., or by 13%. The com-
parison is again base.a on the short-range-mission alone. Payload is
"probably the most difficult of all mission description parameters to
-predict accurately. However, it is believed that predictions of average
payload should be reliable to within about 15% of total payload, or about
one-third the variation made here. The figures in Table 14-4 show in-
creases in wing net load of 15 to 25% and comparable increases in fuselage

T net load. Comparing the results of Table 14-4 with those of 14-3, it is
seen that the net loads increase by somewhat greater percentages than
the gust increments because of the relatively greater effect of zero
fuel weight on one-g loads than on the gust increment.

"* In case 5, the assumed reserve fuel is increased from l1000 lb. to
17000 lb. The average reserve fuel quantity can probably be predicted
"to within about half this increment. The comparison is again based on
the short range mission alone. It is seen that outer wing loads, where
the increased inertia relief due to the added fuel is less effective,

- - increase about 4%, while the inner wing loads remain approximately
constant. Fhaselage forebody loads actually decrease due to the lower
"acceleration at the higher gross weight.

"In case 6, a low speed holding time of 10 minutes is added to each of
the 5 missions included in the overall operation of the airplane as
defined in Table 6-1. The comparison, of course, is based on the overall
"mission. The decrease in loads is generally less than 1%. This result
is to be expected, -and in fact, illustrates the relation between loads
and exceedances indicated by Figure 13-1. The increase in flight time
per 100 flights is from 6850 minutes to 7850 minutes, or in the ratio

and, as indicated by Figure 13-2, the loads decrease by less than 1%.
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Case T was included to determine whether a finer breakdown into mission
segments might be required. A relatively extreme case is considered. The
descent from 16000 ft. in tVe fuel-through 100-minute flight described in
Table 6-1, was originally broken into only two segments for analysis.
Over this altitude range, however, both the speed and the turbulence pa-
rameters vary markedly. Consequently, it appeac.d. that a finer breakdown
might be necessary to adequately determine the - ,-A exceedance relation-
ship. This descent leg was therefore broken into four segments. lumped
at altitudes of 13500, 10000, 7000, and 2000 ft. (For this analysis, only
one additional case was required, No. 207-1; this case was the same as
No. 207 except that Ghe altitude was changed to 2000 ft. and the speed to
202 knots.) The resulting load comparisons, based upon the descent leg
of this one mission, are shown in Table 14-4. Going to the finer break-
down is seen to ha:e only about a 16 effect on the loads. Moreover, for
the Model 188 the descent leg actually aecounts for only a minor frac-tion of the load exceedances, and the resulting effect on the total

mission loads would be much smaller still.

14.2 Lateral Gust, Model 188

Because of the expected greater susceptibility of swept wing airplanes
to lateral gust parameter changes, the major coverage of the lateral
gAst part of the par-meter variation program was conducted based on the
Model 720B.

The effects of certain parameter changes for the Model 168, however,
mere also considered to be of interest.

; ~ In Section 8.2.2, the effects of various pilot techniques were investi-
gated, in order to assure thut the dynamic analysis of the reference
airplanes would be on a sound basis. Also, for the same purpose, the
sensitivity of the lateral gust loads to the rate of growth of the lift
produced by change in angle of attack was investigated; the sensitivity
was found to be much greater than would have been expected. and accord-
ingly a more realistic l.t growth function was incori-cr.ted into the
analysis.

An additional parameter of which the effect of variations is of interest
is the Dutch roJl damping. Variations in damping were introduced by
introducing into the analysis a fictitious yaw damper giving a yaw couple
proportional to yaw velocity. Valueb of damper coefficient, expressed

" I in the form (b/2V)(Cn*d, er/Cn•jji), of -. 1, +.2, and +.5 were
Sinvestigated. Missi10 alysis as~e-01 was used as a reference, and
the lift growth functions used were the original functions before the
above-described modification was incorporated. 7he results are shown

! "in Figure 14-2. To obtain the damping values at which the fin A's were
plotted, a stability solution of the equations of motion was first
obtained, with instantaneous lift growth sAmmed. A constant AC-was then
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subtracted to account for the effect of the lag .n the lift growth. This
decrement in C was selected such that the relation of X values for fin
side load for the two lowest-C cases in Figure 14-2 was in accordance
with the simple theoretical relationship, A OC C.5. The decrement in _
was also very close to the value inferred by applying this relationship
to fin side load A's given by analyses with and without the lift lag
functions included.

At low C values, the theoretical proportionality is seen to apply quite
closely. But as C in..reases beyond about .2, the tail load begins to
decrease much more slowly. This result is qualitatively in agreement
with Figure 1 of Reference 25, although there the lev:ling off occurs
at a slightly lower C . (To convert the scale used in Figure 1 of
Reference 25 to a C scale, it can be noted that the quantity i/cl/2 used
therein is equal to approximately 9.0 e).

"" 14.3 Vertical and Lateral Gust, Model 720B

The effects of variations of various parameters on the vertical and
- - I lateral gust loads of the Model 720B are discussed in Reference 1.

J t14.4. Effect of Mathematical Model, Model 749

In addition to variations in method or input data that can be investi-.
gated utilizing a given mathematical model, there are also subtle
differences amongst various rawthematical models, even when the models
may all be of the same general level of complexity. In order to gain an
impression as to the differences in loads that might result from this
source, A and No values for wing loads and ai-plane c.g. accelerations
"were obtained for the Model 749 by means of both the Lockheed and Boeing
mathematical models. Mission analysis case 106, as defined in Section 6,
was used for this comparison.

Inasmuch as the Boeing model did not include provision for nacelle I
structural damping or elevator float, it was decided that the comparison
should be based upon analyses in which the nacelle structural damping
was assumed zero and the elevator was considered fixed. Accordingly,
the Lockheed analysis was repeated on this basis. This analysis is
designated Case 106x.

In addition, in conducting the Boeing analysis, it was found impractical
to represent the nacelle and propeller aerodynamics and to include aero-
dynamic pitching moments on a rigid fuselage. As a result, in the
Boeing analysis, the nacelle and propeller aerodynamic forces were
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applied to the fuselage. Fuselage lift vas then lumped with the inner-
most wing segmenl and tht rail was relocated in order to maintain the
proper total-airplane pitching moment derivative, dCm,/da . Moreover,
since the Boeing analysis treated wing and tail induction effects on a

unified " .. retical basis, it inferred a. value of wing downwash at the

tail + :t ,int-iened not to agree with that given by the Lockheed sources.
In .. r., aalysis, therefore, the tail was modified in area to
"" :"! ; difference in downwash given by the two analyses and thus

maintain the same tail lift due to a change in airplane angle of attack.
The Lockheed analysis was also performed with these additional changes.

- - in order to provide the most meaningful comparison. The resulting case
is designatee 10 6 y. The actual differences in input data between Cases
106x and 106 y are indicated by the following summary, in which all CLO

values are referenced to the wing are% and I/c designates the distance
in wing chords from the wing elastic axis to the tail aerodynamic center:

Case Case

106x 106y

C ,wing 5.17 5.28CLa

C nacelles (total for four) .21 0
LaA

,nose .10 0

La
CLa fuselage center section -.49 -. 18

CL, tail 1.09 1.65

1 - da /da, tail .60 -33

(CL )(I - de /d.), tail .65 .514

CL j, total for airplane 5.64 5.64 4

I/c 3.32 2.31

Short period undamped natural frequency, cps .46 .44

"Short period damping ratio,( J73 .70

The short period frequency and damping values given are computed on the
basis of instantaneous lift growth.

A and No values obtained by the Lockheed analysis for cases 106x and
10 6 y are listed in Table B-3 (Appendix B).
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A values given by the Boeing analysis and by the corresponding Lockheed
analysis (Case 10 6 y) are compared in Figure 14-3. The No values are
compared in Figure 14-4. The No values are seen to agree excellently.
The A values agree in the general shape of the spanwise variations, but
the Boeing values are significantly higher. At W.S. 191, indicated in
Section E.2.2 (Appendix E) to be the critical location in the wing, the
Boeing A's are about 1.36 times the Lockheed values.

To provide a rough indication of the source of this difference - that is,
whether it is in the rigid airplane or elastic mode response character-
istics - the comparison of A values is repeated on a rigid airplane basis
in Figure 14-5. ("Static-elastic" values as given by the Boeing
analysis are also shown, as a matter of interest; these are obtained by
setting equal to zero, in the analysis, all forces, aerodynamic and
inertia, produced by velocities and accelerations in the elastic modes.)
It is seen that the percentage differences between the Boeing and
Lockheed analyses are substantial on a rigid airplane as well as a
flexible airplane basis. Although the exact percentages vary somewhat
with the spanwise location and with the load quantity, it appears that,

on the average, differences in elastic mode response would account for
about a 5 percent difference between Boeing and Lockheed A values; the
balance of the difference in the flexible-airplane values is then due to .

the differences in rigid-airplane response characteristics.

Tne differences in elastic mode response may be due largely to the
reduced aerodynamic damping in the Boeing analysis due to -.he inclusion

of aerodynamic induction effects in the elastic mode response. In the

Lockheed analysis. strip theory is used, with panel C values taken so

as to give the ccrrect lifts when the entire wing is given an increment
in angle of attack. These values are too high, however, to define
correctly the forces due to motions in the elastic modes. For motion in
the first bending mode, for example, the two nodal points are comparable
to additional wing tips, in separating position pressure and negative
pressure regions; as a result, an effective aspect ratio, for roughly
estimating the reduction in C due to spanwise flow, for motion in this

mode, would be only 1/3 of the actual aspect ratio of the complete wing.
Consequently, the actual aerodynamic damping is somewhat less than
obtained by the Ltrip theory analysis.

Good qualitative agreemen+ of the elastic mode responses between the two
analyses is indicated by plots of the various power-spectral density
functions (not -hown). The frequencies of the various elastic mode
response peaks were found to agree very closely, and the general shapes
"of the curves were quite similar.
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The reasons for the sizeable differences in the rigid-airplane results
are not clear. In an effort to gain an understanding of these differ-
ences, the rigid airplane analysis was repeated making various changes
in the treatment of the aerodynamics. For this purpose, use was made of
a separate two-degree-of-freedom mathematical model. In this model, the
airplane is free to plunge and pitch. The airplane is broken down into

S- several aerodynamic elements, such as wing, tail, nose, and remainder of
the fuselage. Gust penetration, transient lift growth, and downwash are
handled separately for each element. Analyses were conducted for both
the "Lockheed Configuration," Case 106x, and the "Boeing Configuration",
Case 10 6 y.

Results are shown by means of plots of power-spectral density of c.g.
acceleration in Figures 14-6 14-7, and 14-8, and tabulations of A for
c.g. acceleration in Table 1i-5.

A comparison of power spectral densities for the Boeing analysis and the
* .directly comparable Lockheed analysis is shown first, in Figure 14-6.

In Figure 14-7, comparisons of ten-degree-of-freedom (rigid) with two-
T degree-of-freedom power spectral densities are made, in order to provide

Sa check of the ten-degree-of-freedom results. For Case !06y, the A
values agree to within 1 percent and the power spectral densities are
also in reasonably close agreement. For Case 106 x, the two analyses are
in less exact agreement, with the A values differing by about 7 percent.
The possibility of the differences being due to the use of local wing
chord as a basis for the transient lift growth in the ten-degree-of-
freedom analysis was investigated by repeating th.e ten-degree-of-
freedom analysis basing all wing lift growths on the mean aerodynamic
chord as in the two-degree-of-freedom analysis; the effect of this
change, however, was found to be slight.

It is also interesting to note from Figure 14-7 that Cases 106x and

106 y differ considerably from each other in c.g. acceleration A values
and power spectral densities - even through the mass parameter, mean
chord, and short period frequency and damping are virtually identical
for both cases.

Figure 14-8 shows the effect on Case 10 6 y resalts of various changes in
the lift growth and downwarh assumptions. The effects of the transient
lift growth assuiptions are seen by comparing curves A, B. C, D, and E.
The peculiar two-hump shape displayed by Curve A (the basic case, also
shown in Figures 14-6 and 14-7) is seen to result from introduction of
the Wagner lift growth function. A plot of the Wagner function vs

frequency, however, does not show any obvious reason why such humps
should appear.
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Inasmuch as the two-hump shape was much lesf pronounced for Case 106x than
for Case 10 6 y, it appeared that the difference in wing downwasa assump-
"ticns between the two cases might be a significant factor in determining
whether the Wagner lift growth would produce such a shape. Consequently,
a case was run in which the tail area and the wing downwash at the tail
were changed to the values as.sociated with Case 10 6 x, while the tail
location was retained as in CF.se 106y. The result is sho-m by Curve F.
For this case, the short perio' frequency decreased slight)y,, to .42
cps. The damping ratio, 4, however decreased markedly, to .46.

While these resuilts do not point to concrete conclusions,_they do
suggest that the differences between Boeing and Lockheed A values might
be due to an inter-related effect of differences in treatment of trans-
ient lift growth and aerod.vnamic induction. If the A differences are

"* indeed due to such a cause, rigid-airplane gust load factors are very
murh more sensitive to the ass'xnptions made in these areas than had been
realized heretofore.

The difference in rigid-airplane A values between the Boeing and Lock-

- 1heed analyses tends to be somewhat greater for wing load quantities,

especially for bending moment 'a the critical region, than it does for
e.g. acceleration ýratio of 1.36 vs 1.28). As a result, it appears that
part of the difference in wing load A's may be due to a difference in
the way in which the wing was divided into panels for analysis and
masses and aerodynamic forces assigned to these panels.

The lack of closer agr,.emen, between the Boeing and Lockheed analyses
* does, of course, raise the question of the adequacy of the analyses

upon which the calculeted limit-strength values of N(y) and Ow q d
for the three reference airplanes were calculated. It might appear that

the Boeing analysis, with its more sophisticated treatment of aero-
dynamic induction effects, shoild give the more reliable results. How-
ever, it is believed that the Model 749 and Model 188 results obtained
in this report may be very much closer to the correct values than would

* "" be implied by the comparisons shown in Figure 14-3, for the following
*. reasons:

. - 1. The two-hump shape of power-spectral density function given by
the Lockheed analysis for Case 106y, and n--.' appearing in the

Boeing results, does not appear in the Lockheed analysis of
Case 10 6 x. If the Boeing analysis had actually been made for
the configuration described by Case ".06 x, instead of the
ficticious Case 106y, the difference might have been much less.

"+2. Airplane C in the Boeing analysis is actually about 2 per-

cent greater than in the Lockheed analysis, because the effect
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on wing C of upwash from the tail was not included in theL a
Lockheed analysis (or in the tabulation given earlier of Case
106 x and Case 10 6 y CLa values).

3. The lumping of masses and aerodynamic forces is very likely
less realistic in the Boeing analysis of the M1.el 749 than in
the Lockheed analysis of this airplane and the Mo4del 188 and
the Boeing analysis of the Model 720B.

4. The cverestimaticn of the aerodynamic damping by the Lockheed
analysis is at least partially offset, in determining limit-
strength levels, b",, the fact that the structural damping is not
included.

I T
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15 RECOMMENDED GUST DESIGN CRITKRIA

In this section, three alternate forms of gust loads criteria are devel-
oped in detail. Finally, the selection of 9 recommended form is
discussed.

15.1 Mission Analysis Criterion

15.1.1 Design Level of N(y). In establishing a design value of N(y), it
is necessary to decide first whether the proposed gust loads criterion
should be on a limit or an ultimate basis.,

It is quite apparent, from a brief study of exceedance curves such a-
shown in Figures 9-8, 9-iC, 9-12, and 9-14 (keeping in mind the limit
strength N(y) values obtained in Section 13) that airplanes occasionallyexperience gust loads substantially in excess of limit strength. Thne
"satisfactory safety record )f current transport aircraft with respect

to gust loads would undoubtedly not have prevailed were it not for the
additional strength beyond limit provided by the 1.5 ultimate factor of
safety.

As a result, there would be some logic in defining gust loans criteria
on an ultimate rather than a limit basis.

On the other hand, the considerations favoring an ultimate basis for gust
loads apply also, to greater or less degree, to various other loading
conditions. At some future time, a thorough rEconsideration of the limit
load concept, as it applies to structw'al criteria generally, may be in
"order. For the present, it is believed desirable to restrict the scope
of criteria changes to those directly related to the incorporation of the
continuous turbulence description of the atmosphere.

Accordingly, design load levels will be defined herein on a limit basis. I
Should it be desired to convert at any future time to an ultimate basis,
the results obtained in the present study will provide a ready means of
establishing appropriaLe design levels.

It might be added that a further reason for hesitating to go to an ulti-"!mate b•.sis for a gust loads criterion at this time is the progressively i
decreasing reliability of the model of the atmosphere as the load level

increases.

Although it is proposed tat an ultimate level not be considered expli-
citly in a gust criterion, it must be borne in mind that the safety of
the aircraft still depend.3 primarily upon its capacity to withstand
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ultimate loads. As a result, there should be at least qualitative assur-
ance that for the new airplane, as for current designs, the structural
deformation and damage as the ultimate load level is approached are not

XF, so great as to prevent safe return of the airplane. Similarly, under con-
ditions of turbulence correspinndi-g to loads in excess of limit, func-
tioning of all systems should remain such as not to jeopardize safe
return of the airplane.

In setting a limit design value of N(y), consideration is given first to
a value for vertical gust analysis. For all three airplanes, the w.ng
"is more critical than the fuselage or tail. Limit strength values of
"N(y) for the three airplanes, summarized in Figurel3-1, are as follows:

Model 188 2.1 x 10-5 cycles per hour

Model 749 1.8 x 0 cycles per hour

Model 720B 1.1 x 0- cycles per hour

These three values are remarkably close to each other. The full range
from the lowest to the highest value corresponds to a variation in net
load of only about 5%. In view of the satisfactory operational experi-ence of all three airplanes, the least severe value - that is, the

highest - is the :ational choice for future design. Accordingly, a
value cf 2 x 10-5 is considered appropriate.

All evidence to date is that the atmospheric turbulence producing limit --
or ultimate loads on transport aircraft is essentially isotropic, and it
has been sc assumed in the present analyses. Consequently, the same
value of N(y) should logically be used for lateral gust loads as for
vertical gust loads.

For both the Model 188 and Model 749, however, a- indicated in Figure 13-1,
loads in excess of limit strength occur more frequentl$ for lateral gusts
than for vertical gusts. N(y) values for the three airplanes for lateral
gust loads are:

Model -188 6 x 10-' cycles per hour

Model 749 2.5 x 10-4 cycles per hour

Model 7 20B 9 x 10-6 cycles per hour
(yaw damper off;

It is seen that, even with yaw dampe.r off, the Model 720B is considerably
less cri tical than the Model 188 and. Model 749. Con!3idering the latter
two airplanes, an appropriate limit design value of N(y) would lie in the
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Srange 6 x 10-5 to 2.5 x 10-4 exceedances per hour. Again, the ]east i

severe value - that is, t•.e highest - is the rational choice for design. •
• ' Thus a value of 2.5 x i0-• would be selected. •-

SThis is higher by a factor of 12.5 than the value of 2 x 10-5 considered
Sappropriate based on vertical gust. Based on Figure 13-2, it represents !
Sa load level of roughly 76% of •hat associated with the 2 x 10-5 exceed- i

ance rate. •'•

STP•ree alternatives are available at this point: i

(I) Design for bcth vertical and lateral gusts at the less severe iT
: N(y), of 2.5 x i0-€ exceedances per hour, at which limit

strength of the reference airplanes ls reached due to lateral i
' gusts

!
S(2) Design for vertical •{st loads at the verticalgust frequency '
1 of exceedance of limit strength, N(y) •p

-- = 2 x I0- exceedances :-
I per hour; and design for lateral gust loads at the latera•. '.
S" .gust frequency of exceedance of limit strength, 2.5 x I0-•

exceedances per hour.
+

(3) Design for both vertical and l•teral gust at the more severe ,
N(y), of 2 x 10-5 exceedances per hour, at which limit strength

is reache• due to vertical gusts, i •

The first of these - use of the less severe freq,•ncy of exceedance - is, ••.•r•'.•
on the surface, the logic•l course. If 2.5 x i0"• exceedances per hour •
is really the exceedance rate for limit strength due to lateral gust
loads, there is no appement reason why this same exceedance rate should • _
not be equally acceptaLle for vertical gust loads. (In fact, it might

Seven be argued that an even less severe limit frequency of exceedance of
i vertical gust loads m•ght be jus-- tified, in order to maintain a more " "

nearly comparable frequency of exceedance of ultimate load. ) This course, •
S"• however, is considered unacceptable. Experience in conducting vertical •! ,

gust analyses and comparing the r.esults with measurements on airplanes in •
: "• flig•ht has been accumulating for many years. The state of the art of ;
•,. • lateral gust analysis, however, is much less advanced. Furthermore, it •
St

appears that the results of a lateral gust anal•is may bc considerably
•: i more subject to variation depending upon the aerodynamic input data used "•
•--: and, even more, upon the assumptions made regarding pilot action. Con- •... •.

Ssequently, a reduction in the design levels to be used for wing design,
i based on the results of the lateral •mt analysi• cannot be justified at "i
Sthis time.

!



I ~ The second alternative, to have different values of N(y) for vertical and
lateral gust analysis, would appear to nave some merit, especially as an
interim measure. However, this alternative, too, is considered unaccept-

Z aole, for two reasons.

First, the conclusion has already been reached that the higher (less
severe) N(y) derived from the lateral analrsis cannot be justified for
use in the vertical analysis, because of concern that the lateral analy-
sis may overestimate theloads. But if the lateral gust analysis does
overestimate the loads, advances to be expected in the state of the art of
lateral gust analysis will undoubtedly lead soon to analyses that do not

7ý7 overestimate the loads. At that time, if an artificially high value of
N(y) has been .4dopted - in effect to compensate for conservatism in the
anaiysis - unsafe loads will result. If the higher N(y) value cannot be
justified for vertical gust loads, a comparable hazard exists with re-
spect to its use for lateral gust loads.

Second. the lack of theoretical consistency would be liable to lead to
confusion in application. Complexities would arise, for example in
application to stresses produced by the ?,.:.bined action of lateral and
vertical gusts. Fortunately, the greater part of tile structure of
current aircraft can be considered to be stressed either by vertical
gusts alone or by lateral gusts alone. Yet even in present aircraft,
some regions, such as the aftbody and the engine nacelles, can be
stressed by lateral and vertical gusts simultaneously. For proposed
delta and arrow wing configurations with vertical fins on the wind tips,
"rational superposition of vertical and lateral gust loads w.iuld be
imperative.

Thus the second alternative, like the first, is seen to be unacceptable.

This leaves, as a final alternative, adoption of the lower (more stvere)
value of N(y) for both lateral and vertical gust analys-Is.

As indicated by Figure 9-12 in combination with the discussion in Appen-
dix E, Section E. 5, design of the Model 136 to this more severe criterion
would have resulted in an 11% increase of strength of the vertical tail.
Similarly, as indicated by Figure 9-14, an increase in tail strength of
.3)2 would have been required for the Model 749.

T: adoot a criterion that present satisfactory aircraft do not meet is
rot an attractive course of action. On the other hand, the percentage
.rncrease in strength that would be indicated for the Model 188 is pro'- C

a'ly no greater than the range of unce:rainty that characterizes many
theoretical loads determinations. Further, as noted above, it is quite -

oossible that future improvements in our capability of predicting lateral
,ust loads nay lead to lower predicted loads at the same frequency of

S :ceadance.
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It is believed that reasonable means cotl, be found, even now, to reduce
calculated lateral gust loads to levc'. co)mparable to limit strength of
the Model 188 and Model 749, if a new airplane similar to those were
to be designed today. The high tail loads shown by the analysis are:
associated with low damping in the Dutch roll mode. But with this low
damping, the yaw response will tend to be a fairly pure sinusoid of only
Sgradually varying amplitude. The relatively narrow band width of the
yaw response relative to the vertiial gust response is illustrated in
Figures 15-1 and 15-2. It would dppear that such a motlun, at typical

Dutch roll frequencies, could be 2ontrolled fairly effectively by the
pilot. Flight tests reported in Reference 25, in fact, confirm this
possibility. For a large swept wing airplane flying at M = 0.6 at 21,000
ft., use of a yaw damper effected roughly a 50% reduction in lcads,
relative to a damper off, "hands-off" case. But act'on by the pilot,
without the damper, also reduced the loads, by about half this amount,
or 25%. An arbitrary increase in the relative damping constant, ,
by .05, through inclusion of a rudder angle proportional to yaw velocity,
would appear to be a simple yet realistic way to account for pilot ac-

S .. tion, as long as the Dutch roll frequency does not exceed about .3 or
.4 cps. This would increase the Dutch roll damping for the Model 188
(for Mission Analysis Case 202) from very roughly .= to .19.

The tail load would then decrease roughly in the ratio ././i /.19 = 1/1.17.
For airplanes having greater damping, pilot action would be less effec-
tive because of the broader frequency band of the yaw motion. But in
such cases, the addition of the constant C = .05 would have a much
smaller - or even negligible - effect on the loads.

15.1.2 Treatment of Stability Augmentation. When stability augmenta-
tion systems are relied upon to reduce the gust loads, provision must be

made for malfunction of the system. This can be done easily in a mission
analysis by including an appropriate amount of fli)-ht time with the sys-
tern inoperative. Selection of the percent of time that the system is
inoperative must, of course, be based upon substantiable estimates of the
reliability of the system.

In the incorporation of a stability augmentation system in the dynamic
analy.sis, care must be taken to account for the effect of "saturation"
of the system on loads at the limit design levtl. Such saturation may

result. from a specifically limited system authority, other nonlinearities
within the system, or aerodynamic nonlinearities in the control surfacei .-• force-displacement relationship. Time history studies in which these

nonlinearities are specifically included may be helpful in establishing J
adequate lliearizations foi use in the power spectral analysis. Some
earlier experience (unpublished) indicates that, as the gust intensity
is increased beyond the level where the control system "stops" are first
reached, the effectiveness of the stability augmentation syster- decreases
quite slowly. Consequently, no sudden decrease in effectiveness as the
ultimate load level is approached is to be expected.
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: .- 15-1.3 Fail Safe Desig.' Level. The use of a mission analysis fom of
gust criterion cain be expected to facilitate a rational determination of
fail safe design levels. Such a determination would relate the fail safe
frequency of exceedance to the inspection period and to the expected fre-
quency of occurrence of potentially dangerous craci's. The procedure to
be used is not self-evident, however, and its develupment is beyond the
scope of the present study.

For the present, therefore, it is suggested that the fail safe level be
set to be roughly consistent with existing fail safe requirements. Cur-
rently specified Ude values (for the altitude range 0 - 20,000 ft.) are
as follows:

Spe . Ude, Fail Safe Ude, Limit Ratio

, fps 66 .74

VC 33 fps 50 .66

15 fps 25 .60

From Figures 9-8(b), 9-10(b), 9-12, and 9-14, a factor of .66 applied to
"the gust increment, at a limit-strength frequency of exceedance of
2 x i0-5 cycles per hour, is found to give approximately I x I0- 3 cycles
per hour. This value is therefore suggested for use as a design ultimate
fail safe frequency of exceedance.

4e). 15.1.4 Modified Design N(y) For Use in Joint Probability Analysis. In
Section 12.3, it was pointed out that the jo.nt probability technique
will indicate a greater number of crossings of the limit load level per
hour than will the matching condition technique. With the joint proba-
bility technique, all crossings of the strength envelope are counted,

h-fereas u'.th the matching condition technique, crossings are counted for
only one straight line at a time.

In establishing .iiLit strength values of N(y) for the reference airplanes,
it was necessary to bring all three airplanes onto a common basis for
comparison. For this purpose, the Model 720B N(y) values were converted
to a matching condition, or single parameter, basis, by dividing by an
esti•ated ratio of joint probability exceedances to single-parameter
exceedances. This ratio was ta:.en as 2.0.

Use of some such factor would also be appropriate for new design in order
to avoid a conservative result when the joint probability technique is

A- used. If, for example, the factor of 2.0 were retained, the design fre-
quency of exceedance for use with the joint probiability technique would,
be 2.0 x (2 x 10-5 cycles per bour)h= 4 x io5 cycles per hour.

As a result of the discussion in Sertion 12.4, however, it appears that

a factor of 2.0 is too great and that a -alue of 1.3 to 1.5 would be more
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appropriate. The resulting difference iu incremental load, however, then
becomes so small (only 2 or 3%) that use of separate values of frequency

"of exceedance is not warranted. Consequently, the same value - 2 x 10O 4

cycles per hour - will be used with both the matching condition and the
joint probability techniques.

15.1.5 Combined Vertical and Lateral Gust Loads. In the past, it has
not been customary to superimpose loads due to vertical and lateral gusts.
Various important parts of an airplane, such as the wing and the vertical
tail, obviously are loaded almost exclusively by vertical gusts or lat-
era! gusts alone. But various parts of the fvselage, as well as engine
nacelles on rropeller driven airplanes, clearly are stressed by both
vertical and lateral gusts. Power spectral theory now provides excel-
lent guidance as to the manner in which gusts in the two directions
combine; and it has become clear that failure to account for such com-
bination can lead to structure that is under-strength relative to that
required, for example, for the wing and vertical tail. It is generally
accepted that, within any patch of turbulence, vertical and lateral gust
velocities can properly be assumed to be uncorrelated. Under this con-
dition, it can be shown that the appropriate design stress in any ntruc-
tural element is

Vv~ L '

where fv and fL are the design-level stresses due to the vertical and
lateral components of turbulence individually.

Combinations of vertical with lateral gust loads were not considered ex- ••
plicitly in the analysis if the reference airplanes. It is believed that

for these airplanes, such consideration wouid lead to only .-. ight modi-
fications in the limit strength values of N(y) and Ow~ld" And as
braught out in Section 15.1.1, an increase in N(y) (or a decrease in
'wld) as given by ti.e lateral gust analysis would probably not affect
the value selected for future design.

In the design of a new airplane, however, it is believed that combina-
tion of vertical and lateralgust loads must be realistically or conserva-

-~ tively accounted for in those portions of the vehicle for which such
combination is potentially critical. It is seen from the expression
given above for the total incremental stress that this stress can be
as much as 1.414 times fv or fL alone, for the limiting case in which

fv and fL are equal.

The above discussion applies to a design envelope type of criterion
(Section 15.2) as well as to a mission analysis type of criterion.
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15.1.6 Suggested Formal Requirement. The following is suggested as a
I-•' _0 formal statement of a gust loads requirement based upon the mission

analysis concept.

(a) The limit gust loads shall be determined utilizing the con-
tinuous turbulence concept in accordance with the provisions
of Paragraphs (b) through (h) following.

* (b) The expected utilization of the airplane shall be represented
by one or more flight profiles in which the payload and the
variation With time of speed, altitude, gross weight, and
center of gravity position are defined. These profiles shall
be divided into mission segments, or bloc!:s, for analysis, and
average or effective values of the pertinent parameters defined
for each segment.

(c) For each of the mission segments defined under Paragraph (b)
and each of the load and stress quantities selected in accord-
ance with Paragraph (e) below, values of A and N, shall be
determined by dynamic analysis. A is defined as the ratio of

* ' root-mean-square load to root-mean-square gust velocity and NF
as tie radius of gyration of the load power-spectral density
function about zero frequency. The effects of all pertinent

* : rigidi and elastic degrees of freedom shall be included. The
power-spectral density of the atmospheric turbulence shall be
as given by the equation,

8 2
02 L + 8(1.339 LQ)

*(f[1 + (1.339 Lf)2 'I/ 6

where

j 0 = power-spectral density

= root-mean-square gust velocity

= reduced frequency, radians per foot

L = 2500 ft.

(d) For each of the load and stress quantities selected in accord-
ance with Paragraph (e) be)3w, the frequency of exceedance
shall be determined as a function of load level by means of
th. equation,
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N (y) -- t No P1 exp + P2 exp
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where

y = net value of the load or stress

SYo- = value of the load or stress in one-g level flight
Yone-g

N(y) = average number of exceedances of the indicated
value of the load or stress in unit time

* = Symbol denoting summation over all mission segments

t = fraction of total flight time ir the given segment

No,A = parameters determined by dynamic analysis as de-
fined in Paragraph (c)

-- PiP 2 , = parameters Cefining the probability distribution
bl,b of root-mean-square .gust velocity, to be read from

"Figures 5-3 and 5-4 herein.

The limit gust loads shall be read from the frequency oP ex-
ceedance curves at a frequency of exceedance of 2 x 1O ex-
"ceedances per hour. Both positive and negative load directions
"shall be considered in determination of the limit loads.

(e) A sufficient numbec- of load and stress quantities shall be in-
Scluded in the dynamic analysis to assure 44ht stress distribu-

"- tions throughout the structure are real! clly or
-. conservatively defined.

"" -(f) If the joint probabili-•. technique, as described in Sections
.i10 and 12 herein and more particularly in Reference 1, is

"employed, the frequency of exceedance of limit Mtrength shall
-- not be greater than 2 x 10-5 exceedance per hou..

(g) For structural components that are stressed significantly by
both the vertical and lateral components of turbulence, the

* "resultant stress shall be determined assuming that, within
any patch of turbulence, the vertical and lateral components
are uncorrelated. For example, in a structural element sub-

""; i jected to a single stress, the resultant stress shall be taken
4i as given by

. •25T
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where f., and fL are the stresses due to the vertical and
lateral components of turoulence resp _ctively.

(h) If a stability augmentation system is utilized to reduce the
gust loads., a conservative estimate shall Le made of the

Nýfraction of flight time that the system any be inoperative.

the system inoperative for this fraction uf the flight time.

When a stability augmentation system is included in the analy-
sis, the effect of system nonlinearities on loads at the limit
load level shall be realistically or conservatively accounted
for. i

()The fail safe gust loads defined in FAR 25.57'1(c)(2) shall be
replaced by loads defined as in Paragraphs (al through (h)
above at a frequency of exceedance of 1 x 10 - exceedances
per hour.

15.2 Desigh Envelope Criterion

15.2.1 Design Levels ofE! at Speed Va. For the design envelope
criterion,, as for the miss~on analysis criterion,, design levels will be
defiaed herein on a limit load basis. The reasons for preferring a
limit to an ultimate basis are the same for tbe design envelope criterion
as for the mission analysis criterion and are -1iscuss-ed in Section 15.1.1.
Precautions necessary in designing to a limit cr~iterion are also noted

in Section 15-1.1.

Design values of Vwid for use at the design crt..ise speec, VC, are
considered of basic importance and will be developed first. In the
ner't section, the treatment of VB and VD gust conditions will be

discussed.

Limit strength values of V lid at speed VC fer the major camponents of
the three reference airplanes are simarized in Figures 13-3 and 13-1t.
The limit design value to be establ ished for aw lidj v lfl, of course,, vary426
with altit~ude in accordance with the lirles of conitant N(y )/'O sheim in
Figure 13-3 and. in Figurve 5-8. In discussing, sible selections of
limit design Ov 17dj, the various constant Nie inFiur 1-3V
(or Figure 5-8) will be identified. for convfmiensce., by the Or Il 1ulmz
at 7000 ft. Thus reference to a Oi 4id value of TO, for example win
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actually denote a 'Iw 17d variat~on with hltitude as given b3 the line
11(y)N 0 = 5 x io- 7 .

As In the di.sCUcusion of a limit design value of N(y)., attention will be
directed first toward limit-strength results for vertical gust.

For a!, three airplanes, the wing is seen to be more critical than the
:uselage or tail. Lim~it strength values nf VvIId for the three air-
planes (adjusted to ar. altitude of 7000 ft.) are as follows:

M~odel l, 62 fps

M4odel1749 B8 fps

Model 72%) 108 fps

Again, the logical selection is the lo-eeat valuej, or 62 fps.

Whatever value of O*w'd. mxight be picked based upon the analysis of the
reference airplanee, there is a possibility that a nev airplane might
nort-Ally operate closer to its design envelope than do the referenc-
airplanes. There can be no assurance,, of course., that an adequs re
strengtl' level will be defined for such on airplane. But the onLy means
of providing for t.his contingency would be to establish a Vvqd level
higher than can be met by the existing airplanes. A nw- airplane sim-
ilar to the reference airplanes could then ueet the crýterion oU4~ by
an increase in strength (and weight) or by' a reduction in speed and
payload placards., with the attendent loss in operating flexibility and
econotiy.

Thlis diletz~a is inherent in the design envelope approach,, and possibly
it; should not be taken too seriously. It may well be that economic
pressures w41U continue to demand operating placards - and hence design
envelopes - considerably in excess of nornal operational speeds and

iIpayloads. Nevertheless., it is pertinent to inquire whether perhaps the

lowest figure in the above list of limit strength *vwld~ MaY notIrepresent an operation where placard speeds and payloads are more than
ordiiiarily in excess of tho! normial opevarational values.

For this purpose,, the Model 188 is comzpared with the N~odeli. 74.9. For the
five Model 188 missi on analysis cases contributing most to the total load
exposure in Figure 9-9 (b'), the average ratio of VC placard speed to _

m~ission speed is 1.14. For the seven Model 749 mission analysis cases
contributing most to the total in Figure 9-Utb), the average ratio is
1.10. Thus tire smount, by which the Model 188 placard speed exceeds the
normal operatiOnal skeed- is only 1,4%,. which is judged to be rather

r typical . Further, the rittio of placard to typical speed for the Model
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188 is only 4% greater than for the Model 7'49, and it is known, because
of the source of the da.te, that the Model 749 mission speeds were taken
on the high side if eraything. It is concluded that the ratio of placard
to normal operational speeds for the Model 188 is not out of line.

With rzcpect to payioads, it appears that neither the Model 188 nor the
749 ordinarily carry significant amounts of cargo. A bare-minimum zero
fuel weight placard that might more closely reflect actual operations
of the two airp.anes could be derived ar follows. It would make prcvi-
sion for capacity passengers (96 in the Model 188, 62 in the Model 749)
at 200 lb. plus a nomincl 500 lb. of cargo:

Model 288 Model 749

Operating weight eupty 620(0 lb. 68640 lb.

Passengers 1920C 12400
cargc 50 500

Zero fuel weight 81700 -31500

The actual placard zero fuel weights, used in the analysis. are 86000 lb.
and 86464 lb. rebj.-tively. It is seen that the difference between the
placard zero fuel weight and the bare-miinimum d,.sign zero fuel ,•eight
as derived above is almost identical for the two airplanes. Again,
there is no evidence that the Model 188 is out of line, even thoughi the
normal operational zero fuel weight is somewhat lower for the Model 188
"(74500 lb.) than for the Model 749 (78100 lb.).

,"0,

Consequently, the value of .w 1 d of 62 fps at 7000 ft. appears to be a
legitimate value for limit design.

"For lateral gust loading, the limit strength values of Vw d (adjusted

to an altitude of 7000 ft.) are:

Model 188 61 fps

Model 74-9 65 fps

Model 720B (yaw damper off) 99 fps L

As these values are approximately equal to or greater than the appro-
priate vertical gust design value of 62 fps, the vertical gust value is
simply retained for use in lateral gust analysis. The evidence of pos-
sible conservatism in current methods of lateral gust analysis, discussed
in Section 15-1.1, is still pertinent, however.

4'f
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1Wt re5.2Gspet to aditions Intensity at Asj tindicated n etion a~2t is

for the critical airplane (the i&~del 188) is just 25/50 of the VC value.I I ~Conaequentl7, iti eonddthat the current ratio of V3 to VC design

-Utde's be rtaind In th oe-seta criterion.

This ratio can be applied throughout the altitude range; or 'Ut can be

-~ appied a a single altitude considered representative of cawrent air-±
-: ~craft. and a c.iistant NWy)/No line in Figure 5-8 folowd Inteltr

caethe ratio of VD to VCa f 's' would vary slightly with altitude.
case, wd

This approach Is perhaps slightl~y rereasonable; but the difflerence Is

fairly smal, the logic Is not copll pand tedecision Isperhaps

best based on convenience.

With respect to a design intensity at V3,# It was noted In Section 13 that
the lowest limit-atrength 0 iv 1  at ig for m~y of the three reference air-

- ~planes is well In excess of 66/50 of the VB limit strength vame for
nodel 188 (62 fps at 7000 ft)., selected In Section 15.2.1 above as the
Vc liesign value. As a result, it is considered appropriate to retains, In

vJ ~the pomwer spectral criterion, the 66/50 ratio of VB to VC gust intensitiesj
that vas selected when the present discrete-gst, criteria were estab-
lished. 93is ratio, like that for the %p Intensity,. can be applied as af
constant ratio at %Uhl altitudes, or it can be applied at a single repre-U sentative altitude and a constant N1(y)/1 0 line In Figure 5-8 followed.

For consistency with present discrete gust criteria, it is proposed that
the V3 speed be defined as the lowest speed at whIch stall would not
occur at a load level given by the a It value defined for design at V3 .

IAn example of ho this speed might be determined Is given In Appendix Zs,
Section Ba.3.
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15.2.3 Adjustment of Design Loads for Differences In N.The mex-mum
load to be expected In t raering either a given patcA1 of turbulence, or
a series of patches of various intensities, depends noTi only upon I but
also upoc No. The higher the No, value., the higher vill be the expected
maxim=m load. In Section 4i.2,, the ierign value of a load quantity y vas
given as

Ydesign A( 1v d)(5)

To account for the effect of NO.- the appropriaitely modified expression
is

7Ydesign =ToV, logio i 152
Ird 0 refJ

In this expression,0 or, u. is the designi value established as in Section

15.2.1 or 15.2.2,9 independently of No. N0 is the IL3 value for the
ref

load quantities tlmt established the limit-strength VV it d for the cniti-

Cal reference airplane. The appropriate value of No is apprOXIUst ly

1.11 cps. This -.ras determined by examining the No values for bending
momeants,, shears, torsions, and front beam shear flows in the critical
region of the Mo~del 188 ving (WS 83-16T).

The above expression (Equation 15-2) is derived by considering the
generalized exceedance curve at the appropriate altitude,, as given., for
exaniple, In Figure 5-5. With the design N~y) considered fixed, it ir.,
clear that the design NJy)/No vill vary depending on NO; hence the design
y/I and the design y will also vary with No. This variation takes -,.he
simple form indicated by Equation 15-2 because in the region of limit -

lord tbhe jeneralized exceedance. curve is a straight line governed by the
storm turbulence contributiorn alone.

For an average b2 value of 10 and an average design aw nd of 6o (appro-

I PNI!F!,priate average values over the altitude range 0 to 30,000 ft.), the
4 factor in the brackets ir Equation 15-2 becomes

L I l1~+.39lo~
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Based on this expression, a factor of 2 increase in No is found to result
in an 11% increase in design incremental load or stress.

It is of interest to note that, under a mission analysis criterion, a
factor of 2 increase in No results in only about a 7% increase in incre-
mental load,, in contrast to the 11% increase under the design envelope
criterion. This difference results from the fact that, in Equation 15-2,
Cw -d is equal to Ydesign/X, where A is inherently smaller for typical

mission segments than for critical design envelope points.

The "exact" expression for Ydesign given by Equstion 15-2 is available

for use if desired. However, it is believed preferable, if the design
envelope criterion is used, to retain the simpler form given by

y inreae in aeto co is
in part illusory. It has already beeii noted that, under a mission
analysis criterion, the effect of a difference in N0 is less than under V
a design envelope criterion. Since the mission analysis criterion pro-
bably gives Lhe truer picture of the strertch actually required, use of 1-
Equation 15-2 vould appear, therefore, to cver-correct for differences
in No. Further, numrial values of lo are subject to considerable un-
certainty. They are often sensitive to the upper limit of integration
used in their numerical evaluation, and in fact, there is a very good
possibility that the theoretical value rill be infinite in some practical
cases. As a result, it is believed that, in choosing between Equation
15-1 and 15-2 for design use, the practical advantages offered by use of
Equation 15-1 outweigh the greater theoretical accuracy of Rquation 15-2.

S1.2.4 T re atent of Stability Aug entai4on. When stability augmenta-
" tion system are relied upon to reduce &ust. loads, provision must be

made for malfunction of the system. As in tze mission analysis form of
criterion a percent of flight time that %be system rill be inoperative

.1 mst be assumed. This must be substan Liable,ba•.d upon either analysis
-ar actual service records of the reliubility of the system.

.4 The objective nov should be to establ~sh a levels such that tie

over-all frequency of exceedance of design limit load, at each design
envelope point, is no greater for an ai:•lane vith stability augmenta-
tion than for an airplane vitbout. 7tis frequency of exceedance is, of1.~*~ course, measured by *()/No In Figure 5-8.

As a first approximation, at least, it would appear plausible simply to
estabi.ish a reduced value of % II for use vith the system inoperative.
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With the sytem operating, the "basic" 4ww'd value as established in
Section 15.2.1 would b- retained. An appropriate system-off value of
Ow'd would be determined by means of Figure 5-8. Letting p denote thefraction of time the system is inoperative, the system-off Vw'1d would
simply be defined by an N(y)iNO value equal to 1/p times the "bgs ic"
N~y)/No_ For exsmple, suppose the basic N(y)/No to be 1.0 x 10 and p
to be .01._N(y)/No for system-off design would then be (1/.01)(l.OxlO- 6 )
- 1.0 x 10 . The resulting system-off awv1 d (at 7000 ft.) would be
28 fps, bs compared to the 64 fps value s:;stem on. Based upon system-• off opera~ion alone.. the overall N(y)/11O is then (1.0 X 10-4)(.01)=

1.0 x 10-0j, which is the same as the design alue syatem-3n.

If the system-on loads are well below the system-off loads (each obta-ned
using its appropriate Owild), the contribution of the system-on loads
to the overall N(y)/No will be negligible and can be disregarded. The
airplane with a stability Augmentation system will then have an over.al
N(y)/NO (at the given design envelope pvint) no greater than the air-
plane without, and the objective will have been met.

This simple approach can be seen to be unconservative, however, if the
system-off and system-on operation are equally critical. For the given
example, the overall N(y)INo is now 1.99 x 10-6, obtained as follows:

System on: 1(y)/N0  = (.99)(l.0 x 10-6) - .99 x 10-6

System off: 1(y)/No = (.01)(.30 x 1o-) = l. 00 x 10-C

Net: N(y)/No = 1.99 x 10-

This value of 1(y)/ 0o is nearly twice as great as the assumed "basic"
value of 1.00 x 10"' that would apply to an airplane that did not depend
upon a stability augmentation system. In fact, it is rather clear that

M •under the above simple approach, whenever the system-on loads are criti-
cal, the airplane having a stability augmentation system is bound to be
less safe than the airplane that does not recruire such a system. This
conclusion is valid no matter what the system-off design leveýl may be -
except, of course, if the system-off design level were no lower at all
than the syste=-on level or if the system were absolutely reliible. One
might, of course, consider system-3n and system-off operation to be two
different flight conditions to Ie treated independently, just like two
different gross weights. But in treating two gross weights, the same
104 1d value is used for both, whereas here consideration is being given
to a reduced severity for one of the two conditions. It is hard to see
how a criterion cou2d be justified that would clearly permit a higher
frequency of exceedan*e of limit strength for an airplane that depends
upon a stability augmentation system than one that does not.
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* If, in the above example, the design N(y)/No values for both system-on
and system-off cases were decreased by a factor of 2 (resulting in

V• incregsed Owvd 's), the net N(y)/No would then be approximately 1.0

x 10"U, as desired. To accomplish this decrease would require an in-

crease of strength. Based upon the system-on loads, it can be seen that

the required increase in strength would be in the ratio 70.5/64 = i.10.
Based on the system-off loads (actually off scale in Figure 5-8) it would

be somewhat higher. The actual required ratio would be between the two

values, probably about 1.12. No reasonable decrease in N(y)/NO (i.e.,

increase in aWn I for the system-off case alone w4ll give a net N(y),/10S. equal to the desired value. N(y)/No values or vw4, 's for both system-

off and system-on cases must be modified. -

Tf it were decired as a matter of convenience to alter only the system- *
"off N(y)!ibo, the 12% unconservatism could be reduced. For example, if

the system-off N(y)/No were to be specified as 1/2p, instead of l/p,

times the basic value, then the overall N(y)INo would be (still assuming

* -the airplane to be equally critical system-off and system-on):

z system on: N(y)N 0 = (.99)(l.O x 10-6) = .9 x 10-6

System off: N(y)/No - (.Gl)(5 x l0-5) -- .. 0 6 x 1.oM

I Net: N(y)/No =1.49 x 10-6

An increase of strength of about 7% would be required in this case to

achieve the desired net N(y)/No of 1.0 x lO-°. Conversely, the use of

the simplified criterion could still lead to an airplane that would be
understrength by 7% (of the gust increment) relative to the airplane

j J 2 withouw, a stability augmentation system.

L Ii
If the system-off N(y),No were to be specified as 1/3p, instead of 1/p

- or 1/2p, times the basic value, the 7% unconservatism would decrease
j ~~to about 9%. 1~

The above percentages have been found not to be sensitive to the value

of p assumed.

To eliminate the unconservatism associated with modification of only the

Li syster.-off Vwj both system-off and system-on Vw'd 's must be altered.

A fully rational approach would be to select arbitrarily values of

N(y)/No system-off and system-an such as to satisfy the equation,

r _Osystein-off ( ~(~ system-cm =(N baxic

065
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This equation is satisfied, for example, by taking

(~ )system-off 2p' 1 (iN.) basic

and

No basic-'2 basic

leading to a system-on 0w4d 10 to 12% greater than the basic value,
4_ý depending upon altitude. This special case will p.-ovide a iseful rule-

of-thumb, but it is believed desirable to provide the flexibility of-
fered by use of the above equation without individually specified values
of N(y)/No system-off and system-on.

The comments made in Section 15.1.2 with respect to system nonlinearities
a are equally applicable in connection with a design envelope type of

criterion.

15.2.5 Fall Safe Design Level. As in connection with the mission analy-
sis form of criterion, it is considered appropriate to retain the ratios
of fail safe gust intensity to limit design gust intensity currently in
use on a Ude basis. Thus to determine fail safe values of owild, the
VC limit design value at any given altitude should be multiplied by the
following factors, based upon the tabulation in Section 15.1.3:

= .66

VD: o, G .60) =.30

If preferred, these ratios can be applied instead at a single representa-
tive altitude and a corstant N(y)/No line in Figure 5-8 followed.

"15.2.6 Design Levels of ew and P. For analyses in which the joint
probability technique is employeT, design values of Vw and of P, the
allowable probability that limit strength is exceeded, rather than of

GOwld, are necessary.

Based upon the results given in Reference 1 and in Section 12.3 herein,
a value of 17d of 3.5 is considered appropriate.
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!The design value of ov is then given by the design value of Old

divided by lid.

SThe design value of P, the probability that limit strength is exceeded,
is read from an appropriate curve in Figure 12-7, entering with

Id Y/O = 3.5.

In establishing limit-strength values of a qd for the reference air-
planes, it was necessary to bring the Model 720B to a commor basis with
the Model 188 and Model 749, inasmuch as the analysis of the Model 720B
had been on a joint probability basis and that of the Model io8 and
Model 7i49, on a single parameter basis. For this purpose, the "2 x

I Normal" curve in Figure 12-7 was used. For use in new design, it is be-
lieved that a slightly more conservative value of P should be used,
intermediate between the "Normal" and "2 x Normal" curves. At qd = 3-5,
the P values given by the three curves are:

Io-4
"Normal" P = 2.3 x 10

"2 xNormal" P = 4.7 x10-

"Circular Normal" P = 2.1 x 10-3
A value of 3 x 10-4 is suggested for design.

15.2.7 Suggested Formal Requirement. The following is suggested as a
I formal statement of a gust loads requirement based upon the design

envelope concept:

(a) The limit gust loads shall be determined utilizii & the con-
tinuous turbulence concept, in accordance with the provisions
of paragraphs (b) through (h) following.

(b) The limit loads shall be determined for all critical altitudes,
1 weights, and weight distributions, in accordance with

FAR 25.321(b), and for all critical speeds within the ranges
i, Iindicated in Paragraph (d) below.

.1(c) Bt determining the limit loads, values of 1 (ratio of root-
mean-square load to root-mean-square gust velocity) forS~various load and stress q-miftities selected in accordance with

S ;Paragraph (e) below shall be determined by dynamic analysis.
The effects of all pertinent rigid and elastic degrees of free-
dom shall be included. The power-spectral density of the

v atmospheric turbulence shall be as given by the equation,

26T H
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2 1 + (1-339L11)2

e- L

K 11.*.+ (1.339 LO~)21

where F
*power-spectral densit.*.

U root-mean- zj.are gust velocity

o-reduced frequency, radians per foot I .
L =2500 ft.

(d) The limit loads shall be obtained by multiplying the Xvalues
given by the dynamic analysis by the following values of
Vwqd:

(1) kt speed. VC: as given by the line 9(y)/N0  1.2x10-
in Figure 5-8 lberein.

(2) At a speed. VB, to be selected by the nmanuacturer but
in no event to be below the lowest speed. at which stall
would not occur at the limi Zoad levels resulting from
the criteria: as given by 1.32 times the values obtained 9

under subparagraph (1) above. 4

()At speed. VD: as given by 1/2 the values obtained under H
subargrph(1) above

(i)At speeds betveea !B an Vc, and between V0 and VD: as
given by linear interpolation.v

(e) A sufficient nmxaber of losd and stress quantities shall be in-
eluded in the dynamic analtysis to assure that stress distribuz-
tions throughout the structure are re~aistically or
conservativel~y defined.

(f) If the Jo~nt prob~ability technique, as described in Sections I
J and 12 herein and -wre particullarly in Reference 1, is enplo,, .A,

'5, CrV shall be obtained by dividing the Orq values defined in
paragraph (d) by 3.5. The. allowable probability of exceedal
of Limit strength shaal be taker. 's 0.0003.

K-K
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(g) For structural components that awe stressed significatntl~y by
both the vertical and lateral components of turbulence, the
resultant stress shall be determined. asmining the vertical and
lateral components of turbulence to be umoorrelated. For
examiple,, in a structural element subjected. to a single stress'.

* the resultant stress sball be taken as given by

where fv and :fyr are the- stresses due to the vertical and.
lateral cc "oiients of t~urbulence re~spectively.

(h) If a stabili-;y augmentation system is utilized, to reduce the
gust loads, a conservative estimate shall be made of the frae-
tion of flight time, pt that the system may be inoperative.

idmit loads shall be letermined. separately for the system

by a pair of N(y )/N4 values imeeting the condition that:

Ko P( ysytem off + (P)(!tmPa.)d

When a stability augmentation system Is Inelude&L in the analy-
siB, the eff act of system nonlinearities on loaws at the limit2VW.
load. level xshll be realistically or conservatively acounmted.
for.

(i) The fail safe gust load.. defined in PARl 25.571(c)(2) sh~all be
replaced. by loads defined. as in Paragrapbs (a) tbrough (h)
above at the following Crv values:

At ve: .66 of the value given by Pa~ragraph (d.)(1) above.

*At VB: .7)4 of the valuie given by ParagrAh (d.)(2) above.

LI ~At vD: .6o of t-ne value given by Parwgaph (d)(3) above.

At speeds between V' an VC, an between V., andVM
as given by linear ?nterpolation.

15.3 Combined. Criterion

As indicated. in Section )4, a combined mission analysis and. design enve-
lope criterion gives promise of providing the advantages of each basic
form iebile minimizing the amssoited disadvantaeps.

_ _ 269
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The proposed coubined criterion provides for a choice between the follow-
lug In any given applicstion:

(1) A design envellope analysis in accordance with Section 15.2 but
at a level considerably in excess of that defined therein. This
level would be set such that no matter bow severe the actual
operatlon might be, as restricted only by the design envelope,
i realistic mission analysis would be extremely unlikely to
indicate higher loads.

nation with a design envelope analysis at a level equal to or

slightly below that defined in Section 15.2, the highest loads
Ffru either analysis to be used for design.

For an irplane that is not gust critical, the simple, conservative ap-
proach offered by Option (1) above would be selected. If for a given de-
sign the conservatim of Option (1) were unacceptable, Option (2) could
be selected. A mission analysis would then be performed. But a floor
below which the loads could not drop would be established by a design
eovelope analysis at a reduced severity. This floor would provide in-
surance against either a rapid increase in loads as the design envelope
is apprached or an unconservative definition of the design missions. :

The purpose of this section is primarily to establish the two 014%
levels required.

15.3.1 Design M Levels for Use in Lleu of a Mission Analysis. To
establish the desired conservative value of Ow%, two sic gt-inde-
pendent approaches will be followed to indicate an upper limit.

First, using the Model 188 as an example, it will be assuied that the
airplane purates 100% of the time at its critical design envelope point.
Th- r value corresponding to the mission analysis limit strength N(y)
of 2 x 10-5 cycles per hour will then be determined.

The critical case is No. 437, at 116000 lb. G.W. and altitude 12,000 ft.
Considering wing bending m nt at WS 83 to be a critical load quantity,,
No is 1.3 epa (Table B-2). N(y)/N 0 corresponding to the limit design
frequency of exceedance of 2 x 10-5 cycles per hour is then

N JZo 2x0 -. 3 x 1o-9

Frm Figure 5-5, the corresponding y1K at h = 12000 ft. is seen to be *
114. fps. This is the required (TAd.

It is noted that Model 188 characteristics entered only to the extent of
establishing N and h. The Model 188 No is considered quite typical, and
the result wou; d be about the some for all altitudes in the range 10000 -
30000 ft. As the altitude increases further, the required qr% would
decrease.
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Second, again using the Model 188 as au example, it will be assumed that
the airplane is operatea so as to duplicate the overall exceedance curves
such as shown in Figure 9-9, but that the plac&.rds are reduced so as to
just envelope Case 202, which is the predominant contributor to the load
exceedances.

The limit strength value of Vwed is determined for this case by thesame method described in Appendix E, Section E.1.-3, in connection wi t"

the preparation ef Table 9-i. The value is found to be Ill fps. As the
Model 188 just meets the suggested mission analysis limit strength cri-
terion of N(y) = 2 x 10-5 cycles per hour, this is the required value of
.fwvd- Inasmuch as the airplane is not operated, in this example, 100%
of the time at its critical design envelope point, the 11]. value ob-I
rtained here is slightly less than the iiU4 fps value obtaineu .bove.

By either approach, the "upper limit" Owy1 d lies in the very narrowi range of 111 to 1!4 fps (at 12000 ft.). In comparison, the actual limit
strength value is 60 fps.

It seems highly unlikely that any actual operation could be as s vere,
"relative to the operating placards, as assumed in the above two calcu-
lations. Congeqently, some reduction from the ii - 114 fps range of
ewqd is in order, and a value of 110 fps (at 7000 ft.) would appear to
be ample. _

15-3.2 Design Vwqd Levels for Use in Conjunction with a Mission Analysis.

To establish a Owed level to use as a floor in conjunction with a mis-
sion analysis, specific quantitative guides are difficult to come by.
However, the Model 188 appears to represent a fairly extreme degree of
difference between normal operating conditions and design placards. As
a result, it would appear that any Owqd selection appreciably below the
Model 188 limit strength value would be unlikely to satisfy the need for
a Owid floor. A value equal to the Model 188 limit strergth value, of
62 fps at 7000 ft., is suggested.

Under Option (2), the design envelope floor should Include VB and V, as
well as VC conditions; it should also include the appropriate treatment of
stability augmentation devices as discussed in Section 152.14 and tie de-
termination of fail safe conditions in accordance with Section 15.2.5.

15.3.3 Suggested Formal Requirement. The following is suggested as a
formal statement of a gust loads requirement that would combine the

•I~ mission analysis and design envelope concepts:

I-F,
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(a) The limit gust loads shall be "etermined utilizing the contin-
uous turbulence concept, in accordance with the provisions of
either Paragraph (b) or Paragraphs (c) and (d) below.

(b) ignenvelope analysis. The limit loads shall be determined
in accor'ance with the following:

(i) All critical altitudes, weights, and weight distributions,
as specified in FAR 25.321(b), and all critical speeds
within the ranges indicated in Paragraph (b)(3) below,
shall be considered.

(2) Values of X (ratio of root-mean-square load to root-mean-
square gust velocity) for various load and stress quanti-
ties selected in accordance with Paragraph (b)(4) below
shall be determined by dynamIi analysis. The effects of
all pertinent rigid and elastic degrees of freedom shall T-

be included. The power spectral density ',f the atmos-
pheric turbulince shall. be as given by the equation,

i + 2 f1.339L 0)2

.11/6

11 + (I .339 L 0) 2 j

where

. = power-spectral density

- = root-mean-square gust velocity

1) = reduced frequency, radians per foot

L = 2500 ft.

(3) Th. limit loads shall be obtained by multiplying the A
values given by the dynamic analysis by the fol]lwing
values of Ow1 d

(i) At speee. Vq: as given by the line N(y)/No = 6 x 10r9

* in Figure >-8 herein.

(ii) At a speed VB, to be selected by the manufacturer but
in no event to be below the lowest spee4 at which
stall would not occur at the limit load levels result-
ing from these criteria: as given by 1.32 times thevalues obtained under subparagraph (i) above.
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"(iii) At speed VD: as given by 1/2 the values obtained
under subparagraph (i) above.

(iv) At speeds between VB and V:, and between VC and VD:
as given by linear interpolation.

(4) A sufficient numbe- of load and stress quantities shall be
included in the dynamic analysis to assure that stress 4
distributions throughout the structure are realistically
or conservatively defined.

(5) If the joint probability technique, as described in Sec-
tions 10 and 12 herein and more particularly in Reference"1, is employed, ow shall be obtained by dividing the

SO wld values defined in paragraph (b)(3) by 3.5. The al-

lowable probability of exceedance of limit strength shall
7 T"be tal:en as 0. 0003.

(6) For structural components that are stressee significantly
"by both the vertical and lateral components of turbulence,
the resultant stress shall be determined assuming the
vertical and lateral components of turbulence to be un-
correlated. For example, in a structural element sub-
"jected to a single stress, the resultant stress shall be
taken as given by

v L+

"where fv and fL are the stresses due to the vertical and
lateral components of turbulence respectively.

(7) If a stability augmentation system is utilized to reduce
the gust loads, a conservative estimate shall be made of

the fract- on of flight time, p, that the system may be
inoper& r v7. Limit loads shall be determined separately
for the system ope'rative and system inoperative, using

vl7wd values defiied by a pair of N(y)/No values meeting
the condition that:

NY + \ &y) te'N(-,:
No system-off N (1 o () (N&) = (b)(3)

When a stability augm~rtation system is included in the
analysis, the effeAt of system nonlinearities on loads at

11 the limit load le-'el shall be realistically or conserva-

tively accounteu for.

2T3
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(8) The fail safe gust load.. do.Xined in FAR 25. 571(c)(2) shall
be replaced. by loas~d defined as in Paragraphs (b)(1)
tbroigh (7) above at the foflovIng VA values:

At V * 66 of the value given by Paragraph
(b)(S)(i*) above.

At V. 4 of the value given by Paragraph
(b)j)(i)above.

At V : .60 of the vralue given by Paragraph
(b)(j)(1ii) above.
At speeds between VB aw-i VC ani between VC and
VD: as given by linear i~nter-polation.

(c) Flp Efl !!~is. Idmf.t loads shall be determined in

(l) The expected utilization of the airplauc Ftnall be repre-7
seute41 by one or more flight profiles in which the pay-
load and the variation with.- time of speed,, alt itud~e, gross
weight,1 and center of gravity position are defined. These
profiles shall be divided into mission segments, or blocks,.
for anialysis and average or effective values of the perti-
nent paramters de-fined for each segtwnt.

(2) Flor each of the mission segments defined unde Paragraph
(c )(1) and each of the load and stress quantit !,- selected
In accordance with Paragaph (1&) belov, values o-' 11 and
No shall be determined. by dynamic anal~ysis. A is defined
as the ratio of root-mean- square load to root-mean- square
gust velocity and No as the radi-as of &2ration of the load

4'=power-spectral density fnto bu eofeuny h
efet rof etineantsq igid velocitydgresoffre

da rhl edicuced. freq eny pwradas pe'tm foostyote

accosphenc wturbParaegraphl~ belowve b the fqequayiof .
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"- • exceedance shall be determined as a fntmtion of load
-J level by means of the eqt~atton.,

%Y)~- ',No[,ex P x

.4-

Level1 byman fth qKain

where
* -

- y = net value of the load or stress

Yone-g = value of the load or stress in one-g "
level flight

N(y)= average number of exceedances of tbe
" I indicated value of the load or stre-ss

"in unit time I

= Symbol denoting summation over all.
mission segments ••

t = ffaction of total flight time In the
given segment

No, v = parameters determined by dynamic analy-
sis as defined in Paragraph (c)(2)

"_P,P2 ,bl,b 2  parameters defining the probability dis-
tributions of root-mean-square gust
velocity, to be read from Fiqures 5-3 W,%!
5-4 herein.

.1 The limit gust loads shall be read from the frequency of
exceedance curves at a frequency of exceedance of 2 x 10ýr5

exceedances per hour. Both positive and negp.tive load
directions shall to considered in determination of the
limit loads.

S(4) A sufficient number of load an a stress quantities shall
be included in the dynamic analysis to assure that stress
distributions tbroughout the structure are realistiically
or conservatively defined.

I U (5) If the joint probability technique, as described in Sec-
tions 10 and 12 herein and more particularly in Reference
S1 is employed, the ftequMay of exneedance of limit

- strength shall n,'t be greater than 2 x 10-5 exceedances per
hour.
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(6) For structural components that are stressed significantly
by both the vertical and lateral components of turbulence,
the resultant stress shall be determined assuming that,,
within any patch of turbulence, the vertical and lateral
components are uncorrelated. For example, in a structural
element subjected to a single stress, the resultant stress
"shall be taken as given by

v + f

where f. and fL are the stresses due to the vertical and
lateral components of turbulence respectively.

.(7) If a stability augmentation system is utilized to red-ice
AV• •the gust loads, a conservative estimate shall be made of

the fraction of flight time that the system may be inop-
W®R! erative. The flight profiles of Paragraph (c) (1) shall

0• include flight with the system inoperative for this frac-
tion of the flight time. When a stability augmentation
system is included in the a ialysis, the effect of system
nonlinearities on loads at the limit load level shall be
realistically or conservatively accounted for.

(d) Sulemer•xtari tied envelod= nnal. In addition to the

limit and fail safe loads defined by Paragraph (c) above,
limit and fail safe loads shall also be determined in accord-
ance with Paragraph (b) above modified as follows:

(1) In Paragraph (b)(3)(1), the val;e N(y)/NO = 6 x 10-9 is'•-: (I) replaced by N(y)/No = 1.2 x 100"•.

(2) In Paragraph (b)(7), the reference to Paragraph (b)(3) is
to be understood as referring to the paragraph as modified
by Paragraph (d)(1) above.

S(3) -n Paragraph (b)(8), the reference to Paragraph (b)(3)(i)
E• through (b)(3)(iii) is to be Umderstood as referring to

tbe paragraph as modified by Paragraph (d)(1) Above.

"\4• 15.4 Evaluation of the Three Foxrms of Criterion

Structural design criteria to date have almost universally been of the
design envelope type. However, in recent years, whenever there has been
any real question of thz adequacy of given airplane to withstand the

.. .... ,
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1 gust loads to which it may be exposed, or of the adequacy of existing
criteria for application to new vehicles operating on vastly different
flight profiles, mission analyses have been performed. Only in this
way can it be assured that the new airplanes do not become less safe than
the old as a result of possibly more severe operational usage relative to
the design envelope. For this reason, the mission analysis format for a
gust loads criterion appears to be almost a necessity.

Furthermore, only if the original design is substantiated on a mission
analysis basis can the effects of changes in operating practices during
the life of a fleet be conveniently evaluated.

On the other hand, as discussed in Section 4-3, the mission analysis form
of criterion suffers certain disadvantages. Judgement is required in
setting up the design missions, and as a result, differences of opinion
may arise and be difficult to reconcile in administration of the criterion.
Also, considerable care m=iy be required tc assure that a sufficient
variety of off-typical flight conditions are included; i.n fact this is
an area that has been barely touched upon in the present study. Another
possible disadvantage is the increased difficulty in matching statistic-
ally defined loads with conditions for stress analysis. This may be of
rather small consequence, howeier, and may even be overshadowed by the
possibility that under a design envelope criterion many more sets of
statistically defined loads would have to be matched in order to establish
the critical design point.

Should it be decided to retain the design envelope form of criterion, it!•is believed that a major gain over the existing discrete gust criteri a

would still be achieved, as a result of the more realistic evaluation of
the airplane response to turbulence provided by the power-spectral
approach.

The combined 2riterion developed in Section 15.3 is believed to largelySovercvme the disadvantages of using either of the two basic forms of!Z

criterion alone. While it will involve somewhat more analysis in some
instances, this is offset by the simpler treatment possible for thoae 1
airplanes that are not gust critical and by the more straight-forward

jlj treatment of non-typical operating conditions. The combined criterion

is therefore believed tc be most appropriate for use at this time.

I II
j 15.5 Formal Requirements for Design Technique

I*. It will be noted that the suggested formal requirements provided in
Sections 15.1.5, 15.2.6, and 15.3.3 do not specify- a particular teclhique
for integration of the power spectral loads determination with the rou-
tines of detailed stress analysis. Both the matching condition and joint
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probability techniques developed in the present program are considered
adequate, and sufficient information is provided in the suggested formal

Srequirements so that etthef can be used. Furthermore, it is to be ex-
Npected that improvements in these techniques, or new techniques alto-

gether, will be developed in the future. It is believed that the design
technique must, necessarily, be left to the selection of the individual

4 * manufacturer in order that he may adequately integrate power spectral
results with his overall philosophy of structural design and testing.

f-
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-I 16 SUMARY OF DESIGN PROCEDURES

The purpose of this section is to discuss how the criteria suggested inI Section 15 would ordinarily be implemented in application to a new design.
Other portions of this report, dealing specifically with the analyses of
the three reference airplanes, will be drawn upon or referenced as ap-J propriate. The procedure will. of course, differ to soa extent depend-
ing upon whether the analysis is to a mission analysis or design envelope
form of criterion. The choice between the two forms of criterion will
presumably depend in part on policy action to be taken by the Federal
Aviation Agency based on the results of this study. As noted in Section

V !l15.4., the "combined" form of criterion, which makes provision for both
mission analysis and design envelope approaches (Section 15.3), is

SI recommended by the present authors.

16.1 Flight Conditions Required for Analysis

"The first step in a gust design procedure is to establish the various
- flight conditions for which analysis will be required.

16.1.1 Mission Analysis Criterion. Where loads are to be determined
according to a mission analysis type of criterion, it is first necessary
to establish the design missions and lump into segments for analysis.

The missions developed for the three reference airplanes in Section 6
herein and in Reference 1 are considered approliate guides to the type
of mission profile suitable for a new design. Ls-jally, however, no
actual operational data will be available; and, as a result, realistic
estimates of typical operating conditions will be required. Ratios of

A ) typical to placard values of speed, payload, etc., based upon the oper-
ation of existing aircraft can be used as a guide, but careful thought
will have to be given as well to how the new airplane will probably be

i Joperated.
As in the analysis of the reference airplanes, values of the various
parameters required in the analysis can usually be taken at the midpoint

- of each segment, or as average values over the segment. It should be
noted, however, that where one or more parameters vary over a wide range
within any one segment, use of average values tends to be unconservative.
(For example, see the discussion of speed selection In Section 6.1.)
Consequently, such segements should be lumped nearer to the critical end

S• of the segment., or the profile should be broken into more segments.

L As noted in Section 15.1, for airplanes which depend upon a stability
augmentation system to limit the gust loads, the design missions muast

I ,
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incud a &prpritelyctonof flight tiewith sysem a a

includeth syte appopiae facio -
tive * In addition., if a specific emergency procedure - for eaMPle, an
emergency descent procedu2V - involves a substantial increase in gust
exi0sure., this too should 'Le included In the design missions.

For advanced. designs the chief d5ifference in the generation of the design

ments. For a typical supersoni-: transportj, for example, ranges of
c)vantairspeed,, Nubh nuber, and altitude thr,,ghu the flight are

all much greater than for current airplaues; and b'.-th the tvrbulence
expopure and the response characteristics vary maekedly as the fligbt
proceeds. Variable configuration geometryj, such as introduced by a
variable sweep wing., would also lead to) a need for a finer mission
breakdown.

16.1.2 Desiln Envelope Criterion. M~ere loads' are determined according -

to a design envelope criterion, the first step is to select a variety of
_ -potentially critical combinations of speed,9 altitude,, payload,. fuel veizat,,

_ -and ceg. location. VBj, 'YC' an 'VD conditions should all be included- Some
elimination of non-critical conditions can perhaps be accomplished e.~
this stage by use of a simplified analysis aso Illustrated in Sectia.AT
Probably the best approach to determination of critical conditions is to
run a somewhat limited number of cases at first, then evxamine the results 4

and add other cases as indicated.

16.2 Equations of Notion

gLin next step - which actually can be carried out simultaneously with
the de-finition of flight conditions for analysis -Is to write the
necessary equations or motion and program these for automatic digital
solution. This is ordinarily a majcr undertaking, which requires a higtl
order of capability in the field of aeroelastic dynamic analysis. AUl
pertinent elastic as well as rigid-airplanes modes must, of coursej, be
included,, as well as the effects of automatic control and stability
augmentation systems if present. Examples of equations of motion appro-
priate for various specific applications,, together with their derivations,$
are given in References 1, 21, 22, 26 and 27. Solution of these equations
is such as to provide the steady-state response to a sinusoidal variation
of gust velocity of unit amplitude at each of,& various frequencies. Re-
sponse outputs are obtained for a variety of accelerations,, loads., andI

'j,-,stresses. W&ltiplication by the gust power-spectral density and inte-
gration with respect to frequency leads to values of A and No for each II*
output quantity.-

Because of the courplexity of a modern dynamic gust azalysis and the need
for judement in establishing values of the various input parameters,,

-> _____________280___½
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various checks should be made in order to keep the studies in perspective
and to provide confidence in the results. Of particular importance is a
maneuver loads check such as illustr •ted for two of the reference air-
planes in Section 8.1.3. A flutter check aleo is desirable, as this will
tend to bring to light any inconsistencies between the dynamic gust
analysis and the formal flutter analysis with respect to representation
of the elastic mode dynamics and aerodynamics. Over-all reasonableness
checks of A values should a-so be made by comparing with A values obtained
from a simple static analysis using curves such as those in Figure 5-2.

For some airpl~ie&, a much simpler dynemic analysis thau implied by the
above discussion may suffice. For example, published NACA data
(Reference 26) indicate that, for an airplane comparable to the DC-3,s
the dynamic factor for wing bending is on the order of only 1.05; and
there is no reason to expect that dynamic increments to the shears and
torsions would be significantly greater. For other airplanes that are
generally comparable in size, mass distribution, first wing elastic mode
natural frequency (above 4 cps), etc., the dynamic effects could be
expected to be no greater and therefore could be adequately accounted
for by meanz of a simple factor of 1.05 to 1.10 applied to the static
loads.

For such an airplane, the equations of motion would, of course, be nuch
simpler, as the elastic-mode degrees of freedom would not be included.
Further, it appears l..t), for past airplanes, the effects of pitch have -
generally been small and tend to reduce the loads slightly. (For e,xample
for the Model 719 Constellation the inclusion of pitch reduces the load
factor by about 7%.) Thus it appears thst - for an airplane having
conventional stability characteristics - tie pitch freedom can also 1--,
eliminated. With the representation thus simplil'ied, the airplane
remains free only to plunge. For this representation, solutions of the

j Jequations of motion are already available in the form of curves such as
"provided in Figure 5-2. These provide the A value for airplane load
factor; air loads are then assumed to be distributed on a static basis
and are placed in equilibrium vith inertia loads in the usual way. The
"estimated dynamic factor nust, of covxse, be applied to the gust incre-
mental loads thus obtained.

It may be remarked that the particular curves shown in Figure 5-2 are
known to be slightly unconservative because of approximations made to

71 t*e left growth functions in their derivation. It would be desirable.,

therefore, to recompute these curves, following the procedure used in
Reference 15. Pending such revision, an apte correction factor,

!_:: on the order of 1.08, can be applied to Kg values read from Figure 5-2.

Values of No', wbich axe needled if the mission analysais form of criterion
is used, can be estimated. A value of 1.0 cps is generally realistic.
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For _dvced configuratio"ns, the equations or motiou will be derived r I
folloving tte smee general principles as for current aircraft. Dif-
ferences in treatment may be required, however, and the aaalysis may
become more caurlex. For a low aspect ratio delta wing, for example, $
the concept of an elastic axis loses its meaning, and a lifting-line
treatment of the aerodynamics will no longer suffice.

As analysis methods are modified to suit new configurations, or as
advances are made in anslysis techniques, the intent should be +o secure
as realistic a representation as is practical. In particular,. no attempt
should be made to purposely retain the specific conservatisms that might
be present in the reference-airplane analyses. The factors affecting
gust response are complex, and various airplanes differ ,reatly in the
detailed characteristics of their dynamic rr sponse. As a re..sult, it is
believed that the only practical approach is to Judge the vaequacy of
'he representation of each airplane on an individual, absolute basis.
n• the other hand one must not completely lose sigtt of the fact that

the design levels are set based upon the strength of the reference air-
planes. Whenever a significantly different method of analysis is intro-
duced, therefore, the probable effect on the reference airplanes should

V4 'zbe reviewed. Examples of changes that would clearly require review of
the reference airplane analyses would include the introduction of the
spenvise variation of the vertical gust velocity, and the inclusior of
the trasfer function of the human pilot. -i
16.3 Dynamic Analysis and Design-Level Loads

Under either the mission analysis or design envelope form of criterion,,
the next step is to determine. the necessary input data for the various
flih-ht conditions and perform the dynamic analysis. This will result I;
in A and No values for as many load quantities - loads, stresses, and
ficticiums stressts - as may be needed to define loads, stresses, or -
margins of safety throughout the structure.. If the Joint probability
technique ib to be used, this step will include also the computation of
the pertinent correlation coefficients, p . (The quantities va and Z&used vhon the joint probability technique_ is applied on a mission an~sis

basis., are given by 2w No Ax and 2 v N A respectively.)
oy

16.3.1 Mission, Analyss Criterion. Under the mission analysis form of
critLrion. the A and No values obtained from the dynamic analysis are
next used to obtain exceedance curves for each load quantity, aý- lescribedS~~in tle last paragraph of Section 4.1 and illustrated., for examp].., by '

Figure 9-9. The design level value for each load quantity is then read
at the design frequency of exce!dance of 2 x iO cycles per hour defined
in Section 15.
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Advanced configurations where aerodynamic heating must be considered will
require some modification to this procedure. One major effect of aero-

.dynamic heating is the reduction of material allowables in the supersonic
portion of the flight, in general resulting in different allowables for
each flight segment. eoi representative supersonic transport designs,
the highest gust loads have been found to occur during subsonic climb,,

where the structure is cold. Supersonic speeds, resulting in hot struc-
ture and reduced allowables, are reached only at high altitudes, where 2.

the gust loads are very much reduced. An obvious simple, but conserva-
tive approach would be to define design-level loads in the usual way and
to apply these loads in conjunction with the lowest (high temperature)
allowables. This conservatism is likely to be unacce-:table, however.
It can be eliminated by arbitrarily allocating the design frequency of
exceedance amongst several portions of the flight. For example, the
permissible 2 x 10-5 exeeedanees per hour might be divided equally,
1 x io-5 to a low-temperature portion of the flight and i x i0-" to a
high-temperature portion. If, under this arbitrary allocation, the low-
temperature portion is fomd to be critical, the allocation could be V
changed, say, to 1.8 x io5 exceedances per hour for the low-temperature
portion and 0.2 x 10-5 for the high-temperature portion. Under any
"arbitrary allocation, as long as each set of loads is within the limit 4,
strength corresponding to its allowables, the total exceedances of limit
strength will not exceed the design value of 2 x 10-5 per hour defined
in Section 15. (It will be noted that the allocation principle used
here is quite similar to that described in Section 15.2.3 for treatment
of stability augmentation system malfunction under a design envelope •"Z
form of criterion.)

The same objective might also be achieved by obtaining exceedance curves
for Y/ylimit instead of for y. The value of Ylimit would, in general,
be different for each mission segment. This approach would make un-
necessary the arbitrary allocation of exceeaances amongst mission seg-
ments. It would, however, appear to lead to a variety of difficulties
in practical application, especially where the "matching condition"
technique is to be used.

"Transient. stresses due to non-uniform thermal expansion will also require
|f special treatment. In principle, these stresses can simply be added to I

the one-g level flight stressei for each mission segment.

16.3.2 Design Envelope Criterion. Under the design envelope form of
criterion, the -A value for each load quantity for each flight condition
is r.-Itiplied by the appropriate Ow 4d value as specified in Section 15
to obtain a design load value.

The problems mentioned above as likely to occur In application o. the
mission analywes form of criterion to advanced configurations do not
appear with the design envelope form of criterion.

S. . .. 283
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16.4 Generation of YAtching Conditions; Joint Probability Analysis

At this stagej, the procedures become quite different. depending upon -•

vbether the matching condition or joint probability technique is to be.
used.

If the matching condition technique is to be used. some consideration
should be given to the degree of conservatism that will be acceptable
in matching the statistically defined loads. If gust loads are critical,
a refiL-'d technique comparable to that described and illustrated in
detail in Appendices C and D would ordinarily be appropriate. On the
other hand, if considerable conservatism can be allowed, conservative
assumplions should be made as appropriate to minimize the work. For
example, ma)xmum bending moments ana maxi-sum torsions (about the elastic
axis) can be assumed to occur sinultaner.%sly, with each of the four
combinations of sign.

The technique to be followed in matching the statistically defined loads
will be essentially the samne for a mission analysis as for a design
envelope form of criterion. Some minor differences are pointed out in
&'ction 11.1 and others will be evident from a study of Appendix C. In
addltion, it might be noted that, in utilizing the design envelope form
of criterionj a major effort should be made to eliminate non-critical.
conditions based on values of M (ov qd) prior to generation of the
matmcing conditions, so that the mnmber of design envelope points for -
thich matching conditions are generated can be held to a minimum.

If the joint probability technique is to be ul.•d, it will be generally
in accoadlance with the procedures described in Reference 1. The amonmt
of computation Indicated therein in conjunction with the design envelope
form of cr'iterion. however, will be greatly reduced, inasmuch as the
calculatioas need be carried out for only a single aw, valre for each
flight conALtion.

For advanced configurations, parti-ularly those characterized by low-
aspect-ratio wings, some increased difficulty in applying either the
matching condition or joint probability technique is likely to be
encountered.

p, In the matching conditicn technique, more matching conditions may be
required, and it will probably be neceEsary to examine a greater nmber
of internal stresses, both actual and ficticious. As a result, however,
of limited experience in matching statistically defined taxi loads for
a delta wing airplane, it appears that the matching condition concept

will still be quite practical to apply.

Considerably increased difficulty would be expected, in either the
matching condition or joint probability technique, if it became necessary

2811&
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to inld igrib bending streeses. 7estress conditioi. at a Point -

two directions and a shear stress., rather than only one tension-compesson
stress P;ashear stress. A three dimsensional instead of a two

Idimensional treatment would then be required. RopefullY,, simple con-
servative assumptions regarding rib bending stresses will usually be
acceptable,, so that the complexities of treating rat.Ionally the additional

-~ stress component can be avoided.
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17 ME M=AC OF ME DISCET GUST CONCMP

The present study has been directed explicitly toward the developwent of
a power-spectral gust design procedure, with the future role of the present
discrete gust requirement not intended to be a part of the study. A-, the
same time, the selection and development of a power spectral gust criterion
is bound to be influenced at least indirectly by the role which the dis-
crete gust concept will continue to play. In addition, in the course of
developing the power-spectral criteria, various thoughts have crystalyzed
regarding the relation between the power-spectral and discrete-gust ap-
proaches. As a result, some discussion of the future role of the discrete
gust criterion is conaidered appropriate.

Hlistorically, as the continuous turbulence concept gradualy gained
acceptance, good engineering 3udnent dictated the use of both the old
and the new concepts iLa combination until sufficient experience could
be gained to assure thtt the newer approach would be adequate by itself.
Plowr, however, it appears that the need for a discrete gust criterion is
diminishing. Some of the factors leading to suc'h a conclusion are indi-
cated by the following comments.

1, First, while reasonably discrete gusts undoubtedly occur in the
atmosphere, thfe is accumulating evidence that the preponderence
of gusts are better described in terms of continuous turbulence.
It has long beem accepted that clear air turbulence at moderate
intensity levela is generally continuous in nature. Thunderstorm
gust velocity profiles are now available in considerable
quantity, for example in References 1 and 28; these almost in- &
variably display the characterietics of continous turbulence.
Also, the extremely severe low level turbulence of which
measurements are reported in references 29 and 30 is also under-
stood to have consisted largely of continuous turbulence, although
a number of severe discrete gusts were also encountered.

2. Second, it has become more and more evident that elastic mode
dynamic efforts must be treated on a power-spectral basis. The
elastic mode effects, in a discrete gust analysis. are highly "
sensitive to the gust gradient distance. Yet the problems of
selecting a gust gradient distance and of relating the gust
velocity to this gradient distance appear as insurmountable now
as when the continuous turbulence concept was first introduced,,
offering for the first time a practical way of bypassing this
knotty problem. In order for a discrete-gust dynamic analysis
to be realistic for design loads determination, data on the
"joint probability of gradient distance and gust velocity for .
"discrete gusts would be required. Such data simr y are not
available, nor are z.ey likely to become available. one cannot
help feeling, however, that the relation of gust -nIensity to
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gust wavelength inherent in the power-spectral description of
atmospheric turbulence 1 probably quite representative of
discrete gusts as well as continuous turbulence. Consequently,,

ri as long as the various elastic modes are all fairly well damped.,
. the power spectral analysis should duplicate reasonably well

the results that a discrete gust analysis would yield if the
necessary statistical data were available and incorporated.
For a system with poorly damped modes, of corarse, the continuous

- turbulence analysis would be required regardless of 'hether a
discrete gust analysis were performed, in order to account for
resonant build-up of load at the natural frequencies.

3. From a static loads standpoint, the impresqion has prevailed
-- that gust loads are not sensitive to the gradient distance andSthat the discrete-gust nd power-spectra approaches should

I hlead to nearly identical results. Instances have been found,,
.however, where discrete-gust and power-spectral approaches give
results differing by rather sizable uots.

In order to study these differences, values of Ow lid necessary
ii to give the same airplane load factor as a 50 fps discrete gust

(Ude) have been obtained for a number of representative air-
planes. The discrete gust is defined as in FAR 25, and the gust
velocity is consldered to decrease 'with altitude above 20000 ft. • P,
an indicated therein. For the p-,pose of this comparison, the Ak-a
airplanes are considered to be rigid and restrained to plunge -

only. Under these assumptions, the desired Ow 1d values are
given~ by•idr. 9d d --e !'

"where Kg is the discrete gust alleviation factor, evaluated in

accordance with FAR 25., and a is the atmsiheric density ratio.
Values of KV are read from Figure 5-2. (These KW values are
alightV low due to the 1appoxmations to the lift growth func-

tions used in obtaining the curves; use of "precise" values
would have decreased the Gw 'I d values obtained by about
If, at each altitude, the value of ov 11d necessary- to give

the same load factor as a 50 fps dgscreteust were found to
Sjbe the same for all airplanes, it would make no difference

whether a discrete gust or power-spectral criterion were used.
.Bt suppose that different values are found. If the various
airplanes had all been designed to the sm Ude, their caa-.
bilities to withstand continuous turtulence, as measured by the

0 w qd value made good,, would then differ. If the airplane
"I making good the hLgbest O% Vd were considered just adequate from
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a gust loads standpoint, its 0-w qd would define the appropria te
design level of Ow qd, and the other airplanes would be
deficient.

Results for the various airplanes are shown by the dash lines
in Figure 17-1. The background grid of lines of constant
N(y)/N0 is the same as in Figure 5-8. Curve A shows the ow Itd
values corresponding to the prescribed Ude for the Table la
airplane of "NACA 7I 4332. This is a typical 4-engine r'.ston-
powered transport. Curve B reflects a 50% increase in wing

* loading and is roughly representative of the Model 188.
Curve C reflects a further increase of 33% in wing loading.
Curve D represents a large delta wing airplane representative
of proposed supersonic transport configurations; W/CLa S is
the same as for curve C, but the wing chord is increased by a
factor of five. Curve E reflects the result of a 50% decrease 7
in wing loading relative to curve A and is representative of
the DC3 generatlon 'f taports. .

The knuckle in each curve at 20000 ft. reflects the variation
of Ude with altitude. The sliht unfairness that may be noted L
in some o. the curves apparently is the result of difficulty
in reading the curves of Figure 5-2 accurately at the low values
"of j.

Mhe fairly substantial differences between these curves indicate
that the discrete gust and power-spectral approaches can give j
sigaificantly different results, even where resonant build-up
in poorly damped =.odes cannot be a contributing factor. For
example, suppose that airplanes A and D were each designed to
a 50 fps discrete gust. For flight through continuous turbulence L
at sea level, airplane A would be good for a turbulence in-

• tensity of Ow q d = 93 fps. Airplane D, on the other hand, would
be good for a turbulence intensity of only iwv 'd = 65 fps. Its
actual loads in a giver: patch of turbulence, relative to those
of airplane A., would be greater than predicted by discrete gust
theory.. terefore, in th- ratio 93/65 - 1.43.

The reasons for this diff-erence are not hard to understand.

"First, in the discrete gust methods now in use, the length of
gust is ab-umed to be proportional to the wing mean chord.
"This assumption simplifies the calculations, and for past air-
planes it may have been fairly realistic. Howevere, the
extremely long chord of airplane D results in a gubt so long
that the airplane tends to rise with the gust and de-i-elop
rel,,tively little load. Further, this alleviating effect of u
gurt length is not offset by any increase in gust velocity.
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On the other hand, the power-spectral treatment of atmospheric
turbulence reflects the fact that the longer-gradient gusts
tend to have significantly higher gust velocities. This effect
of Ving chord explains the difference between curves C and D in
Figure 17-1.

Second, because of its higber value of W/CLa S, airplane D
acquires vertical velocity less rapidly as it enters any given
gust. This phenomenon is reflected in higher alleviation
factors on both discrete gust and power spectral bases. On
encountering gusts of various vavelengtha, however,, airplane D -
and likewise airplane C - will tend to feel the longer wavelength
gustO that airplane A rides over. I n contrast to the discretc
gast form'Lap the power spectral treatmeIt reflects the mixtbe
of gusts of all wavelengths and the Pigher gust velocities as-
inociated with the longer wavelengths. This effect of a higber
value of W/Cia -explains the difference between curves A and C
In Figure 17-1.

Thus it is evident that the relation of gust intensity to
gradient distance is important from the standpoint of static as
vell as dywi~dc loads determination.

?4. As indicated by the above discussion, it appears that the power
"spectral approach accounts much more realistically for the

A ,actual mix of gust gradient distances in the a"tosiphere and for
the variation of gust intensity vith gradient distance than
does the present discrete gust formula, on a static as vell as
on a dynanic loads basis. As a result, the power spectral
approach probably does a better job of accounting for loads due
to actual discrete gusts than does the present discrete gust
requirement. With a comprehensive power spectral gust loads

+-- criterion in use - which will be necessary in any event to pro-
vide for the situation of a possible resonant build-up of
response in poorly damped modes - it would appear that the dis-
crete gust situation is inherently provided for and that a
specific dynamic or static discrete gust criterion 1P not

*- inecessary in addition.

5. A power-spectral method of analysis is not necessarily more

difficult to apply than a discrete gust zethod. The present
static.l.oad pluWe-only discrete-gust method can, in fact, be
converted to a po' er-spectral basis by making just two changes:

A I(a) Replace the discrete-gust alleviation factor by an allevia-
tion factor read from curves such as those of Figure 5-2

X herein.
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(b) Replace the specified value of Ude with a specified value
" - i of ov Vd (varying appropriately with altitude). -

Thbe discrete gust and power spectral procedures in this came
a rax ~iT~"tially identical. In using the power spectral rather

than 'We discrete gust data, one needn't even be aware that it
- is no ionger discrete gusts that are described.

To be sure, this simple rigid-airplane analysis does not exploit
the full potentiality of the power-spectral approach. But it

-1 does account more realistically for the actual mix of gast
' gradient distances in the atmosphere and the variation of gust

intensity with gradient distance. Furthermore., as additional
I ' rigid and elastic degrees of freedom are introduced, the added

complexity is due to the additional degrees of freedom rather
than to the power-spectral treatment. And if the added degrees

I I of freedom are imfxrtant to the result, they are likely to be
important on a discrete-gust as well as a power-spectral basis.

6. To further euphasize the yarallelism of the discrete gust and
power-spectral forms of criterion, it is of interest to compare

I' the dash-line curves in Figure 17-1, representing the levels
produced by the 50 fps discrete gust criterion, with the design
levels selected In Section 15. fhe latter are N(y)/INo = 1.2 x
10-6 for the design envelope criterion and N(y)/io = 1.2 x 10-6
as a lower bound and 6 x 10-9 as an upper bound for the combined

criterion (Curves F and G rerpectively in Figure 17-]). InTi mikng this comparison, it should be borne in mind that the 50
fps discrete gust velocity has generally been eployed on a

_. +static basis and has provided sufficient strength to cover
"whatever dynmic effects are present - on the order of 40% of
the static loads in the case of the Modal 188, for example, as
indicated by the A values for cases 202 and 202 Rigid in Tables

"""-i '-9(b) and (c). Comequently, when the elastic-mode dynamic
effects are to be included explicitly in the analysis, the

*wv' d values indicated by the dash lines would be divided
by the dynamic factor of 1.40 as vul as by the factor of a-cut
1.08 which accounts for the unconserati.m in Figure 5-2.
Dividing the Curve B (Model 188) value at 12,000 ft. by (1.08)
(1.e0) gives fv 'Id - 63, which is ver- close to the value of

, 2 60 actually obtained in Section 13.

As a re:ult of the above considerations, it appears that the discrete
gust concept has largely served its Vpose and that airworthiness re-

j quirements based thereon can be dropped at such time as suitable power-
"spectral criteria are adopted.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Three forms of power-spectral gust loads criteria have been developed.
All of these properly account for the continuous nature of atmos-
pheric turbulence. They differ, however, in the degree to which they
take account of how closely normal operational flight conditions
approach the design envelope.

2. A combined form of criterion, embodying both the mission analysis
and design envelope concepts, is considered to be the most desirable.
In this criterion, two alternatives are offered. Under the first,
appropriate for an airplane that is not gust critical, loads are
obtained on a design envelope basis at a sufficiently severe 0w07d
level to assure an adequate structure no matter how severe the actual
airplane operation may be relative to the design envelope, subject
only to the design envelope not being exceeded. In the second, loads
are obtained on a mission analysis basis, reflecting the actual opera-
tion e.-pected; in addition, loads are obtained on a design envelope
basis, at a considerably lower aw 7 d level, in order to provide a
"floor" below which the loads will not be allowed to fall.

3. The "combined" form of dynamic gust loads criterion is sufficient to
assure adequacy of a new design from a gust loads standpoint. A
static or dynamic discrete gust criterion would not be necessary in
addition to the power-spectral criterion.

4. Limit-strength frequency of exceedance values for the reference air-

planes, based upon rr.-ssion analysis calculations, are:

Vertical gust

Model 188 N(y) - 2.1 x 10-5 exceedances per hour
Model 749 N(y) . 1.8 x 10-5 exceedances per hour
Model 720B N(y) W 1.1 x 10-5 exceedances per hour

Lateral Eust

Model 188 N(y) = 6.0 x 1C- 5 exceedances per hour
Model 749 N(y) = 2.5 x 10-4 exceedances per hour
Model 720B N(y) - 4.0 x 10-6 exceedances per hour

For these airplanes, vertical gust values are governed by wing
strength and lateral gust values by tail strength. The Model 720B
lateral gust value is for yaw damper off.

5. Limit strength values of aw 7d for the reference airplanes at speed.
VC, based upon critical design envelope points are:
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Vertical gust

Model 188 awl d - 60 fps at 12,000 ft.(N(y)/No - 1.2 x 10-6)

Model 749 Ow Yd 88 f`ps at 7000 ft.(N(y)/No - 7 x 10-8)
Model 720B w 17d 11.1 fps at 22,000 ft.(N(y)/No - 8 x 10-9)

LTteral-g

Model 188 ,d = bi6 fps at 7,000 ft.(N(y)/No - 1.4 x 10-6)
Model 749 Gw 7d - 65 fps at 7,000 ft.(N(y)/No - 8 x i0"7)
Model 720B aw ed - 99 fps at 23,000 ft.(N(y)/No - 2.4 x 10-8)

Again, the vertical gust valuec are governed by wing strength. The
lateral gust values are governed by tail and aftbody strength. The
Model 720B lateral gust value is for yaw damper off.

6. Although both the Model 188 and Model 749 limit-strength frequency
of exceedance due to lateral gust is higher than due to vertical
gust - that is, the vertical tail is critical - the design frequency
of exceedance should be taken at the more conservative level based
on wing strength. It is believed that actual lateral gust loads may
be somewhat lover than indicated by the analysis because of the
ability of the pilot to provide additional Dutch roll damping by
use of the controls.

7. Appropriate design levels for use on new airplanes are concluded to

be:

For a mission analysis: N(y) = 2 x 10"5 exceedances per hour.

For a design envelope criterion if used alone or for the design
envelope "floor" in the comb ned criterion: 4w qd to be as de-
fined by N(y)/No = 1.2 x 10- in Figure !'-8 (corresponding to
Ow "d - 62 fps at 7000 ft.)

For the conservative design envelope loads obtained in lieu of
a mission analysis under the combined criterion: ft 4d to be
a do? j. z ,a _0 1i i Figure 5-8 (corresponding
O "d = 110 fps et 7000 ft. )

The above a values are for speed VC. At speed VB3, design
should be to 6/50 of the Vc values, and at speed VD, to 25/50
of the VC values.
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8.. The description of the atmosphere to be used in conjunction with the
St"Od dfesign levels of N(y) and Owqd utilizes a shape of power
spectral density function given by the isotropic turbulence equation,

a L +8 (39L112
[ + (1.339 Ll)

with L = 2500 ft. The a distributions for use in the mission
analysis are defined by b and P values in equation 5-2 herein as
given by Figures 5-3 and 5-4. This description, were it to be used
on an absolute basis (that is, independently of the limit design
levels established herein) would be slightly conservative.

9. Either a "matching condition" or a "Joint probability" technique can
be used to integrate the statistical loads determination with the
stress analysis operation. The application of each is illustrated.
Use of the joint probability technique is likely to be limited to
the final stage of design. The matching condition., or single para-
meter, technique can be applied in various degrees of refinement and
is appropriate for use at all stages of design.

10. Exact consistency of the joint probability and, the matching condition
or single parameter techniques is not to be expected, because of the
subtle difference in the design philosophy reflected. However, the
numerical differences are very small.

i-. There is some indication that aerodynamic induction effects and
transient lift growth may have a much greater influence on the gust
response of a rigid airplane free to pitch than has previously been
realized. Inasmuch as rather crude assumptions in this area have
generally been regarded as entirely P.cceptable, further research is
considered urgent.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISOp OF ASD TR 61-235 AND TN 4332 uT, DISTRIWIIONS

Comparisons of the AsD TR 61-235 and TK 4332 P and b values are shown in
Figures A-I through A-4. The over-all O;fect on the aw, distributions.,
as reflected in plots of N(y)/No vs y/r, is then shown in Figures A-5
and A-6.
In these comparisons, the "As Published" P and b values are taken
directly from the respective sources. They are for use with a Liepmann
spectral shape with L = 1000 ft., except that the ASD TR 61-235 values
below an altitude of 5000 ft. are associated with reduced values of L.
Although not applicable in the present work, TN 4332 "Missile" P2 's (no
storm avoidance) are included as a matter of interest.

The ASD TR 61-235 "Modified" P and b values are as defined by Figures
5-3 and 5-4.

TheTN t4332 "Modified" values are obtained so as to be generally consis-
tent with the ASD TR 61-235 "Modified" values. The same factors are
applied to P1 and P2 as in obtaining the ASD TR 61-235 "Modified" values.
The computation of bI and b2 values is shown in Tables A-I and A-2.
These tables follow the format of Tables Ia and lb of TN 4332., but the
computations differ as follows:

(1) The quantity labeled / I(K,Slif in TK 4332 and designated
KV herein is read from curves based upon the "isotropic
turbulence" spectrum (Figure 5-2), at a value of L - 2500 ft.,instead of fro Fig. 7 of AMSA TR 31272 (based upon the '•
Liepmann spectrum) at L = 1000 ft. (adunt

(2) The lift curve slope is taken as

"6A
1.15 A+2

where A is the aspect ratio, the quantity 6A/(A + 2) -is an
excellent approximatlon of the lift curve slope for wing
alone, and the factor 1.15 accounts for the average ratio
of airplane to -wing lift curve slope. The value thus ob-
tained is used both where the lift curve slope appears
explicitly in Equation (17) of TN 1332 (Equation 5-5 herein)
and in evaluation of the mass pareter. The inclusion of
the 1.15 factor in the equation itself results in its
appearance in the heading of Column 9 of Tables A-I and A-2.

A-I
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Its inclusion in the mass parameter accounts for its
appearance in the heading of Column 4.

Column ., designated i , corresponds to "K" in Tables la
and Ib of TH 4332. However, a factor of 4 has been
omitted for conaistency with the Pratt mass parameter
(NAsATR 1206, Reference 31); and, as noted absfe, the
theoretical lift curve slope of 2 v is replaced by an
estimated actual lift curve slope.

(3) A revised estimate of dynamic factor is included in the
final evaluation of b1 and b2 in Column 10. The dynamic
factor calculated for the Lockheed Model 749A Constellation i
(ratio of rm, values, flexible to rigid, based on the
Lieplsann spectrum with L = 1003 ft.) is 1.07. Values quoted
for the DC-6 and DC-7 in ASD TR 61-235 range from 1.02 to
"1.07. A value of 1.06 is considered representative, and
the ratio of the value 1.20 used in TN 4332 to this value is
is 1.13. This factor provides %what is in effect an adjust-
ment to the Ude levels and could properly have been ap-
plied as a factor to either the 2.2 coefficient in Column
2 or to C in Column 9.

No correaction for pitch is included. As indicated in connection with the
modification of the ASD TR 61-235 b1 and b2 values, analysis based on the
Model 749 has shown the effect of pitch to be small. Further, whereas

At inclusion of pitch would reduce A by about 7%, use of more exact lift
growth functions in the plvnge-only analysis would increase A by almost
exactly the same mount.

It will be noted that the "ASD TR 61-235 Modified" and the "TB 4332
Modified" b's are inconsistent to the extent of abovt 7A because of the
differences in the lift growth functions assumed in the original deter-
minations. To remove this inconsistency it would be necessary to increase
the AsD TBR 61-235 b values.

It may be remarked that no inconsistency results from not modifying the
lift curve slope in evaluating the Pratt mass parameters (Column 3) orin the equation for C (Column 9). A modification to C will result in
an equal a-d opposite modification to the coefficient 2.2 in Column 2
and hence will have no effect on the results.

It is interesting to note that although the differences between TR 4332
and ASD TB 61-235 b and P values appear rather great (Figures A-1 through
A-14), the resulting generalized exceedance curves (Figures A-5 and A-6)
show much closer agreement.
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NUMERICAL 1ESMLTS -'

A and N values obtained fru the vertical gust dynamic analysis of the
Model N and Model 749, together with the associated one-g level flight
loads, are listed in Table B-i through B-4. Results for both the mis-
sion analysis and design envelope cases are ahown. I 7
Units in the tables aiv as follows:

Acceleration g' s

Shears, tail loads pounds

Bending and torsion moments inch pounds

Shear flows pounds per inch

No cycles per second

All A values are in the -uits indicated above, per fps

true gust velocity.

Sign conventions are as follows:

Wing shear and bending moment, positive up 0 "

"Wing torsion, positive leading edge up

"Wing shear flows, positive clockwise

Fuselage shear, positive up (relative to a fixed midbody) • j
Paselage bending moment, forebody positive up aad aftbody
positive down (relative to a fixed mid'oody)

Tail load, positive up

Torsions and bending moments are with respect to the elastic axis in
all cases.

It should be remarked that the A and especially the No values listed in
Tables B-I through B-4 for tail and aftbody loads are somewhat higher
than would actually be realistic, as a result of the way in which the
elevator float was treated. This motion was introduced, as noted in
Section 8.1.1, in such a way as to permit an elevator f!lapping dynamic

B--Z
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' L-V mode. Inasmuch as the damping that would actually be provided by thecontrol system was not included in the analysis, large elevator motions
at about 6 cps resulted. By examinaticn of the various load power-
spectral densities for the Model 188 tail and aftbody, it was seen that,
for example, a more realistic value of No would be about 1.5 cps in allcases and that A should be reduced from the ralue shown by about 4% for
tail load, by 7% for shear and bending moment at F.S. 1000, and, for
bending moment at F.S. 695 where the A value is already relatively very
sma l because of the offsetting effect of inertia and air loads, by 25%.

* A and No values obtained from the lateral gust dynamic analysis are
summarized in Tables B-5 through B-8.

" j oUnits are identical to those of Figures B-1 through B-4.* I
As only A and No values are listed, all signs are inherently positive.

A and No values obtained in connection with the Model 188 vertical gust
parameter variation study (Section 14) are presented in Table B-9. Units.sign conventions, and other particulars are the same a.3 in Tables B-1
through B-il.
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iji TABLE B-5. RESULTS OF LATERAL GUST DYNAMIC ANALYSIS,
MODEL 188 MISSION ANALYSIS SEGMENTS
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TABLE B-6. RESULTS OF LATERAL GUST DYNAMIC ANALYSIS,

MODEL 188 -DESIGN ENVELOPE CASES
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TABLE B-7. RESULTS OF LATERAL GUST DYNAMIC ANALYSIS,
MODEL 749 MISSION ANALYSIS SEGMENTS

lte. 2 Pr M Art Aet Ventcal ragm Vmeaet
Cas ft4 aw 30 aw 3o63 Tal c.0. tas n T.il

10 5M 11313. 78M9 13M.2 .oowk5 .o 3 .ooa
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TABLE B-8. RESULTS OF LATERAL GUST DYNAMIC ANALYSIS,
MODEL 749 DESIGN ENVELOPE CASES
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APPENDIX C

APPLICATION OF THE MATCHIG CONDITION TECHNYQUE TO
THE MODEL 188 WI

In order to provide a detailed illustration of the application of the
principles discussed in Sections 11-1 and 11-2, a set of enveloping de-
sign conditions is now generated for the Model 188 wing. These condi-
tions match the loads defined statistically by the mission analysis
apbroach, at an arbitrary frequency of exceedance approximating the limit-
strength value. Generation of enveloping conditions to match design
envelope, rather than mission analysis, loads would be quite similar.
However, as indicated in Section 11.1, matching the mission analysis
loads provides a somewhat moz'e severe test of the method, as it brings 4
in problems that do not arise in matching design envelope loads.

The loads generated in this section also provide the basis for extensive
stress analysis, which leads to a more exact determination of the value
of N(y) corresponding to limit strength of the Model 188 wing. This

-' determination is described in Appendix E, which also makes further use
of the results of the stress analysis to indicate an ultimate-strength
N(y) value and limit and ultimate strength values of awic

It should be emphasized that the detailed procedure described in the
following paragraphs is illustrative only. Wide variations in the-
specific approach are to be expected, depending upon the degree of con-
servat-sm acceptable and the specific airplane being treated. In at-
tempting to follow the details of the vork for the Model 188, the reader
should not lose sight of the basically simple concepts described in
Sections 10, 11.1, and U.2, which will apply under any circumstances.

C.1 Nomenclature

The following nomenclature is used in this Appendix:

A Ratio of root-mean-square load to root-mean-square gust J
velocity

SCL a Lift curve slope per radian

Moment curve slope per radian

El Elementary distribution for static mode

E2  Elementary distribution for dynamic bending mode

.4-



3E3 Elementary distribution for dynamic torsion mode

Ratio of load in static mode elementary distribution to
statistically defined load

Ratio of load in dynamic bending mode elementary distri-
bution to statistically defined load

13:Ratio of load in dynamic torsion mode elementary distri-
bution to statistically defined load

Unsteady aerodyramic function due to Eu t on nacelle -

i.e.., lift at given frequency divided by lift at zero
frequency

Kw Unsteady aeroynamii function dae to gust on wing - i.e.,
lift at given frequency divided by lift at zero --

frequency

Unsteady aerodynamic function due to a ;anit change in --

angle-of-attack on the nacelle - i.e., lift at given
freque-ncy divided by lift at zero frequency

'I .. Unsteady aerodynamic function due to a unit change in T
angle-of-attack on the wing - i.e., lift at given fre- A
qaency divided by lift at zero frequency

L Any load; subscript S denotes statistically defined
"design-level value; subscript D denotes a design condi-
tion value

No Average number of zero crossings with positive slope for -

rms load quantity

Mx Wing bending moment (in.-lb.)

MY Wing torsion moment (in.-ib.)

- IS Aerodynamic reference area (ft. 2 )

Sz Wing shear (lb.)

T Transfer function

V Airplane forward velocity (in./sec.)

W Gust velocity (in./sec.)

- i
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Xnac Generalized coordinate of nacelle elastic plunge deflec-
tion relative to the wing (chords)

Zo Ge.neralized coordinate of fuselage plunge displacement"j
(choi ds)

Z Vertical translation of any point on the wing relative
to the fuselage (in.)

a1  Loading coefficient for elementary distribution

a2 Loading coefficient for elementary distribution FI

a 3  Loading coefficient for elementary distribution E3

c Chord (in.)

Mean aerodynamic chord (in.)

f Frequency (cps)

Jg Acceleration of gravity (386 i. /sec.-

Location of mass item relative to wing elastic axis (in.)

nz Load factor (g's)

nzcg C.G. load factor (g's) i i
Rigid body load factor required to maintain balance in

'n-bal. the dynamic elastic modes (g's)

p Laplace operator

SFree-stream dynamic pressure in psf, or beam shear flow
in pounds per inch 4

x Denotes in general a length in the chordwise direction
(in.)

y Denotes in general a length in the spanwise direction
(in.)

na. Generalized coordinate of nacelle elastic pitch rota-
nac. tion relative to wing at nacelle (rad.)

C-3
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I Sunaation over the wing span from the tip to the root
T

0- Generalized coordinate of fuselage pitch rotation (rad.)

Output power spectral density for quantity y

O1 Forcing frequency (rad./chord)

"a Aerodynamic angle-of-attack (rad.) 7

Wing bending influence coefficient (in./lb.)
ij

Wing torsion influence coefficient (rad./in.-lb.)
ij

* Wing twist elastic deflection (rad.)

Subscripts:

A Airload

RA Wing elastic axis

FB Wing front beam

I Inertia load

1A Arbitrary load axis to which wing loads are referred

RB Wing rear beam

N or NAC Nacelle

W Wing

i General location of the wing

3 Designation of nacelles

Matrices:

-[1 Square matrix

[J Diagonal matrix

-LI--
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Column matrix

* Matrix multiplication j

Dots are used to denote the derivatives of a quantity with respect to
time.

A quantity preceeded by a A denotes that the quantity Is the increment
! " for that particular wing panel.

I denotes the modulus of a complex quantity.

C._. 3reliminary Considerations

The "..Kermination of design load conditions divides naturally into two
dist act parts. In the first, several "elementary" or "unit" distribu-
tions are developed. In the second, these are used as building blocks
to generate one or more design load conditions, such as to match or
envelope closely the statistically defined loads resulting from the
power-spectral analysis.

Before embarl.ting upon the generation of the elementary distributions,
it is necessary to decide which mission segment or segments these should
11P based upon and determine what modes should be used as a basis. Con-
£..daently, it is pertinent to look at some results of the power-spectral
analysis.

The loads obtained from the Model 188 mission analysis are shear, bend- ' •
ing moment, and torsion at wing stations 83, 119, 167, 209, 275, 346,
380, 448, and 516, and front and rear beam shear flows at wing stations
83 and 346. (The nacelle locations are wing stations 188 and 359.)

f Values of these loads are read fqom the frequency-of-exceedance curves at
a frequency of exceedance of 10-' cycles per hour. The actual frequency
of exceedance value to be used for design of a new airplane had yet to
be established at this stage of the analysis, but the value selected
here is the right order of magnitude and hence will be satisfactory to
"illustrate the method. Later work, described in Appendix E, indicates
this to be quite close to the actual lit it strength value for the
Electra. I
A typical frequency of exceedance curve - for bending moment at wing
"station 119 - was shown in Figure 9-9(b). It is seen that the bending
moment at li0 5 cycles per hour is 12.1 million inch-pounds. It is
apparent from the figure that mission analysis case 202 is the major
contributor to the total bending moment. Similarly, it was established
that case 202 is a major contributor to all of the other load quantities,

C-5 g
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except for torsions in the outer wing. Oatar wing torsions are produced
predominantly by mission analysis case 201.

Loads for the total mission, and separately for mission analysis cases
201 and 202, are summarized in Table C-i, at the frequency of exceedance
of 10"5 cycles per hour. In Table C-I, loads for the total mission are
shown in column 3; loads due to mission analysis case 201 alone and 202
alone, at the same frequency of exceedance per hour of total flight,

appear as columns 4 and 5 respectively. One-g loads for mission analysis
cases 201 and 202 are shown as columns 6 and 7. The resulting "gust
incremental" loads are shown in columns 8 through U1. In columns 8 and
10, the gust increment is taken as the difference between the net load
based on all mission segments and the one-g load for the segment indi-
cated. In colimns 9 a( 11i, the gust increment is the increment for the
given mission segment a' ae. Columns 12 and 13 show, based on mission
segments 201 and 202 respectively, the ratio of gust increment due to the
given segment alone to the total gust increment based on all segments.

In column 13, th. ratios for shear, bending moment, and beam shear flow
are ali approximately .90. Ignoring for the present the wing torsions,
the following cce, clusions can be drawn. First, if design conditions were
to be generated to match the gust incremental loads for condition 202
alone (column U), these could then be "ratioed up" by dividing by .90

L and would closely reproduce the column 10 incremental loads. Then, if
the condition 202 one-g loads were to be added, a match to the net loads
of column 3 wculd result. Thus, to obtain a m.tch to the statistically

e-• defined net loads, only the gust increment need be considered, and this
can be confined to condition 202.

Now let us examine the torsions. Over the region from the fuselage to
the inboard nacelle, the ratio in column 13 is approximately .80; be-
tween nacelles it is approximately .85. Since these ratios are not far
below the .90 ratio for the other load quantities, use of case 202 on an
incremental basis should also give a fair representation of the torsions -

from the fuselage to theoutboard nacelle. For outer wing torsion, case
202 gives a poor representation of the total for the mission; consequently,
it is necessary to use mission analysis case 2%1. Here, however, the
cause is primarily the large difference in one-g flight torsion, rather
than a difference in gust incremental torsion. Consequently, incrementa.l
torsions based on case 202 can be expected to be satisfactory even in the
outer wing, if combined with the one-g loads for case 201.

An a result of the foregoirg considerations, it is concluded that gust
elementary distributions derived from a consideration of mission analysis
case 202 only. These will then be added to cas e obtaineday 202 ouie-g

loads as appropriate.

c-6
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It will be observed that the net load levels obtained from the mission

analysis depend primarily on the rms or A values, which in turn depend
upon the total area under each output power spectral density curve.
However, in establishing distributions of loads that might actually occur
at particular instants of time, consideration must be given to the shapes
of the output power spectral dens ity diagrams.

The output power spectral densities of shear, bending moment, torsion,
and front and rear beam shear flow at wing station 83 and 346 were shown

4 ,in Figure 9-3. It is evident that there are three peaks in the power
spectral density plots: the first, at approximately .4 eps, is asso-
ciated with the short period mode; the second, at 2.1 cp., is due to the
first coupled wing bending mode; and the third, at 4.4 cps, is due to the
first coupled wing torsion mode. It is also apparent that the relativc_Ji contributions of the three modes differ from one load quantity to another -

for example, as between chear, moment, and torsion at any one wing sta-
6 tion, and also, from one wing station to another,

For example, consider first the shear and torsion power spectral density
of Figure 9-3(a). The 2.1 cps mode contributes about 1/3 of the total
area for shear, but about 3/4 of the total area f.r torsion. Consider
now the shear power-spectral densities of Figure!. 9-3(a) and (b). In
Figure 9-3(a), the 2.1 cps mode contributes about 1/3 of the total area
while in Figure 9-3(b) it contributes approximately 2/3 of the total
area. The significant conclusions to be reached at this point is that
since thera are three dominant peais in the power-spectral densities, it
will be necessary to derive three elementary distributions - one corre-
sponding to each of the peaks.

In order to provide a more complete picture 6f the various power spectral
densities, a summary of the relative peak values if the power-spectral
densities for all load quantities is shown in Table C-2.

In connuetion with the power-spectral density information presented in
Figure 9-3 and Table C-2, some additional observations are pertinent in
anticipation of developing the several elementary distributions. First,
it becomes apparent that all loads outboard of the outboard nacelle are
predominantly static in nature - i.e., dynamic effects are so small that
they are negligible. For the region just inboard of the outboard nacelle
shear and torsion are predominantly dynamic and are due to tne 2.1 cps
mode; bending moment in this region, on tile other hand, is predominantly
"static. Just outboard of the inboard nacelle and between the inboard

4. W- nacelle and the fuselage, shear and torsion exhibit a somewhat less pro-
nounced dynamic effect, and dynamic effects in 'he bending moment are no

Slonger small. In general. dynamic effects are mc-e pronounced for tor-
sion than for shear or bending. ,-
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+'" •I TABLE C-2. POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION PEAKS,
S~MODEL 188 CASE 202

f . .4 cps f a 2.. cps f cps

16.. 8

S.16T 24. 91 39.90 .6TOY
20" 9 53.00 41.80 1.661

WU 27w m5 35.37 37.87 .9835
"' .. Shear 346 •.328. 83 .4423

+"380 29.10 3.150 .1moT
• . 8 9.9o1 1.189 .0663
.. - 3--.647 .2681 .0-8m

ld- Xxo" 83 48.9 354.9 8.776
n 9 358.6 278.T T.284

• 16T 285.6 18T.6 5.3T3
B eendjv 20 203.2 121.3 3.51T ++

. +mMtiD 380 23 EL8 1 .88A .1670
Axis h48 3.7T3 .5221 -am 4

"516 .1904 .03099 .- 03313

Load-W.o8 W. 83 m.ep 2.78 4.10o3

-,9 8 .53T 2T. 36 3.9580

"V144 167 .61 26.53 3.8779 I
Tors7on 2 6.888 39.90 .8679

209 230.889 •3.48 T.41
Aboat 316 .3349 28.83 .6236

"" 380 9.107 .017 .0253

8xis 448 .2601 .002m .OOU62
516 .o36.4 .268 .oo0413

"18 898

masti. 38.23.. ...287. ..167Axs .18 3.73.M2AW1.9
A1 104.39 031

-8 - _ _ _ _ _ _g_
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C. 3 Elementary Distributions

It is now possible to proceed to the generation of the elementary -'

distributions.

Basically, the elemientary distributions will consist of one or more
static distributions together with one or more distributions associated
with dynamic overtravel in each elastic mode.

The static distribution consists of the incremental loads associated with
gust encounter on a static aeroelastic basis - i.e., static aeroelasticSI •- wing twist is accounted for, but forces d.ae to accelerations and velo-

cities in the elastic modes are not conaidered. This distribution coald
be obtained by the usual static loads methods. However, for the Model
138 it was considered more convenient to start from scratch utilizing
low frequency results from the dynamic analysis. This approach al.so
ensured combining the right magnitude of inertia forces with the aerody-
namic forces, since the inertia forces depend upon how the tail and fase-I ;"lage forces phase with the wing air loads.

SiThe elastic-mode distributions can be obtained fairly directly when
"natural modes are used as generalized coordinates in the dynamic analy-
sis. It is required only to obtain the inertia and aerodynamic forcesI •associated with oscillations at the natural frequency of the mode. How-
ever, the dynami. analysis of the Model 188 utilized elementary deflec-
tion shapes, rather than natural modes, as generalized coordinates. a-
Consequently, for -he Model 188, the natural mode shapes are approximated
based upon inertia and aerodynamic forces obtained from the dynamic
analysis at the respective resonant frequencies.

"The solution for the elementary distributions are to a certain extent
arbitrary and need be only aporoximations to the actual distributions of
loads in the modes. It is highly desirable, however, that the elementary
distributions be fairly good approximations to the actual loat' distri-
butions in order that the resulting design loads be realistic. It is
th3 intent herein to define a method that is basically simple yet yields
rr.alistic loads.

Looking ahead briefly, the procedure for determining the elementary dis-
tributions, both static and dynamic, can be summarized as follows:

1. At the appropriate resonant frequency (or, in the case of the

static distribution, at any frequency well below the first
elastic mode frequency), obtain zhe wing loads from the dynamic
analysis. These are simply values of the eppropriate transfer
functions. Retain real and imaginary parts.

'. -io
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2. Use these to compute the mode shape. Retain real and imaginary
parts.

-. Bas d on this mode shape, obtain panel aerodynamic and inertia
fc.'ces. Retain real and imaginary parts.

4. Take either the modulus of these panel loads (with sign that
"* best approximates the actual phasing) or the component in phase

"with some appropriate single load quantity. Integrate span-
wise to obtain shears, bending moments, and torsions. This

.: constitutes the elementary distribution.

In carrying out this procedure, the first step required is to define a
reasonable spanwise distribution of unit airloads (LSZAai and AMyA/ai).
In addition to this, the spanwise distribution of pertinent unit inertia
data (Sz/nz, My/nz, etc.) and the matrix of wing bending and torsional

"" influence coefficients must also be defined. All other necessary data
may be obtained from the transfer functions used in obtaining the output
power spectral densities and subsequently the A and No values.

The static-mode elementary distribution is considered first. For the"static mode it will be assumed that velocities and accelerations in the

elastic modes are negligible. It is not necessary that the static-mode
elementary distribution be defined at the airplane hriort period frequency;

.. in fact, it is desirable to define the loads at a lower frequency, say
about .05 to .10 cps, to ensure that dynamic effects are, in fact, neg-
"ligible. The determination of the static-mcde elementary distribution is
as follows:

1. Obtain the complex quantities Zo0 00, nzcg, and Myi; these are
simply values of the corresponding transfer functions.

- 2. Define the complex unsteady aerodynamic functions KGW, KLW,
SKNY, and KIN.

3. Compute the complex root angle-of-attack.

"GRoot = K UW( i!

4 1. Verify that aRoot, Onac., and Myi are nearly in phase or nearly

1.80* out of phase relative to nzce. (This condition normally
J will be met, at the low frequencies specified.)

5. Convert all quantities to a load per "g" basis by dividing the

modulus of the quantity by the modulus of c.g. load factor.

Ki
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6. Compute the local aerodynevie angle of attack acting at each !
ing panel:

(alnZ)i = (,MRootln,.) + (Aaaristlnz)i

' where

(Note that the unsteady aerodynamic effects are neglected in
evaluating Aa~twist; this is valid only if JKLWJ = 1.0. )

67. Compute the local aerodynamic angle of attack for eact aachelle:(n)j = ( aRootn) + ist/n )j + ()a/nz)j

(Note that the unsteady aerodynamic effects are neglected in

evaluating ONac; this is valid only if IKWI = I.0.)

8. Plot (a/nz)i and (a/nz)j versus wing station. I

9. Obtain the static-mode elementary distribution

R AZJRj+ .. ( 1.0)S i k 'a T Vn 1i

IR

Mi = Szi (Yi)

T

"Ni ' +- -io),

""AXA n naj
T i ,i T. .

S~~It should be noted that the wing stations at which loads =ust
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"Location and nurdber fror, those at which loads are obtained in
the power-spectral analysis. This step is a convenient point 4
at which to go to thetse more closely spaced stations.

Next, consideration is given to the calculation of the dynamic-mode dis-
tributions. In obtaining these distributions, the loads due to gust
velocity, ".• body pitch, and rigid body plunge are not considered,,
since the. ar,, Aicluded in the static-mode elementary distribution. In
other .... iJ loads to be computed are to be those associated only
with !._ djnamic overtravel in the modes. In obtaining the dynamic mode "
elementary distributions, it is necessary to utilize values of the
transfer functions at the actual peak-response frequencie • The deter-
nination is as follows:

1. Obtain the coaplex quantities ASzi, ,nac., and Xnav".;
these are simply values of the corresponding transfer functions.

2. Define the complex unsteady aerodynamic funct!.ons KIM ana KIN.

3. Comte the complex wing rotation (Si) and complex wing deflec-
"tion (Zi) relative to the fuselage.

= [Ziij] *)Amy,

IZ

4. ompte he =[B~j] *{&Szij
Compute the local complex aerodynamic angle of attack. *

= IT1I(lV41J64I -'

I iL *(oi iji1
j Nacelles

(Notte that the effect of-0i on vertical velocity is neglected,since it is small.

sine-t s mal.

I I.
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5. Compute. the local complex load factors.

wing

Nacelles

- = Zi + I *nac

~nzj .2p9-2 (1 rxnacj~i+icaj
ge \

6. If mass items are present that have relatively large pitching --

moments of inertia, compute the local complex pitching

Nacelles

El = -2V 1  nac

7. Obtain the modulus of aij, nzi, j, and • • Check to see

that the quantities are relatively in or out of phase, and plot 7
the wodulus vs wing station, using the appropriate sign.

8. Solve for the rigid body load factor requtred to 1,eep the mode

in balance - i.e., maize the siumation of vertical forces equal

to zero. (It is assumed that "balancing" the mode does not

change the aerodynamic angle-of-attack. It is also assumed that, .-

owing to the extremely large pitching inertia of the fuselage,

modal balance in pitch is not required.)R1B' R
n~~ u &SA1 , * n'.

azblance 1/2 gross weight

,\ - -°
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9. Obtain new spanwise load factor distribution.

nz.= n.zbalance * 1.00 + - V
ipduted bancez

10. Obtain the dynamic mode elementary distribution.

Sz (a, j- +*PS- (nzl~)i,
T T i, ij adjusted

R I

- Szi (yi) i
i Ti

U y
my, *A ), + *(n )

2: ( fr zZijiadijusted
T ij i~

+ * ~ or 6)

As in the determination of the static-mode elementary distribu- V

tion, this is a convenient point at which to go to the mare
closely spaced wing stations at which loads must be defined for
use in the stress analysis.

The arbitrary elementary distributions for the Model 188 are now deter-
mined, following the procedure outlined in the above discussion. AsSindicated earlier, mission analysis case 202 is the major contributor |

to the wing loads and will be used in deriving the elementary
distributions.

* The required unit airload distributions are presented in Table C-3. In
I colu= 2 is shown the spanwise distribution of "additional" airload for

the rigid wing, as used in static loads determinations. Column 3 gives
the incremental airlcads acting at each panel, and column 4 refers air-
loads to local panel angle of attack. Column 5 gives the nacelle air-
load shears, and column 6, the combined wing-nacelie airload shears.

mii "_ _ _



TABLE C-3. UNIT AIRTOAD DISTRIBUTIONS MODEL 188 CASE 202

8 As, AS, AsV AsBa A5,, A leo" L-%V.S. "'I -"R"X-! ..
Cq S; . a t  at e*1  (in.) at

0 L.OWo .138 n•w o .1mfo "2P-.0o -2.6
65 .862 .oT5 639o 0 634o -2L21 0 -L3AT

I .nITM M8 6630 0 6030 -20.39 0 -1.3h6
I31 .7mo .06T 6720 0 5o6720 -19.S 0 -L11O
26" .67A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1613 .62 0 0 25Ul, 25O0 0 3.7.0 M.0

T+ .61A2 .022 18620 -. 4530 .9o -18.88 -.017
179 .62o .031 26240 -2o0.o "6o -18.60 0 -. 107
29T .*5" .023 29470 -15200 1.0 -18.19 0 -.078
2W9 .566 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20o .566 0 0 25110 25± 0 3o0 3.T00
20e .569 .065 550 0 55030 -1T.91 0 -.9"-
239 .501 .7h 626,0 0 62650 -. 7,.23 0 -1.079

5 .h2 .03 312 0 31320 -16.o0 0 -.5116
293 .39o W5 631,90 0 63.9o -1%99 0 -1.015

329 .315 .030 2500 0 254 -15.1T 0 -. 385
346 .26o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31.6N .205 0 0 31300 31300 0 46339 4- 339
Ae 31o" .285 .033 279o0 -50 68 o -- 11T8 0 .,36
3W0 .252 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -

380 .252 0 0 19380 19380 0 2.686 2.,S6

o .252 .AM2 12o 0 18620 -14.0D 0 -. 261 - -

39T .230 .061 5U16. 0 o -13.61 0 -. 703
431 .169 .0" 12330 0 12330 -32.83 0 -. 543
16 .319 .o03 3610 0 36!,0 -32.05 0 -.Am3
199 .0o6 .035 29630 0 29630 -11.27 0 -. "k
w .04 .032 27m 0 0 279o -00.19 0 -.0

5, .009 .009 176W 1 o 620 -9.33 0 -. 071

-6k .sCL 8%6,5"o
1 263.T per CL -4.67PA 4 Ca *6,

-"acelule Air3e"L. a a" 1o -227 - .2290-

mamma tb (Outbowt.o)

q SS CX. C 2,430,000 2,45k,000 ""

q C3 c 7x ,9aoo 4,7,0
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Column 7 lists the ;iag airload torsion moment arms. Column 8 gives the

incremental nac*-lle airload torsion; and column 9 gives the combined
wing-nacelle airload torsions.

The required unit inertia data are shown in Table C-4. Column 2 gives
the spanwise distribution of inertia shear, and column 3, the spanwise
distribution of inertia torsion. Columns 4 and 5 are the panel incre-
ments corresponding to columns 2 and 3 respectively. Column 6 gives
the unit inertia pitching moment due to the large mass concentration at
the nacelles.

The matrices of wing torsion and of wing bending influenr coefficientsi ~are shown in Table C-5.

With the necessary preliminary data established, the elementary distri-
butions can now be determined.

The derivation of the static-mode elementary distribution is shown in
Table C-6 and Figure C-i.

In Table C-6, the pertinent information taken from the transfer functions
is listed first. The computation of unsteady lift growth ftnctions is
shown next; this involves taking the Laplace transforms of the familiar
Wagner and Kussner functions (as approximated in exponential form) and
replacing p with iW. Next, the root angle of attack is computed. This
is followed, in Table C-6(d) with computation of the increment in angle
of attack due to twist and the net angle of attack per "g" as a function
of wing station. The resulting spanwise variation of angle of attack
per "g" is then plotted ia Figure C-I.

The final spanwise variation of loads in the static mode is obtained in
Table C-6(e). This table is self-explanatory. The loads defined there-
in are with respect to the arbitrary load axis that is used in the stress
analysis.

"In Table C-6(f), the loads cf Table C-6(e) are converted to a form such t ;
that the design conditions generated using the elementary distributions

Scan be compared directly with the statistically defined loads in Table
.C-1. The axis with respect to which moments are defined is rotated and
shifted to conform to the axis system used in the ten-degree-of-freedomc

"1 ~ analysis, and the loads are listed at the wing stations where the loads .

are given in Table C-i. In addition, two rather minor adjustments are
made, in order that these distributions be consistent with the less
exact way in which the loads were sunmed in the ten-degree-of-freedom
program. -
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TABLE C-4. UNIT INERTIA LOADs. MODEL 188 CASE 202

n, UZn

/ •" _ ~~Lb .Z -, 1
"(s 1 (ie~ Oh

Giv1en Give0•1 0 1 -031+2 Given

65 22058 .221. 29J.8 -.13441 0101 19110 .3585 1008 -.08A 0I 1Nce .1.59 700 -. 0381 016T- 174M Af1,8t U179 +.0170 0167-+ 16223 .467 0 95 +.1915 .01570"167T+ 310"98 .2735 1.7 -. 0093 0179 13351 .2&8 350 -. oo7. 0197 1350 .29M 167 -. 0035 0S209- 13334 .295T7 108 .c223 0
29N 12226 .283. .1925 .1915 C0L570209+ 1030 .0919 1157 -. 0549 02239 911 ,168 15%6 -. o*oo 02s75 7578 .2.68 638 -. (0Ž6 T293 6910 .2 765 -. 03n 0329 67'5 .2TT1 257 -. MO8 o3V)- 5918 .28W9 351 -. 0034. 0

W-1 5567 .2913 V318 .2157 .0138f31:6. 3189 .err6 52 -. 0213 o380- 26C-', .969 218 -. otto 0380-1 2389 .09A9 1,P +.1335 .00853806 917 -,0346 152 -. 0070 0397 765 -. 176 165 -. oo7 0431 6co -a.oey 155 -. 0063 0""65 5 -. 01o 125 -. 00o43 0199 320 -. 009T 130 -.004.1 0533 190 -. 0056 n.o -. 0050 058& 2o -. 006 20 -. o006 0

y l--

pve
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TABLE C-6. CALCULATION OF STATIC MODE ELEMENTARY
DISTRIBUTIONS, MC3EL 188 CASE Z2Z

(a) INFORMATION FROM TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AT f =-.I CPS

. •-.5m 3 + .21672 1 V.s. My- Im.-i l-a Wo95 - 26.8331 3-.
16.3 -n].hlo + 3,86,000 3.0881 1.2093

%g+ .6311 01-M +1,768w 1 .878 .49T4.
-. 62'49 g 143 -75422 + 1,379,300 1 1.81 .6344

188 -62881 + T44,310 I .7-40 -1.0695
239 -3311O + 1,816,200 1 1.8165 .6768

hEI'D = .00084T + .005-.87 1 31 -2430* + 1,139,500 1 1.139T .6o89' ~05 I 3U-,. ,oo , ..608,
~359 -20531 + 530; 3701 .5308 -. 2511

1.14 10221 + 781,870 1 .7819 .3932
I I'i .0524W 7935 + 388,650 1 .388T .2519

-eoo'= .oo000918 + .005794 1 550 313 + 136,720 1 .1368 .1368 ._

IIoo ,l .005o 6-

(b) TRANSIENT AERODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS

"" + .- --3

K~~flf5 [ + 02 P.5%302 +10 560 .s9..'231256 +02 .013*56+02 .5299&+ 02

+ 995 .. 049 -. o; 1; % l .960.o
23.4.2%602 iarJ3l

.335 02 a 045[-36 + .36+02I
-. 991.90 -.03669 1;~ 1W ]ý .

(c) ROOT ANGLE OF ATTACK

2 ut *.9952 -. 64.298 1.+ (.99490 -. 03669 1) E-. 59003 .21672 1

-.0169 i (.8&695 -26.833 0)3

-. 00315 + .19651 1
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TABLE C-6. CONTINUED

(d) SPANWISE VARIATION OF ANGLE OF ATTACK

Solving for &/nz

"~ l

- - - -. 014249 PM
14.62149

MID .005552 - PAD

. O 18B 0021" o6 •7'

-o i -

- - 14.62149

-& -W A.. 1.. 0 +.. ~
[ 8 TJ4 1ZU a

8T4J is given in Table C-5

10 AIT~j A
-6ATwIff $MAC

i 65 +.2615 .000081043
101 +.10T5 .00111. .014363

* 143 +.1372 .001146 .014395
18- -. 2313 .001M8 .0417r
1883 - .00168 .001Wo .01453T

311 4.1316 .003112 .01.591

39-.05143 .00388 .04.63T
3591 -. 00388 .01 0.644
14114 +05 055.46
1.82 +.05k45 .01 01890
550 +.0296 .00T07 C01456
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The derivation of the dynamic bending mode elementary distribution is
accomplished next and appears in Table C-T and Figure C-2.

"In Table C-7, the pertinent information taken from the transfer functions
is listed first. Next, the computation of the unsteadj lift growth func-
t2.ons is shown, followed by the computation of the wing elastic defor-
mations.

The determination of the resulting local angle of attack for the wing
and nacelles is next presented, in Table C-7(d). Determination of tihe
"local losd factors for the wing and nacellei is shown in Table C-7(e)
through (h). The spanuise variations of angle of attack and of load factor
are then summarized in Table C-7(i). These are shown in complex form
in columns 2, 3, and 4. The modulus of each is then obtained in columns
5, 7, and 9; arnd in columns 6, 8, and 10 the modulus is arbitrarily
multiplied by .0400 to reduce the magnitude of the loads to a more con-
venient level for the ensuing computations. Columns 6 and 8 are plotted
in Figare C-2.

Spanwise distributions of the loads in the dynamic bending mode are then
obtained in Table C-7(j). In Table C-7(k), the loads are converted to a
form such as to permit direct comparison of the design conditions that
will be generated with the statistically defined loads. The axis with
respect to which moments are defined is rotated and shifted, and the
loads are listed at the wing stations where the statisticully defined
values are available. The same two small adjustments discussed above
in connection with Table C-6(f) are also made.

The derivation of the dynamic :orsion mode elementary distribution is

identical in form to that for the dynamic bending mode distribution.
For the sake of brevity, only the fi.aal spanwise distribution of loads I ,
is presented for the dynamic torsion mode. These are shown as Tables
C-8(a) and (b). -

7The one-g flight loads for mission analysis cases 201 and 202, at the t
wing stations and in the axis system required for stress analysis, are
given in Table C-9. (One-g flight loads consistent with the dynamic
analysis appear in columns 6 and 7 of Table C-I.)

In determining the elementary distributions for the Model 188, it was
found that, at the resonant frequency, the model displacements and ro-
tations tended to be reasonably well in phase. As a result, the various
pane] loads also tended to be reasonably well in phase. Consequently,
when a set of panel loads was established by taking the modulus of each
complex panel load, and these were integrated to give shears and torsions,
and the shears in turn were integrated to give bending moments, the
shears, torsions and boinding moments thus obtained were all in good

C-25
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TABLE C-7. CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC BENDING MODE
- ELEMr.NTARY DISTRIBUTION, MODEL 188 CASE 202

(a) INFORMATION FROM TRANSFER FUNCTION AT f = 2. 1 CPS

W.s. A S7, - L °cr6A4 I. - .- rb
( Pa)nuel Shear Panel Torsion

65 119153 4 63030 1 5.81T7- 1.216 1
1.o 36o6h + 733001 2.292 - .693 i
14.3 5501.9. +22-1.0 2.59 3-4160 1

188 -25T52 + 26600 1 .812 - 2.61.1 1 -0259 - .M3 I .O00339 W 03009 1
239 358 - 55.01 1.961- 2.836•1
31.1 27708 - 138700 1 1.090 -2.865 1

359 -83699- 620690 -. 551-78.T78 1 .01589- .10o17 i -. 02448- .OTT39 i
41.4 11617- 11933o0 .179- -1..1 1
4W8 - 1172- 998•. -. 063 - .T551• t

(b) TRANSIENT AERODYNAMIC FUNCTION

L.0081,Wd!

(c) COMPLEX WIUIG ELASTIC DEFLECTIONS

,31 ioe +-8i, il~rl --I +

-.767- .18321 1

-1.9.•- 7.819000643-4 i -13As-j .-0W 4791

i

mm (IJ M~u,~ ae rm -al A% .1 L~ 326- 2o. tr t

:00% -, .2328_- 1 -07

Obo3 - Aetput.

*j~q -- M - 575 1 fr.) 14,11JA zl)-3-W-lA83

-01-.09 I*F140

-.64-123 -.025&
061 - 2U1 1- -3-



TABLE C-7. CONTINUED
(d) COMPLEX LOCAL AERODYNAMIC ANGLE OF ATTACK

-. 0269 -.08541
-. 0572 -. 10 1
-. lo6k -. 2o3o i

(I~l f;..1776 -.28118 1
a xi -i * -ii -. 281o -. 3951 i

-. 4793-.6126i 1
.9282 -.7312 1

-. 7719 -. 8115 1•- -. 9282 -. TM2 i
-1.0896 -. 3214 i

NACELLE

j)" N " Q0().1 C)÷ 4i9N) 0
7 0

.6o31 - 1.3u2i

0
0

NOm: • = 168.T in.
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TABLE C-7. CONTINUED
(- (e) COMPLEX LOCAL 1 "' ÷D FACTORS

The location of the local masses relative to the ving elastic axis is obtained from

the au- 1nKqput data. Positive l denotes that local was Is forward of the wing

elastic axis.

""W.S. Ax wing - In. Ax nac - in.

65 4.71 p il V 6752 in./see.

101 3.513
1143 L81 g = 386 in./sec2

188 514.82 15L.1.0

239 L 90 soý 2sS "l 2

:1-?6.0811-.1411 -81.1o - = .
W I - 8.50 -

550 -8.1.0
(f) WING TRANSLATIONAL LOAD FACTORS

- .o2 - k.o6ki
- .133 - .9.4f82±

- .376 - 18.6191
-.. 750 - hL.971i

I Zl- 4.72 -In3M3t{,-:-

-7.95 -191.1.21
-10.45 -239.80 i I

* (g) NACELLE TRANSLATION LOAD FACTORS o
So *

(h) NACELLE PITCH ACCELERATIONS 0•

So g

S0

0

(C-2
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TABLE C-9. ONE-g FLIGHT LOADS AT STRESS ANALYSIS
STATIONS, MODEL 188

Case 201 Case 202

Lb In.-Ia, In. -Ib Lb In.-Tb In._-I_

65 16373 1. 547 -1.1203 20218 4.4.90 -2.41303
101 15174 3.957 -1. 86o 17863 3.781 -2.2450
137 13309 3.455 -I.C182 114910 3.202 -2.0372

S167- 10979 3.065 -. 9228 11862 2.T77T -L 8401
167+ 11M083 3.065 -. 9016 14966 2.77,4 -1.7771

179 13118 2.885 -. 8575 13819 2.585 -1.665

"197 11768 2.701 -. 7868 12218 2.390 -1.5799
209- 10630 2.527 -. 7395 10946 2.208 -1.5oo6
209+ 13663 2.52, -. 7087 13979 2.208 -1.".90
239 1.927 2.111 -. 6286 11796 1.788 -1.26"6

275 10598 1.728 -. 6008 9889 1.420 -1.1516
293 9710 1. 531 -. 5695 8817 1.232 -1.0799

329 7655 1.211 -. 5031 6328 .9853 -. 9345
346- 6787 1.117 -.. 678 5300 .8876 -. 8657

346+ 951.6 L117 -.143o 8o29 .8876 -. 71
380- 7567 .8201 -.39 9 .615 -. 5938
"380+ 9257 .8201 -. 3152 T679 Of -. h9
397 8378 .6749 -. 2861 6804 .5263 -. 4405

,4-U 6334 .14179 -. 21Fc 41950 .3148 -. 3386
465 ,. 41437 .2215 -. 1589 3373 .1589 -. 2461

499 2M71 .1109 -. 1025 2001 .0794 -. 1689

-- 533 116 .0595 -. 0605 1058 .0503 -*0981
584 10e .0045 -. 0080 66 .0044 -.1 38

lt
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agreement with the values given by the modulus of the complex shears.,
torsions., and bending moments respectively. it is !onceiva:ýle., hxwever,,
that in some circumstances the panel loads ney be less closely in pt.ase-
In such a situation., more than one elementary distribution might 'be re-
quired. for each mode. It is believed,, however,, that such distx ibutions
could be obtained without undue difficulty. The procedure wouid be to
retain ei and nz- in complex form and then o~btain panel shears and tor-
siobs likewise in complex furm. These wou'.1 then be expressed In the
florm of Ymodulus and phase angle. Next, the pranel loads would be
grouped roughly by pbase angle. For each group, a representative phase
angle would be selected, and the in-ph~se components of aUl panel loads
determined. Integration spinwise would then give the mo ia-load distri-
bution. Some experimentation might be required to obt~an sat isfactory
groupings of t.he pmael loads; and checks would be required - either atf

*this stage or later - to assure that :in matching the loads in one part of
the wing the desired loads at other points were no'. exceeded.

In order to give added confidence that all necessary ingredients h~ave
been included in the determination of the elementary distributions, it
is pertinent to compare the loads defined by each elementary distribu-
tion, with the tozal loads as taken directly from thee transfer functions
at the respective frequencies. Exact agreement is not to be expected.,
of course,, since at any one resonant frequeacy the total load contains
some contribution from othier modes as well as predominant contribution
from the resonant mode. However., as indicated by the plots in Figure
9-3, the contributions 3f the non-resonant modes should generally be
fairly samll I

Such a capperison is shown in Table C-10. The loads in .-alumn 3 are
those comprising the static elementary distribution of Table "-(f).
For ccimparison, colunm 14 gives the modulus cif loads per u'g" as obtained
from the transfer functions at a forcing frequency of .1 cps. Similarly,
cobsvi 5 is taken frc"z Table C-7(k)., and thus represents the dynamic
bending mode elementary dlistribution. The modulus of the loads obtained
from the transfer functioins at a forcing frequency of 2.1 cps appears in
dbluan 6; the level of loads in column 6,, however,, is adjustoed such' that
the shear at wing station 3h6 is the same as that in cobaen 5. Loads
for the torsion elementary distribution taken from Tat -e C-B(b) appear
in column 7. The corresponding loads from the transfer functions at a
forcing frequency of 14.14 cpa are shown in column 8. Here the level is
adjusted such that shear at wing station 167 is the sam as that in
coluimn 7. The minus sign on the loads from the truafer functioas is
used to denote a load modulus that is relatively 1W0 out of phase.

in compeing column 3 to colum 14, and column 5 to column 6., it is seen
thav. the agreeeat is excellent. The comiparison of columns 7 and 8 shows
fairly good agreemnt for spanwis*- shear and bending and for torsinA

C-36
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TABLE C-10. COMPARISON OF ELEMENTARY DISTRIBUTIONS
WITH LOADS INDICATED BY TRANSFER FUNCTION PEAKS,

MODEL 188

2Stitle itk DymMne. l eU • a Nde Dynle Torslio N

t V.S. ]1ienttay Transter 1ementejy TrarAfer E•lmtary Tranfer
In. DIstrIbut.1xi F,,ction DistrI:14kn Fantlon, Distr1•b•ation Funetto-

Be. able0-6f) 3 Out. Tble --Rk 12 Output Table c-8(b) IMi Output

5I z 83 12%I3 6872 45P60 4l
19 104.07 ,-236 490 4%2 8&) a23
16Y' 7953 79 9o58r3 8968 09

sing 2w9 n1 3157 1g6o 1139.8 19850 5 B I"

380' 9037 8T3v 1.51 33 1 .5 39.*
1448 5.436 5123 9m W5 2335 28-1

516 2191 2105 4% .061. 51 .- 51o

83k 6 3.617 3.532 i14.W9 11.8T 3.533 1'O

319 3-22223 3-1117 13.219 23-203 3.219 2.b~5

wing i6f 2.7m 2.710 10.80 20.750 2.789 2.536
! 2J 2.369 2.299 &.697 a.&4 2.26 2.051

Vim 275 1.672 .6.u 5.4"9 5-AS L.320 1.21.1
About #4'C 1.100 1.053 2.3.T&4 2.170 .35%8 .613

Elastic 360' W859 .7887 L415T LB. .317" 113

Azle 1.. .36 37 .632 .567 .1"2 .2235

__ _ _________1_ _ _ ____ ___

S 10-6W 83 3M7 .4062 4.4m8 1.137I4 -2.89 -2.21

119 .22k.5 .296T 1.61.6 4-060 -1.85ft --2.1785
wi 6' .07W8 .2625 4-245 ,%3 -2*R --2.28T

Torak. 20Pd .3%95 396 3.73%') 3-W37 -. 0 -1.G J
3n 275 207M .24&61 3.6975 3-7W3 - .3W8 - .91.1.f

Elastic 38' .26a3 .1691 .UW- .10.2 -. 2117T ,1.1%2

Axis us1. .081A. .0%2i -050J .0%03 - .06r2 - .0917
516 GW9 GrA~ .0m2 oo06e - .0313 - .04.12
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Inboard of the inboard nacelle. The aereeirent for torsion outboard 'ij.f

the inboard nacelle., however,, is relitvely poor. Thus with rv!spect to
torairnas outhoarC; of the inboard aacelle,. it. aopears that,, for the dy-
namic torsion mode., the loads dueC to dynamic overtravel in the mode
vould not be adequately approximated by the total loads developed at
the resonant frequenca. It is also pertirent to observe, however, that
the contribution of this mode to the total. mean square value of the
torsions outboard of the inboard nacelle is comparatively small, as
indicated by Table C-2. Consequently., with respect to these loads,,
considerable inaccurzecy in obtaining the elcmentary distribution could
be tolerated.

CA1  Upbeading Coondithcus-

With the6 uission analysis loads of Table C-1, the elem~entary distribu-
tions or wtb2ies c-6, c-7?, and C-8. and the one-g flight loads of Table
C-9 all available, design loads required for the stress analysis of the
wing can now be generated. This is accomplished In Tables C-11 through

In Table C-f1l, the statistically defined desige load levels which it is
IAMýdesired to envelope appear in col.umn 3. These are taken from column 3

of Table C-11. As pointed out earlier., the incre.-Antal and one-g loads

car, be handled independently. Consequently,, the one-g loads for mission
analysis cases 201 and 202 are subtracted from the net mission analysis
loads of coliumn 3 to define the incremental design level loads to be
and are designated LS. Columnas 6 and?7 are identical to columns 8 and 10,0

Jý respectively, in Table C-1.

The elementary distributions obtained in Tables C-6. C-7,, and C-8 are
shown in coluams 8 - 10, respectivelv,. These distributions are desig-
nated the I,,, 12,, and 13 distributions. The values of the 31 load
quantities for the three distributionc. are also designated El,, 92, and
Z3., in order that a single colum~n heading can apply collectively to
shears., bending ments,, torsions, and front and rear beau shear flows.

The statistically defined loads., IS, are now to be enveloped by one or
__more design condit. is. Each of these design conditions will be made

uP of an appropriat, ' ion of the three elementary distributions.
The contribution of e- auentary distribution will be defined by a
va~iue of Its respectiv ficet al,, a, or a ; the complete set of

Jz- loads comprising the conditiona is then given by liie expression.,

&AklihLD al- + a2 E2+ &13E3

C-3
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For epch additional desil ýondition, a new set of values of the coeffi-
cients is determined.

In generating the enveloping condition'*, It is, of course, .'1ired that
as many of the Ls values as possible 1 ,' natched by the corresponding LD
values defined by a slngle set of the loading ro-ficients, a1 , a 2 , and
a3 . To facilitate determining appropriate valu s of the loading.
coefficients, each load for the elemeatokry distributions is divided by
its corresponang design level load, LS. The zesulzing ratios are
lesignated El, E2 , and E3 respectively. The values obtained using the
LS values of :.Dlumn 6 are listed in coluwms 11, 12, and 13; "zhe values

end .16.J

For the first design condition, torsions in the Rer wing will be

matched. Outer wing torsion Is predominantly a static loading and is
poduced by mission analysis case 201. As a result, the increment loads
to be matched are those of column 6 and can be reproduced by use of the

E1 distribution only, as given by column 8. The required "amount" of
this distribution, to be defined by a value of the coefficient al, can
ve determined by looking at the El values in column U. For torsion at
US 380, 48, and 516, the El values are .689, .715, and .734 respectively.
The average is approximately .715. The indicated value of a1 is there-
fore 1/.715 1.40. Thus the increwntal loads for Condition I are
simply:

1.40 E1

A com•rison of the complete Condition I loads thus defined with the
statistically defined design ltel incremental loads is then. shown by

• j the ratios,

• These ratios are shoua in column 17. It is seer. that the razios for the

cuter wing torsions are close to unity, indicating good agreement. For
, all other loafs, the ratio is considerably below unity. In particular,

vxuter wing -hear and bending are about 70% of the mission analysis
values. Tcis result is consistent "vith column 12 pf Table C-I, which

r• indicates that., whereas the outer wing incretra" t .sior. is produced
alzost entirely by case 2M,, the total im-ements in outer wing shear

and bending moment, relative to the case 201 one-i values, are contri-
buted largely" by other cases.

C-39
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TAJ.LE C-li. DEME.'RMINATION OF LOADING COEFFICIENTS FOR
U ENDING DESIGN CONDITIONS, MODEL 186
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TABLE C-11. CONCLUDED

(b) COLUMNS 17 - 32

Ratio of Design Nlet
Ratio of Design Net Loads to M.A. Net Loads Design Net Loads Loads to M.A. Net Loads@ @ @@p@@

First Second First First Net Net Net Net tio Ratio Ratio Ratio
Cond. Iter. Iter. Cond. Iter. Cond. Iter. Cond. Loads Loads Loads Loads Ra

I Cond. Cond. II Cond. III Cond. IV Cond. Cond. Cond. Cond. Cpnd. Cond. Cond. Cond.
II II III IV I II III IV I II III IV

1 .42 1.804 1.88 4 .756 095 4o L4
1.4C1+1Q 1 .6 48+.5 4 Q808 DQ a 7 22 24 __Q ..45 +.480 (5

.805 6 (k.) 23 Qq ..06Q.411 Q0 .8.-2

.49o 1.015 1.015 1.022 .973 1.oo4 1.076 .812 31850 49854 49335 43541 .65 1.0 1. .88

.4 4 9 .967 .964 .067 .983 1.o14 1.073 .836 28811 457o6 47125 41726 .62 .98 1.0 .89

.3%6 .903 .895 .390 1.O14 1.o.4 1.082 .886 22113 3615 41027 36618 .56 .92 1.0 .92

.484 .996 .991 qqr .908 .947 .971 .716 30105 47280 45807 38049 .63 . . .80

.463 .957 .951 .949 .943 .979 1.007 .775 23999 37984 38871 32843 .61 .96 .9 .83

.4,,4 .')03 .893 .885 1.001 1.032 1.058 .863 15883 26020 29463 25829 .55 .91 1.01 .90

.685 .960 .975 1.0OO . 71 .693 .800 .485 21909 27692 21547 17398 .79 1.00 .78 .63

.703 .976 .990 1.01u4 .686 .716 .819 .503 12995 16368 12787 10219 .80 1.01 .79 .63

.703 1.019 1.o31 -1.047 .744 .772 .860 .535 5154 6679 5327 4163 .80 1.0• .83 .65

.524 1.000 .999 1.002 .940 .975 1.028 .769 9.208 13.823 33.549 11.518 .67 1.0C .98 .83

.526 .992 .990 .994 .927 .961 1.G12 .755 8.116 12.116 11.8-25 9.995 .67 1. C .97 .82

.47 .999 .998 1.004 .912 .946 .998 .7,4 6.872 0.128 9,699 8,1o5 ,68 1. .96 .80

.567 1.O06 1.007 1.012 .899 .934 .990 .719 5,775 8.377 7.889 6.550 .70 1.01 .95 ,79

.603 1.000 1.003 1.013 .867 .900 .969 .69o 4.012 5.605 5.128 4.239 .72 1.01 .92 .76

.689 .990 1.o01 1.020 .735 .769 .864 .555 2.61l 3.361 2.733 2.199 .79 1.O• .83 .66

.701 .975 .989 1.011 .685 .715 .816 .501 1.947 2.459 1.915 1.520 .80 1.01 .78 .62

.703 .979 .991 1.011 .697 .7T29 .820 .509 .770 .9765 .7620 ,5964 .880 1.o1 79 .62

.690 .970 .980 .997 .7o .734 A .811 ,509 .1823 .2284 .1823 .1427 .80 Ii.0 .80 A6z

.288 .327 .334 .349 .830 .809 .991 .966 -. 0o280 -. 5952 .6e5 l.O41 -.oe -,53 .55 •92

.202 .270 .274 .287 .845 .821 1.000 1.005 -. 2227 -. 7632 .574 1.032 -. 22 -. T5 .56 1.01

.073 .177 .178 .186 .850 .821 .993 1.042 -A4795 -. 9952 .484 .997 -. 55 -1.11 .54 1.11

.328 .543 .539 .541 .902 .904 1.000 .921 .2563 .2656 1.052 1.088 .20 .21 .83 .86

.206 .469 .460 .456 .924 .924 1.007 .968 .o188 .0722 .990 i.078 .o2 .06 .87 .95

.085 .391 .378 .367 .936 .934 1.000 1.0-4 -. 185 -. o7u .95o 1.o78 -. 171 -. .89 1.01

.965 .603 .646 .66o .392 .397 .554 .324 .1749 .0291 -. 0899 -. 1231 .96 .16 -. 49 -. 67

1.001 .556 .579 .613 .361 .365 .516 .302 .0652 -. 0322 -. 0943 -. 1102 .00 -. 50 -i.14 -1.70

1.028 .434 .455 .485 .280 .279 .421 .246 .0031 -. 0510 -. 0723 -. 0756 . 5 -25.50 -36.15 -3•.80

.444 .728 .733 JT6 1.002 i.oo6 1.155 1.U00 446 624 820 815 .55 .7 1.011 1.00

.283 i.o49 1.o39 1.024 .116 .201 .010 -. 369 -441 -791 -588 -447 .56 1. .

.209 .604 .589 .576 1.001 1.o14 1.053 .985 241 548 1097 1o61 .22 .51 1. .

.281 .569 .575 .577 -.41 -. 351 -. 489 -. 783 -372 -563 -283 -153 .-5 .82 .1 .M
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For the second design condition,, an attempt will be made to match bending
momentm throughout the span., and shears at least in the outer wing. Loads
for Vhis condition are produced predom~iantly by case 202 and may include
contributions from afll three elementary distributions. For a first
estimate, al. ao, and a-3 will be determined such as to provide an exact
match of bending moments at wing stations 83,. 167,, ancL 275. The follow-meg equation must be satisfied for each of these three load quantities-

L,; , E,+ a + a E3 or

Substituting the vale r9 n .fo column 14 -16 for each
of the three lodqatte rlr ilstreequations in the
tbree unnws l 2,ada.Slto fteeequations gives:

al 1.742.,and a3  =.25 T

Thsthe incremental loads for Condition 31 as given by this filrzt-
iteration are:

1.742 1 + .180 +.25 E 3

comarion f te cmpl'.eCondition II load (at this stage) with the
statistically defined design level incremental loads is then indicated
by the ratios

lD .742 9 1 +.180 + .25~ E.4-4l0E,.2

These ratI.Ot are I-Leted in column 18. Vie ratios for shear and bending
moment throughout --.&_ span are seen~ to be close to unity,. although tend-ing to be severnl per cent low in~ the outer Wang. However., by referring
to columsn 14 through 16, it is seen that. outer wing shear and bending
can be increased relative to inner wing ~shear and bending by increasing
a~ and redue ng a,, and a3. Such a modification is therefore made, with
tke results shown in colwmm 19.

C-4



S It is seen that a further adjustment in the same direction would provide
.? a further improvement. This is accomplished in column 20.

S• The ratio of design load to mission analysis load Is now approximat~ely

. unity for all wing bending moments., outer wing shears., and wing shearat wing stations 83 and 209.

Actually , it is unlikely that auch a distribftion of load would occur at

" any single instant in flight through turbulle~nce, since this particular
combination of static,, dynawlic bending, aad dynamic torsion distributions

•-i is no more likely than any one of numerous others,, each of which mightt
•.' produce design level values for- only a very few of the 31 loads underexamination. However. it is noted that no load quentcity at any locatio2

in the structure has been exceeded; this condition, in effecta teln

represents an envelope of many possible conditions.

Reference to columns 17 and 20 ahow3 that an adequate match has; not yet
been achieved for some of the wing shears,, aa wing torsions inboard of

the outboard nacelle, and front beam shear flows. For Condition InI,,these wing shears and front beam shear-flows wi9 be matched. Here
again the pertinent ins are those in columns 14 through 16. The inicial

* iteration for Conditionhainany on of n colus , 21e, where of whc mi
are select e such as lo provide an exact match for shear at l.S. une &i
front beat ohear owe s at i.s. 83 and 3n6. A further adjustmE ant yields
the result rs hown in column e d. This condition represents a tpredominatly
dynamic distribution of load. load quantities matched are shear at
w.s. 83h 167, 275, and 36e , and front beam shear flos at w.os. 83 and 3I6.
The wing bearsg moment ratios vary from about .b73 at he tip to . 9 at
the root. For wing torsion, those ios are .19 between nacelles and .82

inor of the inboard nacelle.V

:j Condition IV is included in order to match the wing torsioiw inboard of
the outboard nacelle. The first iteration for condition IV is shown in
acolemn 23l based upon an exact atch of wing torsion at W.S. 119. 209.,

and 346. Final condition IV load ratios appear in column 24, where itis seen that front beam shear flows at .. S. 83 and 3h6 and wing torsions
Itnboard or the outboard nacelle are iatced.
A qaick review of olumns 17, l 0,o, 2a and 2t of Table C-a1 indicates

that all of the loads listed - except rear beam shear flow at U .S. 3 16.,
Twhe will be moen ratibe of negligible consequenct -he t to been a
hclosero. enveloped by one or tore of the four design conditioa . Closea .
exCionation of these numbers,, hin o ert , is needed to assure tat critical
phasinb s have been achieved.

A u ri o o 1, 2, d oT e l ia3
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The pover-spectral density infoymation contained in Figure 9-3 and
Table C-2 as veil as the breakdown between mission segments indicated
by Figure 9-9(b) and Table C-i, can assist in this examination. However,
"the wost acrect information on phasing is provided by the match of
internal loads or stresses, either in actual structural elements such
as the front and rear beams or in fictitious structural elements as
discussed in Section 1.1.2.

The mutch of front beam shear flows for Conditions III and IV indica.es
__ 'that, for the wing inboard of the outboard nacelle, Condition III

contains an appropriate amount of torsion with its design-level shears,
and Condition IV contains an appropriate amount of shear with its
design-level torsions.

However, phasing of bending moment and torsion is also important - from
the standpoint of strength of the upper and lower surfaces. In order to

-Vn check the adequacy with which this phasing is represented, as well as to
provide a more complete picture of the shear-torsion and shear-bending
phasings, use is made of the "equal probability", or phase-plane, el-
lipses shown in Figure U1-2. Conditions I - IV as generated in Table
C-11 are shown spotted in on the ellipses. In spotting in these condi-
tions, it was necessary to ratio down the design condition values to

"..'4 iaccount for the fact that the total increment (relative to the case 202
"one-g loads) due to all mission segments is greater than the ivicrement

-• .• for case 2M2 alone. To accomplish this, the values plotted were obtained
by taking the ratios shown in columns 17, 20, 22, and 24 of T.ble C-U.
and multiplying by the corresponding ma l values indicated on
the ellipses. Thus, in plotting the Condition IV shear-torsion point at
W.S. 83 on Figure U-2(a), for example,

sz .812 x 284oo = 23000 lb.

y .%6 x 2.10 x1 = 2.03 x 106 in. lb.

It is seen that Conditions I through IV excellently represent the equal
probability combinations of positive bending moment, shear, and torsion.

To assure that the excellent match indicated on an incremental basis in
columns 17, 20, 22., and 24 of Table C-U1 is preserved when the one-g

Q,• loads are odled, similar comparisons on a net-load basis are shown in
columns 2-9 - 32. Thee,: are based on the net loads for each condition
indicated in columns 25 - 28.

C-"-
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I -[ For Condition I, the match of outer wing torsions is seen to remain
" I excellent (column 29). The value 1.55 for the ratio at W.& 516 has no
. ' significance, since the net torsions are very usmal. The difference

between the statistically definew, an•l the Condition I net torsion,
Iwhile 55% of the Ltatistically defined net torsion, is less than 3% of

1 the incremental torsion.

*. IThe Condition II shears and bending momentU match at least ns well on a
net load basis as on an incremental basis. The rather drastic change
in the torsion ratios is a natural consequence of the one-g and incre-

t mental values har-ing opposite sign and is nat of concern, as can be
seen from the following sketch:

0

-U T

I I
03013f1

NET

For Condition III, as for Condition II, the match of the pertinent
quantities is seen to be at least as good on a net load as on an I nere-
mental load basis.

For Condition IV, the match of torsions is slightly less good on a net
load basis than on an incremental basis. However, the good match of

- Ji front beam shear flows is retained.

[•, It is therefore concluded that,, on a net load as well an an
Li • load basis, the enveloping of the statistically defined loads by the

I • design conditions is satisfactory.

IT-1
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C.5 vbnngCniis

Design loads for the lownbending mission anslysis conditions • ere ob-

tained in a manner similar to that just outlined for the upbending con-
ditions. Mission analysis net loads for the ease of downbending are
given in column 3 of Table C-12, and the resulting incremental loads are
given in column 4. For each design concition the ratio of design incre-
mental load to mission analysis incramental load appears in columns 5
throug R. Theme are designated as Conditions V, VI, VII, and VIII
respectively. Mhe appropriate downbending design conditioi, points are
then shown on the phase plane plots of Figure 11-2, with the same ad-
justment included as described above for the upbending con .L!tions. It
is seen that, as for the upbending conditions, Conditions V through
VII excellently represent the equal probability combinations of nega- r-
tive bending moment, shear, and torsion.

& comparison of the downbending design conditions with the statistically
defined loads on a net load basis appears in columns 9 - 12 of Table F
"C-12. As in the case of the upbending conditions, the agreement is
generally as good on a net as on an incremental -6ad basis. The large
values of the ratio for rear beam shear flow a e associated with oppo-
site signs for the one-g load and the incremen.; consequently, they are
not of concern. In all cases, the largest value of the ratio, timer the
statistically defined net load, gives a load that is smaller (arith-
metically) than the net load for the upbending conditions shown in
fTble C-U.

c,6 ,me t Othe Quadrants

It will be observed that design conditions have been defined for up-
bending and downbending conditions. Actually, consideration must be.
given to four rather than two types of condition - up and down bending,
each combined with positive and negative torsion. In other words, in
the phase-plane plot of Figure ll-2(f', for example, consideration must it
be given to possibly critical conditions in all four quadrants. The
r neral shape of the ellipses shown in Figures ll-'.(a), (c), (d), and
f), however, suggests that the 4pper left and lover right quadrants

are not likely to be critical; and examination of the design loud
envelopes based on all the conditions to which thc airplane was origin-
ally designed confirms this conclusion. Even if the procedure described
hPrein had been employed in the original design of the NodUl 188, out
could probably have established at an early stage tha1j other conditions
would be wore critical in these quadrants than the power-spectral gust
conditions.

NO!
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TABLE C- 12. DOWN BENDING DESIGN CONDITIONS, MODEL 188

ktlo of Design 1w1qmta ?ntio at- D"I. art 10.4

It m toi -ic .h oa s lUs To •LA. -. -to To ILA. Ite0.

LAG % 00. 00. Coe. cond. Co0". coma. 000d. coal.

-o . (1.91 4.(S.63 Q@ (G 0 CD. Q.G®
mef. - - 2.135(9 *.IT . .4 : ": ((D (D' . .')

(126) cuIrve.

o- 83 -12100 .- 3.215 -TT 9•*n 1.)9 A. 6 .87 8 93 Lo .61

"19 -14.2 -30"6 .726 .930. .999 .8ae .,1 .85 .98 -r.

167 -i6o00 -27660 .609 -.a" LGM .93. .32 .o0 1.01 .69

209 -19400 -33379 .7-31 .99 .9w .822 .- 7 .99 .92 .69

275 -19e. -29069 .73 .963 .960 .A .55 .9, .97 .60

360 -11.0 -19(•01 LOU .5. .1" .6&3 1. .93 .67 .37

"ao - 7150 -11311 1.006 .991 .ex .653 1.04 .98 .TM .45

Us6 -3250 -.. 7t -.w7 -0.3 .852 .6,5 .91o 1.02 .Te .52

IO', 83 -5.55 -9.1,3 .815 1. 1.o7 I.-OL .68 1.03 1.03 .81
U9 -5.25 -&.548 . 10 .003 .-9" .8T2 .68 1.01 .00 .7

j• 1 7 -4,.70 -7.309 .813 1.o0. .96 .845 .T1 1.00 .96 .76

209 -3.91 -. 030 .3a" 1.013 .9 .830 .75 1. O .96 .75
275 -2.70 -k.O .8 1.01 .970 .oo6 .83 103 .9 ..

1 ~3%6 -1.57 -2.30e .986 1 993 .8"1 .694 .9e -9k .79 .51,

30 1.k -1.139g 1.11-983 an0 .64T 1.02 .96 M7 .1.6

""a18 - .50 - ."u'h 1.00o .999 .6-9 .661 O1 100 .10 .

- 516 -. 110 -. 163k .1 .1.00 .8%6 .670 .96 1.6 T.7 .51

"10AV 83 -3•70 -2.181 .329 .26k .907 1.007 .60 O5 *.9 1.00

119 -3.56 -2.080 .230 ,193 .8914 1.00 -. 5 .53 .94 1.01

S-3ene1 083 Oft .8)5 1 •7 AT .91 1.01

209 -2.81 -1.9m0 .392 . "5 99 .965 .59 To0 .97 .99

.1 ~ 27l5 -2.58 -1.751' .252 w16 .939 .996 .196'910

3k.6 -2.36 -1.626 .110 -379 .91' 1-0 .39 .57 9 0

38Q-65 - 3k5 1.003 .609 .62 .,9 100 _ _ 97

48 -. 360 - .171' 1.o36 .695 .630 mq8 102 .85 .82.7

516~ -. 16 - .06k .6' .581 .55 ak2 6

83 ps 666 - 726 .616 .663 1.0 .991... .58 .63 .1.9
83's~ ~ ~ STo.8 53, .19 .00 -00 28 1.65 2.87 3.61

3.6 RD - 30 .359 .529 .560 -. 167 -.. 6 6.61' 6.26 i,99 17.60

0 Dewtee. eolmin in Sable 11-11
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It i3 bcmaue the upper left and lover right quadrants are clearly non-
Critical ti*st rear beam shear flows coul.4 be disregarded in gene-rating
the design conditions. In the critical upper right and lover left

quadrants, the shear flovt due to shear and torsion add In the front

have been established as not being critical., do thie shear flows due to
shear and torsion add in the rear beau.
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APPENDIX D

APPLICATION OF THE MATCHING CONITION~j TO~J THE)
N0J)EL 188 FMUSAGE (V= ICAL GUST LOADS)

The procedure for matching statistically defined fuselage loads with dis-
"crete design load conditions is basically identical to the method used
for the wing. As applied to the fuselage, however, the proced-.Lre is
very much simpler, as a result of the absence of torsion and also the
absence of aerodynamic and inertia loads resulting from elastic
deformations.

The statistically defined loads resulting from the Model 188 mission
analysis are used in illustrating the matching technique. The level of
the statistically defined loads wez established at a frequency of ex-
ceedance of 10-5 exceedances per hour. This level is the same as used
for the wing in Appendix C. The loads are read from frequency of ex-
ceedance curves similar to that of Figure 9-9(d) for each of the ten
ftuselage loads and the horizontal tail load. Table D-1 surmarizes the
resulting loads in both the upben.7ing and downbending directions. For 4
the purpose of illustrating the technique, however, only the downbending
loads will be matched.

1).I1 Nocenclature.

The nomenclature used to illustrate the method for obtaining luselage
load distributions is basical-ly the same as given for the wing in
Appendix C. The following specific definitions differ from those used
in Appendix C:

E1  Elementary distribution for unit translational accelerattm

X 2 Elementary distribution for unit pitching ecceleoatid a

23 Elementary distributicn for tail aerodyngmic loadr i
X 4 Elementary distribution for body aerodynmic load

Ratio of load !u translational acceleration elementary
- 1. distribution to statistically defined load

Ir E2  Ratio of load in pitching acceleration elementary distribution
to statistically defined load

E Ratio of load in tail aerodynamic load elementary distribution.
to statistically defined load

LD

lllm ram mm mme~ m ill m ml ir= mD-lm
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E4 Ratio of load in body aerodynamic load J.ementary
distribution to statistically definecd load

"a4  Loading coefficient for elementary distribution E11

D.2 Preliminary Considerations.

As In the developtient of wing loads, the determ•i-tion of fuselage de-
sign load conditions dlvIdes naturally into two distinct parts. First,,
the "elementary" or "unit" distributions are developed. Lecond, these
are used to generate -me or more design load conditions, Fuih as to en- j
velope closely -the statistically defined loads resulting froin the power-

spectral analysis. S-4
Before the elementary distribution can be developed, it must be iecided
which mission segment or segments these should be based upon. From fre-
quency of exceedaiice curves'similar to that of Figure 9-9(d), it is
obevr,,ed that case 202 is the major contributor to the shear anl bending
moment at the five fuselage stations, -ith the exception only of shear
at FS 1000 and bending at FS r95. At these two stations, Case 208 con-

"I tributes very slightly more than Case 202 to the load exceedances.

" " Downbending loads for the total mission and separately for mission rnal-
ysis case 202 are summarized in Table D-2 at the selecte3 frequency of
exceedance of 10"5 cycles per nour. In Table D-2 total mission net
loads are shown in Column 3. Loads due to mission analysis cuse 202 alone,
at the same freqaency of exceedance of total flight, appear Ln col'um •". ltJ jke-g loads for mission analysis case 202 are shown in colum 5. Th#presulting "gust incremental" loads are shown in columns 6 and T. In

column 6 the gust increment is taken as the difference between net load
based upon all mission segments and the one-g load for Case 202. In
coltmm 7, the gust increment is the increment for the given missicu seg-
iment alone. Column 8 shows the ratio of gust increment due t.. segment
202 alone to the total gust increment based on all segments.
SIn colu 8, the ratios for shear and be~nding are all approximately .95,

with only the shear at FS 1007) being slightly less at .92. It can be

concluded that if design ccnditions were to be generated to match the
gust incremental loads for c "ndition 202 alone (colunt 1), these could
be "ratioed up" by dividing by .95 and would closely reproduce the col-
un 6 incremental loads. They, "f tke condition 202 one-g loads were to
be added, a match of the net loads of column 3 would result. Thus, to
obtain a match to the statistically defined net loads, only the gust in-
crement need be considered, and this can be confined to condition 202.

I.
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As a result of the foregoing considerations, it is concluded that gust
2ncremental !cads for the total mission may be obtained by utilizing ele-
mtntary and one-g distributions derived from a consideration of mission
"nalysis case 202 only.

It has been ooserved that the net load levels obtained from the mission
analysis depend primarilyv on the rms or A values, which in turn depend
upon the total area under each output power spectral density curve. How-
ever, in establishing distributions of loads that might actually occur
at particular instants of time, consideration must be given to the shapes
of the outpuir power spectral density diagrams.

The power-spectral densities for the fuselage loads for Case 202 are
shown in f.gmre 9-4. For the forebody loads, shown in Figure 9-4 (a),
it is seen ;hat approximately 90% of the area under the curve is due to

S- the response in the 0.4 cps short period mode. The remaining 10% is due
to the first wing bending mode response at 2.1 cps. For the aft body
loads, except for bending moment at FS 695, Figure 9-4(b) indicates ap-
proximately the same breakdo-,n between the shaort period and wing bendingmode contr'ibution. In addition, small contributions are indicated at -
the wing torsion frequency (4.2 cps) and the elevator flapping frequency
(5.6 cps). Bending moment at FS 695 shows a very small respon.e at the
short period frequency, due to the offsetting effects of ta!! airload
and the opposing inertia forces. In fact, the characteristic differences
between the forebodV and aft body responses a.re due to the fact that the
fcoreboJy loads are due almost entirely to inertia forces, whereas the

Shori:rmtal tail serodynaric forces contribute substantially to the aftbody
loads. The phase relationships of the transfer functions show this ef-
fect quite well. Figure D-1(a) is a vector phase plot of various trans.-
fer functions at the short period frequency of U.4 cps. The vectors
represesnt the magnitude and phase relations of the fuselage loads witn
respect to a steady state rsinusoidal gust input. Also shown are fuse-!age r.Agid body accelerations. These are plotted as negative accelera-tions in order to indicate the phasing of the resulting inertia loads.

Looking at the shear plot first, it is apparent that all forebody shearsand the shear at FS 695 are appy-oximately in phase with each other but
approximately 1800 out of phase wtth horizontal tail load end M 1000

shear. The forebody and FS 695 shears are obviously influenced pre-
dominantly by translational inertia whereas shears on the extreme aft-
body are influenced predominantly y the tail airload. This conclusion
is confirmed by the moment phase plot. The forebody moments like the
shears are seen to be in phase with negative acceleration. The aftbody
moments including the rioment at FS 695, are seen to be strongly influ-
enced by the tail airload. The bending moment of FS 695 is seen to be
small compared to that at PS 1000, reflecting the offsetting effect of

I_ _ -----
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inertia and airload noted earlier. The phase plots at the wing fre-
quency of 2.1 cps, shown in Figure D-l(b)., show similar relations. The
principil difference is in the relative magnitudes of translational in-
ertia, pitching inertia, and tail airload. Vector plots for the other ;1

frequencies are not shown since these contributions to net load are
relatively small.

The conclusions which my be drawn from the phase plots may be sumarized
as follows:

1. Forebody loads are predominantly due to inertia.

2. Aftboay loads are affected strongly by inertia and tail
airloads acting out of phase.

3. Pitching inertia loads are relieving on forebody and additive
on aftbody. I!

4. At least two matching load conditions wil1 be required to match
fuselage downbending loads, one for the forebody and one for the -

aftbody, since the respective loads are seen to be almost ex-
actly 180° out of phase at the predominant frequencies.

5. Bending moment at FS 69, will be difficult to match with the
same conditions used to match the other loads because of its
unique phase relationship. However, since this load is rela-

4Y, tively small, a close matching is not required.

In view of the above, the downbending fuselage loads will be matched by
two conditions. In one of these the forebody 1.ads will be matched, in
the other, the afbbody loads except at FS 695, will be matched. The
shear at FS 695 should be matched by the forebocy conditions; bending L
moment at this location need not be matched, as It is so small 9a not to

-• contribute significantly to the critical stresses. Ti.

D.3 Elgementar Distributions.

It is now possible to proceed to the generation of the elementary dis-
tributions.

The method of obtaining fuselage load distributions departs slightly
____ from that used for the wing at this point, partly for sinplicity and

partly to illustrate a variation in the approach. It will be recalledthat, for the wing, three elementary distributions were used - one based T'

upon a static response and two based upce dynamic responses. These

D-8 11
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elementary distributions included both inertia anu aerodynamic loadings.

For a comparable methcd on the fuselage, the dynamic distribution would
"not be required siume *he fuIse.ge is assumed rigid. However, two or
more static distribtitions would be required in order to account for the
relative phasing of translation acceleration, pitching acceleration, an,!
aerodynamic loads on the body and tail. In order to avoid this complica-
tion, the elementary distributions were taken simply as unit airload and
inertia distributions. The fuselage loads for any condition, gust or
otherwise, can be regarded as produced by four parameters - (1) transla-
tion acceleration, (2) pitching acceleration, (3) tail and elevator air
load, and (4) body air load. The elem.ntary load distributions are
simply the fuselage load produced by unit values of each. These e&.-
mentary distributions are given in Table D-3(a) and D-3(b) for fuselade
shtzar and moment respectively. These are basic unit loads and require
fni- particular technique to develop. Columns 2 and 3, El and E2 , depend
only on the airplane weight data. Column 4, E3 , depends only upon the
tail load center of pressure (no balancing inertia being included).
Column 5, E1, depends only upon the original assumption used for distri-
bution of airload along the fuselage (again, no balancing inertia being
included). Also shown in Table D-3 are the one-g flight loads for "
Chse 202.

D.Al Fuselage Downbending Coneitions.

With the mission analysis loads of Table D-l, the elementary dist4- -
butions of Table D-3 and the one-g flight loads of Table D-3 all avail-
able, discrete distributions of the fuselage may now be generated.
This is accomplished in Tables D-4 and D-5. The procedure is identical
to that described for the wing in Appendix C, section C AI with the ex-
"cepticns that four elementary distributions are used instead of three,

.i and only one one-g flight load condition need be used. aI

In Table D-4, the statistically defined load levels which it is desired
to march appear in column 3. These are taken from columns 2 and 3 of
Table D)-1. As pointed out earlier, in Appendix D, Section D.2, only the
Case 202 one-g flight loads need be considered. Thus cnly the incremental

] ,• statistically defined loads as given by the LS in column 5 (the difference•| ~of colum.ns 4 anrd 3) need to be matched by combinations of the element.Ary -..

distributions. I 1

S The elementary distributic._-s given in Tables D-3 ar,•. shown in columns J
6-9. These distributions tare designated the El, E-, E3 an7 114
distributions.

D-9
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TABLE D-3. FUSELAGE ELEMENTARY LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS
CASE 202

(a) SHEAR

Inbosrd oneG0
Fusela Unit Inerti Unit Tal Udtody F~b

- I____ Airlosil Afrloads

13
5z/ura S: 1  SzPTO

f~~lý, ~~In. Lb/G a/eZ L/bzATL
_____ ____ _ ____ L/Lb _ _

42 0 0 0 0
177 4500 -5580 0 .255 -4500

w00 5310 -6Q417 0 .298 - 5M1
Ng300 8677 - 9368 0 .1.8T -8524

1400 12D64 -11456 0 .677 -11852
417 12893 -1181.2 0 .709 -12670

500 16439 -13034 0 .868 -16169
571 19559 -13459 0 j 1.000 -19242

69.5 16845 15663 1.000 1.000 -21437 -I

768 14219 11.692 1.000 .825 -19306

800 13218 14137 1.000 .750 -1&430 .

900 9731 11832 1.000 .513 -15704

953 7908 10233 1.000 .388 -14236

100 6U8 8420 L .000 .275 -12803

1117 2470 391.6 1.000 0 - 9899L12 0 0
u86 150 2581.6 0-92

]D-10 L
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TABLE D-3. CONCLUDED
(b) MOMENT

UZEo o o 0
inboard OEMt a~1Ui ld

1~seae nt.~Airload Airloads Flgt

W6r
6~~~D ]h. In-tb In. -t/b 6AAW~

02 0 0 0 0

17T' .34377 0 17.2 -.-301

2D0 .1117 - .515 0 23.6 - .1.09

joo L 116 -L.3011 0 62.8 -1.096

1.02.5 -2.3115 0 121L0 -2. 115 ý 2

4117 2.365 -2.5413 0 132.8 -2.323

500 3.582 -3.575 0 198.2 -3.519

571 11.860 -11.516 0 2611.7 -11.777

695 -11.262 -5.006 -512.8 -210.5 7.317
768 -3.132 -3-883 -1139.8 -1441.1 5.810

800 -2.6T5 -3.11W -1.07.8 -1IB.9 5.2r,3
900 -L 532 -2.123 -307.8 - 55.7 3.1199j

953 -1.065 -L 538 -2511.8 - 31.8 2.706
oo-.693 -1.0111 -2D7.8 -16.1 L.989J

1117 -. 216 - .358 - 90.8 0 .728
1158 -- 2 -. 213 -119.6 0 .335

-w.0w0 -1341 -21.8 0 .0w

0 0 ~ 0j 0 0_

Center of Pressure to be FS 120.8 (aveage of tail and elevatori

D-11
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TABLE D-5. FUSELAGE DESIGN LOADSMISSION ANALYSIS,
N(y) = 10-5 EXCEEDANCES PER HOUR

Up Oust Down Guet

Fus Z myszm
Lbio 6 "-Lb _ _ _o6 zL.-Lb

a- -2.563. a2- -. 3292 a,- 2.5634 a27 .3292
" a " 21817 a= 4254 a3- -24397Tr -4782

Pbrebody
- * 4

42 0 0 0 0

ITT -13114 -. 886 3979 .269
200 -15".,7 --1.208 378 .8
300 -25611 -3.26o 8306 1.035
1.00 -36125 -6.3417 A26ll205

417 -3880 -6.983 13091 2.26T
50 -50325 -io.681 17529 3.538
571 -60695 -11.622 21633 1,.929

____ _____ ~Aftbo4 __ _ __ _

695 j -4.3703 MOT0 -2279 8.261

768 -326 4.860 -6363 T.971

k ýt 900 -2051.- 1.173 -13714- 6.619
ý 953 -14408 .248 -16848 5.830

1000 -8271 -.1193 -20060 5.015
1117T 28T -. 581 -26665 2.27P

u86626 -. 356 -27811) 1.151

3.06 521 -. 14.6 -286119 .363
1292 1 0 0 0 0

I g

Values of :o o, nd E. - ar,+e e2 oh Table D-3.1

D-141
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• I The statistically defined loads., LS, are now to be enveloped by one or
more discrete conditions. Each of these conditions will be made up ofan appropriate coro!!netion of the four elementary di2Arlbutiors. TheScontribution of each elementary distribution will. be defined by a value

of its respective coefficient, alp a•, a3 cr a4; the complete set of loads
Scomprisitig the condition is then given by the expression; P

.D = l- + a22+ ah + aE

For each additional condition a new set of values of the coefficients is
j ~~determined,. :

S~To facilitate determining appropriate values of the loading coefficients•
each load for the elementary distributiors is divided by its corres;2nd-
ing desi1 level load, LS. The resulting ratios are designated El %,p{;
E3 and Fand are listed in columns 10 through 13 respectively. Thus |Sa matchiff the statistically defined load Is obtained if

oeIn set e conditions. tc of te remembered that the forebody i
loads werowite o ntob closely i phase. Consequently. it should be pos-t
csible to match there load, very closely. In generating the first condi-

i tion, the forebody loads will be matched, while a match of the extreme
aftbody loads will not be expected. In establishing the coefficients
for this conditionp the E4 distribution (body airloads) was initiall;
ignored because of its small load contribution; a set of three simulta-

* To neous equations was solved to give an LD/LS ratio of 1.0 for shear at

stations 350 and 695 and for moment at station 571. This gave approxi-
mate values of alp a2, and a 3. These were then modified by trial and

. error to include a value for s4 roughly consistent with the angle of

attack associated with nz and still give good agreement. The resulting
.• values of coefficients and of the rgtio LD/LS that they produce areSshown idesn leve 14 of Table D-e. This condition is designated "up gust"

S inasmuch as it is characterized by a down inertia load factor and uptail load as i sdicated by the coefficients a1 and a3 respectively. Thisacondition is seen to atch all of the forstbodyadctydending loads io nd

well, since the ratios for these quantities in column t are all f .ose totunityo Aftbody loads are not matched, but are in all cases lower thane

frthe statistccally defined loads, atb in by aios iiartmeticallyv
less than unity in Column 1a.

insuha tiscaatrzdbyadw nri load factorl and lll u
t l a di e y e e it 1 .rs t l T

codtoTsse-t1atha fth o~oyd~eniglasvr
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Another set of coefficients is generated similarly to match the shear at
FS 1000p horizontal tail load, and moment at FS 1000. These coefficients
and load ratios are shown in column 15. This condition is designated
"down gust"; it is characterized by an up inertia load factor and down
tail load as indicated by the a and a3 coefficients. It is interesting
to note that the moment at 695 is not matched very well, a8 was pre-
dicted., and that the forebody loads have load ratios close to negative
unity, indicating an incremeAtal upbending load approximately equal to
the downbending load. This seems to be quite reasonable.

To assure that tVi excellent match indicated on an incremental basis in
columns 14 and 15 is preserved when the one-g loads are added, similar
comparisons on a net load basis are shown in columns 18 and 19. These
are based on the net loads for each condition indicated in columns 16
and 17. It is seen that the agreement is even better than on the
incremental load basis.

The final distributed net loads determined for the fuselage are shown in
Table D-5 for a fine panel breakdown. These are calculated by applying F

V.7 the appropriate load coefficient to the elementary distributions of
? Table D-3 and adding the one-g flight loads. These load distributions

are plotted in Figure D-2. For comparison, the statistically determined
downbending and upbending loads of Table D-I are spotted in. The down-
bending loads show excellent agreement; and even the upbending loads
show surprisingly good agreement, even though no specific effort was
made to match them. This figure gives an excellent indication of the
significance of the terms "upbending" aad "downbending" and "up gust"
and "down gust", particullarly on the aftbody.

7:_-
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ESTABLISHMENT OF LIMIT-8TREWlTH A10 ULTIMATE-STRnGTH VALUES OF
N(y) A.uD Ow'd 17 ES8 AIND 749

E.1 Model 188 Wing

E-1.1 Mission Ana~jysis, Limi.t Strength. In Appendix C., a set of eight
load conditin was developed for the Model 188 wing suca as to envelope
closely the statistically defined values of some 31 loac, C'antities.
This set of condAitions reflected a mission analysis apprza .h and a level
of severity defined by a frequeiicy of exceeds ace of 1.00 x lo-5 cycles

t per hour.

Stress analysis was then conducted for these eight conditions., with the
following negative margins of safety resulting:

Wing Loading Margin of
Station Panel Condition Safety

101 4 111 .05
101 5 II -. 01
10t 5 111 -.03

-'137 0 II -. 05
rE39 3 II -.01

1239 3 1I1 -. 02
295 1I -. 02

*The n-egati-ie margins of safety all occurred on the upper surface and
~ Iresulted from comb~ined compression and shear produ~ced iy the upbending

conditions. In t~he tablej, the panels are numbered frein the front beamI ~ and are 14" wide; the critical panels are thus'eeen to be in the deeper
part of the box section rather than adjacent to the front or rear beams.

Considering the actual strength of the wiag to be reflected by a negativet ~ margin of -. 04,, the frequency of exceedance correspond-irg. to zero margin
of safety (i.e., limit strength) is determined as follows. Bending
moment at W.S. 129 is taken as representative of the loading in the

I~c ritical region; its frequency of exceedance is shown in Figure 9-9(b).
At N(y) - 1.00 x 10-5, where the margin of safety is -04., the bending
moment is 12.1 X 106 in-lb. The zero-margin value is then

6 6j i(1 -. 014)(12.1 x 10 in-lb.) 121'.6 X 10 in.l1b.

0 " W WI
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The value of 1(y) corresponding to limit strength is read from the curVe
at this value of bending moment as 2.1 x i0-5 cycles per hour.

It should be remarked that the value obtained for N(y) is not sensitive
to the particular frequency of exceedance curve selected, as the shape
of the curve doesn't chaage radically from one load quantity to another.

E.1.2 Mission Analysis, Ultimate Strength. Next, N(y) corresponding to
ultimate strength was determined. Based upon the stress analysis for the
mission analysis limit conditions, together with an examination of the
"unphased" loads at the ultimate level, it could be seen that the phasing
of loads reflected by Condition III would be critical for ultimate
strength. it was also apparent that only the region of 'he wing inboard
of the outboard nacelle would be critical.

It was estimated that for ultimgte strength the exceedaace level would
be approximately N(y) = 5 x 10-'. All wing loads inboard of the out-
board nacelle were read from their respective exceedanne curves at this
level. Phasing ratios were than assumed to be as givei by Column 22 of
Table C-11 and applied to the unphased loads as read from the exceedance -

curves.

Stress analysis for the resulting condition led to the following minimum
margins of safety:

"Wing Margin of
Station Panel Safety

qt101 4 +.06
239 3 +.07

These both occurred on the upper surface and reflected combined com-
pression and shear.

Again considering bending moment st W.S. 119 to be a representative load
quantity and conside.ring the .06 margin to reflect the strength of the
wing, the frequency of exceedance corresponding t3 zero margin, or ulti-
mate strength, is obtained as follows. At N(y) = 5 x i0-O cycles per
hour, M, = 16.1 x I0P in. lb. (Figure 9-9(b)). The zero-margin value is
then

(1 + .06)(Y!.1 x 106) = 17.0 x 106 in. lb..

"The value of N(y) corresponding to ultimate strength is read from the
curve at this value of bending moment: N(y)= .4 x 10-8 cycles per
hour.

- 7
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It may be noted that the ratio of ultimate strength to limit-strengthvalues af N(y) is (1.4 x 10-8)/(2.1 x I0-5) = .7 x 10-3.

E.1.3 Design Envelope Criterion. In order to determine the critical
design envelope condition for limit strength at VC, loads for all of
cases 401 through 422 were listed for an estimated limit strength level
defined by N(y)INo = 1.25 x 10-0 in Figure 5-8. These were, of course,
unphased loads, and were obtained by multiplying the A values listed in
Table B-2 by the appropriate owild values read from Figure 5-8. The
ownd values were as follows:

Altitude Ow qd

0 57
7000 ft. 62

12000 ft. 60
16oo0 ft. 59
20000 ft. 51

Loads were also listed for the VD cases, 423 - 426 at Owh = (25/50)62 -
31 and for the VB case, 2.27, at 7I% = t4/3) 62 = 43, where the factor 1/3
is a rounded-off equivalent of 66/50. (Cases 428-431 vere not included
until later, when it became evident that case 427 would not be the critical
VB case.) The multiplying factors included in the awsh's for the VD and VB
cases will be recognized as the ratios of currently specified Ude gust ve-
locities at the respective speeds. On the assumption that the same ratios
would be retained in a power-spectral criterion, the loads resulting fram i
these 7w1±'s are directly comparable as potential critical design conditions.

Spanwise plots of these loads were then made, for comparison with each
other and with the loads defined by Conditions I-VIII. These loads were
also plot ted on shear-torsion, bending-torsion, and shear-bending co-
ordinates at wing stations 83, 207, 346 and 397 for comparison with the
design load envelopes and with Conditions II, III, and IV.

As a result of these comparisons, it was evident that Case 417, a VC 0?
T case, was critical for upbending and Case 425, a VD case, for downbending.
S." It was also apparent that for Case 417 the critical location would be .

inboacd of the inboard nacelle and for Case 425, either in this region
or between thtirmcelles. It was also observed that c.g. position would "I I
have at most about a 1% effect on the allowable Ow)?d va'ues; the forward
limit was generally the more critical. '

In order to properly acco°int for the phasing of shear, bending moment, -4

and torsion, shear flows at W.S. 83 and W.S. 346 were considered.

E-3j
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For Case 417, it was ass*..med that., at each location, Sz and M. would be
in phase. Conditions such as illustrated by points ý and 3 in Figure
11-1 were then determined. At W.S. 83, to match the front beam shear
flow required 98% of the unphased torsion in combination with 100% of
the unphased shear and bending moment (Point 2), or 98% of the unphased
shear and bending with 100% of the unphased torsion (Point 3). At W.S.
346, the front beam shear flow was matched with 100% of the unphased
values of all three load quantities (Points 2 and coinciding at
Point 1).

Because of the close proximity of the Point 2 and Point 3 conditions, a
single condition corresponding to Point 2 was defined for stress analysis.
This condition, designated 417L, was defined only in the potentially
critical region inboard of the inboard nacelle. It was obtained by
passing smooth curves through the unphased shears and bending moments
at W.S. 83, 119, and 167 and 98% of the unphased torsions at the same
locations. The shears thus defined were integrated to assure agreement
with the statistically defined bending moments.

Case 425 was treated '7imilarly. At W.S. 83, it was found that the front
beam shear flow was matched with 100% of the unphased shear and bending
moment in combination with 96% of the unphased torsion; or 100% of the
unphased torsion with 97% of the unphased shear and bending moment. In

b- -. defining a condition for stress analysis, points were plotted represent- T
"ing 10% of the unphased shear and bending moment and 96% of the unphased
torsion.

In the region between nacelles, examination of Figure 11-2(e) indicated T
that shear and bending moment should not be considered in phase. Con-
sidering 90% of the unphased bending moment to combine with 100% of the
unphased shear, it was found that front beam shear flow was matched with
97% of the unphased torsion. Phasing ratios at the other wing stations
in the region between nacelles were then estimated based upon the num-
bers in column 22 of Table C-11; the following ratios resulted:

S M MW.S. z x y

2. .96 1.00 .97 ..

275 .98 .98 .97
346 1.00 .90 .97 -

The condition thus defined is designated 425L.

Stress analysis for these conditions resulted in the following minimummargins of safety:
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Wing Margin ofCondition Station Location and Description Safety j

417L 101 Upper Surface, PaneL 4., -. 02 V
Compression and Shear

417L 137 Upper Surface, Panel 6 0
Compres'ion and Shear

425L 137-166 Upper Surface, Panel 3, -. 03
Shear

425L 209-239 Lower surface to front -. 02
beam attachments

425L 275-293 Front beam web, tension -. 02
and shear

Limit strength values of OwVd corresponding to these two conditions
were obtained az follows:

i For conditicn 4I7L, the value of Mx at W.S. 83 is 13.61 x 106 in.lb.
The zero margin value is then

(1 - .02)(13-61 x id6 in.lb.) 13-34 x 106 in.lb.

Subtracting the 1-g value and dividingbyA (Table B-2) gives

,3.- x 106 06

133=x1 - 5.00 x10
v Id 135S00 6o fps (at h =12000 ft.)

"Similarly, for Condit-on 425L, the zero margin value of N. at W.S. 167
is

(1 - .03)(-5-.13 x 1O0 in-lb,) = -0 in..b.

I 7
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and the limit strength "alue of Uwqd is

.1w1 ,1 " -4.98 x l 6  2.04 x (0h6

"%'Id 166700 - 31.1 fps (at h 7000 ft.)

To establish the Cwed value corresponding to ultimate strength at VC..
a !ondition 417U was defined at an estimated awnd level of 95 fps. This
condition was identical to 417L except that the incremental loads were
Increased in the ratio 95/62.

The minimum margin of safety for this condition was found to be + .05,
in upper surface panel 4 at W.S. 101, due to combined compression and
shear.

The zero margin value of Mx at W.S. 83 is then

(1 + .o5)(18.20o x 100 in.lb.) - 19.10 x 10 in.lb.

and the ultimate strength value of qwqd is

= 1")x 13-0o 6 I0X fps (at h =12000 ft.)
'wlld 138800

As a result of the work to this point, it appeared that - for the as-
sumed relative turbulence intensities at VB, VC, and Vb - conditions not
yet specifically investigated were not likely to be critical. At this
stage, however, it was considered desirable to maka an over-all sur-,ey .
by determining approximate allowable vwed values at both limit and A.ti-
mate levels, for all available cases, considering both upbending and
downbending individually. Such a survey would provide a basis for pos-
sible reassessment of the relative turbulence intensities to be specified
for design. at VB, VC, and VD. in providing an overall picture it would
also constitute a check to assure that critical conditions had not been
overlooked.

- -
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It was found that a rather reliable survey could readily be made. For
the cases so far investigated, critical stresses were seen to result pre-
dominan2tly from combined bending moment and torsion. The most critical
"regions were found to be near the root and just outboard of the inboard
nacelle, and in both regions the appropriate phasing ratios were found
to be close to unity. Accordingly, unphased loads were plotted on
bending-torsion coordinates at W.S. 83 (upbending and downbending) and
at W.S. 209 (downbeuding only).

Limit and ultimate design load envelopes were then drawn based on the
various available airplane design c.anditions. Inasmuch as the various
conditions for which stress analysis wss performed in this study (after

l•'ustment to zero-margin levels) fell very close to the design load
"'lopes, these envelopes were used directly as limit and ultimate
ngth envelopes. (In the region of more-positive torsion character-

i: .-1 by Cases 42T-431, an actual-strength line was nsed; this was defined
by stress analysis for Case 430 at awild = 94., which gave a margin of 5
safety of +.05.) To obtain limit and ultimate a;^ values for each condi-
tion, a ray was drawn from the one-g point to the net load point and
extended to intersect the limit and ultimate strength envelopes. Relative
distances along this ray, in conjunction with the known 9w1 value for

: 'which the condition was defined, thent determined the limit and ultimate
""dstrength values of •w1"e

" i ~The results of this survey are shown in Table F-I and Figures E-1 and E-2.

In both the table and the figuresl the iwi values have been 1%usted toan altitude of 3.1,000 ft. by moving along one of the family of lines in • -(•.

Figure 5-8. In effect, the allowable 9437d at the actual altitude for the
condition defines a line of the family shown in Figure 5-8; this line is
then designated not by its N(y)/No value but by the Qw3d value where it
intersects the 12,000 ft. altitude.

ior the V and VD conditions, the adjustment could be either along lines of
"constant •(y)/o as for the VC conditions, or along lines such as to main- .
-ain a constant ratio of VB to VC awd and VD to VC aw,. The latter basis

- i was used.

In the figures, calculated points f~rom Table E-1 are indicated by circles. •L
Where only one calculated point is available for a curveP the estimated
trend is indicated by a dash line. Tho large squares denote the critical

conditions for the three speeds respectively.

As a result of the trend with fuel weight shown for the VC cases (Figure
E-1 (a) , it was obvious that case 4-27 did not reflect the critical fuel
weight at VB. It was at this point that cases 428 through 431 were added-
These were selected not only to cover -he effect of increased fuel weight,
but also to confirm that the critical altitude had been included end to
provide a basis for review of the VB speed selected somewhat arbitrarily in
Section 7.
On a limit basis, it it. seen that the allowable (1•d for VD is just 25/50

of that for VC. The allowable Owth for VB is clearIy well in excess of
66/50 of the Vc value.
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On an uWtimate basis, the allowable Orw 17d for VD again is Just 25/50 of
the VC value, and the allowable for VB is again well in excess of 60/50
of the VC value.

At V , the ultimate strength value of 0 V17d is 1.67 times the limitSJo strefngth value, The ratio of ultimate-strength to limit-strength

NCy)/No values i (2 x 10-8)/(l.3 x 10-6) = 1.t5 x lmi-2.srn

!rn order to confirm that the VB speed selected in Section 7 is realistic,
as well as to indicate how a VB speed might rationally be selected in a
power-spectr&. context, limit-strength, ultimate-strength, and stall
values of a wd (or y/A) for the Model 188 are plotted vs speed in
Figure E-3.

The limit-strengh and ultimate-strength values were taken directly
from Table &I (Cases 417, 429, and 130).

The stall v',lues were obtained as follows:

q C

nStan

nstall-

stall AAn

The A A, value is a static-elastic value, inasmuch as the elastic-mode
overtravel increment does not reflect airload on the airplane and there-
fore does not influence stall. In this instance, Tn was obtained by
dividing the elastic-airplane values listed in Table B-2(a) - (c, by an
estimated dynamic factor of 1.10. Results are shown separately for three
different bases for Cimax. The Cimax value of 1.55 was the best-.} estimate value used in the initial design of the airplane. The "dynemic

C t" and "start of buffet" CL values were based upon later flight tests
o0a similar airplane and vary with Mach number.

As indicated in Section 15.2.2, an appropriate definition of the VB speed
"J would be the speed at which stall would Just occur at a load level given

by the VB design value of Qw 7d. On this basis, Figure E-3 indicates a
VB speed for the model 188 (at ll6,000 ibs. gross weight) of either 165
or 170 knots depending upon thi CIa. value selected. If start of buffetratter than full sta~ll, were utilized as the criterion, the VB speed

would increase to about 200 knots. It is concluded that the VB speed of
180 knots selected in Section 7 is satisfactory for the purpose of the
present analysis.
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I F
It is interesting to observe from Figure E-3 that, in order to maintain
the greatest margin against both buffet and exceedance of limit strength,

"a recommended rough air penetration speed for this airplane would be 220

knots. (This is higher than the VB speed because of the excess strength

I - at the V3 speed, for this airplane.) If a recommended rough aJr speed

were to be based upon ultimate rather than limit strength, the speed

- would be much greater still.

E.2 Model 749 Wing

E.2.1 Design Envelope Criterion. In determining limit and ultimate
strength values of N(y) and of qwqd for the Model 749 wing, it was con-
sidered desirable to first generate a set of enveloping conditions for the
critical VC design envelope case, using generally the technique illus-
trated for the Model 188 wing in Appendix C. Stress analysis for these
conditions would then indicate the most critical regions of the wing, as
well as leading to an estimate of the VC limit-strength value of Owed"
It was felt that a set of conditions enveloping a'ceslgn envelope case

would be as useful for this purpose as one enveloping mission enalysis
loads, and it would be appreciably easier to generate. 4

Inasmuch as Case 308 appeared to be the critical VC case, it was selected
as the case to be enveloped. Three upbending conditions were generated,
designated I, II, and Iii. These were roughly comparable to the Model
188 conditions I, II, and IV listed in Table C-11; some indication as to
their natu-:e is evident from their locations on the equal probability
ellipsoids of Figures 11-3(e) and . They were generat d at a awqd
level of 90, corresponding to an N()/NZ O value of 4 x 10-, which was

estimated to be approximately the limit strength level. Downbending
loads were also considered; however, as a result of the excess strength

*. in downbending of the Model 749 wing, it became obvious with only limited
investigation that downbending gust loads would not be critical..4

As in the corresponding Model 188 work, conditionz -ere defined only for
I phasings of torsion with shear and bending in the upper right and lower

"left qc.adrants of the phase plane plot (Figure 11-3(c), for example).
This phasing tends to match the statistically defined snear flow in the
front beam. Closer scrutiny, however, of the "equal probability

I -'ijses" for the Model 749, shown in Figures 11-3(c)-and (f), made it
" clear that maximum rear 15eam sh-s- flow conditions might be more critical,

and the results of the stress analysis confirmed this conclusioi.

9-13
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Minimum margins of safety obtained for these conditions werL:

Margin of
Station Condition Location aund Description Safety

97 I Lower surface skin, tension and shear -. 01

145 I Rear beam web splice, attachments -. 03

145 Ii Rear beam web splice, attachments -.03

145 II Lower surface cut-out, chordwise compr. -. 02

191 II Front beam web splice, attachments -. 01

191 II Front beam web, tension and shear - 04

Inasmuch as the critical condi ions for the rear beam had not been in-
cluded, additional work was necessary in order to define a limit strength
value of OW

Before proceeding further, however, it appeared desirable to make a I
systematic survey of all of the design envelope cases in order to estab-
lish with greater certainty which ones might be critical. Accordingly,
loads for all of cases 301 through 318 were listed for an estimated limit
strength i'evel of av'd = 93. Loads were also listed for the VD cases,
"319 - 32 2 , 'it •dld = (25/50)(93) = 46.5 and for the VB case, 423, at
G•1d= (4/3)(9%) = 124, where the factor 4/3 is a rounded-off equivalent
of 96/50. These were unphascd loads and were obtained simply by multiply-
ing the I values listed in TCable 9-3 by the given cv11d values. Spanwise
plots of these loads were then made, for comparison with each other and
with the loads defined vs Conditions I - III.

On the basis of these plots, it became clear that only Cases 307, 308,
and 317 at Va, and Case 323 at VB, were likely to be critical; also,
that the region of the wing outboard of the outboard nacelle would not
be critical for any of the cases.

In order to determine actual limit-strength values of Vu9ld fcr these
four cases, it was niecessary to account for the phasing of the shear,
bending momient, and torsion. Phasing factors to be applied to the
unphar'ed loads were determined separately for the regions of the wing
between nacelles and inboard of the inboard nacelle. Appropriate phasing
of the bending moment and shear was estimated with the assistance of the

o er-
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"] "~equal probability ellipses" in Figures 3-1-3(b) and (e). Phasing of the •,.
torsions relative to the shears and bending moments was then obtainrd.d

such as to match the shear flows in, alternately, the front and rear
beams. The resulting rasing factors are listed in Table E-2. In the
"A" and "B" conditions, front team shear flow was matched; these condi-
tions correspond to points 2 and 3, respectively, in Figure 11-1. In
the "C" -onditions, rear beam shear flow was matched, with maximum shear
and ` -ac-mn moment and reduced torsion. It is seen that 12 separate con-
d' •,•s ""e defined. No check was made to assure that the shears thus .
J..-: itegrated to give the bending moments, since at this stage
.he-.e conditions were not to be used in actual stress analysis.

The 12 load conditions thus defined were then plotted on bending-torsion,
shee.r-torsion, and shear-bending coordinates at each of wing stations 63,1451 191., 263., and 337. Both the one-g~and the net upbending loads wtere

shown, along with the upbending and downbending loads from Conditions
I, II, III.

Although Y realistic conditions were now defined, they were defined only
at a lir'-.,.;d number of wing stations and were not necessarily exactly
consiste.it from one wing station to another. It was quite desirable to
avoid having to generate conditions that would be consistent over the
entire wing, and also to minimize the number of conditions and the
regions of the wing for which stress analysis would be required.

Accordingly, four new conditions for stress analysis were now defined,
by arbitrarily spotting in four points on each shE:ar-torsion diagram
such as to envelope the conditions plotted. Condi*tions IV, N, and VI "
were upbending conditions. Shear (and hence bending moment) were corn-
parable for all of these; the torsions, however, varied over a wide
"range, with Condition IV having the highest positive torsion and Con-
dition VI the highest negative torsion. Condition VII was a conserva-
tively defined downbending condition. In defining these four conditions, .
consistency of shears and torsions from one wing station to the next was
maintained only qualitatively. To determine bending moments, the shears
"defined on the five shear-torsion plots were plotted vs wing station and
integrated to give bending moments. Points representing the four en-
veloping conditions were then added to the bending-torsion and shear-
bending plots to assure that the 12 conditions were adequately enveloped
with respect to bending moment as well as shear and torsion. Spanwise I
plots of all three load quantities were made for use in the stress
analysis.

Stress analysis for Conditions IV through VII led to. the following mini-
mum margins of safety:

A I
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TABLE E-2. PHASING FACTORS, MODEL 749 DESIGN ENVELOPE
CONDITIONS

Condition Where Shear Phasing Factors
Flow Was Matched

.-- sz. ,,0

307A Front bam, S103 1.000 .82".84
Front eaSm, WS33T 1.000 .950 .935

- 30T. Front Beem, so103 .801 .801 1.000 -
Front Beam, 115337 .821 *531i 1.000

37C Bear Dema, V1103 1.000 1.000 .200
Rear earn, 1S337 .800 1.000 -. 095

"308A Front Deem, WS103 1.oO(x 1.000 .690
Front Bae=, 1S337 1.000 .950 .890

3081 Front lban, WS103 .702 .702 1.000
Front Beam, WS33T .755 .491 1.000

308C Rear Bem, WS103 1.000 1.000 .042
"Bear Deam, WS337 .800 1.000 -. 228

317A Front Beam, WS103 1.000 1.000 .618
Front Bem, 1S333 1.000 .950 .8w i

317D Front Beau, WS103 .674 .674 1.000
Front Beam, VS337 .691 .451 1.0000

317C Bear Beam, =103 1.000 1,000 0
Bear l•ea, 1S3337 .8w0 1.000 -•324

323A Front bern, WS103 1.000 1.000 .>71
Front Bea-, 1S33T 1.000 .950 .839

323 Front Beam, 11503 .619 .619 1.000
Front •ern, WS337 .729 .4.74 1.=oo

32C Rear Bean, WS1103 1.000 1.000 -. 089
Bear lean, Ws337 .800 1. CiO -. 231

?if
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Loading Wing Margin of
Condition Station Location and Description Safety

IV 115 Lower surface door, attachments -,06
145 Front beam web splice,, attachments -. 0O1

145 Lower surface cut-out., chordwise compr. -.04
191 Front beam web splice, attachments -. 07
191 Front beam web, tension and shlear -. 11
289 Front beam web,, tension and shear -. 09

V 97 Lower surface skin,, tension and shear -. 03
S145 Rear beam web splice, attachments -. 01
168 Lower surface cut-out, spanwise tension -. 03
191 Front beam web splice, attachments -. 04
191 Front beam web, tension and shear -. 07

VI 97 Lower surface skin, tension and shear -. 03
145 Rear beam web splice, attachments -. 04

No negative margins were found for Condition VII, confirming that down-
bending would not be critical.

Based on these margins, Conditions IV, V, and VI were adjusted in level,
independently over various regions of the wing, such that zero margins
of safety would result. Streneth envelopes on bending-torsion and
shear-torsion coordinates were thus defined at wing stations 103, 145,
191, 263, and 337.

It was now possible to go back to the 12 conditions, 307 A - C, 308i A - C, 317 A - C,. and 323 A - C and obtain for each case a good approxi-
mation to the limit strength value of Vwqd and the critical location in .
the structure. This limit-strength value of Uwlld waz determined sep-.
arately at each wing station and separately based on the bending-torsion
and shear-torsion envelopes. For each &w1d determination, e ray was
drawn from the one-g point to the net load point and extended if neces-j I sary to intersect the strength envelope. Relative distances along this V
ray, in conjunction with the known owqd value for which the condition
wa- defined, then determined the limit strength value of •wd..

The resulting limit strength values of 009d are shown in Table E-3(a).
Each number is the minimum for the three subconditions A,B, and C. The
lowest value in each column is the critical value and is underlined.

Approximate ultimate strength values of 'd were obtained similarly and
are shown in Table E-3(b).

~k
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TABLE E-3. PRELIMINARY LIMIT STRENGTH AND ULTIMATE
STRENGTH VALUES OF •'w ld, MODEL 749 DESIGN ENVELOPE

CONDITIONS

(a) LIMIT

Case 307 Cam 308 Case 317 Cam 323
us (h -b 60t rt) (h, -16000 ft) (h w7000 zt) (h - o000 ft)

103 93.0 92.2 (c) 95.5 (C) 92.3 88.7 (C) 88.2 91:0 9L6

(Ac) (Ac) (A,c) (A,c) (A,C)

145 1•.8 (c) 88.3 (c) 80.5 (c_) 8T0. (c) 8.6 (C) 82.5 (C) 92.0 (c) J9.3 (C)

191 81.5 (A) 85.3 (A) 83.6 (A) 86.2 (A) 80.2 (A) 83.6 (A) 80.5 (A) 80. 3 (A)

263 8T.8 (A) 93.0 (A) 93.0 (A) 93.0 (A) 93.0 (A) 93.0 83.T (A) 84.0 (A)
(A,C)

337 (A) (A) (A) (A,C) (A) (A) 85-3 (A) 8T.0 (A)

Na 040 it values for Case 323 have been mltiplied by .75 for comarion. ratters A, B,

a nd deeote critical coMditIo-6 Values for critical WS in each colmn are uMnerlined.

(b) ULTIMATE

Case 307 308 317 3231
is z"irM 'Vfr S2M KN- S -mr Njsrx se-my ymy

103 168.5 173.2 172.8 17r.o 162.0 163.0 17o.3 166.3 .(A,c) (AC) (A,C) (A,C) (A,c) (,,c) (A,C) (A,c)

115 1.660 (c) 173.9 (C) 165.6 (C) A56.5 (c) !61.8 'c) 158.5 (c) 169.1 (c) 165.6 (C)

191 12.6.0 (A~ 126.2 (A) 114T.1 (A) 1-56.1 (A) 1143.2 (A) 151-0 (A) l14i. 5 (A) 11.8.2 (A)

263 119.5 (A) 163.0 (A) 156.T (A) 159.6 (A) 15T.0 (A) 159.6 (A) 1i6.0 (A) l50.3 (A)

33T 1152.1 (A) 169.6 (A) i6o.8 (A) I66. ,. (A) 168.0 (A) 159.8 (A) 1149.0 (A) 153.8 (A)

mom u4 11 values for Came 323 have been mult-pl1•4 by .-5j for eomparison. letters A, B,

and C denote critical phaain•. Values for critical VS In each eoumn are underlined.
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It -.as now possible to select critical conditions and locations for
stress analysis of specific conditions. Stress analysis for Conditions
IV, V, and VI had indicated that the critical stress generally resulted
from combinations of bending and torsion moments; consequently, more
weight was given to the results in the Mx-My column than in the Sz-Hy T
column in Table E-3.

It was not entirely certain from Table E-3(a) which of the 4 cases would
be critical. It was clear, however, that the actual limit strength
values of owl7d corresponding to each case could be determined by ex-
amining only cases 3070, 308c, and 317C at WS 145, and Cases 307A, 308A,
317A, and 323A at WS 191. Further, it was clear from the above listing
of margins of safety that the critical element for the "C" conditions at
WS 145 was the rear beam wib splice, and for the "A" conditions at
WS 191, the front beam web. I

Similarly, in Table E-3(a), it was clear that the ultimate strength
values of Vw1 d could be determined by examining only the front beam web
at WS 191 for each of the "A" conditions.

As a result, only very limited stress analysis would suffice to finally
determine the limit and ultimate strength values of Ow1d.*

Before performing this stress analysis for the potentially critical con-
dltions, two refinements were made in the definition of the loads.
First, since one of the critical regions was found to be between the ribs

supporting the inboard nacelle, the nacelle loads, which previously had
been brought into the wing arbitrarily at the nacelle centerline, were
redistributed to the two ribs. Second, it had becom,ý apparent from the
stress analysis that axial stress, far more than shear flow, was govern-
ing the wing strength. Consequently, in selecting the relative phasing
of shear and bending moment fir the "A" conditions in Table E-2, it ap-
peared that Sz, rather than M., should have been assigned the .950
phasing factor. lFurther, examination of the complete spanwise distribu- *.

.• tions available for Conditions I, II, and III indicated that for both
the "A" and "C" conditions, Sz and Mx should be more nearly in phase at
WS 191 than at WS 337. Consequently, revised phasing factors were de-
fined,. as shown in Table E-4. The phasing factors for Mywere not re-
computed, as they were expected not to change significantly. In
addition, in the stress analysis, the basis for the web shear-tension"] ~~margin of safety was changed from the maxim=m tension maxi~mum shear1

criterion used in the original design analysis to a circular interaction
criterion now generalls considered more realistic. ] j

Consideration of the probable effects of these changes on the o7•d values
given in Table E-3 indicated that the critical locations would not change.
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TABLE E-4. REVISED PHASING FACTORS, MODEL 749DESIGN ENVELOPE AND MISSION ANALYSIS CONDITIONqS

iZ RAN Ocaition, NCR Condi~tion
_________ _ W6103, 15 11591 115337 115103, 145 W611 133T

5z 1L000 1 L0CO 1.0C .00 .9000 80-
xf 1.000000 .930 1.00 1.000 1.000

_935 .. 9.20 -. 095

LiCass 308 .690 .890 .890-.a -.228 -. 2
Case 31T7 .618 m____ -- 324 '3

839 3239 -571 a"89 -. 231 -. 231

Msin.697 .854 .8 -. 2T-.9Anal. U-Imt I.9 f 1.295
i~slasou~ .712 .872 .85 -. 198 -28 -. 1

valesin Tabe -2 wre * z n~ 95.~r z ii respectively.
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Accordingly, the pertinent conditions were redefined, at the necessary
wing stations, at revised ru.ld levels as follows:

t Limic conditions: Cases 307, 308, and 317 aoi d= 83

Case 323 Vid = -83 , 109.6
50

Ultimate conditions: Cases 307 and 308 ld - 155

Case 317 4~d= 146

Case 323.x w 66

The ultimate Owqd values of 155 and 146 reflected a constant value of
N(y)/No in Figure 5-8 as the altitude varies. Case '_23x is identical to
Ca.je ?23 except for an increase in altitude from 7C00 to 16000 ft. The
16000 ft. altitude became mcre critical for the Vp z.peed at the ultimate
load level because of the oppobite slope of the fa-Ily of lines in Fig-.
ure 5-8 at the ultimate as contrasted to the limit level. Loads were
obtained for Case 323x from those of Case 323 by retaining the 1-p loads
and decreasing the A values 5%, in accordance with the relatir-rs indi-
cated by comparison of the corresponding VC c~ses, 308 vs 317.

The resulting margins of safety are shown in Table E-5. The limit-
strength or ultimate strength values of wild were then computed as . "

(i + MG)(Net shear at given wnd) - (One-g hesu)

S~ Aear 
• ,

" and are also shown in the table. Values underlined are at the altitude
.listed for thc cAe. ~The other value for each ca-e is an adjusted value
obtained by moviiL- along one of the family p. lines in Figure 5-8. For
"the VB condition-, the adjustment was along lines such as to maintain a
constant ratio of VB to VC UWld. In other words, the underlined Owlld
was divided by 66/50, the adjustment made to the new altitude, and the
resulting value multiplied by 66/50. | j
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TABLE E- 5. FINAL LIMIT STRENGTH AND ULTIMATE STRENGTH
VALUES OF ow vd, MODEL 749 WING

Conition Assumed Margin Altitude, tegh~

And l~oatiop C~ 77d Of Safety Et b 7000 Ft b = 16000 Pt

3070.1W814.5 83 .06

307A- WS191 83 o04 16000 90.0 89.2

30OC-WSll45 83 .06 16000 92.2 92.0

308A. VU891 83.06

3170.WS11&5 83 .03 7000 87.5 86.1

317P, 11819.1 83 .05

323k. 11191 109.6 0 7000 109.6 106.9

Ultimate Strength %., 1

bh= 7000Ft b*=16000FPt

307A11S191 155 0 16000 i145.5 155.0

*3D8A. WS191 155 .01 16000 11.6.2 157.2

317A. WS191 14.6 .05 7000 156.216.

323A.WS191 205 .01 16000 1914.8 207.9
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It is seen that, for limit strength, Case 317, at h = 7000 ft., is le
slightly more critical than the 16,000 ft. caes. The effect of e.g.
location is indicated by a comparison of Cases 307 and 308. The effect
of c.g. location On twyd is slightly greater than indicated in Table
E-3, but still only about 3%. The forward c.g. case (307) is +he more
critical, contrar; to earlier indications that led to omitting the for-
ward c.g. cases at h = 7000 ft. A forward c.g. case at 7000 ft. would
presumably be slightly more crit.ical than Case 317. The difference is
so small, however, that ftirther refinement of the limit strength qw,1j
is not considered justified. k
For ultimate strength, the 16000 ft. cases are critical, and the effect
of c.g. location is less than 2%. i
As a result of the work to this point, it became apparent that, for the
assumed relative turbulence intensities at VB, VC, and V , cases otherthan the four specifically investigated were not likely t be critical.
As in the Model 188 investigation, however, it was considered desirable

at this stage to make an overall survey by determining, at least roughly,
allowable awld values at both limit and ultimate levels, for all cases,
considering upbending and downbending indiiidually.

For this purpose, Wiing bending moment at WS 191 was used as the measure
of strength. For all the cases investigated, WS 191 either was the
critical location, or missed being critical by only a few percent. And
at the critical location in the structure, the net stress was produced
predominantly by the bending moment. Values of the WS 19! bending moment
corresponding to limit and ultimate strength were taken Ps follows,
based on the margins of safety shown in Table E-5°

Limit Ultimate

VB, upbending 12.6 x 106 in.lb. 18.4 x 106 in.lb.

V and V , upbending 13.2 x 106 in.lb. 19.1 x 106 in.lb.

"VB, VC, and VD downbending 7.90 x 1J in.lb. 11.85 x 10 in.lb.

The downbending limit value is taken as 60% of the higher of the two
upbending va).aes, and the downbending ultimate value as 1.5 times the
limit.

T" results of this survey are shown in Table E-6 and Pigures E-4 and iSE-5. F,5
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Where values obtained by the approximate method differ from those shown
in Table E-5, the latter are substituted. In no case, however, did thej difference amount to over 3%, and for the limit conditions it was less

than 1%.

In both the table and the figures the qw1ld values were adjusted to an
altitude of 16,000 ft. by moving along one of the family of lines in
Figure 5-8. For the VB and VD conditions, the adjustment was alnng lines j
such as to maintain a constant ratio of the VB or VD UwJd value to the
VC value.

The figures are directly comparable to those for the Model: 188, Figures
E-1 and E-2. Calculated points are indicated by circles. Where only
one calculated point is availlAble for a curve, the estimated trend is
indicated by a dash line. The large squares denote the critical condi-
tions for the three speeds respectively.

On a limit basis, it is seen that the allowable Nid for VD is somewhat
greater than 25/50 of that for VC. The allowable 0ýqd for VB is somewhat
greater than that at Ir•, but not by the full 66/50 ratio. The •own-
bending conditions are clearly much less critical than the upbending t
conditions. °

On an ultimate basis, the allowable Fd for VD is well in excess of
25/50 of that for Va. The allowable vwed for VB is Just 66/50 of that
for VC. 4

At VC: the ultimate-strength value of Vw7 d is 1.82 times the limit
strength value. The ratio of ultimate-strength to limit strength
N(y)/ffo values is 1.0 x 10-10/8 x 10-8 = 1.2 x 10-3.

E.2.2 Mission Analysis Criterion. By entering the mission analysis ex- 7 F

ceedance curves with linit-strength and ultimate-strength values of
bending moment at WS 191 obtained from the work described above, it was
possible to make good preliminary estimates of limit and ultimate fre-
"quencies of exceedanze. The follow.ng values were thus selected at which
to define load conditions for stress analysis.

"Limit: N(y) = 1.0 x 10-5 exceedances per hour a

Ultimate: N(y) = 3.0 x 10-9 exceedances per hour

A set cf loads at each of these two levels was read from the exceedance
curves. Inasmuch as Case 106 was generally among the predominant

E-27 ji ' i
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contributors to the exceedancesp its one-g loads were considera: repre-
sentative. These were subtracted from the net loads to give a set of
incremental loads to which phasing factors could be applied.

At each of tio levels, limit and ultimate, two conditions were defined.
The-e corresponded to the "A" end "C" conditions defined for the design
envelope cases, and were similarly designated. Phasing factors were
obtained in the same way as for the design envelope conditions. The
resulting values have been included in Table E-4. The corresponding
loads are listed in Table E-7.

Critical locations were known from the d-!sign envelope analyses. As a
result, stress anal.rsis was performed only for the front beam at WS 191
("A" jondit!ons) and the rear beam at WS 145 ("C" condihions). The fol-
lowing margins were obtained:

Limit Condition A (front beam, WS 191) -. 02

TAimit Condition C (rear beam, WS 1h5) +. Ol

Ultimate Condition A (front beam, WS 191) +.02

Ultimate Condition C (rear beam, WS 145) +.10 "

The corresponding limit and ultimate frequencies of exceedance were
obtained from the exceedance curve for bending moment at WS 191. The
curves were entered with allowable bending moments equal to (1 - .02)
and (I + .02) times the values at 1.0 x 10-5 and 3.0 x 10-9 respectively;
the corresponeing frequencies of exccedance were found to be:

Limit: N(y) = 1.8 x 10- cycles per hour

Ultimate: N(y) = 4.2 x 10-9 cycles per hour

The ratio of ultimate to limit frequencies of exceedance is 2.3 x 10-4
or li" 34.

E. 3 Model 188 Fuselage and Tail, Vertical Gust

E.3.1 Mission Analysis, Limit Strength. In Appendix D, load conditions
were develcped for the Model l1b P.:selage such that statistically de-
fined loads were matched. This set of conditions reflected a mission
analysis approach and a level of severity defined by a frequency of
e.ceedance of 1.00 x 10-5 cycles per hour. Preliminary comparison of
these loads with Model 188 limit design fuselage loads indicated that at
no point in the fuselage were the limit design loads exceeded. At this

E-28
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frequency of exceedance the Model 188 wing, on the other hand, actually
showed slight negative margins of safety. Hence it was clear that the
fuselage would be less critical than the wing and therefore would not
influence the vertical gust design level.

However, in order to obtain a clearer picture of the critical regions of
the fuselage, as well as a direct measure of how much less critical the
fuselage is than the wing, this comparison was now made on a more formal
basis.

In Figures E-6(a) through (f), design load envelopes are shown for the
Model 188 fuselage at the various locations wnere load outputs were ob-
tained frcs the ten-degree-of-friedom analysis. These locations, it
will be rccalled, were potential1v critical locations as indicated by the
design stress analysts. In all gases, the envelopes are shown as rec-
tangles. Thes ! are defined by design conditions at or very close to the
upbending and downbending corners. The rectangular shape is believed to
approximn~te c:.osely the shape of the actual strength envelopes, since
the stress analysis indicated relatively little interaction between
.shear and berling mnoment. For the design downbending conditions, design
margins of safety were rather low and the design load envelopes are be-
lieved t, be fairly good approyimations to actual strength envelopes.
For the upbeneing conditions, considerably greater strength was available
than in4itated 'by the envelopes.

"The mission inalysis limit points shown on the figures were read from
load exc-eda..ce curves, such as given in Figurer 9-F. and 9-9, at a fr'e-
quency o' exceedance of 2.4 x 10-5 cycles per hour. Tis level cor-
"responds approximately to the limit strength of the Model 188 wing, as
established In Appendix E. The plotted points reflect unphased values
of sheax and bending moment in all cases. As can be inferred from the
results given in Appendix D, actual phasing factors are generally close
to unity. Also, because of the absence of significant interactio. be-
tween sbear and bending moment, the validity of the comparison does not
depend upon the shear and bending bioment being exactly in phase.

It is seen that at all locations the mission analysis limit load is well
below the de'ign limit load given by the solid line In tbe figures.

Based oa downbending strength - upbending being found less critical when -"

account is +aken of the higher margins of safety for the upbending design
conditions - the critical location is F.S. 350; and the limit strength
value of N(y) at this location, as read from the exceedane curve for
bend~n[ •ovient at the limit design load level of -5.0 x 1P in.lb., is
6 x 10-0 exceedances per hour. This is considerably lower than the
vai e of 2.2l exceedances per hour for the wing.
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E.3.2 Mission Analysis, Ultimate Strength. As in the above investiga-
"tion of the limit 3trength level, atatistically defined loads were also
obtained for the Model 188 fiselage and horizontal tail at an approp-
"riate ultimate strength frequency of exceedance; these were then added

I to Figures E-6(a) through (f). The fxequenzvy of exceedance Vas taken
as that cgrresponding to ultimate strength of the Model 188 wing, or
S1.4X 10- cycles per hour."

The statistically defined loads are larger than the aesign ultimate
-• loads only for upbending at rS 500 and FS 57]. However, as ncted above,

the design loads for upbending have large positive margtns of safety
due to the inherent strength resulting from the high downbending loads.
The allowable shear is essentially the same in upbending as in down-
bending. An indication of the allowable bending moment in upbending is
given by the minimum margin of safety for the design upbending conditions
at FS 5'0 and FS 571. This was + .37 (at FS 571), due to buckling of an
upper longeron due to bending moment alone. As a result, it became clear
that the ultimate strength value of N(y), like the limit-strength value,
"is governed by downbending, and that again the fuselage is less critical
than the wing. The critical fuselage location is FS 350, and the ujlti-
mate strength value of N(y) is approximately 1 x 10-9.

"* E.3.3 Design Envelope Criterion. Statistically defined loads based on
design envelope cases are also shown on Figures E-6(a) through (f). In
obtain~rg these loads, the limit and ultimate strength values of Vwild
were takeu as defined by Model 188 ,.-ing strength, at 60 and 100 fps
respectively. The loads are then given by

Load = (one-g value) ± (K) (urd 17

"Factors of 66/50 and 25/50 were applied to aww-q r the VB and VD condi-
tions respectively. As noted in Appendix E, ...t factors are the ratios
of currently specified Ude gust velocities at the respective speeds. On
the assumption that the same ratios would be retained in a power-spectral
criterion, -he loads resultir.g from these o-4d's are directly eomparable
as potential critical design conditions.

Each plott-ed point represents the most critical of tLe variou's cases.A variety of cases were critical$ as indicated by Table E-8.

Again bearing in mind the conservatism of the upbending design load en-
velopes, it is seen that in tll cases, both limit and ultimate, the

"" statistically defined loads are well within the fuselage strength.
Theref re it is concluded that the fuselage is not critical and will not
influence the selection of design Gw~ld l-vels.
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Maim

Approxiate limit-strength and ult strength values Of~ a0do ad-
justed to an latitude- of 12s,000 ft ji~eesame manner described in
Appendix9) ar as follows:

Case A.aIti1.rde Location Limit Ultimate

VB ~427 7000 ft. IS 350 downbending 3-41 fps 270 fps

W7 iooo t.. s 5ndovnb ending 67 fp ~ p

1.) 26 7000 ft- 78350 dwnnbendiag 38 fps - 73 fps

The critical cases and locations noted above are also indicated by
under1l!4ing in Table z-8. It is seen that the vB values are far greater

..thlan 66/50 of the corresponding V0 values., and tha.t the VD) values are
greater than 25/50 of th Vc value~s. Consequently, the V3 and VD) con-
ditions are less critiesk! than the V0 conditions. -

X.~ MoPdel W1& Fuselage and Tail, Vertical Gust i
A comparison of statistically defined loads, for the Model 749 fuselage
and tail with the corresponding design loads (as approximiate measures of F
limit and ultimate streng'h) is given in Figures R-T(a) through (c).

As in the corresponding Model 188 comparison presented in Appendix Es,
Section E. 3 the design load envelopes are shown as rectangles. The
maximu shear and uaxiuum bending moment conditions defining the en-
velopes were the same, in all cases.

the statistically defined loads also are obtained in the same way as in
the Model 188 compaison.

The mission analysis points are plotted at frequency of exceedance
levelss, for the limit and ultimate conditions respectivelys, of 2.14 x
10-5 and 1.4l x 10-8 cycles per hour. These are the same values useE in
the Model 188 comparison in Appendix Ej, Section E-3.

_3;The design envelope points are plotted at limit and iiatt.mate U1311  p
values of 60, and 100 fps, as In the Model 2.88 analysis. Factors of
66/i0 &and 25/50 were again applied to oQ~d for the V3 and VD. conditions

loads. casaresul, the sttsiclydel 71&9 I loads %re far below the design
loas. s areslts th Moel 49 eaelag and tail strengt wiii not

influence the selection of design levels of N(y) or of rd



:1 TABLE E-8. CRITICAL FUSELAGE CASES, MODEL 188

* 1 _______(a) DOWN BENDING

location Limit ultimste'PVB VC VD IBVC Y
FE f350 kv OT 4z2 hew hD

4w1 _?hOa 425 4W 4%? 2

6%, 4w 408 42 4 4 h
~~% W00h? h2 We 2 423

B oriz.~f _____ '01 423 4w 4O3a3

(b) UPBENDING

locationaica a

V3  Ve V 'D V VC V

PS0 "D43D 1420 hi 26a

1 UwiLz. ftu 02 1l i90 4A.0
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IN

Approximate limit and uJ.fimati strength values of N(y), based on tile de-
sign load envelopes shown are:-

Limit: N(y) 4 . 5 x ior9 exceeclances per hour

.4JJltiinate: N(Y) -1.7 x 10-14 exceedances per hour

The critical location in both cases is the hrzaltail in downbewding.
Approi~telimi and timate strength valte ~d

B323 700CI 185 :Ps 310 fps

V302 16000 no fps l86 fpsVC _tt

VD 320 7000 71 fps 120 fps

2he critical location. in both cases is the forebody in downbending.

]It should be remarked that the Cu~ vallues shown would. have been mate-.
riaflly nigher if realistic payload running loads had been assumed, in
accordance with present-day practice. The valves used were taken from
the original design loads determinatLion of the airplane and were roughly
50% higher than would be used today.

X.5 Model 188 Fuselage and Tail, lateral Gust

I I In establishing the limit and ultimate strength values of 1(y) and O0 Ad
for lateral gust for the Model 188, major attention was given to the fin.__

and its l1init and ultimate strength, in terms of allowable side load,
can readily be determined. For the fuselage, on the other hand, many
locations throughout the aftbody are potentiall~y critical. At any given
location., the stresses arise from airloads on the vertical tail and the
fuselage, relieving inertl a forces due to the lateral and yawing accelera-
tions, balancing airloads on the horizontal tail, and the one-g level

- flight gravity forces. Variations in gross weight, c.g. position,, and
payload never affect afll of these loads sources in the same may. As a_

I result,, It is virtually impossible to eliminat~e potentima design condi-
tions by inspect~ion. To find the critical fuselage conditions would

' 1 require generatirg design contitions and performing stress ana3yais for
a zultitude of co~tination- !.g. position (forward end aft limit),
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gross veight, and payload-fuel quantities. The original design analysis,,1
however, encompassed such lateral loading conditions as discrete lateral
gust, yaw makneuverj, and engine failure. For these conditions, the fuse-
Iage was 'tot significantly more limiting than the fin. Also,, there was
some indication that if the fuselage were to be found critical., it would I
be in the far aft region,, close to the tail., where the amount of aftbody

_ - payload would have a negligible effect.

Consequently, it was decided that a thorough inveitigation of all poten-
tially critical ýiftbody condition3 was not justified. It, did appear de-

#0 krable., however,, to make at least a cursory fuselage stress analysis.
For this purpose., thrde conditions were define'd.

Inasmuch as the original limit design side. load on the vertical tail haa
been 21400 lb., all three conditions were defined atitbhh level. Each -

k.W condition, however, was at a different speed, since equivalent airspeed
eas v. large effect on. the balancing tail load anti hence on the ona-g
flight loads upon which the lateral gust increment superimposes. The
three conditions selected were: -

Mission afialysis Case 202, 282 knots EMS at liOQO ft.

VC 3214 knots SAS at 12000 ft.

405 knots FAB at 800 fAt1  r

Aftbody payload was rather arbitrarily assumed to be zervo, in ach as
this condition. -appeared to be critical in the original desismalys is.
Baliancing tail loads -tere arbitrarily based on a gross weight of
113j,000 lb. for the VDconc~tion and 77500 lb. for the VC condition.
Fuselage torsions due to usyimmetrical horizontal tail load in ozie-g
flight were based on flight load measurements instead of the arbitrarr
percentages specified in FAR 25. Lateral acceleratioms and body air-
loads consistent with the 2400 lb. aide load on the vertical tail were
approximated by use of the appropriate transfer functions; values of jif, j
ny. and WN in phase with tie side load on the vertical tail., at the DutchU
roll natural frequency, were used for this purpose. The side loads were
calculated for the miassion analysis case onlyp said the same ratios t4- r
the tail side load were assumed to apply ft;r the VC and VDcases. Fuse-
]age torsic=~ due to th- dissyimmetry of horizont~al tail, load produced by

inductior, af3'ects fromn~h vertical tail were obtained theoretically.IK~ ftir each of the three conditions, the minimum aftbody margir of safety
was determined by -,*.-:ess anal.ysis. Also determined was the amount that
the vertica. 'ail si. -t load would have to be reduced to giv~e a zero
margin of saf'ety." S' e resulting margins of safety aud allowable side
loads were as follo-.s:

3-4r
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F 1  ¶
I Ifllowable. Tail Side

Speeds Margin of' Load, P.
Case Knots FAS Safety Vactor Load

1 282 -. 02 .94 22500
r 32;4 -. 08 .81 1940o

II 1o405 • -.-. 5 .57 13700

, The critical 2- ation in the structure in each care was found to be the
upper forward ccrner of the aft passenger door, at 1 800. InammAh as
t1jis w&s relatively far forward, the actual payload present coumld have

I a substantial ef.Lfect on the margins of safety.

For the fin itself and the frames that transmit its loaA into the fuse-K lage sheUl, tbh z inimm margin of safety was + .05. Acc)rdingly, *he
limit allowable fin load is (l.O5)(24000 lb.) = 25200 lb.

In view of the probably sizeable effect of payload on the faselage mar-
gins of safety in the vicinity of FS 800, any results based on the mar-
"gins of safety tabulated would have to be considered as only very roughly
indicative. Wi-thin this limitat-on, approximate limit and ultimate

rvalues of N(y) and of ew'1d were comiputed.-

" The variation in allowable side load, Py, for the three conditions waa
* due almost exclusively to variation of the balancing load on the hori-

zontal tail, Pz- Consequently, it was possible to plot allowable P7 vs
balancing tail loads, and read from the curve the allowable value of
PV. corresponding to intermediate values of P2 . For ultimate conditions,

zP was divided by 1. 5, the correspondaag value of Py was read, and this
was multiplied by 1. 5 to reconvert to an ultimate basis. For aft e.g.
conditions, the down balancing tail load was reduced appropriately.

Before proceding further, the effect of cabin pressure on the margins of
"safety was examined. It was found that at the critical location the
cabin pressure contributed significantly to the stresses. The axln=xm
differential pressure was used in the analysis; at the pertinent altitudes,
an the other hand, even if full sea level cabin pressure were maintained,
the differenttial pressure would have been miuch lower. Elimination of
this conservatism apperred to permit a sizeable increase in the tail side

I j load. However, other locations would then become critical. One such
location, where the cabin pressure did not contribute to the stress,
showed a + .03 margin with the reduced Py indicated. It was estimated
that the Py values tabulated above could bably be increased by about1 % before zero margins would be developed at these locations. Accordingly,
the allowable Py values tabulated above were all umultiplied by 1.05 be-I fore plotting vs Pz"
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The various cases of interest are listed in Table E-9. The allowable P
Vanues shown were read from the curve. The limit and ultimate strerngthy
values of owVd were then computed as shown. The A values used were
taken from the critical cases for tail side load and are not necessarily
consistent with the gross weights and payloads used in the fuselage loads
determination. The limit and ultimate strength values of N(y) were read
f•om Figure 9-13.

For the fin itself and the frames that transmit its loads into the fuse-
lage shell, the limit allowable side load was indicated above to be
25200 lb. This value provides a cut-off for those conditions for which
consideration of fuselage strength alone would result in a high allow-
able side load.

As noted in Section 7, preliminary analysis, based on tail load alone,
had indicated the VB loads to be appreciably lower than the VC loads, on
the basis of a ratio of VB to VC Ovq 'S of 66/50. It is clear from
Table e-9 that consideration of fusele strength would not reverse this
"conclusion.

As noted above, detailed analysis of a sufficient number of design en-
velope conditions to establish a firm set of limit and ultimate strength
ty 1Id values for the Model 188 aftbody did not appear justified. It did

j appear, however, that a realistic set of aftbody loads could be derived
readily for the mission analysis segment giving the highest fin side
load, and that these loads would be quite representative of loads for
the missi.-a analysis as a whole. As a result, a more refined set of
mission anaLyzis loads was now defined. Actual aftbody payload was in-
cluded. A more realistic cabin differential presmsre, of 3.9 psi, uras
used, corresponding to a 2000 f+. cabin altitude at an airplane altitude
of 11000 ft. Stresses due to cabin pressure, as before, were neglected
where they acted to relieve the stresses due to the flight loads. This
condition was defined with lateral loads corresponding to a fin side
load of 24000 lb. The midnim= margin of safety was found to be +. 14.
It was clear, tnerefore, •aat the full limit-strength fin 3ide load of
25200 lb could be carried without exceeding limit -trength anywhere in
the aftbody. As a result, the limit nnd ultimate strength N(y) values
for lateral gust, for the Model 188, became:

Limit: N(y) = 6 x lo-5 cycles per hour

Ultimate: N(y) = 5 x 1o- 7 cycles per hour

i-j
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1C.6 Model 749 fuselag and Tail, Lateral Gust i

Based on the original stress analysis of the Model 749 outbo'ard finsf
the limit strength value of the side load on one fin is 6270 lb. The
actual distribution of load amongst the three fins was later determined
by loads measurements in flight. It was found tniat .45 of the total
load was developed on the leading outboard fin. The resulting limit
strength valutt oA.'total side load for the three fins is therefore
(627o lb. )!.45 - A40= lb. The corresponding ultima~te strength is
21, 000 1b.

Based on these strength values., the limit and ultimate strength N(y)
values are read from Figure 9-15:

Limit: 1(y) = 2.4 x £0Ir exceedances per hour

Ultimate: N(Y) = 5 x 10-6 exceedances per hour

Limit and ultimate stret~gth values of u,'1 wer obtained iVtilizing the

I vaues rom ableB-B: Limit or Allowable [

Speed Case Altitude Ultimate Py

v~ 501j, 50;3 7000 ft. Limit 14000 lb. 218 it'/fps 64.6

VD 502j, 5,4 7000 ft. Limit i4Olb 29]/fs 8.3

VC 51s53 00ft ltmt 21000 1b . 218 731s 6.

VTD 502, 504 7000 ft. Ultimate -21000 lb. 291 lb/fps -72.4

-~It is seen that the VD values are in both cases vV11 in excess of 25/50
* of the corresponding VC values. As indicated in Section 7, VB cases

were not included, as it appeared that the resulting allowable U1.'ld
&,values would be greater than 66/50 of the corresponding VC values. t

Laterai gust conditions based on power-spectral analysis were not do- 1

lage would probably be found to be less critical than the td4l. .:he
original design analysis shovel the fuselage to be no more critical than the
outboard fin; and with the. mor.e adverse distribution of load amnongst the[I
t~hree fins used in the present analysis, the fuselage&'khould beccaie



Srelatively less critical. It is believeo moreover, that tie relative
severity of loading on the fuselage and tail should be about the same
for a power-spectral gust condition as for the discrete gust and yaw

a result, the substantial effort that would be required for present

personnel to perfom meaningful stress analysiR of the iodel 74'9 fuselage
(bearing in mind that the original stress analysis is now nearly 20
years old) did not appear justified.
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